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# THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

## ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARRev</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axon.</td>
<td>axonometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD&amp;C</td>
<td>BUILDING DESIGN &amp; CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biblio.</td>
<td>bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bldg.</td>
<td>building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cea</td>
<td>continuing education article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont'd</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost anal</td>
<td>cost analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>det.</td>
<td>details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dia.</td>
<td>diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elev.</td>
<td>elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext.</td>
<td>exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>illustration, illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso.</td>
<td>isometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAE</td>
<td>JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.</td>
<td>photo of model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.</td>
<td>page, pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers.</td>
<td>perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph.</td>
<td>photo, photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>plan, plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.</td>
<td>references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec.</td>
<td>section, sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel. det.</td>
<td>selected detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppl</td>
<td>Supplemental Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ.</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ACCESSIBILITY

See HANDICAPPED DESIGN

## ACOUSTICS

**Acoustic Options for Windows and Window Walls;** by Steve Fronek; ph.; p. 40-46; July 05; TCS

**Combatting Noise Pollution;** by Sara Hart; ph. ill. sec. pl. graph cea; p. 143-150; Feb 05; AR

**Controlling Sound in Non-Residential Structures;** ph. table ill. cea; p. 169-173; July 05; AR

**Elements of Good Acoustics;** by William Stewart; ph. det. table; p. 33-39; July 05; TCS

**Enhancing Acoustics in the Learning Environment;** by Kenneth P. Roy; ph. ill. ref.; p. 42-48; Jan 05; TCS

**Operable Partitions and Room Acoustics;** by Jim Curtis; ph. table det. ill. dia.; p. 24-32; July 05; TCS

**Perforated Metal and Wood Ceilings;** by Michael Chusid; ph. cea; p. 275-279; Dec 05; AR

**Specifying Arena Acoustics;** by Brian Kubicki; ill.; p. 66-71; Dec 05; TCS

## AIR CONDITIONING

See ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

## AIRPORT

**Airport Roof Structures;** by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 181-188; Oct 05; AR

**California, San Jose;** North Concourse, Norman Y. Mineta Airport; Gensler Associates; by Robert Klaar; ph. sec.; p. 42; July 05; A

**Canada, Ontario, Toronto;** Lester B. Pearson International Airport; Moshe Safdie, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Adamson Associates; Master Planning by Arup; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 62-63; June 05; A

**England, London;** Gatwick Pier 6 Air Bridge; Wilkinson & Eyre; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 45-53; July 05; A

**Israel, Tel Aviv;** Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Moshe Safdie; Structural Design by Arup Structures; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-34; Mar 05; BD&C

**Israel, Tel Aviv;** Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Moshe Safdie and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p. 158-165; Oct 05; AR
AIRPORT (cont’d)

Spain, Madrid; Barajas Airport; Richard Rogers and Lamela Studio; by David Cohn; ph. sec.; p. 150-151; Oct 05; AR
Texas, Dallas; Terminal D; HNTB, HKS and Corgan Associates; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 166-171; Oct 05; AR
Washington, Seattle; South Terminal Expansion; NBBJ; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 172-176; Oct 05; AR

ALABAMA

Birmingham; Memorial, Monument; Vulcan Park Restoration; HKW; Landscape Design by Nimrod Long; by Glenn R. DiNella; ph. pl. Corgan 150-157; Oct 05; AR

ALASKA

Anchorage; School/Special; Highland Technical High School; RIM Architects; by Matthew Phair; ph. ill.; p. 32-37; June 05; BD&C
Matanuska-Susitna Borough; Hospital; Mat-Su Regional Medical Center; Ascension Group; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 14; Aug 05; BD&C

ALBANIA

—; Recreation/Park; Butrint National Park; by Gary Wimberly; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 136-143; May 05; LA

ANGOLA

Luana; University/Campus; Universidade Agostinho Neto; Perkins & Will; by Abby Bussel; ill.; p. 33; June 05; A

ANTARCTICA

Brunt Ice Shelf; Research Facility, Laboratory; Halley VI Research Station; Three firms shortlisted; Hugh Broughton, Hopkins Architects and Lifschutz & Davidson; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 05; A

APARTMENT

See RESIDENCE

APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

California, Palo Alto; Oak Court Apartments; Gold Nugget Award; Pyatak Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 110; June 05; B
California, Reseda; Fiesta House Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; John V. Mutlow; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Oct 05; B
California, San Francisco; Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments; RA Design Award; David Baker, by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 99; May 05; RA
California, Santa Rosa; Riley Street Condominiums; Gould & Evans and Kellogg Architects; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 39; May 05; A
France, Paris; Flower Tower; Edouard Francois; by David Barista; ph. pl. det.; p. 44-46; Jan 05; BD&C
Illinois, Chicago; Contemporary at 516 North Wells; AIA Honor Award; Perkins & Will; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 116; May 05; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Contemporary Condominiums; RA Design Award; Perkins & Will; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl. ill.; p. 40-43; May 05; RA
Illinois, Chicago; Contemporary; Ralph Johnson; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54-59; June 05; A
Illinois, Chicago; Rescuing the Residences at River Bend; by Charles Wardell; ph.; p. 79-80; Jan 05; B
New York, New York; Chelsea Court; RA Design Award; Louise Braverman; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 101; May 05; RA
New York, New York; Porter House Condominiums; Building Team Project Award; SHoP/Sharples, Holden & Pasquarelli; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; ph.; p. 60; May 05; BD&C
Russia, Moscow; Narkomfin Apartments; Moisei Ginsburg; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 34-35; May 05; A
Spain, Madrid; EMV Housing Villaverde; David Chipperfield and Jose Maria Fernandez-Isla; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

HIGH RISE

Australia, Southbank; Eureka Tower; Fender & Katsalidis; by Eileen McMorris; ill.; p. 56; Feb 05; A
Illinois, Chicago; Marina City; Bertrand Goldberg; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 160; May 05; RA
Illinois, Chicago; Skybridge Condominiums; RA Design Award; Perkins & Will; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; May 05; RA

INTERIORS

Apartment Renovation; Studio Rinaldi; by Carole Nickson; ph.; p. S28-S34; Sept 05; ID
France, Paris; Apartment Interior; Frederic Lavaud; Interior Design by Laurent Buttazzoni; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 256-263; Oct 05; ID
France, Paris; Apartment Renovation; Decol Architects; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 182-183; July 05; ID
APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)
France, Paris; Loft Interior: Matteo Messervy; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 248-253; Mar 05; ID
Iowa, Des Moines; RenSt Loft Renovation; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; by Linda Hallam; ph. pl.; p. 194-196; Feb 05; AR
New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; Workshop/APD; Interior Design by Sara Story; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 186-188; Sept 05; ID
New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; Shamir Shaw; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 200-207; Jan 05; ID
New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; AJS Designs; Interior Design by Jackie Terrell; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-172; Sept 05; ID
New York, New York; Dumbacher Loft Renovation; Gluckman & Mayner; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-182; Sept 05; ID
New York, New York; Duplex Remodel; The Apartment; by Jeannie Rosenfeld; ph. pl.; p. 230-237; Sept 05; ID
New York, New York; Loft Renovation; Messana & O’Rorke; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. S16-S18; Apr 05; ID
New York, New York; Loft Renovation; Brendan Quinn; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl.; p. 134-141; Nov 05; ID
New York, New York; Loft Renovation; Leeser Architecture; by Tim McKeough; p. 148-152; Sept 05; ID
New York, New York; Loft Renovation; Slade Architecture; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S4-S6; Sept 05; ID
New York, New York; New York Loft; Dufner & Heighes; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 162-169; Jan 05; ID
New York, New York; Penthouse Renovation; Martin Raffone; Interior Design by Charles Lewis; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 158-162; Sept 05; ID
Penthouse Apartment; Graff; by Andreas Tzortziz; ph.; p. 104-111; Nov 05; ID
Selling Power of Interior Design; Tsao & Mckown, Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel and et al.; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 256-267; Sept 05; ID
Switzerland, Lucerne; Loft Conversion; Gus Wustemann; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl. pers.; p. 204-211; July 05; ID

LANDSCAPE
California, San Francisco; Roof Garden; Andrea Cochran; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 108-113; Apr 05; LA
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Rooftop Garden; Oslund Associates; by David Motzenbecker; ph. sec. det.; p. 66-71; Feb 05; LA

MIDDLE RISE
Spain, Madrid; Sanchinarro Mirador Housing; MVRDV and Blanca Leo; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-85; Nov 05; A

APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

MIDDLE RISE (cont’d)
See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING/TOWNHOUSE; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP

Georgia, Atlanta; Art Foundry; James & Harwick; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; July 05; B

AQUACULTURE

Connecticut, New Haven; Regional Vocational Aquaculture Center; Sound School; Building Team Project Award; Paul Pizzo; Mechanical Design by Dewberry-Goodkind; ph.; p. 53; May 05; BD&C

AQUARIUM

Georgia, Albany; Flint RiverQuarium; Antoine Predock and RBK Architects; Exhibition Design by Lyons & Zarembla; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 218-223; May 05; AR

ARBORETUM

Massachusetts, Boston; Leventritt Shrub and Vine Garden; Maryann Thompson; Landscape Design by Reed & Hilderbrand; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. elev.; p. 124-127; Oct 05; AR
See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; RECREATION

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

20 BELOW STUDIO
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Rider Bennett; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 101-103; May 05; ID

2M ASSOCIATES
Recreation/Park; Shoreline Parks; San Mateo, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-61; July 05; A

3DELUXE
Night Club; Cocoon Club; Frankfurt, Germany; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 160-164; Aug 05; AR

A/R ENVIRONETICS GROUP
Restaurant; Lo Scalo Restaurant; New York, New York; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 82-84; July 05; ID

ABE, HITOSHI
Restaurant; Aoba-tei Restaurant; Sendai, Japan; by Naoni Pollock; ph. pl. elev.; p. 132-137; Sept 05; AR

ACANTHUS STUDIO
Recreation; Computer Generated Animations for Golf Courses; by Joseph Campo; ph. ill.; p. 72-77; Feb 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ADAM, ROBERT
Memorial, Monument; Millennium Gate; Atlanta, Georgia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Mar 05; LA

ADAMS, TROY
Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; West Hollywood, California; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. S38-S42; Apr 05; ID

ADAMSON ASSOCIATES
Airport; Lester B. Pearson International Airport; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 62-63; June 05; A
Office Building; Heasrt Corporation Headquarters; New York, New York; by Gordon Wright; ph. ill.; p. 42-46; Apr 05; BD&C

ADLER, JONATHAN
Residence; Residence Renovation; Shelter Island, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S32-S34; Apr 05; ID

AFFLECK & DE LA RIVA
Residence; Minton Hill House; Quebec, North Hatley, Canada; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p. 52-53; Nov 05; A

AHETH
School/Adult; Westminster City Academy; London, England; by Rob Gregory; pers.; p. 66; Apr 05; AR

AHOLA & KORHONEN
Exhibition, Exhibit; Habitatare Exhibition; Helsinki Design Week; Helsinki, Finland; by Julia Dawson; ph. p. 90-91; Nov 05; ARev

ARIES MATEUS
Hotel; Park Hyatt Hotel; Dublin, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m.; p. 81; Apr 05; ARev

AJ DESIGNS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-172; Sept 05; ID

AL HADRAMI, ABDULLAH
Religious Building; Al-Abbas Mosque; Restoration; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Asnaf, Yemen; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; Jan 05; ARev

ALBERTS ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Shepherds Crossing; Zion, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; May 05; B

ALFONSO ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Nielsen Media Research Campus; Oldsmar, Florida; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; May 05; A

ALLIES & MORRISON
Office Building; Allies and Morrison Office Building; London, England; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Feb 05; BD&C
Studio; The Hospital Recording Studio; London, England; by lan Phillips; ph.; p. 72-77; July 05; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ALLISON & RAMSEY
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Harborside at Lake Carolina; Builder’s Choice Award; Columbia, South Carolina; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 188; Oct 05; B

ALLMAN, SATTLER & WAPPNER
Learning, Training Center; Southwestmetall Training Center; Reutlingen, Germany; by Christian Bresning; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Oct 05; ARev

ALOMAR, RANIA
Store; Equator Books; Venice, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 84-86; Oct 05; ID

ALTERSTUDIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 69-70; Oct 05; AR

ALTUS ARCHITECTURE
Health Care, Health Center; Dalseth Family Dental Clinic; Apple Valley, Minnesota; by Bette Hammel; ph. pl.; p. 122-125; June 05; AR

AMBITECH ENGINEERING
Industrial Building; Stepan ‘M’ Building; Reconstruction Award; Elmwood, Illinois; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 46; Oct 05; BD&C

AMPHIBIAN ARC
Planetarium; Beijing Planetarium; Beijing, China; by John Pastier; ph.; p. 154-156; June 05; AR

ANDO, TADAO
Museum/Art; Chichu Art Museum; Naoshima, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p. 116-123; Oct 05; AR
Residence; 4 x 4 House; 50 Years of Record Houses; Kobe, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph.; p. 383-384; Dec 05; AR
Residence; Coastal House; San Francisco, California; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 88; Apr 05; ARev
Showroom; Furniture Showroom; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 05; ARev

ANDREU, PAUL
Performing Arts Center; Oriental Arts Center; Shanghai, China; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. elev.; p. 46-47; Mar 05; BD&C

ANDROPOGON ASSOCIATES
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Susan Hines; ph. dia. sec. ill. pl. map; p. 78-91; Sept 05; LA

ANSHEN & ALLEN
Religious Building/Church; Central Methodist Church; Stockton, California; by Beth Browne; ph.; p. 57-58; June 05; AR
University/Engineering Building; Engineering Building; University of California; Santa Cruz, California; by Anna Holtzman; ph. sec.; p. 73-74; May 05; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

**ANSHEN & ALLEN (cont'd)**

**University/Engineering Building;** Mechanical Engineering Building; University of Kentucky; Lexington, Kentucky; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. det.; p. 62-63; Mar 05; A

**Waste Disposal;** New Treatment for Medical Waste; by Larry Flynn; ph. dia.; p. 175; Dec 05; AR

**ANSORG**

**Lighting;** Escada Store; Moscow, Russia; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 156-158; Aug 05; AR

**AOKI, JUN**

**Residence;** G House; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 62-67; Sept 05; ARev

**AP ATELIER**

**Walkway;** Pedestrian Pathway; Prague Castle, Czech Republic; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 71-72; July 05; AR

**APARICIO, JESUS**

**Auditorium;** Archive and Exhibition Space; Arcade of the Nuevos Ministerios; Madrid, Spain; by Jorge Otero-Pailos; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-95; Mar 05; AR

**APONWAO DESIGN**

**Residence;** Live-Work Space; Miami, Florida; by Tom Austin; p. 234-239; Mar 05; ID

**APPLIED ARCHITECTURE**

**Urban Design, Multi-Use Project;** The Stockton; Reconstruction Award; Stockton, California; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40; Oct 05; BD&C

**APT CONSULTORES**

**Highway;** Garden Loop Road; Road landscape plan; San Jose, Costa Rica; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-71; Nov 05; LA

**ARCHIMANIA**

**Residence;** Hayden Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 194; Oct 05; B

**ARCHITECTONICS**

**Bathroom;** Loft Bathroom; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 44; Jan 05; RA

**Kitchen;** Loft Kitchen; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Jan 05; RA

**ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE**

**Library;** Minneapolis Central Library; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill. det.; p. 81; Mar 05; A

**Theater;** Guthrie Theater; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Thomas Fisher; ill.; p. 60; Mar 05; A

**ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES GROUP**

**Greenhouse;** Conservatory of Flowers; AIA Honor Award; San Francisco, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 118; May 05; AR

**ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)**

**ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES GROUP (cont'd)**

**Greenhouse;** Conservatory of Flowers; Renovation; San Francisco, California; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. cea; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR

**ARCHITECTURAL HIMMA**

**Architecture;** Profile of Firm; Seoul, Korea; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill.; p. 90-95; Dec 05; AR

**Store;** Hangil Book House; Paju, South Korea; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 116-121; Feb 05; AR

**ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH OFFICE**

**Performing Arts Center;** Weston Performing Arts Center; Weston, Connecticut; by Robert Klara; pl. ill. sec.; p. 37; Nov 05; A

**ARCHITECTURE TM**

**Restaurant;** Frisson Restaurant; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 170-175; Feb 05; ID

**ARCHITECTURESFUN**

**Rural Design;** Barnyard Sculptures at Bonner Heritage Farm; Lindenhurst, Illinois; by Peter Exley and Sharon Exley; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; May 05; LA

**ARCHITEKTENGRUPPE STUTTGART,**

**Museum;** Rheinisches Landesmuseum; Bonn, Germany; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-87; Feb 05; AR

**ARCHITECTON**

**University/Student Center;** Student Center; Chandler-Gilbert Community College; Chandler, Arizona; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 134-136; Aug 05; AR

**ARCHIVENTURE**

**Club;** Oakhurst Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Clarkston, Michigan; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 198; Oct 05; B

**ARETS, WIEL**

**Arts Center;** Amsterdam Arts Metropole Museum; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42; Apr 05; ARRev

**University/Library;** Library; University of Utrecht; Utrecht, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Aug 05; BD&C

**University/Library;** Library; University of Utrecht; Utrecht, Netherlands; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-61; Apr 05; A

**ARKIN & TILT**

**Sustainable Architecture;** Profile of Firm; Berkeley, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 64-73; Mar 05; RA

**ARNELL GROUP**

**Store;** Jacob & Company Jewelry Store; New York, New York; by Jessica Dheere; ph.; p. 112-114; Sept 05; ID

**Store;** Jacob & Company Jewelry Store; New York, New York; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 52-56; Dec 05; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ARCHITECTONICA
Residence; Casa Los Andes; Lima, Peru; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 247-248; June 05; AR

ARTEC
Store; Apotheke zum Lowen von Aspern Pharmacy; Vienna, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-143; Sept 05; AR

ARTISAN GARDENS
Museum; Dia:Beacon Museum; Beacon, New York; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 60-65; Dec 05; LA

ARUP
Airport; Lester B. Pearson International Airport; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 62-63; June 05; A
Auditorium; Pompidou Center; Metz, France; by Deborah Snoonian; elev. m. axon.; p. 176-177; Sept 05; AR
Sidewalk; Plantation Lane; Public street becomes public art centre; London, England; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 05; AR

University/Arts Center; Renovation of Wexner Center for the Arts; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 177-178; Nov 05; AR

ARUP ACOUSTICS
Computer; Virtual Reality and Digital Modeling; Federal courtroom design tools; Jackson, Mississippi; by Alan Joch; ph.; p. 184; Jan 05; AR
Performing Arts Center; Sage Gateshead; Concert hall; Gateshead, England; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-113; Aug 05; AR

ARUP LIGHTING
Shopping Center; Galleria Shopping Center; Seoul, Korea; by Alice Liao; ph. sec.; p. 196-200; Mar 05; AR

ARUP STRUCTURES
Airport; Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-34; Mar 05; BD&C

ARX PORTUGAL
Health Care, Health Center; Regional Blood Centre; Coimbra, Spain; by Catherine Sliesser; pl. m.; p. 74; Apr 05; AR

ASCENSION GROUP
Hospital; Mat-Su Regional Medical Center; Matanuska-Susitna Borough, Alaska; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 14; Aug 05; BD&C

ASFOUR & GUZY
Cultural Center; Stone Barns Center; Pocantico Hills, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR

ATELIER BOW-WOW
Residence; Country House; Izu Peninsula, Japan; by Catherine Sliesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; Sept 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ATTERBURY, GROSVERNOR
Cultural Center; Stone Barns Center; Pocantico Hills, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR

AUSTIN DESIGN
Recreation; Pool House; RA Design Award; Amherst, Massachusetts; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 117; May 05; RA

AUSTIN, VEUM & ROBBINS
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mixed-Use Community Structure; San Diego, California; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

AUTANT, EDOUARD
Architecture; Architectural Experimentation in the Theater of Space, 1937; Paris, France; by Gray Read; ph. pl. elev. sec. table iso. ill. ref.; p. 53-62; May 05; JAE

AVATAR PROPERTIES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bellalago; Kissimmee, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 103; July 05; B

B3 ARCHITECTS
Library; Hope Ranch Library; Builder's Choice Award; Santa Barbara County, California; by Margaret Antonelli; ph.; p. 208; Oct 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Grove; Omaha, Nebraska; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 176; June 05; B

B720
Recreation/Sports Facility; America's Cup Pavilion; Valencia, Spain; by Elizabeth Donoff; ph. ill. sec.; p. 28; Oct 05; A

BACCI, EUGENIA
Garden; Parque del Este Restoration; Caracas, Venezuela; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 106-113; Feb 05; LA

BAIRD, MATTHEW
Showroom; Carpet Showroom; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 156-160; July 05; ID

BAKER, BERNIE
Residence; Private Residence; Bainbridge Island, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 92-93; Sept 05; RA

BAKER, DAVID
Apartment Building; Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments; RA Design Award; San Francisco, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 99; May 05; RA

Residence; 310 Waverley Residence; Palo Alto, California; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 226-229; Oct 05; AR

BALLENTINE, JUAN NAVARRO
Renovation/Redesign; Guadalquivir River Promenade; Cartuja; Cartagena, Colombia; by Amanda Schacht; p. 20; Mar 05; AR

BALLEY, JEFFREY
Garden; Pebble Mosaics; Portland, Oregon; by Jim Cava; ph.; p. 94-98; Aug 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BALSAMO, OLSEN & LEWIS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Providence; Elgin, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; July 05; B

BALSLEY, THOMAS
Office Building/Landscape; Pacific Design Center; West Hollywood, California; by Mark Hinchaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-37; Feb 05; LA
Plaza; Capitol Plaza; 2005 ASLA Award; New York, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Oct 05; LA

BAN, SHIGERU
Auditorium; Pompidou Center; Metz, France; by Deborah Snoonian; elev. m. axon.; p. 176-177; Sept 05; AR
Museum; Nomadic Museum; New York, New York; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 109-110; May 05; AR
Residence; Glass Shutter House; Live/work house on tight urban site; Tokyo, Japan; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 82-85; Feb 05; ARev

BAR
Industrial Building; Bridge Service Building; Middelburg, Netherlands; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; May 05; A

BARKOW & LEIBINGER
Cultural Center; Boblingen Cultural Centre; Boblingen, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-41; Apr 05; ARev
Office Building; Digital Media City Offices and Showrooms; Seoul, South Korea; by Robert Klaar; ill. sec.; p. 39; May 05; A

BARNES & VANZE
Kitchen; Contemporary Georgetown Kitchen; Watermark Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 274; May 05; B
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Georgetown Townhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 202; Oct 05; B

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE
Museum; Addition to Walker Art Center; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-53; June 05; A

BARRET, MARYLENE
Religious Building; Al-Abbas Mosque; Restoration; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Asnaf, Yemen; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; Jan 05; ARev

BARRETT STUDIO
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Garden Crossing; Boulder, Colorado; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 105-112; Sept 05; B

BARTON ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Liberty Court Townhouses; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Dec 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BASS, SUZETTE
Residence; The Shingled Cottage; New Urban Challenge; Orlando, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 240-251; Jan 05; B

BASSENIAN & LAGONI
Interior Design; Ultimate Family Home; Watermark Award; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; European Quarter; Clovis, California; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 184; June 05; B

BASSETTI ARCHITECTS
Government Building; Seattle City Hall; Seattle, Washington; by Mark Hinchaw; ph. pl. elev.; p. 74-83; Oct 05; LA

BASTIE, VINCENT
Hotel; Hotel du Petit Moulin; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 210-217; Apr 05; ID

BAUM & THORNLEY
Kitchen; Brown Residence; Watermark Award; Kitchen of the Year; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 270-271; May 05; B

BEAVER HOMES USA
Residence; Harper Residence; “Extreme Makeover: Home Edition”; Lake City, Georgia; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 55-60; May 05; B

BEHA, ANN
Museum/Art; Delaware Art Museum Expansion; Wilmington, Delaware; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Nov 05; AR

BEHNISCH, BEHNISCH & PARTNER
Arts Center; Akademie der Künste; Berlin, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-67; Nov 05; ARev

BEHNISCH, BEHNISCH & PARTNER
Museum/Science, Technology; German Oceanographic Museum; Strasland, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42; Apr 05; ARev

School/Special; Pistorius School; Herbrichtingen, Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-65; Sept 05; A

BELLE & MACLEOD
Residence; Casa Cocoon; Wye River, Australia; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 118; Apr 05; AR

BELT & COLLINS
Residence; Birdwatcher’s Residence; Seattle, Near, Washington; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 116-123; June 05; LA

BENTEL & BENTEL
Bar; The Modern; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 124-131; Sept 05; AR

BERKUS DESIGN STUDIO
Library; Hope Ranch Library; Builder’s Choice Award; Santa Barbara County, California; by Margaret Antonelli; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BIBLIOWICZ, NATAN
Art; Documentary Sketches of Joan Weill Cen-
ter for Dance Construction; by Annie Block; ill.; p. 284-289; May 05; ID

BING & THOM
Shopping Center; Aberdeen Center Retail
Mall; British Columbia, Richmond, Canada;
by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; Nov
05; AR

BIRKERTS, GUNNAR
Architecture; Interview with Gunnar Birkerts;
by Martin Schwartz; ph. pl.; p. 20-24; July 05;
A

BKSK
Religious Building/Temple; East End Tem-
ple; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York;
by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 138; May 05; AR

BLACKNEY & HAYES
Office Building; The Wharf at Riverton; Re-
construction Award; Chester, Pennsylvania;
by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 30-31; Oct 05;
BD&C

BLATZ, STEVE E.
Studio; Yoga Studio and Residence; New
York, New York; by Judd Tully; ph. pl.; p.
290-297; Oct 05; ID

BLOM, JINNY
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Townhouse; House on Pilgrim’s
Lane; Townhouse renovation and addition;
London, Hampstead, England; by Lucy
Bullivant; ph. pl.; p. 188-192; Jan 05; AR

BLOODGOOD, SHARP & BUSTER
Law; Copyright Law and Townhome Design;
by Michele Mariani; ill.; p. 51-52; Apr 05; B

Residence; New American Home 2005;
Orlando, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.
157-188; Jan 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Townhouse; The Sabals
Townhomes; New Port Richey, Florida; by
Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 123; Oct 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Providence; Elgin, Illinois; by
Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; July 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; The Villages on Mount Hope Bay;
Tiverton, Rhode Island; by Kathleen Stanley;
ph. pl.; p. 150; Jan 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Weston Manor at Grand Hampton;
Tampa, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p.
98; Aug 05; B

BLOOM & FIORINO
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Lakewood Springs; Plano, Illinois;
by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 174; June 05; B

BNIM
University/Medical Center; School of Nurs-
ing; University of Texas Health Science Cen-
ter; Houston, Texas; by Larry Albert; ph. pl.
sec. ill.; p. 52-57; Mar 05; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BODIN & ASSOCIATES
Hotel; Domaine des Andeols Hotel;
Saint-Saturnin-les-Apt, France; by Lanie
Goodman; ph.; p. 218-224; Jan 05; ID

BOGDANOW PARTNERS
Theater; IFC Film Center Renovation; New
York, New York; by Elzy Kolb; ph.; p.
284-289; Sept 05; ID

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON
Government Building; Seattle City Hall; Se-
ttle, Washington; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.
elev.; p. 74-83; Oct 05; LA

Office Building; Financial Center; Milford,
66-67; May 05; A

Residence; House in the Blue Mountains; RA
Design Award; Eastern, Pennsylvania; by
Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; May 05; RA

Store; Apple Computer Stores; by Anna
Holtzman; ph.; p. 68-69; July 05; A

BOLLACK, FRANCOISE
Government Building; New York State
Capitol Building; Albany, New York; by Anna
Holtzman; ph.; p. 54; Feb 05; A

BOLLES & WILSON
Library; National Library of Luxembourg; —,
Luxembourg; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pers.
iso.; p. 62; Apr 05; AR

BOORA
Theater; Machineworks Theater; Portland, Or-
egon; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. 146-147;
June 05; ID

BORRUSO, GIORGIO
Store/Clothing; Fornarina Store; Las Vegas,
Nevada; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.;
p. 136-140; Feb 05; AR

Store/Clothing; Fornarina Store; Rome, Italy;
by Edie Cohen; m.; p. 224-229; Apr 05; ID

BOTTA, MARIO
Observatory; Tour de Moron; —, Switz-
erland; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 77-78; Jan 05;
AR

BOUCQUILLON, MICHEL
Industrial Design; Interview with Architect; by
Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 176-177; July 05;
ID

BOWEN FAMILY HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Breckinridge Station; Duluth,
Georgia; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 168;
June 05; B

BOWLS, ROBERT
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Site Development; Auburn Lane;
Chula Vista, California; by Kathleen Stanley;
ph. pl.; p. 103; Feb 05; B

BOZYK, CHRISTOPHER
Office Building/Interiors; Nokia Research
and Development Center; British Columbia,
Burnaby, Canada; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p.
298-307; May 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BRAVERMAN, LOUISE
Apartment Building; Chelsea Court; RA Design Award; New York, New York; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 101; May 05; RA

BREEN, BEER, GORMAN & MONK
Hotel; Siam Kempinski Hotel and Residences, Bangkok, Thailand; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

BREUER, MARCEL
Residence; Hooper House Revisited; Baltimore, Maryland; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 279-280; July 05; AR

BROOKS, RANDY
Residence; House Addition; London, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 94-97; Oct 05; ARev

BROUGHTON, HUGH
Research Facility, Laboratory; Halley VI Research Station; Three firms shortlisted; Brunt Ice Shelf, Antarctica; by Abby Busssel; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 05; A

BROWN, A. PAGE
Transit Station; Ferry Building; San Francisco, California; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 05; A

BROWN, BARBARA
Bathroom; Brown Residence; Sausalito, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36; July 05; RA

Kitchen; Brown Residence; Sausalito, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; July 05; RA

BROWN, RANDY
Bathroom; Brown Residence Bathroom; Omaha, Nebraska; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph. ill.; p. S38-S39; Sept 05; ID

Club; Boys Club of Sioux City; AIA Honor Award; Sioux City, Iowa; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 144; May 05; AR

Store; Bizarre Boutique; Omaha, Nebraska; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 152-156; Sept 05; AR

BRUCKNER & BRUCKNER
Museum/Science, Technology; Museum of Granite; Hauserberg, Germany; by Rob Gregory; elev. m.; p. 48; Apr 05; ARev

BRUDER, WILL
Residence; Desert House; Reno, Nevada; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. pers.; p. 87; Apr 05; ARev

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Loloma 5; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 132-135; July 05; AR

BUCHOLZ & MCEVOY
Office Building/Low Rise; SAP Call Centre; Galway, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; July 05; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BUELL, KRATZER & POWELL
Recreation/Park; Love Park; Skateboarding and Politics; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Ocean Howell; ph. pl. ref.; p. 32-42; Nov 05; JAE

BUNSHAFT, GORDON
Residence; Bunshaft Residence; East Hampton, New York; by James S. Russell; p. 231-232; Aug 05; AR

BURDICK & BOOHER
Fence; Privacy Fence; Northeast Harbor, Maine; by Jennifer Steen Booher and Bobbie Burdick; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-46; June 05; LA

BURLE MARX, ROBERTO
Landscape Architecture; Works of Burle Marx; —, Brazil; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; Feb 06; LA

BURNETTE & WINTERS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Loloma 5; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 132-135; July 05; AR

BURNETTE, WENDELL
Community Center; Maryvale Community Centre; Phoenix, Arizona; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 72; Apr 05; ARev

BURO HAPPOLD ENGINEERING
Apartment Building; Porter House Condominiums; Building Team Project Award; New York, New York; ph.; p. 60; May 05; BD&C

Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews in Europe; Sitework; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 165; July 05; AR

BURR & MCCALLUM
Residence; Private Residence; Alford, Massachusetts; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 84-87; Sept 05; RA

BUTTAZZONI, LAURENT
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Interior; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 256-263; Oct 05; ID

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO
Architecture; Santiago Calatrava; 2005 AIA Gold Medal Award; by Alexander Tzonis; ph. ill.; p. 162-173; May 05; AR

Arts Center; Atlanta Symphony Center; Atlanta, Georgia; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Performing Arts Center; Symphony Center Landscape; Atlanta, Georgia; by Jonathan Lerner; pl. sec.; p. 18-22; Jan 05; LA

University/Library; Law School Faculty Library; Zurich University; Zurich, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-39; Aug 05; BD&C

CALIFORNIA STATE PARKS
Recreation/Park; Pio Pico State Historic Park Restoration; Whittier, California; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. iso.; p. 112-123; Mar 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN

Health Care, Health Center; Yawkey Center for Outpatient Care; Boston, Massachusetts; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 126-130; June 05; AR

CAMPBELL, KEVIN

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Sail Harbour at Health Park; Townhouse community; Fort Myers, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 166; June 05; B

CAMPO BAEZA, ALBERTO

Museum; Museum of Memory; Local history museum; Granada, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 45; Apr 05; ARev

Office Building; Health Authority Offices; Almeria, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83; May 05; ARev

CANDIDA

Lighting; Leadership Center at Cedarbrook; SeaTac, Washington; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 320-324; May 05; AR

CANNON DESIGN

Hospital; Psychiatric Hospital; Butner, North Carolina; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

University/Computer Center; Ray and Maria Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Building Team Project Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 63; May 05; BD&C

CAO & PERROT

Exhibition, Exhibit; Medici Fountain at Luxembourg Gardens; Fete du Mimosa; Paris, France; by Stephen Jerrom; ph.; p. 24-25; June 05; LA

CAPTIVATING DESIGN

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Presidio at Reunion; Best Interiors; Denver, Colorado; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 118; Mar 05; B

CARDINAL, DOUGLAS

Museum; National Museum of the American Indian; Building Team Project Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal. pl. sec.; p. 22-31; May 05; BD&C

Museum; National Museum of the American Indian; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Feb 05; AR

CARNEY ARCHITECTS

Winery, Vineyard; Wine Silo; RA Design Award; Teton County, Wyoming; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 119; May 05; RA

CARRIER & JOHNSON

School/High; High Tech High International; Reconstruction Award; San Diego, California; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 37-38; Oct 05; BD&C

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

CARUSO & ST. JOHN

Museum; Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood; London, England; by Rob Gregory; pl. elev.; p. 47; Apr 05; ARev

CASTIGLIONI, ACHILLE

Industrial Design; Works of Achille Castiglioni; Milan, Italy; by Cecelia Fabiani; ph.; p. 196-203; July 05; ID

CAVALLARO, DEAN

Stormwater Management; Staten Island Bluebelt; Natural stormwater management; Staten Island, New York; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. pl.; p. 56-63; Nov 05; LA

CDM

Recreation/Park; Danehy Park; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by George Hazelrigg; ph.; p. 140-143; Sept 05; LA

CELORIA, ALDO

Residence; Casa Travella; Castel San Pietro, Switzerland; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 206-210; Apr 05; AR

CENTERBROOK ARCHITECTS

Residence; House in East Hampton; East Hampton, New York; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; July 05; RA

CECILANTH & ASSOCIATES

Wood; Gumma International Academy; Using wood in schools; Ota, Japan; by David Barista; ph.; p. 51; Mar 05; BD&C

CHALAYAN, HUSSEIN

Clothing; Creations of Hussein Chalayan; by Aria Chen; ph.; p. 164-165; Apr 05; ID

CHAMPSAUR, FRANCOIS

Hotel; Club Med; Val d’Isere, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 231-236; June 05; ID

CHAND, NEK

Art; Rock Garden Art; Chandigarh, India; by Minhaz Majumdar; ph.; p. 42-51; July 05; LA

CHAPIN, ROSS

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Conover Commons Cluster Community; Redmond, Washington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 146-147; Sept 05; B

CHARTIER & CORBASSON

Cultural Center; Maison de l’Architecture; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 262-269; May 05; ID

CHELSEA ATELIER

Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; New York, New York; by Leslie Banker; ph.; p. S28-S30; Apr 05; ID

CHENG ASSOCIATES

Kitchen; Meteor Vineyard Kitchen; Builder’s Choice Award; Napa, California; by Shelley Vilov; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B

CHESHIRE, PIP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mountain Landing Resort Guest Lodge; Bay of Islands, New Zealand; by John Alderman; ph.; p. 208-213; Jan 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CHI, TONY

Hotel; MGM Grand Skylofts; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Stephen Milliot; ph.; p. 206-210; Mar 05; ID

Hotel; W Hotel; Seoul, Korea; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 154-159; Nov 05; AR

CHIANTIELLO, JEAN-PIERRE

Hotel; Club Med; Val d’Isere, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 231-236; June 05; ID

CHIPPERFIELD, DAVID

Housing; EMV Housing Villaverde; Madrid, Spain; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

Library; Public Library; Des Moines, Iowa; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 63; Apr 05; AR

Museum/Art; Figge Art Museum; Davenport, Iowa; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-121; Nov 05; AR

Museum/Art; Figge Art Museum; Davenport, Iowa; by Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-49; Oct 05; A

Recreation/Sports Facility; America’s Cup Pavilion; Valencia, Spain; by Elizabeth Donoff; pl. ill. sec.; p. 28; Oct 05; A

CHRISTO

Art; The Gates at Central Park; New York, New York; by Kenneth Helphand; ph.; p. 126-135; May 05; LA

CHU & GOODING

Interior Design; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Corporate; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 312-313; May 05; ID

CHURCH, THOMAS

Landscape Management; Stuart Company Garden; Pasadena, California; by Joan Woodward; ph. ref. pl.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; LA

CJ STUDIO

Store/Clothing; Fashion Boutique; Taipei, Taiwan; by R.D. Kumar; ph.; p. 96-97; Nov 05; ID

CLARK, DICK

Bathroom; Bathroom; Austin, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 44; Apr 05; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen; Austin, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Apr 05; RA

CLEGG, PETER

Snow Design; Three Made Places; Arctic snow shelters/sculpture; by Antony Gormley; ph.; p. 98; Apr 05; AR

CLEINGE, HENRI

Residence; 6747-6759 Saint-Urbain Street; Home of the year award; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by David Theodore; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Nov 05; A

CLINTON, SANDRA YOUSSEF

Residence; Orchard Farm; Potomac, Maryland; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 100-107; Dec 05; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CLODAGH DESIGN

Hotel; Tufenkian Heritage Hotels; —, Armenia; by Aric Chen; ph. p. 230-236; Jan 05; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Condominium Renovation; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 276-283; Sept 05; ID

COBURN, JOHN

Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Park Slope Mikvah Bath Facilities; Brooklyn, New York; by Katie Gerfen; sec. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

COCHIN, GUILLAUME

Residence; Cochín Residence; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 226-233; Mar 05; ID

COCHRAN, ANDREA

Garden; Roof Garden; San Francisco, California; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 108-113; Apr 05; LA

Garden; Show Garden; 2004 ASLA Award; San Francisco, California; by Marty Carlock; ph.; p. 114-117; Apr 05; LA

COCKSEDGE, PAUL

Lighting; Fantastical Lamps; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 217-219; Nov 05; AR

COEN & PARTNERS

City and Regional Planning; Jackson Meadow, Marine on St Croix; AIA Honor Award; St. Croix, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 149; May 05; AR

COLE, JOHN

Residence; Woodland Retreat; Builder’s Choice Award; —, Maine; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 190; Oct 05; B

COLEMAN, ALLAN

Art; Chicken Wire Sculpture and Corrugated Metal Art; —, New Zealand; by Sam Serafy; ph.; p. 16-18; Sept 05; LA

COLEMAN, CHRISTOPHER

Bathroom; Kohler Design Studio Vignette; Kohler, Wisconsin; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 144-146; Jan 05; ID

COLOR DESIGN ART

Interior Design; Ultimate Family Home; Watermark Award; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 299; May 05; B

COMMONWEALTH HOME REMODELERS

Kitchen; Pierce Residence; Watermark Award; Vienna, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 276; May 05; B

CONRAD, JOSHUA

Office Building/Low Rise; BP Africa Headquarters; Cape Town, South Africa; by Schalk Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 05; AR

CONRAN, TERENCE

Interior Design; Interview with Designer; London, England; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 153-154; Jan 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CONSTRUCTION ZONE

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Phoenix, Arizona; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 72-74; June 05; RA

Residence; York Residence; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 73-75; June 05; RA

COOK, WILBUR DAVID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Highland Park; Dallas, Texas; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 210; Feb 05; B

COOP HIMMELBLAU

Museum/Science, Technology; Knowledge of Our Age Museum; Lyons, France; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 47; Apr 05; AR

Showroom; BMW Sales and Event Center; Munich, Germany; by Christian Bresnig; ph. pl. sec. pers. m. axon.; p. 70-73; June 05; AR

COOPER & ROBERTSON

Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; Expansion; New York, New York; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-51; Feb 05; AR

Residence; WaterSound Beach House; Builder’s Choice Award; WaterSound, Florida; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 136-137; Oct 05; B

CORE ARCHITECTURE

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Hahn Loeser & Parks; Akron, Ohio; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 117-120; May 05; ID

CORGAN ASSOCIATES,

Airport; Terminal D; Dallas, Texas; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 166-171; Oct 05; AR

CORMIER, CLAUDE

Art; Lipstick Forest; Montreal Convention Center; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph. sec.; p. 112-114; Mar 05; ID

COTERA, KOLAR, NEGRETE & REED

Convention Center; Austin Convention Center; Austin, Texas; by Charles Linn; ph. sec.; p. 204-206; Mar 05; AR

COX, GRAEAE & SPACK

Bridge; Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge Operator’s Control House; Washington, District of Columbia; by Katie Gerfen; ph. elev. sec.; p. 38; Sept 05; A

CREAMUSE

Museum; Rheinisches Landesmuseum; Bonn, Germany; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-87; Feb 05; AR

CROXTON COLLABORATIVE ARCHITECTS

University/Design School; Rinker Hall; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Gainesville, Florida; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cea.; p. 155-158; July 05; AR

CRUZ, TEDDY

Winery, Vineyard; Favela Winery; Ensenada, Mexico; by Julie Sinclair Eakin; ph. ill. elev.; p. 36; Nov 05; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CUHACI & PETERSON

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bellalago; Kissimmee, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 103; July 05; B

CULLINAN, EDWARD

Recreation/Visitor Center; Gateway Building; Petra, Jordan; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 78-79; Apr 05; AR

CULLUM & NIGHTINGALE

Recreation/Visitor Center; Tourist Resort; Delgado, Mozambique; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 74-76; July 05; AR

CUNNINGHAM & QUIL

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mother Building Renovation; Builder’s Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 142-143; Oct 05; B

CUTLER & ANDERSON

Architecture; Interview with Architect; Bainbridge Island, Washington; by Robert Ivy; ph. ill.; p. 72-76; Feb 05; AR

Kitchen; Tanglefoot; Kitchen and bath; —, Idaho; by Larissa Babij; ph.; p. 222; July 05; AR

D_RAW ASSOCIATES

Store/Clothing; Reiss Store; New York, New York; by Lucie Young; ph.; p. 100-104; Sept 05; ID

D+FORM

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Austin, Texas; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 63-64; Jan 05; AR

DAHLIN GROUP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Baywood Plan 3; Builder’s Choice Award; Hercules, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 196; Oct 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Murano; Builder’s Choice Award; Cupertino, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 178; Oct 05; B

DALY & GENIK

University/Campus; Art Center College of Design; South Campus; Pasadena, California; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 112-115; Feb 05; AR

DALY, LEO A.

Hotel; MGM Grand Skylofts; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Stephen Milliot; ph.; p. 206-210; Mar 05; ID

Restaurant; Shibuya Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-145; Nov 05; AR

DATTNER ARCHITECTS

Recreation; Pier 96 Boathouse; New York, New York; by Jacob Ward; ph.; p. 307; Sept 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DAVIS, BROYD & BOND
Performing Arts Center; Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Troy, New York; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 150-151; June 05; AR

DAVIS, GARDNER, GANNON & POPE
Learning, Training Center; Pittsburgh Glass Center; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cesa; p. 154-156; July 05; AR

DAWSON & BROWN
Residence; James-Robertson House; Great Mackerel Beach, New South Wales, Australia; by Christopher Moore; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 210-213; July 05; AR

DDJM
Cemetery; Belzec Cemetery; Monument on the site of former death camp; Belzec, Poland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Jan 05; AR

DE ARCHITECTS
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Ticino Mixed-Use Building; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 66-68; July 05; ID

DE CARLO, GIANCARLO
Architecture; Obituary; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 30; July 05; AR
Recruitment; Lido; Oceanfront boardwalk playground; Venice, Italy; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; p. 44-47; Jan 05; AR

DE MIGUEL, EDUARDO
Theater; Teatro el Musical; Valencia, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-91; Mar 05; AR

DEAN, LIONEL THEODORE
Lighting; Digital Fabrication and Rapid Manufacturing; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 65-66; June 05; A

DECOI ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 182-183; July 05; ID

DEITZ JOPPEN ARCHITECKTEN
Night Club; Cocoon Club; Frankfurt, Germany; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 160-164; Aug 05; AR

DEL WEBB
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Falls Run; Frederickburg, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 145; Jan 05; B

DELEON & PRIMMER
Learning, Training Center; Yew Dell Grads Learning and Training Center; Crestwood, Kentucky; by Abby Büssel; pl. elev. sec.; p. 47; Apr 05; A

DELROSSO, FEDERICO
Residence; Farmhouse Renovation; Lessona, Italy; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 120-125; Nov 05; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DENARI, NEIL
Exhibition, Exhibit; Mobile Structure for Multimedia Events; PIA Citation; pl. elev. sec. ill.; p. 42-43; Jan 05; A
Office Building/Interiors; Endeavor Talent Agency; Beverly Hills, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 184-191; Feb 05; ID
Store; I.A.Eyeworks Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 131; May 05; AR

DENNY, NELSON
Residence; Izenour House Renovation; Stony Creek, Connecticut; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 283-284; Oct 05; AR

DENTON, CORKER & MARSHALL
Residence; Coastal House and Studio; Melbourne, Australia; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-97; June 05; AR

DERTHICK, HENLEY & WILKERSON
Museum/Art; Hunter Museum Addition; Chattanooga, Tennessee; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-129; Nov 05; AR

DESAI & CHIA
Kitchen; 62 Cooper Square; Kitchen and bathroom; New York, New York; by Rita Cantinella Orrell; ph.; p. 221; July 05; AR

DESIGN COLLECTIVE
Museum/Science, Technology; Maryland Science Center; Baltimore, Maryland; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 40-45; Feb 05; BD&C

DESIGNARC
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Palm Springs Modern Homes; Palm Springs, California; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 136-141; July 05; AR

DEVENISH ASSOCIATES
Residence; Chilton at Thordike; Builder’s Choice Award; Plymouth, Massachusetts; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 158; Oct 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Veridian Homes; Best Design Center; Madison, Wisconsin; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 124; Mar 05; B

DEVERAUX & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Traditions at Historic Southbury; Detached Community of the Year; Southbury, Connecticut; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 113; Mar 05; B

DEVERAUX & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Courtland Homes at Inlet Cove; Alexandria, Virginia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Sept 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Trump National Golf Club; Briarcliff Manor, New York; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 112-116; Apr 05; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DEWBERRY-GOODKIND
School/Special; Regional Vocational Aquaculture Center; Sound School; Building Team Award; New Haven, Connecticut; ph.: p. 53; May 05; BD&C

DEWHURST & MACFARLANE
Botanic Garden; Alpine House at Kew Gardens; London, England; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 74-77; Oct 05; ARRev

DIAZ-ACUY, ORLANDO
Office Building/Interiors; Designer’s Offices; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.: p. 240-247; Mar 05; ID

DILLER, SCONFIO & RENFRO
Plaza; North Court Renovation; Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 28-39; May 05; LA

DMJM ROTTET
Bank; Royal Bank of Scotland; Houston, Texas; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 284-289; Oct 05; ID

DMJM
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elevation Chandler Project; Chandler, Arizona; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 14; Aug 05; BD&C

DOUGHERTY, PATRICK
Botanic Garden; Toad Hall; Woven structure at Santa Barbara Botanic Garden; Santa Barbara, California; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 38; Oct 05; LA

DOUGLAS HILLS ASSOCIATES
Garden; Family Life Center Living Garden; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. ref. ill.; p. 26-39; Mar 05; LA

DOUGLIS, EVAN
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Brooklyn, New York; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 96-99; Dec 05; AR

DREAMSPACE
Residence; The Double; Duplex project; Tucson, Arizona; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28; June 05; RA

DTJ DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Garden Crossing; Builder’s Choice Award; Boulder, Colorado; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 160; Oct 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Garden Crossing; Boulder, Colorado; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 105-112; Sept 05; B

DUANY & PLATER-ZYBERK
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alys Beach Development; Alys Beach, Florida; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 130-138; Aug 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DUFNER & HEIGHS
Apartment Building/Interiors; New York Loft; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 162-169; Jan 05; ID

DUNCAN, CRAIG
Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; San Antonio, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Sept 05; RA

DURHAM, ANDREW C.
School/Private; Memorial Garth Courtyard; St. Andrews School; Middletown, Delaware; by Gary W. Cramer; ph.; p. 18-20; Sept 05; LA

EBERSTADT, STEFAN
Exhibition, Exhibit; Rucksack House; Leipzig, Germany; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 116-117; Apr 05; AR

EDAW
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Verrado; Buckeye, Arizona; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 141-150; May 05; B

EDGE STUDIO
Library; Carnegie Library Interior Renovation; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Jennifer Lucchino; ph.; p. 198-202; Feb 05; AR

EDINGER ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summit at Sycamore Creek; Corona, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 97; Mar 05; B

EDSA
City and Regional Planning; Reinvention of Fort Lauderdale; Fort Lauderdale, Florida; by Lake Douglas; ph. map ill.; p. 86-99; July 05; LA

EHDD
Residence; F10 House; Chicago, Illinois; by Thomas Connors; ph.; p. 79-81; June 05; ID

EHRENKRANTZ, ECKSTUT & KUHN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Arverne by the Sea; Rockaway, New York; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 148-150; July 05; B

EHRlich, STEVEN
Residence; 700 Palms Residence; Venice, California; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 210-214; Oct 05; AR

University/Campus; San Bernardino Valley College; Seismic framing technology; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 149-150; Aug 05; AR

EISENMAN, PETER
Architecture; Joint Engineering of Land and Structure; by Paula Deitz; ph. ill. m.; p. 94-98; Oct 05; AR

Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; Berlin, Germany; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 120-127; July 05; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PETER EISENMAN (cont'd)
Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; Berlin, Germany; by Max Page; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-45; June 05; A
Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews in Europe; Sitework; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 165; July 05; AR

ELDRIDGE & SMERIN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; House on Pilgrim's Lane; Townhouse renovation and addition; London, Hampstead, England; by Lucy Bullivant; ph. pl.; p. 188-192; Jan 05; AR

ELLIOTT & ASSOCIATES
Office Building; AM International Regional Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; London, England; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 133; May 05; AR
Residence; Private Residence; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 158-167; Aug 05; ID

ELLIPSIS A+D
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Oakland, California; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 53-54; Nov 05; AR

ELNESS, SWENSON & GRAHAM
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Ramsey Town Center; Ramsey, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 151; May 05; AR

ELORZA, HECTOR FERNANDEZ
Auditorium; Archive and Exhibition Space; Arcade of the Newos Ministerios; Madrid, Spain; by Jorge Otero-Pailos; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-95; Mar 05; AR

ELS ARCHITECTURE
Theater; California Theatre; Reconstruction Award; San Jose, California; by Donald Talend; ph.; p. 34-35; Oct 05; BD&C

EM2N
Civic Center; District Centre; Zurich, Switzerland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; Feb 05; ARev

EMBT
Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; Edinburgh, Scotland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl.; p. 28-35; Feb 05; A
Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; Edinburgh, Scotland; by David Cohn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 96-111; Feb 05; AR
Market; Santa Caterina Market; Barcelona, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 44-53; Nov 05; ARev

University/Architecture School; School of Architecture; Venice, Italy; by Catherine Slessor; elev. m.; p. 66; Apr 05; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ENDO, SHUHEI
Residence; Roofecture S; Osaka Prefecture, Kobe, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 48-53; Sept 05; ARev
Showroom; Auto Showroom; Osaka, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-69; June 05; ARev

ENDOH DESIGN HOUSE
Residence; Natural Strips House; Tokyo Prefecture, Shibuya, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 76-81; Sept 05; ARev

ENDRES & WARE
Recreation/Park; Shoreline Parks; San Mateo, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-61; July 05; A
Stairway; Interdisciplinary Approach to Stairway Design; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. axon.; p. 72-73; Apr 05; A

ENGSTROM DESIGN
Restaurant; Bradley Ogden Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by David Kaufman; ph.; p. 214-218; Mar 05; ID

ENVIRON HARLEYELLIS
Bathroom; Private Residence; Watermark Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 288; May 05; B

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN & RESEARCH
Garden; Rochester Vinyard; Urban farming; Rochester, New York; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. ill. pl.; p. 30-38; June 05; LA

ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS
Housing; Traugott Terrace; Affordable housing; Seattle, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Aug 05; RA

ENVISION DESIGN
Residence; Wilson Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Alexandria, Virginia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 73; May 05; RA

EPSTEIN, A.
Industrial Building; Greater Chicago Food Depository; Chicago, Illinois; by David Barista; ph. table pl.; p. 14-20; Feb 05; BD&C

ERBURU, LOIS STONE
Library; Hope Ranch Library; Builder's Choice Award; Santa Barbara County, California; by Margaret Antonelli; ph.; p. 208; Oct 05; B

ERSKINE, RALPH
Architecture; Obituary; —, England; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 36; Apr 05; ARev

ESCOBAR, ANDRES
Lighting; Duvet Nightclub; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 315-317; May 05; AR

ESG ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 301 Kenwood; Builder's Choice Award; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 174; Oct 05; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ESKEW, DUMEZ & RIPPLE

Arts Center; Shaw Center for the Arts; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-91; June 05; AR

Museum/Art; Paul and Lulu Hilliard Art Museum; University of Louisiana; AIA Honor Award; Lafayette, Louisiana; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 130; May 05; AR

Wall; Facade; Shaw Center for the Arts; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by Sam Lubell; ph. sec.; p. 153-154; June 05; AR

ESTUDIO AISENSON

Office Building; La Nacion Newspaper Headquarters; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by David Barista; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-26; Mar 05; BD&C

EVA MADDOX BRANDED ENVIRONMENTS

Showroom; Hawthow Showroom; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Chicago, Illinois; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 200-202; May 05; ID

FAHEY, CASSANDRA

Residence; Loft Interior Design; North Melbourne, Australia; by Sarah Amelar; pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Sept 05; AR

FAREWELL, MILLS & GATSCHE

Government Building; Essex County Courthouse; Reconstruction Award; Newark, New Jersey; by David Barista; ph.; p. 20-24; Oct 05; BD&C

FEARON & HAY

Residence; Shark Alley House; Great Barrier Island, New Zealand; by Sarah Amelar; pl. elev.; p. 194-199; Apr 05; AR

FEILDEN, CLEGG & BRADLEY

University/Residential; Westfield Student Village; Queen Mary University of London; Copper in Architecture Award; London, England; ph.; p. 82-83; Oct 05; AR

FELDERMAN & KEATINGE

Residence; Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Feb 05; ID

FELDMAN ARCHITECTURE

Stairway; Stairway; RA Design Award; Carmel, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 129; May 05; RA

FELDMAN, MICHAEL

Health Care, Health Center; Yawkey Center for Outpatient Care; Boston, Massachusetts; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 126-130; June 05; AR

FENDER & KATSALIDIS

Apartment Building/High Rise; Eureka Tower; Southbank, Australia; by Eileen McMorrow; ill.; p. 56; Feb 05; A

FERNANDEZ-ISLA, JOSE MARIA

Housing; EMV Housing Villaverde; Madrid, Spain; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FERNAU & HARTMAN

School/Special; Eastside Center for the Arts; Eastside College Preparatory School; Palo Alto, California; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl.; p. 152-154; Dec 05; AR

University/Campus; University of California Merced Campus; Merced, California; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 40-49; Sept 05; BD&C

FERRIS, ROGER

Restaurant; RK Restaurant; Rye, New York; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 62-64; Aug 05; ID

FILICIA, THOM

Exhibition, Exhibit; VIP Suite; Aichi, Japan; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl.; p. 220-227; July 05; ID

FINA, JACOB

Store; Apotheke zum Lowen von Aspem Pharmacy; Vienna, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; pl. sec.; p. 138-143; Sept 05; AR

FINK, H. GEORGE

City and Regional Planning; Coral Gables; Coral Gables, Florida; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 458; Jan 05; B

FISHER, FREDERICK

Art Gallery; Lois and Robert F. Erbuver Gallery; San Marino, California; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Nov 05; AR

FISHER, MARANTZ & STONE

Memorial, Monument; Postcards Memorial; Staten Island, New York; by Emilie W. Sommerhoff; ph. ill.; p. 66-67; Nov 05; A

FLACK & KURTZ

Office Building; Hearst Corporation Headquarters; New York, New York; by Gordon Wright; ph. ill.; p. 42-46; Apr 05; BD&C

FLETCHER & THOMPSON

Office Building; Timex World Headquarters; Middlebury, Connecticut; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; May 05; A

FLORIAN ARCHITECTS

Bank; Hyde Park Bank Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. elev.; p. 136-138; Mar 05; AR

Bank; Hyde Park Bank; AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 144; May 05; AR

FROBERT, JAMES

Arts Center; Kettle's Yard; Cambridge, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. axon. ill. pers. pl.; p. 73-80; May 05; AR

FONG & CHAN

Museum/Art; de Young Museum; San Francisco, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-115; Nov 05; AR

Museum; de Young Museum; Rainscreen wall; San Francisco, California; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec.; p. 59; Oct 05; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS
Exhibition, Exhibit; 2005 World Expo; Spain Pavilion; Aichi, Japan; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 263; July 05; ID

FORMANYELV
Hotel; Four Seasons Hotel; Budapest, Hungary; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 242-246; June 05; ID

FOSTER & PARTNERS
Arts Center; Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Dallas, Texas; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C
Hotel; Hotel Puerta America; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 96-103; Sept 05; AR
Office Building; Hearst Corporation Headquarters; New York, New York; by Gordon Wright; ph.; ill.; p. 42-46; Apr 05; BD&C
Performing Arts Center; Sage Gateshead; Concert Hall; Gateshead, England; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-113; Aug 05; AR
University/Research Facility Laboratory; James H. Clark Center; Stanford University; Building Team Project Award; Stanford, California; by David Barista; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-34; May 05; BD&C

FOUGERON ARCHITECTURE
Kitchen; Fougeron Residence; San Francisco, California; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 228; July 05; AR
Residence; Big Sur House; Big Sur, California; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 188-193; Apr 05; AR

FRANCOIS, EDOUARD
Apartment Building; Flower Tower; Paris, France; by David Barista; ph. pl. det.; p. 44-46; Jan 05; BD&C

FRANZEN, ULRICH
Residence; Franzen House; Rye, New York; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 255-256; Jan 05; AR

FREDERICK, JR., CHARLES J.
Memorial, Monument; Veteran’s Memorial; Annville, Pennsylvania; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-43; Dec 05; LA

FREELON GROUP
Hospital; Psychiatric Hospital; Butner, North Carolina; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

FRENCH, ALEC
Boat; S.S. Great Britain Renovation and Visitor Center; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 36-37; Oct 05; AR

FRIEDMAN, RODNEY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Spec Homes with Modern Design; Sonoma, California; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 34; Jan 05; RA

FRIEDMANN, GLORIA
Residence; Carre Rouge; Haute-Marne, France; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 119; Apr 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FUJIKI STUDIO
Art; Urban Improvement Project; Niigata Prefecture, Tokamachi, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Nov 05; AR

FUJAS, MASSIMILIANO
Religious Building/Church; Church; Foligno, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 70; Apr 05; AR

FULLER, THOMAS
Government Building; New York State Capitol Building; Albany, New York; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 54; Feb 05; A

FURMAN, DAVID
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cityview Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 200; Oct 05; B

FUTURE SYSTEMS
Transit Station; Metro Entrances; Naples, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 83; Apr 05; AR

GARCIA, ANTONIO MARTINEZ
Government Building; Jerez City Planning Offices; Jerez, Spain; by Alexander Levi; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; Mar 05; AR

GARCIA, CARLOS
Recreation/Park; INBio Park; Ecosystem restoration; —, Costa Rica; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 22-33; Sept 05; LA

GARZANITI, MARIO
Housing; Apartment Block; Brussels, Belgium; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Oct 05; AR

GEDDES, BRECHER, QUALLS & CUNNINGHAM
Museum; National Museum of the American Indian; Building Team Project Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal. pl. sec.; p. 22-31; May 05; BD&C

GEHRY PARTNERS
Performing Arts Center; Jay Pritzker Music Pavilion; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; pl. pl. sec.; p. 136-145; Jan 05; AR

GEHRY, FRANK
University/Computer Center; Ray and Maria Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Building Team Project Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 63; May 05; BD&C

GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Airport; North Concourse, Norman Y. Mineta Airport; San Jose, California; by Robert Kiar; ph. sec.; p. 42; July 05; A
Bank; Shanghai Pudong Development Bank; Shanghai, China; by Tina M. Kanagaratnam; ph.; p. 571-573; Nov 05; ID
Bank; Wachovia Branch Bank; Eagle’s Landing, Georgia; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 65-70; Feb 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)
GENSLEr ASSOCIATES (cont’d)

Hotel; Beverly Hilton Renovation; Los Angeles, California; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S120-S122; Nov 05; ID

Interior Design; Clifford Chance Headquarters; London, England; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. S7-S8; Aug 05; BD&C

Office Building/Interiors; Fidelity Investments; Boston, Massachusetts; by Meaghan O’Neill; ph.; p. S98-S100; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Financial Management Company Office Interiors; San Francisco, California; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. S76-S79; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation Office Interiors; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S64-S66; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Gramm & Dunn Office Interiors; Seattle, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.; p. S54-S56; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Law Office; New York, New York; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. S30-S34; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; London Stock Exchange; London, England; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S102-S104; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; McCann Erickson Worldwide; Los Angeles, California; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S117-S119; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Nokia Research and Development Center; British Columbia, Burnaby, Canada; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 298-307; May 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Clifford Chance; London, England; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S12-S15; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Fuji Xerox; Tokyo, Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. S37-S39; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Thomas A. Lee Capital; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 212-219; Sept 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Saban Capital Group; Los Angeles, California; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S43-S46; Nov 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Venables & Bell Office Interiors; San Francisco, California; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. S60-S62; Nov 05; ID

Office Building; Dubai International Financial Centre; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S18-S19; Nov 05; ID

Office Building; Sun Chemical Headquarters; Parsippany, New Jersey; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. S114-S115; Nov 05; ID

Office Building; The Gate Building; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 42-44; Mar 05; BD&C

Office Building; Union Pacific Railroad Headquarters; Omaha, Nebraska; by Katherine S. Ankerson and Mark Hinchman; ph. ill.; p. S110-S112; Nov 05; ID

Recreation; Carneros Inn & Resort; Napa, California; by James Nestor; ph.; p. S106-S107; Nov 05; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)
GENSLEr ASSOCIATES (cont’d)

School/Vocational; Matrix Global Academy; New York, New York; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. S82-S84; Nov 05; ID

Showroom; Okamura Corporation Showrooms; Osaka, Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. S88-S90; Nov 05; ID

Store/Clothing; Forever 21; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S23-S26; Nov 05; ID

Store/Clothing; Judith Lieber Store; New York, New York; by Sarah Maud Powell; ph.; p. 88-90; Apr 05; ID

Store; Nextel Central; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 182-188; Mar 05; ID

Sustainable Architecture; PNC Bank Seeks Bulk LEED Certification; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 19-22; July 05; BD&C

GERNER, KRONICK & VALCARCEL
Apartment Building/Interiors; Selling Power of Interior Design; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 256-267; Sept 05; ID

GGLO
Lighting; Leadership Center at Cedarbrook; SeaTac, Washington; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 320-324; May 05; AR

GHO HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Trillium Development; Vero Beach, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; May 05; B

GILBERT, CASS
Government Building; Essex County Courthouse; Reconstruction Award; Newark, New Jersey; by David Barista; ph.; p. 20-24; Oct 05; BD&C

GINO, TUGHELA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; London, England; by Becky Sunshine; ph.; p. 136-137; Aug 05; ID

GINZBURG, MOESEI
Conservation; Norkomfin Apartments; Moscow, Russia; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 34-35; May 05; ARev

GLANZ & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Princeton at Weatherby Place; St. Louis, Missouri; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 99; Sept 05; B

GLASERWORKS
University/Student Center; Student Life Center; University of Cincinnati; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Jayme Merkel; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; Aug 05; AR

GLUCK, PETER L.
Library; Olive Tree Library; Olive Bridge, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 122; Apr 05; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

GLUCKMAN & MAYNER

- Apartment Building/Interiors; Dumbacher Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 176-182; Sept 05; ID

GODSELL, SEAN

- Residence; Kew House; Melbourne, Australia; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 104; Nov 05; RA
- Residence; Weekend House; Victoria, Australia; by Catherine Slessor; pl. pers.; p. 87; Apr 05; AR

GOLDBERG, BERTRAND

- Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Marina City; Chicago, Illinois; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 160; May 05; RA

GOLDWORTHY, ANDY

- Stone; Roof Sculpture at National Gallery of Art; Washington, District of Columbia; by Paul Richard; ph.; p. 54-55; Apr 05; LA

GONZALEZ, RENE

- Office Building/Interiors; Karla Office; Miami, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 158-165; June 05; ID

GOOD ARCHITECTURE

- Residence; Thompson Residence; Crownsville, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 94-97; Sept 05; RA

GOODHEART, ALAN

- Garden; Princeton Writers Block; Princeton, New Jersey; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph.; p. 26; May 05; LA

GOODMAN, CHARLES

- Residence; Wilson Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Alexandria, Virginia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 73; May 05; RA

GOODWIN & STONE

- Bar; The Modern; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 124-131; Sept 05; AR

GOODY & CLANCY

- City and Regional Planning; North Allston Strategic Framework for Planning; AIA Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 149; May 05; AR
- Religious Building/Church; Trinity Church Restoration; Boston, Massachusetts; by Ted Smalley Bowen and Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 167-170; Dec 05; AR

GORDON, DALE

- Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Verrado; Buckeye, Arizona; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 141-150; May 05; B

GORDON, WILLIAM

- Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cottages at WestClay; Carmel, Indiana; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 146-147; July 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

GORLIN, ALEXANDER

- Residential; Pollock Residence; Chicago, Illinois; by Lisa Skolink; ph.; p. 184-191; Jan 05; ID
- Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House Renovation; New York, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. iso.; p. 212-216; Jan 05; AR

GORMLEY, ANTONY

- Snow Design; Three Made Places; Arctic snow shelters/sculpture; by Antony Gormley; ph.; p. 98; Apr 05; AR

GOTTSCHE, SAMUEL H.

- Photography; The Mythic City; Photographs of New York 1925-1940; New York, New York; by Donald Albrecht; ph.; p. 246-255; Sept 05; ID

GOULD & EVANS

- Apartment Building; Riley Street Condominiums; Santa Rosa, California; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 39; May 05; A

University/Design School; Rinker Hall; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Gainesville, Florida; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cca.; p. 155-158; July 05; AR

GRAFT

- Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Apartment; by Andreas Tzortziz; ph.; p. 104-111; Nov 05; ID
- Exhibition, Exhibit; Sci Fi Channel Exhibition; Comic-Con International; San Diego, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 236-237; Oct 05; ID

Restaurant; Fix Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Donna Paul; ph. ill.; p. 200-202; Mar 05; ID

GRANARY ASSOCIATES

- Art; Interactive Sculpture; Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center; New York, New York; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. ill.; p. 56-60; Mar 05; ID

GREEN BY DESIGN

- Office Building/Low Rise; BP Africa Headquarters; Cape Town, South Africa; by Schlaik Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 05; AR

GREENHILL & JENNER

- Health Care, Health Center; Screening and Diagnostic Center; St. Bartholomew's Hospital; England; by Elena Kornbluth; ph.; p. 57-60; Aug 05; ID

GREIG & STEPHENSON

- Market; Borough Market; London, England; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 80-83; Nov 05; ARev

GRIMM, JUAN

- Architecture; Coastal Residences; —, Chile; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 100-109; July 05; LA

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS

- Learning, Training Center; Core Education Center; Cornwall, England; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-71; Nov 05; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS (cont’d)
Performing Arts Center; Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Troy, New York; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 150-151; June 05; AR
Transit Station; Fulton Street Transit Centre; New York, New York; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 82; Apr 05; AR
GROSS, GUENTHER
Recreation/Park; Greenfield Village Restoration; Dearborn, Michigan; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 70-76; July 05; LA
GUPTA, GUSIAFSO’V
Health Care, Health Center; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 132-136; Feb 05; ID
GUENTHER 5
Health Care, Health Center; Jay Monahan Center; New York, New York; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 127-130; Feb 05; ID
Health Care, Health Center; Patrick H. Dollard Discovery Health Center; Harris, New York; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 68-72; May 05; ARev
GUERIN, BRENDA N
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl.; p. 134-141; Nov 05; ID
GUIDO-CLARK, LAURA
Interior Design; Interview with Architect; Berkeley, California; by Diane Clearview; ph.; p. 144-247; May 05; ID
GUND PARTNERSHIP
Office Building; Realtor Building; Building Team Project Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p. 56; May 05; BD&C
GUPTA, KAPIL
Architecture; Profile of Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 112; Dec 05; AR
GUSTAFSON, GUTHRIE & NICHOL,
Recreation/Park; Washington Canal Park; Washington, District of Columbia; by George Haveligg; ph. map ill. dia. pl.; p. 106-115; June 05; LA
GWATHMEY, HENDERSON & SIEGAL
Residence; Cooper House Revisited; 50 Years of Record houses; Orleans, Massachusetts; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 275-276; Nov 05; AR
H&S INTERNATIONAL
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Vistancia Information Center; Peoria, Arizona; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 59; July 05; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Vistancia; Master Planned Community of the Year; Peoria, Arizona; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 112; Mar 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

H3 HARDY
Computer; Virtual Reality and Digital Modeling; Federal courtroom design tools; Jackson, Mississippi; by Alan Joch; ph.; p. 184; Jan 05; AR
HA CIN, DAVID
Architecture; Profile of Architect; 2005 Leadership Award; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 74-78; Nov 05; RA
Store; A.T. Cross Store; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Apr 05; RA
HADID, ZAHA
Hotel; Hotel Puerta America; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 96-103; Sept 05; AR
Industrial Building; BMW Central Building; Car plant; Leipzig, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 50-61; June 05; ARev
Industrial Building; BMW Plant Central Building; Leipzig, Germany; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-91; Aug 05; AR
Industrial Building; BMW Plant Central Building; Leipzig, Germany; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Aug 05; A
Museum/Art; Ordrupgaard Museum Expansion; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38; Oct 05; ARev
Museum/Science, Technology; Phaeno Science Center; Wolfsburg, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 32; Nov 05; ARev
HAERTEL, HANS-JOACHIM
Government Building; Federal Environmental Ministry; Dessau, Germany; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 36-43; Aug 05; A
HAGMULLER, GOTZ
Garden; Keshar Mahal Garden of Dreams Restoration; Kathmandu, Nepal; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 130-139; Sept 05; LA
HALL, TODD & LITTLEMORE
Plumbing; Sydney Opera House; Toilets and architecture; Sydney, Australia; by Paolo Tombesi and Andrew Martel; ph. pl. sec. elev. ref.; p. 43-52; Nov 05; JAE
HAL PRIN, LAWRENCE
Fountain; United Nations Plaza Restoration; San Francisco, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 128-135; Oct 05; LA
Recreation/Park; Future of Yosemite; Renovations threaten loss of nature; Yosemite National Park, California; by Kimberly Edds; ph.; p. 134-136; Aug 05; LA
Recreation/Park; Renovations of Freeway Park and Occidental Square; Seattle, Washington; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-125, 146-147; May 05; LA
Recreation/Park; Yerba Buena Gardens; San Francisco, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 166-168; Apr 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HAMILTON & ANDERSON
Recreation/Park; Preserving Belle Isle Park; 2004 ASLA Award; Detroit, Michigan; by Andrew Martel; ph. ill.; p. 66-74; Mar 05; LA

HAMMEL, GREEN & ABRAHAMSON
Arts Center; Rochester Art Center; Rochester, Minnesota; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 152-157; Aug 05; ID

Religious Building/Chapel; Bigelow Chapel; United Theological Seminary; New Brighton, Minnesota; by Camille Lefevre; ph. sec.; p. 236-241; May 05; AR

Religious Building/Church; Grace Church; Eden Prairie, Minnesota; by Gordon Wright; ph. p. 40-43; Jan 05; BD&C

HAMZA & YEANG
Library; National Library; —, Singapore; by Ivor Richards; ph. sec.; p. 70-73; July 05; AR

HANAK, ANTON
Memorial, Monument; Security Monument; Ankara, Turkey; by Bulent Batuman; map ph. ref.; p. 34-45; Sept 05; JAE

HANDSON DESIGN
Residence; Duncker Residence; Wilson, Wyoming; by Niel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 78-81; Mar 05; RA

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER
Lighting; Federal Courthouse; Computer models for lighting; Jackson, Mississippi; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 67; Aug 05; A

HARGREAVES ASSOCIATES
Library; William J. Clinton Presidential Center; Little Rock, Arkansas; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-119; Jan 05; AR

Museum; William Jefferson Clinton Presidential Center; Little Rock, Arkansas; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-39; Feb 05; A

River, Waterway; Guadalupe River Flood Control Project; San Jose, California; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl.; p. 46-55; Feb 05; LA

University/Student Center; Student Life Center; University of Cincinnati; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Jayne Merkel; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; Aug 05; AR

HARIRI & HARIRI
Architecture; Profile of Architects; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. S8-S12; Dec 05; ID

HARIRI & PONTARINI
Residence; Art Collector’s Residence; Home of the year award; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Robert Klara; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Nov 05; A

HARMON, FRANK
Architecture; Profile of Architect; 2005 Leadership Award; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 66-71; Nov 05; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HARMON, FRANK (cont’d)

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Delta Smart House; Duke University; Durham, North Carolina; by Meghan Drueing; ill.; p. 30; Mar 05; RA

HARRIES & HEDER
River, Waterway; Water Works at Arizona Falls; Phoenix, Arizona; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 88-93; Feb 05; LA

HARRISON & ABRAMOVITZ
Exhibition, Exhibit; Hall of Science; Queens, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 224-229; May 05; AR

HARTSHORNE & PLUNKARD
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Kilbourn Court; Chicago, Illinois; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 97; Aug 05; B

HASCHER & JEHELE
Museum/Art; Art Cube Museum; Stuttgart, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 05; AR

HASTINGS & CHIVETTA
University/Recreation; Campus Recreation Center; Georgia Institute of Technology; Building Team Project Award; Atlanta, Georgia; by David Barista; ph. cost anal.; p. 40—42; May 05; BD&C

HAVERLAND, MICHAEL
Kitchen; East Hampton Residence; East Hampton, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 226; July 05; AR

HAWKINS & BROWN
Housing; Park Hill Housing Refurbishment; Sheffield, England; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. pers.; p. 86; Apr 05; AR

HAWKINS, DON
Recreation/Park; Greenskate Laboratory Skatepark; Washington, District of Columbia; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 38-43; Aug 05; LA

HAWKS, KITTY
Boat; Ghost Yacht; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 212-219; July 05; ID

Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S24-S28; Dec 05; ID

HDR
Research Facility, Laboratory; NIST Advanced Measurement Laboratory; Building Team Project Award; Gaithersburg, Maryland; ph.; p. 57; May 05; BD&C

HEFFERLIN & KRONENBERG
Museum/Art; Hunter Museum Addition; Chattanooga, Tennessee; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-123; Nov 05; AR

HENEKAN & PENG
Recreation/Visitor Center; Giant’s Causeway Visitor Center; County Antrim, Northern Ireland; by Katie Gerfen; ill. pl.; p. 35; Nov 05; A
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HENNESSY, STEPHEN
Lighting: Sculptural Lamps; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 212-214; Nov 05; AR

HENRIQUEZ, DIANA
Garden; Parque del Este Restoration; Caracas, Venezuela; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 106-113; Feb 05; LA

HENTRICH & PETSCHNIGG
Parking, Garage; Leipzig Zoo Car Park; Leipzig, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 78-80; June 05; AR
Parking, Garage; Leipzig Zoo Parkhaus; Leipzig, Germany; by Robert Klara; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-57; Oct 05; A

HERBERT, LEWIS, KRUSE & BLUNCK
Apartment Building/Interiors; RenSt Loft Renovation; Des Moines, Iowa; by Linda Hallam; ph. pl.; p. 194-196; Feb 05; AR
Museum/Art; Figge Art Museum; Davenport, Iowa; by Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-49; Oct 05; A

HERTZBERGER, HERMAN
Elderly Housing; de Overloof Home for the Elderly; Almere-Haven, Netherlands; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 80; Aug 05; RA

HERZOG & DE MEURON
Arts Center; Walker Art Center Expansion; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Thomas Fisher; ph. sec.; p. 58-59; Mar 05; A
Arts Center; Walker Art Center Expansion; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-99; July 05; AR
Health Care, Health Center; REHAB Center for Spinal Cord and Brain Injuries; Basel, Switzerland; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-121; June 05; AR
Museum/Art; de Young Museum; San Francisco, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-115; Nov 05; AR
Museum/Art; de Young Museum; San Francisco, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p. 60-63; Dec 05; A
Museum/Art; de Young Museum; San Francisco, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p. 46-61; Oct 05; AR
Museum; Addition to Walker Art Center; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-53; June 05; A
Museum; de Young Museum; Rainscreen wall; San Francisco, California; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec.; p. 59; Oct 05; A
University/Library; Library; Brandenburg Technical University; Cottbus, Germany; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; Aug 05; BD&C

HEZMALHALCH, WILLIAM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bayport Alameda; Alameda, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102-108; Mar 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HGA
Office Building/Landscape; General Mills Campus; 2004 ASLA Award; Golden Valley, Minnesota; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 102-111; Jan 05; LA

HIDEY, ROBERT
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Vicara Plan One; Builder's Choice Award; Irvine, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 182; Oct 05; B

HILL, KERRY
Hotel; Amanagalla Hotel Renovation; Galle, Sri Lanka; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 254-273; Oct 05; ID

HILLIER ARCHITECTURE
Government Building; Government Building; Virginia State Capitol; Renovation; Richmond, Virginia; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. det.; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR
Office Building; The Wharf at Riverton; Reconstruction Award; Chester, Pennsylvania; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 30-31; Oct 05; BD&C
Residence; Kanter Residence; Bucks County, Pennsylvania; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. S20-S24; Sept 05; ID

HILTON, MARJORIE
Kitchen; Kitchen Addition and Renovation; Easton, Connecticut; by Joe Carter; ph.; p. S10-S12; Sept 05; ID

HIRSCH & BEDNER
Hotel; Beverly Hilton Renovation; Los Angeles, California; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S120-S122; Nov 05; ID

HISTORICAL CONCEPTS
Residence; Beach Cottage; Seagrove Beach, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 116-118; Feb 05; B

HKS
Airport; Terminal D; Dallas, Texas; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 166-171; Oct 05; AR
Office Building; Radio Shack Headquarters; Fort Worth, Texas; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. pers.; p. 26-34; Jan 05; BD&C

HKW
Memorial, Monument; Vulcan Park Restoration; Birmingham, Alabama; by Glenn R. DiNella; ph. pl.; p. 40-49; Mar 05; LA

HLW
Office Building/Interiors; HBO Offices; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 154-161; Feb 05; ID
Restaurant; Fix Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Donna Paul; ph. ill.; p. 200-202; Mar 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HMFH ARCHITECTS

Masonry; Visual and Performing Arts Center; Beaver Country Day School; Intricate masonry design; Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts; by David Barista; ph. elev.; p. 53-54; Aug 05; BD&C

School/High; Everett High School; Everett, Massachusetts; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

HNTB

Airport; Terminal D; Dallas, Texas; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 166-171; Oct 05; AR

Convention Center; Boston Convention and Exhibition Center; IIDA award; Interview with architect; Boston, Massachusetts; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 208-209; May 05; ID

HODGETTS & FUNG

Performing Arts Center; Hollywood Bowl; Hollywood, California; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 152-155; Jan 05; AR

HOK

Bank; Barclays Bank; Stacked atria landscaping; London, England; by Paul Finch; ph.; p. 84-85; Nov 05; ARev

Office Building; La Nacion Newspaper Headquarters; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by David Barista; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-26; Mar 05; BD&C

Recreation/Sports Facility; Petco Park; Building Team Project Award; San Diego, California; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 49-51; May 05; BD&C

HOLL, STEVEN

Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Helsinki, Finland; by Scott Drake; ph. pl. ref.; p. 53-59; Nov 05; JAE

Recreation; Sail Hybrid Casino; Knokke-Heist, Belgium; by Anna Holtzman; ill. sec.; p. 37; Sept 05; A

Residence; Turbulence House; —, New Mexico; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 182-187; Apr 05; AR

University/Residential; Simmons Hall Critics; Boston, Massachusetts; by Noushin Ehsan; ph.; p. 104; May 05; A

University/Residential; Simmons Hall; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 101-102; Apr 05; AR

Water Treatment; Lake Whitney Treatment Plant; Hamden, Connecticut; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. ill.; p. 138-143; Oct 05; A

Water Treatment; Whitney Water Purification Facility; Hamden, Connecticut; by Mark Alden Branch; ph. pl. sec. ill. dia.; p. 31-41; Oct 05; A

HOODLESS, SUZY

Studio; The Hospital Recording Studio; London, England; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 72-77; July 05; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HOPKINS ARCHITECTS

Hospital/Children's; Evelina Children's Hospital; London, England; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 46-55; May 05; ARev

Office Building/Middle Rise; Wellcome Trust Headquarters; London, England; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-65; Feb 05; ARev

Research Facility, Laboratory; Halley VI Research Station; Three firms shortlisted; Brunt Ice Shelf, Antarctica; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 05; A

HORIUCHI & SOLIEN

Garden; Cape Cod Garden; Falmouth, Massachusetts; by Heather Hammatt; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; Jan 05; LA

HORTON, MARK

School/Early Learning Center; Montessori Children's Center; San Francisco, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-71; Apr 05; A

University/Residential; Clifton Hall Student Housing; California College of the Arts; RA Design Award; Oakland, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 109; May 05; RA

HOTSON, DAVID

Government Building; Room GA-200; United Nations Headquarters; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 248-249; May 05; ID

HOWELL, DAVID

Studio; Framestore NY Studio; New York, New York; by Andrew Blum; ph. pl.; p. 238-245; Sept 05; ID

HUGHES & MEYERS

Residence; 62 Rochester Place; Live/work conversion; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Feb 05; ARev

HUIDOBO, BORJA

Architecture; Coastal Residences; —, Chile; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 100-109; July 05; LA

HUNT, HALE & JONES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alabama Street Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; San Francisco, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 146-147; Oct 05; B

HUNT, RICHARD MORRIS

Religious Building/Temple; East End Temple; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 138; May 05; AR

HUNTSMAN ARCHITECTURAL GROUP

Office Building/Interiors; Contango Capital Advisors Headquarters; Berkeley, California; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 109-111; May 05; ID

HUNZIKER, TERRY

Office Building/Interiors; Office of Terry Hunziker; Seattle, Washington; by Tom Austin; ph. pl.; p. 180-185; June 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HUNZIKER, TERRY (cont’d)

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mountain Landing Resort Guest Lodge; Bay of Islands, New Zealand; by John Alderman; ph.: p. 208-213; Jan 05; ID

HUTCHINSON, JEFFREY

Store/Department; Barneys New York; Tokyo, Japan; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Feb 05; AR

HUTKER ARCHITECTS

Residence; Lighthouse Lookout; Aquinnah, Massachusetts; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; July 05; RA

HUTKER, MARK

Computer; Effective Use of Websites; by Mark A. Hutker; ph. table; p. 41-43; July 05; RA

IACOFANO, DANIEL

River, Waterway; American River Parkway; Sacramento, California; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 132-137; Apr 05; LA

IBARRA & ROSANO

Bathroom; Winter Residence Bathroom; RA Design Award; Tucson, Arizona; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 127; May 05; RA

Bathroom; Winter Residence; Tucson, Arizona; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 223; July 05; AR

IKG

Residence; Residence; Kansai District Suburb; Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 150-157; June 05; ID

ILLUMINART

Garden; Memorial Garden; Royal Oak, Michigan; by Randall K. Metz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-52; Apr 05; LA

INLAY

Government Building; Room GA-200; United Nations Headquarters; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 248-249; May 05; ID

INTENTIONALLIES

Hotel; Claska Hotel; Tokyo, Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 218-224; June 05; ID

INTERIOR ARCHITECTS

Interior Design; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Hospitality; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 316-317; May 05; ID

IRANI, GLENN

Residence; Studio-Residence; Venice, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 176-183; Feb 05; ID

IROJE ARCHITECTS

Market; Book Market; Paju Book City, South Korea; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 106; Oct 05; AR

ITERAE ARCHITECTURE

Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 118-123; Dec 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ITO, TOYO

Store/Clothing; Tod’s Store; Tokyo, Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph. pl.; p. 200-209; Apr 05; ID

Store; Tod’s Omotesando Building; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. det.; p. 78-85; June 05; AR

IU & BIBLIOWICZ

Studio; Joan Weill Center for Dance; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 290-297; May 05; ID

IVY DESIGN

Memorial, Monument; Anne Frank Human Rights Memorial; Boise, Idaho; by Don Brigham, Jr.; ph.; p. 142-144; Jan 05; LA

IWAMOTO & SCOTT

Residence; 21 House; P/A Citation; Berkeley, California; ill. pl. sec.; p. 34-37; Jan 05; A

JAFFE & HOLDEN

Performing Arts Center; Hollywood Bowl; Hollywood, California; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; ill.; p. 152-155; Jan 05; AR

JAHN & LYKOURIA

Hotel; Innside Premium Hotel; Munich, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 160-162; Nov 05; AR

JAKOB & MACFAHRANE

Industrial Building; Renault Communications Centre; Remodel and expansion; Boulogne-Billancourt, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 62-67; June 05; AR

Industrial Building; Renault Square Com.; Boulogne-Billancourt, France; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 100-105; Aug 05; AR

Theater; Fanal Theater; Saint-Nazaire, France; by Catherine Slessor; sec. pers.; p. 44; Apr 05; AR

Theater; Maxim Gorki Theatre; Rouen, France; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. sec.; p. 83; Sept 05; AR

JAMES & HARWICK

Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; Art Foundry; Atlanta, Georgia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; July 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Residences at Atlantic Station; Builder’s Choice Award; Atlanta, Georgia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 144-145; Oct 05; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cityville Filzhugh; Builder’s Choice Award; Dallas, Texas; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 192; Oct 05; B

JAMESON, DAVID

Residence; New Residence; Bethesda, Maryland; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 104-108; June 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

JANKILEVICH, CARLOS
Highway; Garden Loop Road; Road landscape plan; San Jose, Costa Rica; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-71; Nov 05; LA
Hotel; Hotel Melia Panama Canal; Colon, Panama; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 80-87; Dec 05; LA

JARVINEN & NIEMINEN
Religious Building/Church; Laajasalo Church; Copper in Architecture Award; Helsinki, Finland; ph.; p. 80-81; Oct 05; AREv

JEANNE-CLAUDE
Art; The Gates at Central Park; New York, New York; by Kenneth Helphand; ph.; p. 126-135; May 05; LA

JENCKS, CHARLES
Health Care, Health Center; Maggie’s Highlands Cancer Care Center; Copper in Architecture Award; Inverness, California; ph. pl.; p. 86; Oct 05; AREv

JERDE PARTNERSHIP
Recreation; Morongo Casino Resort and Spa; Cabazon, California; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 168-172; Aug 05; AR

JGA
Recreation/Park; Greenfield Village Renovation; Dearborn, Michigan; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 70-76; July 05; LA

JIRICNA, EVA
University/Library; Library and Congress Centre; University of Tomas Bata; Zlin, Czech Republic; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 61; Apr 05; AREv

JOHN WIELAND HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harbourside at Dunes West; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 170; June 05; B

JOHNSON & SCHMALING
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by Randi Greenberg; ph. m.; p. 51-52; Feb 05; AR

JOHNSEN & SCHMALING
Residence; Rutherford House; Gold Nugget Award; Rutherford, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 116; June 05; B

JOHNSON ARCHITECTURE
Bridge; Amgen Pedestrian Bridge; Seattle, Washington; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 152; Feb 05; AR

JOHNSON, CAROL R.
Garden; Estelle’s Garden; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 22-30; Nov 05; LA
Recreation/Park; Danehy Park; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by George Hazelrigg; ph.; p. 140-143; Sept 05; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

JOHNSON, PHILIP
Architecture; Glass House and Farnsworth House Compared; by Stuart Cohen; ph.; p. 49-52; Apr 05; RA
Architecture; Philip Johnson; Critique; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 183, 377; May 05; AR
Architecture; Philip Johnson; Remembrance; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 23; Mar 05; AR
Architecture; Philip Johnson; Tribute; by Franz Schulze; ph.; p. 178, 374-375; May 05; AR
Architecture; Philip Johnson; Tribute; by Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p. 180, 375-377; May 05; AR
Architecture; Remembrance of Architect; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p. 24-25; Mar 05; A
Architecture; Remembrance of Architect; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 299; Mar 05; ID
Art; Sculpture Garden Renovation; Museum of Modern Art; New York, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; May 05; LA
Landscape Architecture; Philip Johnson as Landscape Architect; by Hilary Lewis; ph.; p. 40-51; May 05; LA

JOHNSTON, RALPH
Apartment Building; Contemporaine; Chicago, Illinois; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54-59; June 05; A

JOHNSTON MARKLEE
Library; Marfa Public Library; Marfa, Texas; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill. dia.; p. 48; Apr 05; A

JOHNSTON, PETER
University/Recreation; Gymnasium and Pool Renovation; Raritan Valley Community College; North Branch, New Jersey; by Stephen Millioti; ph.; p. 78-79; July 05; ID

JONES STUDIO
University/Performing Arts Center; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Phoenix, Arizona; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-166; Jan 05; AR

JONES, DAVID
Residence; Nordberg Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Chevy Chase, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 176; Oct 05; B

JONES, GRANT
Recreation/Park; Occidental Square; Seattle, Washington; by Ilze Jones and Grant Jones; ph. ill.; p. 174-176; May 05; LA
Recreation/Park; Renovations of Freeway Park and Occidental Square; Seattle, Washington; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-125, 146-147; May 05; LA

JONES, ILZE
Recreation/Park; Occidental Square; Seattle, Washington; by Ilze Jones and Grant Jones; ph. ill.; p. 174-176; May 05; LA
Recreation/Park; Renovations of Freeway Park and Occidental Square; Seattle, Washington; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-125, 146-147; May 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

JORRETO, MANUEL GALLEG O
Government Building; Presidential Compound of Galicia; Santiago de Compostela, Spain; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 84-85; Mar 05; AR

JOUIN, PATRICK
Restaurant; Mix Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 150-153; Nov 05; AR
Restaurant; Mix Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by David Kaufman; ph.; p. 168-172; Mar 05; ID

JOY, RICK
Residence; Desert Nomad House; Tucson, Arizona; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 146-153; Apr 05; AR

JUNG ARCHITECTURES
Office Building/Interiors; BETC Office Remodel; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 112-119; Nov 05; ID

JZMK
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Belcara at Pacific Ridge; Gold Nugget Award; Newport Coast, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 108; June 05; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Belcara at Pacific Ridge; Builder’s Choice Award; Newport Coast, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 154-155; Oct 05; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lindy Crossing at Tustin Field; Tustin, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 144-145; July 05; B

KA ARCHITECTURE
Shopping Center; Westfield San Francisco Center; San Francisco, California; by Merritt Watts; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

KAELER & MOORE
Residence; Rye Residence; RA Design Award; Rye, New York; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 63; May 05; RA

KAHN, ALBERT
University/Auditorium; Hill Auditorium; University of Michigan; AIA Honor Award; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Jane F. Kelleeney; ph.; p. 121; May 05; AR

KAHN, LOUIS
Museum; Yale Center for British Art; AIA 25 Year Award; New Haven, Connecticut; by James Murdock; ph.; p. 152-153; May 05; AR

KALLIALA & RUSKEEPA
Exhibition, Exhibit; Habitate Exhibition; Helsinki Design Week; Helsinki, Finland; by Julia Dawson; ph.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; ARev

KANNER ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Bentley-Massachusetts Apartments; RA Design Award; Los Angeles, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 05; RA
Residence; Feinstein Residence; RA Design Award; Malibu, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 65; May 05; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KARIOUK ARCHITECTURE
Kitchen; Kariouk Residence; Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 229; July 05; AR

KAWAMURA, KAZUHIRO
Residence; Residence; Kansai District Suburb, Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 150-157; June 05; ID

KB HOME
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Streams of Plainfield; Plainfield, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 05; B

KEE ARCHITECTS
University/Recreation; Porter Boathouse; University of Wisconsin-Madison; Madison, Wisconsin; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 92-97; June 05; AR

KEIKAN SEKKEI TOKYO
Recreation/Park; Hotarumibashi Park; 2002 ASLA Award; Yamanashi Prefecture, Kushigata, Japan; by Mary Padua; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-87; Aug 05; LA

KELLOGG ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Riley Street Condominiums; Santa Rosa, California; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 39; May 05; A

KENDALL & HEATON
Religious Building/Cathedral; Christ the Light Cathedral; Oakland, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; pl. elev.; p. 32; Aug 05; A

KERE, DIEBEDO FRANCIS
School/Elementary; Primary School; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Gando, Burkina Faso; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; Jan 05; ARev

KESTER, SCOTT
Restaurant; Fisson Restaurant; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 170-175; Feb 05; ID

KHALILI, NADER
Shelter; Sandbag Shelter Prototypes; 2004 Aga Khan Award; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Jan 05; ARev

KHANNA & SCHULTZ
Industrial Building; Writer Corporation Warehouse; New Delhi, India; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 62-64; Feb 05; ID

KIERAN & TIMBERLAKE
Residence; Lobloolly House; RA Design Award; Taylor’s Island, Maryland; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 139; May 05; RA
School/Private; Sidwell Friends School; Washington, District of Columbia; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill.; p. 38; Sept 05; A
University/Residential; Pierson College Renovation; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Sara Hart; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Mar 05; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

KILEY, DAN
Plaza; North Court Renovation; Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts; New York, New York; by Alex Uliam; ph.; p. 28-39; May 05; LA

KING & ROSELLI
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Rome, Italy; by Paul Bennett; ph. ill. m.; p. 84-89; Dec 05; AR

KING, JASON
Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Park Slope Mikvah Bath Facilities; Brooklyn, New York; by Katie Gerfen; sec. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

KIRKEGAARD & ASSOCIATES
Arts Center; Music Center at Strathmore; Strathmore, Maryland; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

KIRKWOOD, POPPY
Industrial Building; Water Bottling Factory; Copper in Architecture Award; Oslo, Norway; pl. sec.; p. 88; Oct 05; ARev

KISHI, WARO
Residence; Residence; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 72-75; Sept 05; ARev

KLAI & JUBA
Restaurant; Mix Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 150-153; Nov 05; AR
Restaurant; Mix Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by David Kaufman; ph.; p. 168-172; Mar 05; ID

KLAVON DESIGN
Lighting; Lighting Strawberry Way; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Gary W. Cramer; ph.; p. 48-56; June 05; LA

KLEIN & DYTHAM
Religious Building/Chapel; Leaf Chapel; Kobuchizawa, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 242-245; May 05; AR

KLING, VINCENT
Recreation/Park; Love Park; Skateboarding and Politics; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Ocean Howell; ph. pl. ref.; p. 32-42; Nov 05; JAE

KLIPP, COLUSSY, JENKS & DUBOIS
Museum/Art; Wildlife Experience Museum; Parker, Colorado; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. dia.; p. 76; May 05; A

KNILL, JOHN
Health Care, Health Center; Orthopedist's Office; Berlin, Germany; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 52-54; Nov 05; ID

KNUSDSON & GLOSS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Parkside Terrace; Durango, Colorado; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 100; Sept 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

KNUSDSON, DAVID
Kitchen; McDermott/Gentner Residence; Watermark Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 272; May 05; B

KODAMA & DISENO
Elderly Housing; The Avenue Assisted Living; Builder's Choice Award; San Francisco, California; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 202; Oct 05; B

KOGAN, MARCIO
Residence; BR House; Araras, Brazil; by David S. Morton; ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-175; Apr 05; AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
City and Regional Planning; New Songdo City Master Plan; Incheon, South Korea; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 33; June 05; A
Interior Design; Clifford Chance Headquar ters; London, England; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 57-58; Aug 05; BD&C
Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-109; Jan 05; AR
Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; Expansion; New York, New York; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-51; Feb 05; ARev
Museum; Museum of Modern Art; New York, New York; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-49; Feb 05; A
Office Building; Gannett/USA Today Corporate Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; McLean, Virginia; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 125; May 05; AR

KONING & EIZENBERG
School/K-12; Herb Alpert Educational Village; Santa Monica, California; by Tracey Hummer; pl. elev.; p. 29; Oct 05; A

KOOLHAAS, REM
University/Library; Library; University of Utrecht; Utrecht, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Aug 05; BD&C

KOS, LUKASZ
Residence; 4 Tree House; Lake Muskoka, Canada; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 124; Apr 05; AR

KPFF CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Bridge; Amgen Pedestrian Bridge; Seattle, Washington; by JohnPastier; ph. pl.; p. 152; Feb 05; AR

KRIEGER, CHAN
River, Waterway; Anacostia Waterfront Initiative; AIA Honor Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR

KRUECK & SEXTON
Office Building; Shure Technology Center; Niles, Illinois; by Cheryl Kent; ph. pl.; p. 106-111; June 05; AR
University/Architecture School; Crown Hall Renovation; Illinois Institute of Technology; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 25-28; Sept 05; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KRUGER & ROOS
Office Building/Low Rise; BP Africa Head- quarters; Cape Town, South Africa; by Schalk Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 05; AR

KRUPPA, GABOR
Hotel; Four Seasons Hotel; Budapest, Hungary; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 242-246; June 05; ID

KTGY GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oak Commons; Builder’s Choice Award; Gilroy, California; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 200; Oct 05; B

KUETANI, KAZUTO
Art; Hill of Hope Sculpture; Ikuuchi, Japan; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 85-86; Oct 05; AR

KUMA, KENGO
Residence; Lotus House; Kanagawa, Japan; by Yuki Sumner; ph. pl. elev.; p. 82-85; Sept 05; AR

KUSHNER STUDIOS
Studio; Kushner Studios; New York, New York; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 208-209; Sept 05; ID

KUWABARA, PAYNE, MCKENNA & BLOMBERG
University/Technical; James Stewart Centre for Mathematics; McMaster University; AIA Honor Award; Ontario, Hamilton, Canada; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 142; May 05; AR

L.A. DESIGN
Bathroom; Ministudio Bathroom; Paris, France; by Judy Fayah; ph.; p. S44-S46; Apr 05; ID

LACROZE, MIGUENS & PRATI
Boat; Guy V, Molinari Ferry Boat; Staten Island, New York, by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 92-96; Sept 05; ID

LAHDELMA & MAHLAMAKI
Museum; Museum of the History of Polish Jews; Warsaw, Poland; by Abby Bussel; ill. elev.; p. 32; Aug 05; A

LAKE & FLATO
Residence; Dog Team Too Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; San Antonio, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; May 05; RA

Rural Design; Broadford Farm Pavilion; RA Design Award; Hailey, Idaho; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 121; May 05; RA

University/Medical Center; School of Nursing; University of Texas Health Science Center; Houston, Texas; by Larry Albert; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 52-57; Mar 05; A

LAKE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVES
Rural Design; Barnyard Sculptures at Bonner Heritage Farm; Lindenhurst, Illinois; by Peter Exley and Sharon Exley; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; May 05; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LAMELA STUDIO
Airport; Barajas Airport; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. sec.; p. 150-157; Oct 05; AR

LANDMARK DESIGN
Highway; Native Plantings Along Interstate 215; —, Utah; by Jan Striefel; ph.; p. 84-95; Oct 05; LA

Landon, Bone & Baker
Housing; Los Vecinos SRO; Low-income housing; Chicago, Illinois; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. axon.; p. 60-61; Aug 05; RA

LANDRY DESIGN GROUP
Residence; Berberian Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 180; Oct 05; B

LANGDON & WILSON
Interior Design; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Health Care; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 314-315; May 05; ID

LAUTNER, JOHN
Residence; Arango House; Acapulco, Mexico; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 235-236; Feb 05; AR

LAVAUD, FREDERIC
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Interior; Paris, France; by Judy Fayah; ph. pl.; p. 256-263; Oct 05; ID

LAWRENCE GROUP
Kitchen; Florence Residence; New York, New York; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 224; July 05; AR

LCMK ARCHITECTURE
Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; West Hollywood, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. S20-S26; Apr 05; ID

LEAD PENCIL STUDIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Seattle, Washington; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 53-54; Mar 05; AR

LEAVITT, HENSELL & KAWAI
Landscape Management; Managing Manitoba Forest Garden; Garrison, New York; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. sec. map ref.; p. 64-77; Sept 05; LA

LEDDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Office Building/Interiors; National Resources Defense Council; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 86-92; June 05; ID

LEE, CHRISTOPHER
Architecture; Profile of Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 112; Dec 05; AR

LEE, TRACIEY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Courtyards at the Peaks; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 182; June 05; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LEERNS & WEINZAPFEL
University/Science Center; Science Center Expansion; Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 124-129; Aug 05; AR

LEESER ARCHITECTURE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Tim McKeough; p. 148-152; Sept 05; ID

LEITCH, GLENN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House Renovation; New York, New York; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph. pl.; p. 220-229; Sept 05; ID

LEIVISKÄ, JUHA
Cultural Center; Cultural Center; Annex to David al-Klima Academy; Bethlehem, Israel; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p. 38-43; Jan 05; ARev

University/Sciences School; Swedish School of Social Science; University of Helsinki; Helsinki, Finland; by Catherine Slessor; elev. pers. m.; p. 63; Apr 05; ARev

LEMBO, JOSEPH
Interior Design; Interview with Designer; by Elizabeth Blish Hughes; ph.; p. 80-81; Dec 05; ID

LEVEN & BETTS
Art Gallery; Mixed Greens Gallery; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goad; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Nov 05; ID

LEW, MANDI
Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Park Slope Mikvah Bath Facilities; Brooklyn, New York; by Katie Gerfen; sec. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

LEWIS, CHARLES
Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 158-162; Sept 05; ID

LIFSCHUTZ & DAVIDSON
Research Facility, Laboratory; Halley VI Research Station; Three firms shortlisted; Brunt Ice Shelf, Antarctica; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 05; A

LIMBACHER & GODFREY
Convention Center; Austin Convention Center; Austin, Texas; by Charles Linn; ph. sec.; p. 204-206; Mar 05; AR

LINCOLN STREET STUDIO
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; New Village Homes; Builder’s Choice Award; Columbus, Ohio; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 152-153; Oct 05; B

LINDEROTH & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sundance Active Adult Community; Buckeye, Arizona; by Pat Curry; ph. ill.; p. 180; June 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LINDSEY, BRUCE
Learning, Training Center; Pittsburgh Glass Center; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cca; p. 154-155; July 05; AR

LIPSKY & ROLLET
University/Library; Science Library; University of Orleans; — ; France; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; July 05; ARev

LIPTAN, TOM
Stormwater Management; Ecological and Economical Management of Stormwater; Portland, Oregon; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 102-107; Aug 05; LA

Lissoni, Piero
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S16-S20; Dec 05; ID

Boat; Ghost Yacht; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 212-219; July 05; ID

LLEO, BLanca
Housing; Sanchoinarro Mirador Housing; Madrid, Spain; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

LMN
Library; Seattle Central Library; AIA Honor Award; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 123; May 05; AR

Library; Seattle Central Library; Building Team Project Award; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 36-38; May 05; BD&C

LOCUS ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Nowhaus 01; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Mar 05; RA

LOFTNESS, VIVIAN
Architectural Education; Interview with Architect; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 74; Nov 05; BD&C

LOHAN, CAPRILE & GoETTSCH
Zoo; Regenstein Center for African Apes; Building Team Project Award; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p. 52; May 05; BD&C

LONG, NIMROD
Memorial, Monument; Vulcan Park Restoration; Birmingham, Alabama; by Glenn R. DiNella; ph. pl.; p. 40-49; Mar 05; LA

LOO: LINHOLM OFFICE
Residence; 8 Container Farmhouse; P/A Citation; — ; Puerto Rico; ph. pl. m. ill. dia.; p. 46-47; Jan 05; A

LOONEY, RICKS & KISS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harbor Town Landing; Builder’s Choice Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 184; Oct 05; B

LORD, AECO & SARGENT
Museum/Art; High Museum of Art; Atlanta, Georgia; by Julie Sinclair Eakin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LORD, AECK & SARGENT (cont’d)

Museum/Art; High Museum; Atlanta, Georgia; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 130-135; Nov 05; AR
Museum; Old Governor’s Mansion; Reconstruction Award; Milledgeville, Georgia; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 32-33; Oct 05; BD&C

LUCAN BRENTA YAHCT DESIGN

Boat; Ghost Yacht; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 212-219; July 05; ID

LUCE ET STUDIO

Architecture; Profile of Firm; San Diego, California; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 78-83; Dec 05; AR
Office Building/Interiors; Nissan Design America; La Jolla, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 228-235; July 05; ID
Residence; Burton House; Car-diff-by-the-Sea, California; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 200-204; July 05; AR

LUNDBERG DESIGN

Residence; Weekend House; Healdsburg, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 77-80; Oct 05; ID

LUTSKO, RON

Exhibition, Exhibit; Cornerstone Garden Festival; Sonoma, California; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. ill. pl.; p. 94-105; Feb 05; LA

LYONS & ZAREMBA

Aquarium; Flint RiverQuarium; Albany, Georgia; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 218-223; May 05; AR

LZT

Shelter; Austin Resource Center for the Homeless; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Austin, Texas; by Nancy B. Solomon; cea ph.; p. 158-160; July 05; AR

MACCORMAC, JAMIESON & PRITCHARD

University/Dining Hall; Senior Common Room Addition; St. John’s University; Oxford, England; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 54-59; Nov 05; AR

MACHADO & SILVETTI

Cultural Center; Stone Barns Center; Pocantico Hills, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR
Plaza; Citadel Square; Beirut, Lebanon; ill.; p. 48; Dec 05; A

MACIAS, JUAN CARLOS

Industrial Design; Interview with Designer; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 134-135; Aug 05; ID

MACKAY-LYONS, BRIAN

Architectural Education; Ghost 6; Educational project; Nova Scotia, Mosher’s Settlement; Canada; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 57-58; Mar 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MACKAY-LYONS, BRIAN (cont’d)

Residence; Hill House; Nova Scotia, Canada; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 164-169; Apr 05; AR

MACKINTOSH, CHARLES RENNIE

Museum; 78 Derngate House-Museum; Northampton, England; by Hugh Pearman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 05; AR

MAHER, PHILIP BROOKS

Recreation; Women’s Athletic Club of Chicago Renovation; Interview with architect; Chicago, Illinois; by Arci Chen; ph.; p. 138-141; June 05; ID

MAHLUM ARCHITECTS

University/Classroom; Seminar II Building; Evergreen State College; Olympia, Washington; by John Pastier; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-133; Aug 05; AR

MAILLART, ROBERT

Bridge; Millau Viaduct; —, France; by Tony Hunt; ph.; p. 98; June 05; AR

MANGADO, FRANCISCO

Theater; Balaute Auditorium and Congress Hall; Pamplona, Spain; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-83; Mar 05; AR

MANSILLA & TUNON

Community Center; Lalín Community Centre; Lalín, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. pl.; p. 75; Apr 05; AR

Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Leon, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. axon.; p. 108-115; Mar 05; AR

MARINO, PETER

Residence; Pavilion in the Sky; AIA Honor Award; London, England; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 140; May 05; AR

Store/Clothing; Chanel Ginzila; Tokyo, Japan; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 204-208; Nov 05; AR

Store/Clothing; Chanel Store; AIA Honor Award; Paris, France; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 137; May 05; AR

Store/Clothing; Fendi Store; Rome, Italy; by Arci Chen; ph.; p. 236-243; July 05; ID

MARKS & BARFIELD

Restaurant; Spiral Cafe; Copper in Architecture Award; Birmingham, England; ph. ill. sec.; p. 84-85; Oct 05; AR

MARMOL & RADZINER

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 58-67; June 05; RA

School/Special; The Accelerated School; South Los Angeles, California; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 50-57; Sept 05; A

MARSH ASSOCIATES

Club; The Club at Black Rock; Builder’s Choice Award; Coeur D’Alene, Idaho; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 140-141; Oct 05; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MARSHALL, TYLER & RAUSCH

Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 120-127; Oct 05; LA

MARTIN, AC

University/Church; Wallace All Faiths Chapel; Chapman University; City of Orange, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 186-193; Aug 05; ID

MARTINI & MEYER

Office Building/Interiors; Product Visionaires Headquarters; Berlin, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 254-261; May 05; ID

MARTINO, STEVE

River, Waterway; Water Works at Arizona Falls; Phoenix, Arizona; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 88-93; Feb 05; LA

MARTNER, CARLOS

Recreation; Tupahue and Antillem Swimming Pools; Santiago, Chile; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill.; p. 98-105; June 05; LA

MARY BRIGHT STUDIO

Restaurant; English is Italian Restaurant; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 198-200; June 05; AR

MASCO DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Veridian Homes; Best Design Center; Madison, Wisconsin; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 124; Mar 05; B

MASSIH, KAVA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; City Limits Townhomes; Oakland, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 154-156; Dec 05; B

MATTHEWS, MARK

Residence; Beach House Renovation; Southampton, New York; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 186-195; July 05; ID

MAU, BRUCE

Industrial Design; Interview with Designer; by Karen D. Singh and Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 90; Aug 05; ID

University/Campus; Art Center College of Design; South Campus; Pasadena, California; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 112-115; Feb 05; AR

MBH ARCHITECTS

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Woodmark Collection; Builder’s Choice Award; Palo Alto, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 196; Oct 05; B

MBT ARCHITECTURE

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; James H. Clark Center; Stanford University; Building Team Project Award; Stanford, California; by David Barista; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-34; May 05; BD&C

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MCASLAN, JOHN

Museum; 78 Deringate House-Museum; Northampton, England; by Hugh Pearman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 05; AR

School/Early Learning Center; Lavender Sure Start and Children’s Centre; London, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 42-49; Sept 05; A

MCCABE, DAVID

Boat; S.S. Great Britain Renovation and Visitor Center; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 36-37; Oct 05; AREv

MCCARTY, HOLSAPLE, MCCARTY

Theater; Tennessee Theatre; Reconstruction Award; Knoxville, Tennessee; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 26-29; Oct 05; BD&C

MCCULLOUGH & MULVIN

Arts Center; Arts Centre and Library; Thurles, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 49; Apr 05; AREv

MCDONOUGH & BRAUNGART DESIGN CHEMISTRY

Building Products; Cradle to Cradle Design Protocol; Ecology minded building products; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. oea.; p. 159-164; Dec 05; AR

MCDONOUGH, WILLIAM

Bathroom; Bathroom; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 40; Mar 05; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; Mar 05; RA

Residence; Residential Landscape; 2004 ASLA Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. pl.; p. 152-161; Oct 05; LA

MCINNES, USHER & MCKNIGHT

Lighting; Royal Academy of Arts Restaurant; London, England; by Leanne French; ph.; p. 326-328; May 05; AR

MCINTOSH & PORIS

Historic, Preservation; Reviving Downtown Detroit; Detroit, Michigan; by Henry Amick; ph.; p. 178-181; July 05; ID

MCKAY, CONANT & BROOK

University/Performing Arts Center; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Phoenix, Arizona; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-166; Jan 05; AR

MCKINLEY & ASSOCIATES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mill Creek at StoneBridge Estates; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 148; Jan 05; B

MCLARAND, VASQUEZ & EMSIEK

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Fruitvale Village; Builder’s Choice Award; Oakland, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 162; Oct 05; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MCCLAREN, VASQUEZ & EMSIENK

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; 255 Berry Street Condominiums; Builder's Choice Award; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.: p. 138-139; Oct 05; B

MCLEAN & QUINLAN

Residence; Private Residence; London, Holland Park, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.: p. 84-89; May 05; ARev

MC MILLAN & SMITH

School/Special; Walker Hall; South Carolina School for the Deaf & Blind; Reconstruction Award; Spartanburg, South Carolina; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 44; Oct 05; BD&C

MC MILLEN

Bathroom; Decorator Show House Bathroom; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. S16-S17; Sept 05; ID

MCMONIGAL, ROSEMARY

Bathroom; Gasterland Bathroom; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.: p. 32; Nov 05; RA

Kitchen; Gasterland Kitchen; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-31; Nov 05; RA

MECANOO ARCHITECTS

Recreation/Sports Facility; Marnix Sports Centre; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 70; Apr 05; ARev

MEIER, RICHARD

Government Building; San Jose City Hall; San Jose, California; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl. dia.; p. 40-47; Nov 05; BD&C

Museum/Art; Family Room; J. Paul Getty Museum; Los Angeles, California; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 92-93; Oct 05; ARev

Museum; Frieder Burda Collection Museum; Baden-Baden, Germany; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Mar 05; A

Museum; Getty Museum Family Room; Los Angeles, California; by Allison Milionis; ph.; p. 188-192; Feb 05; AR

Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; AIA Honor Award; Rome, Italy; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 125; May 05; AR

Residence; Smith House; Darien, Connecticut; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 399-400; May 05; AR

MELENDREZ

Office Building/Landscape; Pacific Design Center; West Hollywood, California; by Mark Hinslawn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-37; Feb 05; LA

MENDES DA ROCHA, PAULO

Plaza; Plaza of the Patriarch; Sao Paulo, Brazil; by David S. Morton; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 05; AR

MENN, CHRISTIAN

Bridge; Millau Viaduct; —, France; by Tony Hunt; ph.; p. 98; June 05; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MEREDITH, MICHAEL

University/Theater; Temporary Puppet Theater; Harvard University; Cambridge, Massa-echu sets; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 69-70; Feb 05; AR

MERRILL & PASTOR

Religious Building/Chapel; Seaside Interfaith Chapel; Seaside, Florida; by James S. Russell; ph. axon.; p. 252-254; May 05; AR

MERRILL, PASTOR & COLGAN

Architectural Design, Theory; Profile of Firm; Vero Beach, Florida; by S. Claire Conroy; ph. pl. pers. elev.; p. 66-76; Sept 05; RA

MERRIMA DESIGN GROUP

Hospital; Wilcannia Health Centre; Wilcannia, Australia; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 32-37; Jan 05; ARev

MESSANA & O'ROKE

Apartement Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. S16-S18; Apr 05; ID

MESSERVY, MATTEO

Apartement Building/Interiors; Loft Interior; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 248-253; Mar 05; ID

MEYER & DAVIS

Exhibition, Exhibit; VIP Suite; Aichi, Japan; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl.; p. 220-227; July 05; ID

Recreation; The Gym; New York, New York; by Jackie Cooperman; ph.; p. 66-70; Jan 05; ID

MEYER, SCHERER & ROCKCASTLE

Museum; Mill City Museum; AIA Honor Award; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 126; May 05; AR

MIAS

Residence; Natural Strips House; Tokyo Prefecture, Shibuya, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 76-81; Sept 05; ARev

MICD ASSOCIATES

Hotel; Amandalla Hotel Renovation; Galle, Sri Lanka; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 264-273; Oct 05; ID

MICE MARKETCRAFT

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Estrella Mountain Ranch; Best Information Center; Goodlife, Arizona; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Mar 05; B

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG

Architecture; Glass House and Farnsworth House Compared; by Stuart Cohen; ph.; p. 49-52; Apr 05; RA

University/Architecture School; Crown Hall Renovation; Illinois Institute of Technology; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 25-28; Sept 05; A

MIG

Recreation/Playground; Natural Playgrounds; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 128-136; Mar 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MIG (cont'd)
River, Waterway; Napa River Restoration; Napa, California; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. map; 64-75; Jan 05; LA

MIKULANDRA-MACKAT, MATEJA
Health Care, Health Center; Orthopedist's Office; Berlin, Germany; by Mairi Baytymian; ph.; p. 52-54; Nov 05; ID

MILLER, ROBERT J.
Kitchen; Kitchen on Logan Circle; Builder's Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Shelley Vilov; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B

Residence; Chesapeake Bay Guest House; Builder’s Choice Award; St. Michaels, Maryland; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B

MILOY IDEASYSTEM
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New York, New York; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 47-48; Aug 05; AR

MITARACHI, PAUL
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House Renovation; New York, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. iso.; p. 212-216; Jan 05; AR

MITHUN PARTNERS
Elderly Housing; Maravilla; Gold Nugget Award; Santa Barbara, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 114; June 05; B

Residence; North Creek - Leschi Model; Gold Nugget Award; Bothell, Washington; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 118; June 05; B

Residence; The Shingled Cottage; New Urban Challenge; Orlando, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 240-251; Jan 05; B

MITNICK, RODDIER & HICKS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 130-133; Dec 05; AR

MODEL HOME INTERIORS
Kitchen; The Aubrey; Watermark Award; Oconomowoc, Wisconsin; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 282; May 05; B

MODERN STRUCTURES INTERNATIONAL
Kitchen; Thurman Residence; Watermark Award; Spring, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B

MONEO, JOSE RAFAEL
Hospital/Children's; Maternity and Children's Hospital; Madrid, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 56-63; May 05; ARev

Interior Design; Palace of the Kings of Navarre; Interior renovation; Pamplona, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-80; Feb 05; ARev

MOORE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Cherry Street House; Builder's Choice Award; Falls Church, Virginia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 148-149; Oct 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MOORE, IACOFANO & GOLTSMAN
Zoo; Hamill Family Play Zoo; Brookfield, Illinois; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Dec 05; LA

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
University/Student Center; Student Life Center; University of Cincinnati; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Jayne Merkel; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; Aug 05; AR

MORGAN, MICHAEL
Art; Brick Sculpture; by Michael Morgan; ph.; p. 52-61; May 05; LA

MORI, TOSHIKO
Fabric; Extreme Textiles; Designing for High Performance; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 157-158; Jan 05; ID

MORPHOESIS
Government Building; California Department of Transportation Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; July 05; ARev

Government Building; Federal Courthouse; Eugene, Oregon; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pers. m.; p. 68-69; Apr 05; ARev

Office Building/Interiors; California Department of Transportation District 7; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 347; May 05; ID

Office Building; Caltrans Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-129; Jan 05; AR

MOSKOW, KEITH
Residence; Arbor House; Chilmark, Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 86-87; Mar 05; RA

MOUEN, GEOFFREY
Residence; Classic Residence; New Urban Challenge; Orlando, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 214-226; Jan 05; B

MOULE & POLYZOIDEIS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harper Court; Seven Fountains; RA Design Award; West Hollywood, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 89; May 05; RA

MOZER, JORDAN
Restaurant; Canter's Delicatessen; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Tom Austin; ph. ill.; p. 176-178; Mar 05; ID

Restaurant; East Hotel Restaurant; Hamburg, Germany; by Farhad Heydari; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Nov 05; AR

MUNE & LEUNG
Night Club; Orange Room; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 204-206; May 05; ID

MURASE, ROBERT
Residence; Santi-ya Wetland Retreat; Gray's Bay, Washington; by Jim Cava; ph. pl.; p. 88-93; Aug 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MURDOCH, PAUL
Memorial, Monument; Flight 93 Memorial; Somerset County, Pennsylvania; by Christopher Hawthorne; ill.; p. 138-140; Dec 05; LA

MURPHY, MURPHY, MURPHY, MUTLOW, MUSE ARCHITECTS/VARS/VGH, KISHWOR MYEFSKI NAGCAR, PATRICK
Hotel; Flight 93 National Memorial Park; Somerset County, Pennsylvania; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 86-93; Nov 05; LA

MURPHY & JAHN
Architecture; Murphy/Jahn; 2005 AIA Firm of the Year Award; by Cheryl Kent; ph.; p. 156-159; May 05; AR

Hotel; Inside Premium Hotel; Munich, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 160-162; Nov 05; AR

Office Building; Shure Technology Center; Niles, Illinois; by Cheryl Kent; ph. pl.; p. 106-111; June 05; AR

MURPHY, BURNHAM & BUTTRICK
Bathroom; Fifth Avenue Loft; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 131-134; Jan 05; ID

MUSE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Private Residence; Washington, District of Columbia; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl. pers.; p. 88-91; Sept 05; RA

MUTLOW, JOHN V.
Apartment Building; Fiesta House Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; Reseda, California; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Oct 05; B

MVRDV
Housing; Sanchinarro Mirador Housing; Madrid, Spain; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

MYEFSKI & COOK
Closet; Haynes Residence; Watermark Award; Kenilworth, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B

NAGGAR, PATRICK
Store; Perfume Store; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 80-81; Apr 05; ID

NARSINGH, KISHWOR
Garden; Keshar Mahal Garden of Dreams Restoration; Kathmandu, Nepal; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl.; p. 130-139; Sept 05; LA

NBBJ
Airport; South Terminal Expansion; Seattle, Washington; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 172-176; Oct 05; AR

Government Building; Ground Security at U.S. Federal Courthouse; Landscape architecture and security; Seattle, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. elev.; p. 44-49; Aug 05; LA

NEAL, M. J.
Store; Anthony Nak Jewelry Store; IIDA award; Interview with architect; Austin, Texas; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 192-193; May 05; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NELSON, BYRD & WOLTZ
Memorial, Monument; Flight 93 Memorial; Somerset County, Pennsylvania; by Christopher Hawthorne; ill.; p. 138-140; Dec 05; LA

Memorial, Monument; Flight 93 National Memorial Park; Somerset County, Pennsylvania; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 86-93; Nov 05; LA

Residence; Residential Landscape; 2004 ASLA Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. pl.; p. 152-161; Oct 05; LA

NEPOMECHIE & CANAVES
Housing; Quilting Home Affordable Housing; Rowan County, Kentucky; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. m.; p. 46; Apr 05; A

NESTOR & GAFFNEY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; East Village Lofts at Artists Walk; Gold Nugget Award; Santa Ana, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 112; June 05; B

NEUMANN & SMITH
Memorial, Monument; Holocaust Memorial Center; Building Team Project Award; Farmington Hills, Michigan; ph.; p. 55; May 05; BD&C

NEUTRA, RICHARD
Residence; Via de la Paz Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Pacific Palisades, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 75; May 05; RA

NG, SWEE HONG
Recreation/Sports Facility; Siyathemba Sports and HIV/AIDS Outreach Center; KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill. sec.; p. 41; July 05; A

NICHOLAS, BUDD & DUTTON
Bathroom; Master Bathroom; Pacific Palisades, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 164-166; Oct 05; ID

NICHOLLS DESIGN
Kitchen; Nichols Residence; Watermark Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 284; May 05; B

NICOLAI, OLAF
Exhibition, Exhibit; Baraque de Chantier; by Marc Spiegel; ph.; p. 223; Aug 05; ID

NISHIZAWA, TAIARA
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. sec.; p. 124-129; Dec 05; AR

NMDA
Office Building; Endeavor Talent Agency; Beverly Hills, California; by Joseph Giovannoni; ph. pl. elev. pers. axon.; p. 116-123; Sept 05; AR

NONZERO ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Via de la Paz Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Pacific Palisades, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 75; May 05; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

NOVEL, JEAN
Museum/Art; Museo Reina Sofia Addition; Madrid, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; p. 33; Nov 05; AR Rev
Theater; Guthrie Theater; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Thomas Fisher; ill.; p. 60; Mar 05; A

NOX ARCHITECTS
Sanitation; Lavatory Pods; Roadside sanitary facilities; —, Belgium; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. iso.; p. 80; Apr 05; AR Rev

NOYES, ELIOT
Residence; Vacation House in Central Vermont; —, Vermont; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; July 05; RA

NOYES, NICK
Residence; Santa Barbara Ranch House; Santa Barbara, California; by Allison Milionis; ph. pl.; p. 220-224; Oct 05; AR

NULL.LAB
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 47-48; June 05; AR

OBAHOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Timber Meadow, Houston, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 05; B

ODONNEL & TUOMEY
Art Gallery; Lewis Glucksman Gallery; University College Cork; Cork, Ireland; by Greg Delaney; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Dec 05; A
Theater; Lyric Theater; Belfast, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 43; Apr 05; AR Rev

OFFICE DA
Learning, Training Center; Intergenerational Learning Center; P/A Citation; Chicago, Illinois; ill. m. pl. dia. sec. elev.; p. 44-45; Jan 05; A
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The MacAllen; Mixed-use residential; Boston, Massachusetts; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 34; June 05; A

OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE
Arts Center; Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Dallas, Texas; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C
Government Building; Netherlands Embassy; Berlin, Germany; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-50; Mar 05; BD&C
Library; Seattle Central Library; AIA Honor Award; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 123; May 05; AR
Library; Seattle Central Library; Building Team Project Award; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 36-38; May 05; BD&C
Performing Arts Center; Casa da Musica Concert Hall; Porto, Portugal; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-111; July 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Store/Clothing; Prada Store; Beverly Hills, California; by Joseph Giovanni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-131; Feb 05; AR

OFIS ARCHITECTS
Housing; Affordable Apartments; Izola, Slovenia; by Catherine Slessor; pers.; p. 89; Apr 05; AR
Residence; Villa Addition; Lake Bled, Slovenia; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Nov 05; AR

O’HERLIHY, LORCAN
Housing; Willoughby Avenue Housing; West Hollywood, California; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 39; Nov 05; A
Residence; Jai House; Residence of the year award; Calabasas, California; by Bay Brown; ph. pl. elev.; p. 50-51; Nov 05; A
Residence; Norton Avenue Lofts; West Hollywood, California; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 38; Nov 05; A
Residence; Vertical House; Venice, California; by Allison Milionis; ph. pl.; p. 206-210; Jan 05; A

OHTANI, HIROAKI
Residence; Family House on Tight Urban Site; AR House; Kobe, Japan; by Phoebe Chow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Jan 05; AR
Residence; Layer House; Kobe, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 200-205; Apr 05; A

OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW
City and Regional Planning; The Future of Riverside; Riverside, Illinois; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ill. pl. ref.; p. 44-55; Oct 05; LA
Recreation/Park; Preserving Belle Isle Park; 2004 ASLA Award; Detroit, Michigan; by Andrew Martel; ph. ill.; p. 66-74; Mar 05; LA

OLSON, SUNDBERG, KUNDIG & ALLEN
Film/Television Studio; The Brain Film Studio; Seattle, Washington; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 120; Apr 05; AR
Housing; Roxbury Estates; Builder’s Choice Award; Seattle, Washington; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166; Oct 05; B
Residence; Birdwatcher’s Residence; Seattle, Near, Washington; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 116-123; June 05; LA
Residence; Chicken Point Cabin; RA Design Award; —, Idaho; by Cheryl Weber; ph. dia.; p. 44-45; May 05; RA

OMERNIK, JAMES
Ecology; Ecological Classification Systems; by Adam Regn Arvidson; map; p. 70-80; Apr 05; LA

OOS AG OPEN OPERATING SYSTEM
Industrial Building; Maag Recycling Plant; Winterthur, Switzerland; by Nina Rapaport; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-63; May 05; A

35
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

OPENOFFICE
Museum; Dia:Beacon Museum; Beacon, New York; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 60-65; Dec 05; LA

OPUS NORTH
Industrial Building; Greater Chicago Food Depository; Chicago, Illinois; by David Barista; ph. table pl.; p. 14-20; Feb 05; BD&C

OSLUND ASSOCIATES
Apartment Building/Landscape; Rooftop Garden; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by David Motzenbecker; ph. sec. det.; p. 66-71; Feb 05; LA

Office Building/Landscape; General Mills Campus; 2004 ASLA Award; Golden Valley, Minnesota; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 102-111; Jan 05; LA

OTJ ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; Raben Group Headquarters; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 94-96; Oct 05; ID

OVERLAND PARTNERS
Museum/Art; Wildlife Experience Museum; Parker, Colorado; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. dia.; p. 78; May 05; A

OWEN, ROBERT
Highway; Craigieburn Bypass; Melbourne, Australia; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 55-56; Aug 05; AR

OWP/P
Bank; Metropolitan Capital Bank; Reconstructing Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 42; Oct 05; BD&C

P.E. STRUCTURAL CONSULTANTS
Shelter; Austin Resource Center for the Homeless; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Austin, Texas; by Nancy B. Solomon; cea ph.; p. 158-160; July 05; AR

PAASTUDIO
Residence; Pacific Palisades Residence; RA Design Award; Pacific Palisades, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 47; May 05; RA

PAGE & PARK
Health Care, Health Center; Maggie’s Highlands Cancer Care Center; Copper in Architecture Award; Inverness, Scotland; ph. pl.; p. 86; Oct 05; ARev

PAGE & TURNBULL
Transit Station; Ferry Building; San Francisco, California; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 05; A

PAGE, SOUTHERLAND & PAGE
Convention Center; Austin Convention Center; Austin, Texas; by Charles Linn; ph. sec.; p. 204-206; Mar 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

PAIST, PHINEAS
City and Regional Planning; Coral Gables; Coral Gables, Florida; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 458; Jan 05; B

PAL DESIGN
Recreation; MTM Spa; Hong Kong, China; by Raka Dewan; ph.; p. 156-160; Oct 05; ID

PALERM & TABARES
Studio; Cesar Manrique Foundation Studio; Lanzarote, Canary Islands; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-131; Oct 05; AR

Studio; Cesar Manrique Foundation; Visiting artists studio; Lanzarote, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Feb 05; ARev

PARISI
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Seahaus; Best Sales Office; La Jolla, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Mar 05; B

PASANELLA, KLEIN, STOLZMAN & BERG
University/Performing Arts Center; Juliet J. Rosch Recital Hall; State University of New York; IIDA award; Interview with architect; Fredonia, New York; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 194-195; May 05; ID

PATKAU ARCHITECTS
Residence; Agosta House; AIA Honor Award; San Juan Island, Washington; by Janet F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 117; May 05; AR

Residence; Shaw House; AIA Honor Award; Vancouver, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 126; May 05; AR

PATTERSON, SIMON
Sidewalk; Plantation Lane; Public street becomes public art centre; London, England; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 05; ARev

PAULUS, SOKOLOWSKI & SARTOR
University/Residential; Ramapo College Dormitory; RA Design Award; Mahwah, New Jersey; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 05; RA

PAWSON, JOHN
Residence; Residence; Tokyo, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Sept 05; ARev

PAYETTE ASSOCIATES
Research Facility, Laboratory; Schepens Eye Research Institute; 2006 Lab of the Year; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 40-42; June 05; BD&C

PEI, COBB & FREED
Office Building/Interiors; Global Hyatt Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Thomas Connors; ph.; p. 248-255; Oct 05; ID

PELLETIER & SCHAAR
Bathroom; Bathroom; —, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Sept 05; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

PELLI, CESAR

Arts Center; Miami Performing Arts Center; Miami, Florida; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Library; Minneapolis Central Library; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill. det.; p. 61; Mar 05; A

Museum/Art; National Museum of Contemporary Art; Osaka, Japan; by John Pastor; ph.; p. 281-283; May 05; AR

Office Building/High Rise; Petronas Towers; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Lumpur, Malaysia; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-75; Jan 05; ARev

Office Building/Landscape; Pacific Design Center; West Hollywood, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. ill.; p. 30-37; Feb 05; LA

PERFIDO & WEISKOPF

Residence; Cabin on a Pond; RA Design Award; Eastbrook, Maine; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 132-133; May 05; RA

PERKINS & EASTMAN

Industrial Building; Castcon Stone Production Plant; Building Team Project Award; Saxaburg, Pennsylvania; ph.; p. 58; May 05; BD&C

School/Junior High, Middle; Roger Ludlowe Middle School; Fairfield, Connecticut; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 148-151; Dec 05; AR

PERKINS & WILL

Apartment Building/High Rise; Skybridge Condominiums; RA Design Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; May 05; RA

Apartment Building; Contemporaine at 516 North Wells; AIA Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 116; May 05; AR

Apartment Building; Contemporaine Condominiums; RA Design Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl. ill.; p. 40-43; May 05; RA

Office Building; Petroleum House; Reliance Group Headquarters; New Mumbai, India; by Robert Cassidy; ph. pl.; p. 37-41; Mar 05; BD&C

School/Junior High, Middle; Perspectives Charter School; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph.; p. 138-141; Dec 05; AR

Showroom; Haworth Showroom; IDA award; Interview with designer; Chicago, Illinois; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 200-202; May 05; ID

University/Campus; Universidade Agostinho Neto; Luana, Angola; by Abby Busset; ill.; p. 33; June 05; A

PERRAULT, DOMINIQUE

Government Building; Court of Justice fo the European Communities; —, Luxembourg; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. m.; p. 76; Apr 05; ARev

Library; Bibliotheque Nationale; Paris, France; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 166-168; Mar 05; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

PERRY ASSOCIATES

Recreation/Park; Imperial Landing; British Columbia, Richmond, Canada; by Claire Enlow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Dec 05; LA

PETerson & Verwers

Residence; Folsom Street Residential Laboratory; RA Design Award; San Francisco, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 05; RA

pETERSON, BRAD

Garden; Black Creek Urban Farm Project; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. pl.; p. 30-38; June 05; LA

PFAU ARCHITECTURE

Office Building/Interiors; Damore Johann Office Building; San Francisco, California; by Matt Stewart; ph. axon.; p. 192-197; Feb 05; ID

Office Building; 350 Rhode Island Office Building; San Francisco, California; by C. C. Sullivan; pl.; p. 68-69; May 05; A

PHILIPPE

Store/Department; Barneys New York; Tokyo, Japan; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Feb 05; AR

PIANO, RENZO

Exhibition, Exhibit; On Tour with Renzo Piano & Building Workshop Exhibit; Los Angeles, California; by Julianna Morais; ph.; p. 73; June 05; A

Exhibition, Exhibit; Zero Gravity Exhibit; Art Institute of Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 88; July 05; A

Housing; Rue De Meaux Housing; Paris, France; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; Mar 05; RA

Museum/Art; Art Institute of Chicago Expansion; Chicago, Illinois; by C. C. Sullivan; sec.; p. 41; July 05; A

Museum/Art; High Museum of Art; Atlanta, Georgia; by Julie Sinclair Eakin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; A

Museum/Art; High Museum; Atlanta, Georgia; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 130-135; Nov 05; AR

Museum/Art; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Renovation; Los Angeles, California; by Michael Webb; ph. sec. ill.; p. 38-39; May 05; ARev

Museum/Art; Paul Klee Center; Bern, Switzerland; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-137; Oct 05; AR

Office Building; EMI Corporate Campus; Paris, France; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph. sec.; p. 278-283; May 05; ID

University/Science Center; California Academy of Sciences; San Francisco, California; by Rob Gregory; sec. pers. iso.; p. 67; Apr 05; ARev

Pierce &Allen

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Thomas A. Lee Capital; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 212-219; Sept 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

PILLET, CHRISTOPHE
Store/Clothing; Catherine Malandrino Boutique; New York, New York; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 188-193; Apr 05; ID

PINOS, CARME
Recreation/Recreation Center; Sports Centre; Egues, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; pl. sec. pers. m.; p. 73; Apr 05; ARev

PIONEER HOMES
Residential Development; Housing; The Independence; Boise, Idaho; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 100; Sept 05; B

PIZZO, PAUL
School/Special; Regional Vocational Aquaculture Center; Sound School; Building Team Project Award; New Haven, Connecticut; ph.; p. 53; May 05; BD&C

PLATT, BYARD, DOVELL & WHITE
Museum/Art; Saginaw Art Museum Expansion; Saginaw, Michigan; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; AR

PLOT
Hospital/Psychiatric; Psychiatric Hospital; —, Denmark; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 71; Apr 05; ARev

PLUM BURO
Office Building/Interiors; BETC Office Remodel; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 112-119; Nov 05; ID

PLY ARCHITECTURE
Plaza; Mies van der Rohe Plaza; Detroit, Michigan; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 70; Sept 05; A
Restaurant; Big Ten Burrito Restaurant; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-97; Apr 05; RA

PMA PLANNERS AND ARCHITECTS
Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Port Warwick; Newport News, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Feb 05; B

POLSKHE PARTNERSHIP
Cultural Center; Copia: The American Center for Wine, Food, and the Arts; 2004 ASLA Award; Napa, California; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. pl.; p. 96-103; Mar 05; LA

Exhibition, Exhibit; Hall of Science; Queens, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 224-229; May 05; AR

Library; William J. Clinton Presidential Center; Little Rock, Arkansas; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-119; Jan 05; AR

Museum; National Museum of the American Indian; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Feb 05; AR

Museum; William Jefferson Clinton Presidential Center; Little Rock, Arkansas; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-39; Feb 05; A

Performing Arts Center; Zankel Hall; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. sec. axon. det.; p. 156-161; Jan 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Recreation; Women's Athletic Club of Chicago Renovation; Interview with architect; Chicago, Illinois; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 138-141; June 05; ID

POWER UNIT STUDIO
Residence; Y House; Aichi Prefecture, Chita, Japan; by Yuki Sumner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69-71; Sept 05; ARev

PREDOCK & FRANE
Museum/Art; Family Room; J. Paul Getty Museum; Los Angeles, California; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 92-93; Oct 05; ARev

Museum; Getty Museum Family Room; Los Angeles, California; by Allison Millon; ph.; p. 188-192; Feb 05; AR

Recreation; Inn at the French Laundry; Yountville, California; by Abby Bussel; pl.; p. 33; Aug 05; A

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
Aquarium; Flint RiverQuarium; Albany, Georgia; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 216-223; May 05; AR

Recreation/Sports Facility; Petco Park; Building Team Project Award; San Diego, California; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 49-51; May 05; BD&C

PRENDERGAST & LAUREL
Government Building; Firehouse Restorations; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 186-190; June 05; AR

PRINCE, BART
Residence; Price House Revisited; Orange County, California; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 239-240; Sept 05; AR

PRINGLE & BRANDON
Bank; Barclays Bank; Stacked atria landscaping; London, England; by Paul Finch; ph.; p. 84-85; Nov 05; ARev

PROFESSIONAL DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Grand Pointe Meadows; West Dundee, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 146; Jan 05; B

PROGRESSIVE AE
Garden; Meijer Gardens and Sculpture Park; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 40-47; Jan 05; LA

PROPLANNING
Health Care, Health Center; REHAB Center for Spinal Cord and Brain Injuries; Basel, Switzerland; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-121; June 05; AR

PUBLIC
Residence; Lee Tree House; La Jolla, California; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. pl.; p. 216-218; Oct 05; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PUGH & SCARPA

Film/Television Studio; Jigsaw Studio; West Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 318-323; May 05; ID

Film/Television Studio; Jigsaw Studio; AIA Honor Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 132; May 05; AR

Residence: Solar Umbrella House; Venice, California; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 176-181; Apr 05; AR

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Orange Grove Townhouses; West Hollywood, California; by Allison Milonis; ph. pl. ill.; p. 142-145; July 05; AR

PURCELL, MILLER & TRITON

Historic, Preservation; Stowe House Restoration; Buckingham, England; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 42-43; Sept 05; ARev

PWL PARTNERSHIP

Recreation/Park; George Wainborn Park; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ill.; p. 124-131; Apr 05; LA

PYATOK ARCHITECTS

Apartment Building; Oak Court Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; Palo Alto, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 204; Oct 05; B

Apartment Building; Oak Court Apartments; Gold Nugget Award; Palo Alto, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 110; June 05; B

Housing; Avalon Mutual Housing; Seattle, Washington; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Aug 05; RA

QB3

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 78; June 05; RA

Residence; Perret Residence; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Meghan Drueing; ph. axon.; p. 79; June 05; RA

QUATRO DESIGN GROUP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Pueblo del Sol; Builder's Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 172; Oct 05; B

QUINN & EVANS

University/Auditorium; Hill Auditorium; University of Michigan; AIA Honor Award; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 121; May 05; AR

University/Campus; Campus Renovation; Peabody Institute of Johns Hopkins University; Baltimore, Maryland; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. ill.; p. 149-158; Mar 05; AR

RABINOVICH, CHARLES

Kitchen; Kitchen Addition and Renovation; Easton, Connecticut; by Joe Carter; ph.; p. S10-S12; Sept 05; ID

RACESTUDIOS

Housing; Accessory Dwelling Unit Program; AIA Honor Award; Santa Cruz, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 146; May 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

RAD

Hotel; W Hotel; Seoul, Korea; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 154-159; Nov 05; AR

RAFFONE, MARTIN

Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 158-162; Sept 05; ID

RAGGI, FRANCO

Office Building/Interiors; Gianfranco Ferre Offices; Milan, Italy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-199; Apr 05; ID

RANDALL-PAGE, PETER

Learning, Training Center; Core Education Center; Cornwall, England; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-71; Nov 05; ARev

RAPSON, RALPH

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill.; p. 40-45; Mar 05; A

RATTNER, DONALD M.

Residence; Villa for the Modern Couple; New Urban Challenge; Orlando, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 228-238; Jan 05; B

RATZCH, ANDY

Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 162-169; Feb 05; ID

RAWN, WILLIAM

Arts Center; Music Center at Strathmore; Strathmore, Maryland; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-28; Apr 05; BD&C

Recreation; Carneros Inn and Resort; Napa Valley, California; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 198-205; Feb 05; ID

University/Master Plan; Master Plan; Northeastern University West Campus; AIA Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 151; May 05; AR

RBK ARCHITECTS

Aquarium; Flint RiverQuarium; Albany, Georgia; by Sarah Amelor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 218-223; May 05; AR

READER & SWARTZ

Library; Stud Skeleton Library; RA Design Award; Winchester, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 131; May 05; RA

REDECKER-CHRISTIANSEN

Office Building/Interiors; Product Visionaires Headquarters; Berlin, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 254-261; May 05; ID

REED & HILDERBRAND

Arboretum; Leventritt Shrub and Vine Garden; Boston, Massachusetts; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. elev.; p. 124-127; Oct 05; AR

RESOLUTION: 4 ARCHITECTURE

Prefabration; Modern Design and Prefabrication; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 63-64; Feb 05; B

RHODES & HARWELL

Stormwater Management; Bioretention; Low impact development; by Brian P. Kane; ph. sec. det. ref.; p. 70-81; May 05; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

RICHARDSON, HENRY HOBSON

Religious Building/Church; Trinity Church Restoration; Boston, Massachusetts; by Ted Smalley Bowen and Deborah Spoonian; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 167-170; Dec 05; AR

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL

Hotel; Four Seasons Hotel; Budapest, Hungary; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 242-246; June 05; ID

RILEY, RONNETTE

Bathroom; Bathroom Remodel; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 26; Aug 05; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl.; p. 24-25; Aug 05; RA

RILL & DECKER

Residence; Farmhouse Renovation; RA Design Award; —, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 79; May 05; RA

RIM ARCHITECTS

School/Special; Highland Technical High School; Anchorage, Alaska; by Matthew Phair; ph. ill.; p. 32-37; June 05; BD&C

RIOS, CLEMENTI & HALE

Recreation/Park; Chess Park; Glendale, California; by Leanne French; ph. elev. det.; p. 190-192; Mar 05; AR

Studio; Rios Clementi Hale Studios; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 268-273; Mar 05; ID

RIPLEY, RANDY

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Arbors at Stagecoach Village; Little Rock, Arkansas; by Randy Ripley; ph. pl. elev.; p. 95-96; Jan 05; B

RMJM

Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; Edinburgh, Scotland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl.; p. 28-35; Feb 05; A

Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; Edinburgh, Scotland; by David Cohn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 98-111; Feb 05; AR

RMW ARCHITECTURE

Office Building/Interiors; SKYY Spirits Headquarters; San Francisco, California; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 126-130; May 05; ID

RNL DESIGN

Industrial Building; Elati Light Rail Maintenance Facility; Building Team Project Award; Denver, Colorado; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 44-46; May 05; BD&C

RNM ARCHITECTURE

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Puerta Azul Cluster Community; La Quinta, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 148-149; Sept 05; B

ROBBSON, SHEPPARD

Office Building; Fitzrovia Building; Arup headquarters; London, England; by David Gissen; ph.; p. 163-164; July 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ROCKWELL GROUP

Restaurant; Washington Square Restaurant; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 204-209; June 05; ID

Store/Clothing; Pamela Barish Store; Venice, California; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. 84-86; Apr 05; ID

RODERICK ROMERO

Architecture; Interview with Designer; Tree houses; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 94-98; Mar 05; ID

ROGERS & MARVEL

Security; Battery Park City Streetscapes; AIA Honor Award; Battery Park City, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl. ill.; p. 146; May 05; AR

ROGERS, JAMES GAMBLE

University/Residential; Pierson College Renovation; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Sara Hart; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Mar 05; AR

ROGERS, RICHARD

Airport; Barajas Airport; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. sec.; p. 150-157; Oct 05; AR

ROJAF, MICHEL

Architecture; Profile of Architect; Mexico City, Mexico; by Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 106-111; Dec 05; AR

ROMAN & WILLAMS

Studio; Designer’s Offices; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 260-267; Mar 05; ID

ROME, DAVID

Lighting; Prow Sculture; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 121-124; Apr 05; ID

RONAN, JOHN

Residence; Coach House; Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Lee Bey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-197; Jan 05; AR

School/High; Perth Amboy High School; P/A Citation; Perth Amboy, New Jersey; pl. ill. sec.; p. 38-41; Jan 05; A

RONCHETTI, RON

Office Building/Interiors; Nissan Design America; La Jolla, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 228-235; July 05; ID

ROSE, CHARLES

Residence; Orleans Residence; RA Design Award; Orleans, Massachusetts; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 61; May 05; RA

ROSENBURG, JANET

Recreation/Park; Barrel Warehouse Park; Ontario, Waterloo, Canada; by Glen Herman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-38; Nov 05; LA

ROSS, CHARLES

Planetarium; Star Axis; —, New Mexico; ph.; p. 102-109; Oct 05; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ROY, LINDY

Store; L'Oreal Living Lab Store; Los Angeles, California; by Deanna Kizis; ph. pl. ill.; p. 218-223; Apr 05; ID

ROYAL PALM COMMUNITIES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Villaggio; Estero, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 05; B

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, ALLEY & ABYE

River, Waterway; Guadalupe River Flood Control Project; San Jose, California; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl.; p. 46-55; Feb 05; LA

RTKL

Hospital; Methodist Mansfield Medical Center; Mansfield, Texas; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 12; July 05; BD&C

Transit Station; Principe Pio; Transportation, retail and entertainment complex; Madrid, Spain; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 16-22; Mar 05; BD&C

RUBIO, JUSTO GARCIA

Bus Station; Bus Station; Casar de Caserases, Spain; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 75-76; Nov 05; AR

RUDOLPH, PAUL

Residence; Milam House; Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 243-244; Mar 05; AR

SAE, MICHELE

Residence; Template House; Infinite Interiors Exhibition; Beijing, China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 144-151; Sept 05; AR

SAFIE, MOSHE

Airport; Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-34; Mar 05; BD&C

Airport; Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p. 158-165; Oct 05; AR

Airport; Lester B. Pearson International Airport; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 62-63; June 05; A

Museum; Holocaust History Museum; Jerusalem, Israel; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. ill. sec. cost anal.; p. 34-41; Apr 05; BD&C

Museum; Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum Complex; Jerusalem, Israel; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; July 05; AR

SAIIA, BARWARESE & TOPOUZANOV

University/Science Center; Biological Sciences Pavilion; University of Quebec; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 37; Mar 05; A

SALMELA ARCHITECTS

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 60-67; July 05; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SALMELA ARCHITECTS

City and Regional Planning; Jackson Meadow, Marine on St Croix; AIA Honor Award; St. Croix, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleveny; ph.; p. 149; May 05; AR

Recreation; Emerson Sauna; AIA Honor Award; Duluth, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleveny; ph.; p. 119; May 05; AR

Residence; Matthew Residence; RA Design Award; Bannmerd, Minnesota; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. elev.; p. 48; May 05; RA

SALTER, FALURO & PILON

Hospital/General; Regional Hospital; Ontario, Thunder Bay, Canada; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; May 05; ARev

SAM TRIMBLE DESIGN

Restaurant; Lady M Cake Boutique; IIDA award; Interview with designer; New York, New York; by Sheila Kim Jamet; ph.; p. 196-198; May 05; ID

SANAKSENAYO ARCHITECTS

Religious Building/Chapel; St. Henry's Ecumenical Art Chapel; Turku, Finland; by Julia Dawson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Oct 05; ARev

SANEI & HOPKINS

Residence; 62 Rochester Place; Live/Work conversion; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Feb 05; ARev

SANFORD, JOHN

Recreation; Granite Links Golf Course; Quincy, Massachusetts; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. det.; p. 54-62; Jan 05; LA

SARATOGA ASSOCIATES

Plants; Battery Bosque and the Tree Grove; Renovation; New York, New York; by Anne Raver; ph.; p. 50-52; Aug 05; LA

SASAKI ASSOCIATES

Performing Arts Center; Symphony Center Landscape; Atlanta, Georgia; by Jonathan Lerner; pl. sec.; p. 18-22; Jan 05; LA

University/Landscape; Landscape Heritage Plan; University of California at Berkeley; Berkeley, California; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-98; Sept 05; LA

University/Residential; Cal Poly Pomona Residential Suites; Builder's Choice Award; Pomona, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 204; Oct 05; B

University/Residential; Residential Suites; California State Polytechnic University; RA Design Award; Pomona, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 113; May 05; RA

SAUCIER & PERRONTE

Research Facility, Laboratory; Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics; Ontario, Waterloo, Canada; ph. pl. ill. det.; p. 52-59; Aug 05; A

Research Facility, Laboratory; Perimeter Physics Institute; Ontario, Waterloo, Canada; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 210-217; May 05; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SAUERBRUCH & HUTTON
Bank; KFW Banking Group Headquarters; Frankfurt, Germany; by Layla Dawson; pl. elev. m.; p. 40-41; May 05; AR

Government Building; Federal Environmental Agency; Dessau, Germany; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. iso. axon. dia.; p. 36-49; July 05; AR

Government Building; Federal Environmental Ministry; Dessau, Germany; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 36-43; Aug 05; A

Museum/Art; Museum for the Brandhorst Collection; Munich, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 46; Apr 05; AR

SAWAYA, WILLIAM
Interior Design; Interview with Designer; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 162-163; Apr 05; ID

SB ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oceana Condominium and Club; Brighton Beach, New York; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 05; B

SCALL, FRANCOIS
Store/Clothing; DPMHI Store; London, England; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 05; ID

SCHOFER DESIGN
Residence; Residence Renovation; Shelter Island, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S32-S34; Apr 05; ID

SCHIEFER ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Baywood at Santaluz; Builder's Choice Award; San Diego, California; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 164; Oct 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Mirada at Estuary; Builder's Choice Award; Naples, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 198; Oct 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Baywood Collection; Gold Nugget Award; San Diego, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 102-104; June 05; B

SCHLIESINGER, FRANK
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cady's Alley; AIA Honor Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jane F. Kolleeny; elev.; p. 146; May 05; AR

SCHMIDT, PETER
Residence; Schmidt Residence Interiors; Hamburg, Germany; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 254-259; Mar 05; ID

SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Arts Center; Shaw Center for the Arts; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-91; June 05; AR

Arts Center; Shaw Center for the Arts; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p. 52-57; May 05; A

Wall; Facade; Shaw Center for the Arts; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by Sam Lubell; ph. sec.; p. 153-154; June 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SCHWARTZ & SILVER (cont'd)
Wall; Shaw Center for the Arts; Rainscreen; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by Anna Holtzman; ph. det.; p. 61; June 05; A

SCHWARTZ, MARTHA
Bank; Barclays Bank; Stacked atria landscaping; London, England; by Paul Finch; ph.; p. 84—85; Nov 05; AR

SCOGIN & ELAM
Residence; Mountain Tree House; AIA Honor Award; Dillard, Georgia; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 128; May 05; AR

University/Architecture School; Austin E. Knowlton School of Architecture; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 62-67; July 05; A

University/Architecture School; Knowlton Hall; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 202-209; May 05; AR

University/Architecture School; Knowlton School of Architecture; Ohio State University; —; Ohio; by Jack L. Nasar; ph.; p. 170-172; Sept 05; LA

SCRIBNER, MESSER, BRADY & WADE
Government Building; Recladding Richmond City Hall; Richmond, Virginia; by Sara Hart; ph. dia. cea; p. 261-268; May 05; AR

SEGAL, JONATHAN
Housing; The Titan; Multifamily housing; San Diego, California; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 146-148; July 05; AR

Residence; The Prospect; RA Design Award; La Jolla, California; by Meghan Drueoding; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; May 05; RA

SEJIMA & NISHIZAWA
Museum/Art; 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art; Kanazawa, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 88-97; Feb 05; AR

SEMPLE & BROWN
Residence; 100 Dexter; Builder's Choice Award; Denver, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 170; Oct 05; B

SEERA ARCHITECTS
Housing; 8 NW 8th; Transitional housing and rehab assistance; Portland, Oregon; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Aug 05; RA

SERRA, RICHARD
Art; The Matter of Time Exhibit; Bilbao, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 138-139; Aug 05; ID

SERRAO DESIGN
Kitchen; Potrero Hill Residence Kitchen; RA Design Award; San Francisco, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 125; May 05; RA

Residence; Schindler Residence; RA Design Award; San Francisco, California; by Cheryl Weber; pl. iso.; p. 134-135; May 05; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SH ARC
Residence; Beach House; Jupiter Island, Florida; by Saxon Henry; ph. pl.; p. 240-247; Oct 05; ID

SHARP, GEORGE G.
Boat; Guy V. Molinari Ferry Boat; Staten Island, New York; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 92-96; Sept 05; ID

SHAW, SHAMIR
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 200-207; Jan 05; ID

SHIM & SUTCLIFFE
Art Gallery; Corkin Sh gland Gallery; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Barbara Dixon; ph.; p. 192-196; June 05; AR

SHINBERG & LEVINAS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/ Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; Washington, District of Columbia; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 142-151; Aug 05; ID

SHOEMAKER, GARY
Research Facility, Laboratory; Great Harbor Design Center; Brooklyn, New York; by Anna Holtzman; pers.; p. 42; July 05; A

SHOP/HARPLES, HOLDEN & PASQUARELLI
Apartment Building; Porter House Condominiums; Building Team Project Award; New York, New York; ph.; p. 80; May 05; BD&C

School/Vocational; Fashion Institute of Technology; New York, New York; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. pers. m.; p. 65; Apr 05; ARev

Store; Hangil Book House; Paju, South Korea; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 116-121; Feb 05; AR

SHOPWORKS
Recreation; Carneros Inn and Resort; Napa Valley, California; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 198-205; Feb 05; ID

SIEGAL, JENNIFER
Interior Design; Interview with Designer; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 146-147; Feb 05; ID

SILMAN, ROBERT
University/Campus; Campus Renovation; Peabody Institute of Johns Hopkins University; Baltimore, Maryland; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. ill.; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR

SILVESTRIN, CLAUDIO
Store; Princi Bakery; Milan, Italy; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 74-76; Jan 05; ID

SIMONDS, JOHN
Landscape Architecture; John Simonds Ecology; by Barry W. Starke et al.; ph.; p. 100-113; Sept 05; LA

SIMONE, JAFFE & COLLINS
Bridge; Timber Bridges; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. sec. ref. ill.; p. 40-51; Nov 05; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SIMPSON, GUMPERTZ & HEGE
University/Church; Bowdoin College Chapel; Reconstruction Award; Brunswick, Maine; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 47; Oct 05; BD&C

SIZA, ALVARO
Exhibition, Exhibit; Serpentine Gallery Pavilion; London, England; by Hugh Pearman; ph.; p. 69-70; Sept 05; AR

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Airport; Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-34; Mar 05; BD&C

Airport; Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p. 158-165; Oct 05; AR

Airport; Lester B. Pearson International Airport; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 62-63; June 05; A

Bank; Al-Rajhi Bank Headquarters; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; ill.; p. 49; Dec 05; A

City and Regional Planning; Chongming Island Master Plan; AIA Honor Award; Shanghai, China; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 149; May 05; AR

Fire Protection; Fire Protection at 7 World Trade Center; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. cea; p. 139-146; Aug 05; AR

Lighting; Prow Sculpture; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 121-124; Apr 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Global Hyatt Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Thomas Connors; ph.; p. 248-255; Oct 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Lever Building Interior Renovation; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 268-275; Sept 05; ID

Office Building/Landscape; General Mills Campus; 2004 ASLA Award; Golden Valley, Minnesota; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 102-111; Jan 05; LA

Office Building/Landscape; Lever House Restoration; 2004 ASLA Award; New York, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. m.; p. 88-95; Jan 05; LA

Religious Building/Cathedral; Christ the Light Cathedral; Oakland, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; pl. elev.; p. 32; Aug 05; A

School/Elementary; Burr Elementary School; Fairfield, Connecticut; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. sec.; p. 142-147; Dec 05; AR

School/Elementary; Burr Elementary School; Building Team Project Award; Fairfield, Connecticut; ph.; p. 62; May 05; BD&C

School/High; Upper School for Greenwich Academy; Greenwich, Connecticut; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 66-71; Feb 05; ARev

University/Campus; University of California Merced Campus; Merced, California; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 40-49; Sept 05; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (cont’d)
University/Campus; University of California Merced Campus; Merced, California; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 40-49; Sept 05; BD&C

SKYLAB DESIGN
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Portland, Oregon; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 47-48; July 05; AR
Restaurant; Doug Fir Restaurant; Portland, Oregon; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Apr 05; RA

SLADE ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Aperture Foundation; New York, New York; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69; Nov 05; A

SLADE ARCHITECTURE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S4-S6; Sept 05; ID

SMB ARCHITECTS
Office Building; Realtor Building; Building Team Project Award; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.; p. 56; May 05; BD&C

SMG ARCHITECTS
Museum; B&O Railroad Museum Roundhouse; Reconstruction Award; Baltimore, Maryland; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 41; Oct 05; BD&C

SMITH & CARTER
Office Building/Interiors; SC3; Architects Headquarters; Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 88-92; Oct 05; ID

SMITH, J.
Kitchen; Custom Residence; Watermark Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 284; May 05; B

SMITH, KEN
Garden; Roof Garden; Museum of Modern Art; New York, New York; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 104-111; Nov 05; LA
Garden; School Learning Garden; Queens, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 22-29; Feb 05; LA
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; New York, New York; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. m.; p. 112-121; Nov 05; LA
Office Building/Landscape; Lever House Restoration; 2004 ASLA Award; New York, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. m.; p. 88-96; Jan 05; LA

SMWM
Transit Station; Ferry Building; San Francisco, California; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 05; A

SNOHETTA HAMZA CONSORTIUM,
Library; Bibliotheca Alexandrina; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Alexandria, Egypt; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Jan 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

SOBEK, WERNER
Museum; Mercedes-Benz Museum; Stuttgart, Germany; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. ill.; p. 172-173; Dec 05; AR

SOLER, FRANCIS
Government Building; Ministry of Culture and Communications; Paris, France; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. elev. sec. det.; p. 67-68; Sept 05; A

SONO, MASAYUKI
Memorial, Monument; Postcards Memorial; Staten Island, New York; by Emilie W. Sommerhoff; ph. ill.; p. 66-67; Nov 05; A

SORG & ASSOCIATES
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cady’s Alley; AIA Honor Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jane F. Kolleeny; elev.; p. 146; May 05; AR

SOUTO DE MOURA, EDUARDO
Exhibition, Exhibit; Serpentine Gallery Pavilion; London, England; by Hugh Pearman; ph.; p. 69-70; Sept 05; AR

SPARKS ARCHITECTURE
Religious Building/Church; Asbury United Methodist Church; Tulsa, Oklahoma; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 36-39; Jan 05; BD&C

SPF: A
Residence; Hillside Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 165-173; June 05; ID
Rural Design; Horse Barn; Somis, California; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Apr 05; A
Rural Design; Horse Barn; Somis, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. sec. elev.; p. 50-54; Mar 05; ID
Rural Design; Somis Hay Barn; AIA Honor Award; Somis, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 120; May 05; AR

SPROCKET DESIGN-BUILD
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Boulder Street Townhomes; Denver, Colorado; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 146-148; Dec 05; B

SRG PARTNERSHIP
University/Business School; Lillis Business Complex; University of Oregon; Building Team Project Award; Eugene, Oregon; ph.; p. 54; May 05; BD&C

STAAB ARCHITEK TEN
Industrial Building; Service Center; Copper in Architecture Award; Munich, Germany; ph. sec.; p. 87; Oct 05; AR

STEINBERG ARCHITECTS
Government Building; San Jose City Hall; San Jose, California; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl. dia.; p. 40-47; Nov 05; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

STIRLING & BROWN
Garden; Estelle’s Garden; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 22-30; Nov 05; LA

STONE, EDWARD DURELL
Museum/Science, Technology; Maryland Science Center; Baltimore, Maryland; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 40-45; Feb 05; BD&C

STORY, SARA
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Arie Chen; ph.; p. 186-188; Sept 05; ID

STOUT, RANDALL
Museum/Art; Hunter Museum Addition; Chattanooga, Tennessee; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-129; Nov 05; AR

STRATTON, G. BRUCE
School/Special; Primary School Addition; W. Ross MacDonald School for the Blind; Ontario, Brantford, Canada; by Rhys Phillips; ph.; p. 67-69; Dec 05; AR

STREETER & ASSOCIATES
Kitchen; Haggar Residence; Watermark Award; Edina, Minnesota; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 278; May 05; B

Kitchen; Wang Residence; Watermark Award; Mendota Heights, Minnesota; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 286; May 05; B

STUBBINS ASSOCIATES
Research Facility, Laboratory; Novartis Lab Facility; 2005 Lab of the Year; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p. 39-40; June 05; BD&C

Research Facility, Laboratory; Novartis Research Headquarters; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Christine Temin; ph.; p. 170-175; Jan 05; ID

STUDIO A
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Harborside at Lake Carolina; Builder’s Choice Award; Columbia, South Carolina; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 188; Oct 05; B

STUDIO AKLI
Residence; Residence; Kansai District Suburb, Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 150-157; June 05; ID

STUDIO ARCHITECTURE
Office Building/Interiors; Venable Law Firm Offices; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 85-88; May 05; ID

STUDIO E
Housing; Eucalyptus View Cooperative; RA Design Award; Escondido, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 103; May 05; RA

Housing; Homesafe; Battered women’s housing; San Jose, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Aug 05; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

STUDIO E (cont’d)
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Fahrenheit Townhomes; RA Design Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill.; p. 136-137; May 05; RA

STUDIO FUKSAS
Convention Center; Milan Trade Fair; Milan, Italy; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Aug 05; AR

STUDIO GAIA
Hotel; W Hotel; Seoul, Korea; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 154-159; Nov 05; AR

STUDIO RINALDI
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; by Carole Nicksin; ph.; p. S28-S34; Sept 05; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; T Residence; Townhouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Jane F. Kelleeney; ph. pl.; p. 198-204; Jan 05; AR

STUDIO ROTA
Store/Clothing; Just Cavalli Store; Milan, Italy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 170-179; Apr 05; ID

SURFACE ARCHITECTS
Architecture; Profile of Architects; London, England; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; Sept 05; AR

SURROUND LANDSCAPE
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Sterling, Virginia; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 82-91; Apr 05; LA

SUSANKA, SUSAN
Architectural Design, Theory; Philosophy of Sarah Susanka; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-117; Feb 05; LA

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
Fire Protection; Burn Building; Firefighter training tool; Randalls Island, New York; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 74; Apr 05; A

SWANSTON & ASSOCIATES
Bathroom; Master Bath Pavilion; Watermark Award; Baltimore, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 180; May 05; B

Kitchen; Wasiak Residence; Watermark Award; Baltimore, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 282; May 05; B

SYNTERRA
Recreation/Park; Love Park; Skateboarding and Politics; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Ocean Howell; ph. pl. ref.; p. 32-42; Nov 05; JAE

SZI DESIGN
Store/Clothing; Viktor & Roll’s; Milan, Italy; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 174-179; June 05; ID

SZYSZKOWITZ & KOWALSKI
Parking, Garage; Underground Car Park; Graz, Austria; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83; June 05; AR

45
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)
TABORA & STODDARD
Garden; Parque del Este Restoration; Caracas, Venezuela; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 106-113; Feb 05; LA

TAG FRONT
Office Building/Interiors; Dastmalchi Enterprises Headquarters; Newport Beach, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 94-96; May 05; ID

TANDEM ARCHITECTS
Hotel; Siam Kepinski Hotel and Residences; Bangkok, Thailand; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

TANGE, KENZO
Architecture; In Memoriam; by Dennis Sharp; ph.; p. 36; May 05; ARev

TANIGUCHI ASSOCIATES
Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-109; Jan 05; AR

Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; Critique; New York, New York; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 67-69; Jan 05; AR

Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; Expansion; New York, New York; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-51; Feb 05; ARev

Museum; Museum of Modern Art; New York, New York; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-49; Feb 05; A

TANNER & HECHT
Apartment Building; Cannery Lofts; RA Design Award; Newport Beach, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. sec.; p. 93; May 05; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cannery Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Newport Beach, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 130-132; Oct 05; B

TAYLOR, CULLITY & LETHLEAN
Highway; Craigieburn Bypass; Melbourne, Australia; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 55-56; Aug 05; AR

TEAM 3 HOMES
Kitchen; Private Residence; Watermark Award; Southlake, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 286; May 05; B

TEAM HC
Interior Design; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Retail; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 308-309; May 05; ID

TECHNE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sundance Active Adult Community; Buckeye, Arizona; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 180; June 05; B

TEN BHOMER, MARLOES
Clothing; Fashions of Marloes ten Bhomer; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 166-167; Apr 05; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)
TENNEBAUM & MANHEIM
Greenhouse; Conservatory of Flowers; AIA Honor Award; San Francisco, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 118; May 05; AR
Greenhouse; Conservatory of Flowers; Renovation; San Francisco, California; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. cea; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR

TERRELL, JACKIE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 166-172; Sept 05; ID

TERRY ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Gothic-Revival House; Connecticut River, Connecticut; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120-122; Feb 05; B

TETTERO, SIEBE
Store/Clothing; Viktor & Rolf's; Milan, Italy; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 174-179; June 05; ID

TEZUKA ARCHITECTS
Residence; Engawa House; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 54-57; Sept 05; ARev

School/Early Learning Center; Montessori School; Tokyo, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; pl. m.; p. 64; Apr 05; ARev

THALDON BOYD ARCHITECTS
Recreation; Morongo Casino Resort and Spa; Cabazon, California; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 168-172; Aug 05; AR

THE APARTMENT
Apartment Building/Interiors; Duplex Remodel; New York, New York; by Jeannie Rosenfeld; ph. pl.; p. 230-237; Sept 05; ID

THE PLANNING STAGE
Kitchen; Mountain top Rustic Retreat; Watermark Award; Frankfurt, Michigan; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 278; May 05; B

THIBAULT, PIERRE
Religious Building/Monastery; Cistercian Abbey; Quebec, Canada; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 05; ARev

THOMPSON, MARYANN
Arboratum; Leventritt Shrub and Vine Garden; Boston, Massachusetts; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. elev.; p. 124-127; Oct 05; AR

THOMSON, JEFF
Art; Chicken Wire Sculpture and Corrugated Metal Art; —, New Zealand; by Sam Serafy; ph.; p. 16-18; Sept 05; LA

THORAK, JOSEF
Memorial, Monument; Security Monument; Ankara, Turkey; by Bulent Batuman; map ph. ref.; p. 34-45; Sept 05; JAE

THORNTON & TOMASETTI
Office Building; La Nacion Newspaper Headquarters; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by David Barista; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-26; Mar 05; BD&C
TRAX DEVELOPMENT

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Montclair; St. Charles, Missouri; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Feb 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

THORNTON & TOMASETTI (cont’d)

Recreation/Sports Facility; Petco Park; Building Team Project Award; San Diego, California; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 49-51; May 05; BD&C

THRASHER, JEFFREY

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; Washington, District of Columbia; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 142-151; Aug 05; ID

TIHANEY DESIGN

Restaurant; The Line Buffet; —, Singapore; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 52-56; Dec 05; ID

TINTORI, GIANCARLO

Showroom; Cassina Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; by Joseph Minutillo; ph.; p. 59-62; Jan 05; ID

TOBIER & DUNKER

Residence; Duncker Residence; Wilson, Wyoming; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 78-81; Mar 05; RA

TONIC DESIGN

Bathroom; Bathroom; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36; June 05; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; June 05; RA

TONKIN, ZULAIKHA & GREER

Highway; Craigieburn Bypass; Melbourne, Australia; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 55-56; Aug 05; AR

TORAFU ARCHITECTS

Hotel; Claska Hotel; Tokyo, Japan; by Masaaki Takehashi; ph.; p. 218-224; June 05; ID

TORTI & GALLAS

Housing; Baldwin Park Rental Housing; Builder’s Choice Award; Orlando, Florida; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 186; Oct 05; B

Housing; City West: Phase II; RA Design Award; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 105; May 05; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; City West Revitalization; Builder’s Choice Award; Cincinnati, Ohio; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 156-157; Oct 05; B

TRAHAN ARCHITECTS

Religious Building/Church; Holy Rosary Catholic Church Complex; AIA Honor Award; St. Amant, Louisiana; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 128; May 05; AR

Religious Building/Church; Holy Rosary Catholic Church; St. Amant, Louisiana; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 246-251; May 05; AR

TRAX DEVELOPMENT

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Montclair; St. Charles, Missouri; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Feb 05; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

TRILLO, JUAN LUIS

Government Building; Jerez City Planning Offices; Jerez, Spain; by Alexander Levi; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; Mar 05; AR

TRINGALI, DOMINICK

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; Detroit, Michigan; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 172; June 05; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Addington Corners; Commerce Township, Michigan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; May 05; B

TROWBRIDGE & WOLF

Recreation/Park; Gateway Harbor Park; Erie Canalway National Corridor; Tonawanda, New York; by Suzanne McDaniel VanDeMark; ph. pl. table map; p. 24-33; Jan 05; LA

TSAO & MCKOWN

Apartment Building/Interiors; Selling Power of Interior Design; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 256-267; Sept 05; ID

TSCHUMI, BERNARD

Housing; Factory 798 Housing; Beijing, China; by Abby Bussel; ill. dia.; p. 40; May 05; A

Office Building; Vacheron Constantin Headquarters and Watch Factory; Geneva, Switzerland; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 98-105; June 05; AR

Recreation/Park; Parc de la Villette; Paris, France; by George Hazelrigg; ph.; p. 166-168; June 05; LA

TUMERTEKIN, HAN

Residence; B2 Holiday House; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Ayvack, Turkey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69; Jan 05; ARev

TUNNELL, SPENCER

Memorial, Monument; Millennium Gate; Atlanta, Georgia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Mar 05; LA

TURRELL, JAMES

Museum/Art; Delaware Art Museum Expansion; Wilmington, Delaware; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Nov 05; AR

TUTHILL, WILLIAM B.

Performing Arts Center; Zankel Hall; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. sec. axon. det.; p. 156-161; Jan 05; AR

TVS INTERIORS

Showroom; Interface Showroom; Atlanta, Georgia; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 110-114; June 05; ID

UN STUDIO

Museum/Science, Technology; Mercedes Benz Car Museum; Stuttgart, Germany; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec. m. dia.; p. 74-77; June 05; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

UN STUDIO (cont'd)

Museum; Mercedes-Benz Museum; Stuttgart, Germany; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. ill.; p. 172-173; Dec 05; AR

Residence; Summer House; —, New York; by Catherine Slessor; ill. pers.; p. 88; Apr 05; AR

Shopping Center; Galleria Shopping Center; Seoul, Korea; by Alice Liao; ph. sec.; p. 196-200; Mar 05; AR

UNGERS & KINSLOW

Residence; T House Revisited; Saratoga Springs, New York; by Sara Hart; p. 267-268; Apr 05; AR

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER

Recreation; Urban Greenway; AIA Honor Award; Warren, Arkansas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR

URBAN DESIGN SYSTEM

Hotel; Claska Hotel; Tokyo, Japan; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 218-224; June 05; ID

URBAN FOURTH

Residence; Second Plate House; Fukuoka, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 154-163; Apr 05; AR

URBAN STRATEGIES

City and Regional Planning; Redefining Ottawa; 2004 ASLA Award; Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 56-65; Feb 05; LA

URBANROCK DESIGN

Recreation; In the Margins; Amenities for the public realm; P/A Citation; Hollywood, California; ph. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 05; A

URBANUS

Architecture; Profile of Firm; —, China; by Robert Ivy; ph. m. ill.; p. 100-105; Dec 05; AR

UTZON, JORN

Plumbing; Sydney Opera House; Toilets and architecture; Sydney, Australia; by Paolo Tombesi and Andrew Martel; ph. pl. sec. elev. ref.; p. 43-52; Nov 05; JAE

VALENTINE, WILLIAM

Architecture; Interview with Architect; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 70; Aug 05; BD&C

VAN DER RYN, SIM

Architecture; Profile of Architect; 2005 Leadership Award; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 58-62; Nov 05; RA

VAN EGERAAT, ERICK

Housing; Kroyers Plads Housing; Copenhagen, Denmark; and Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 84-85; Apr 05; AR

VAN PATTER, KELLY

Furniture, Furnishings; Interview with Production Designer; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 202-204; Sept 05; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

VAN TILBURG, BANVARD & SODERBERGH

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Pueblo del Sol; Builder's Choice Award; Los Angeles, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 172; Oct 05; B

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL

Garden; Creekside Garden; 2004 ASLA Award; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 110-115; July 05; LA

University/Architecture School; Knowlton Hall; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 202-209; May 05; AR

University/Architecture School; Knowlton School of Architecture; Ohio State University; —, Ohio; by Jack L. Nasar; ph.; p. 170-172; Sept 05; LA

VANDEVENTER & CARLANDER

Residence; Sequim Bay Cabin; Sequim, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; July 05; RA

VASCONI, CLAUDE

Industrial Building; Renault Communications Centre; Remodel and expansion; Boulogne-Billancourt, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 62-67; June 05; AR

VENTURI, SCOTT BROWN

Residence; Izonour House Renovation; Stony Creek, Connecticut; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 263-284; Oct 05; AR

VIGNERON ARCHITECTS

Store/Clothing; Chanel Store; AIA Honor Award; Paris, France; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 137; May 05; AR

VILLALOBOS, ROBERTO

Recreation/Park; INBio Park; Ecosystem restoration; —, Costa Rica; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 22-33; Sept 05; LA

VINAS, GHISLAINE

Art Gallery; Mixed Greens Gallery; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goad; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Nov 05; ID

VINOLY, RAFAEL

Convention Center; Boston Convention and Exhibition Center; IIDA award; Interview with architect; Boston, Massachusetts; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 208-209; May 05; ID

Performing Arts Center; Frederick P. Rose Hall; New York, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 146-151; Jan 05; AR

VISUAL TERRAIN

Recreation; Morongo Casino Resort and Spa; Cabazon, California; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 168-172; Aug 05; AR

VITZTHUM, KARL

Bank; Hyde Park Bank Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. elev.; p. 136-138; Mar 05; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

VJAA

University/Recreation; Porter Boathouse; University of Wisconsin-Madison; Madison, Wisconsin; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 92-97; June 05; AR

VON GERKAN, MARC & PARTNER

Transit Station; Central Railway Station; Berlin, Germany; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec. m.; p. 51-52; Feb 05; A

VOORSANGER ARCHITECTS

Office Building; Elie Tahari Fashion Design Office and Warehouse; AIA Honor Award; Millburn, New Jersey; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 135; May 05; AR

VOYSEY, C.F.A.

Residence; Moorcrag; Windermere, England; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 136; Sept 05; RA

W ARCHITECTURE

Recreation/Park; West Harlem Waterfront Park; AIA Honor Award; New York, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. ill.; p. 151; May 05; AR

WALKER, PETER

Cultural Center; Copia: The American Center for Wine, Food, and the Arts; 2004 ASLA Award; Napa, California; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. pl.; p. 96-103; Mar 05; LA

Exhibition, Exhibit; Cornerstone Garden Festival; Sonoma, California; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. ill. pl.; p. 94-105; Feb 05; LA

Government Building; Ground Security at U.S. Federal Courthouse; Landscape architecture and security; Seattle, Washington; by Blair Enlow; ph. pl. elev.; p. 44-49; Aug 05; LA

WANDELL & SCHNELL

University/Architecture School; Knowlton Hall; Ohio State University; Columbus, Ohio; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 202-209; May 05; AR

WASSERMAN, BETTY

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Town House Renovation; New York, New York; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph. pl.; p. 220-229; Sept 05; ID

WEARSTLER, KELLY

Hotel; Hard Rock Hotel; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 192-196; Mar 05; ID

WEISS & MANFREDI

Architecture; Joint Engineering of Land and Structure; by Paula Deitz; ph. ill. m.; p. 94-98; Oct 05; AR

WEISZ & YOES

Plants; Battery Bosque and the Tree Grove; Renovation; New York, New York; by Anne Raver; ph.; p. 50-52; Aug 05; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

WELFARE ASSOCIATION

City and Regional Planning; Old City Revitalization Programme; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Jerusalem, Israel; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Jan 05; ARev

WESTLAKE, REED & LESKOSKY

Arts Center; Yuma Art Center; Yuma, Arizona; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Theater; Tennessee Theatre; Reconstruction Award; Knoxville, Tennessee; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 26-29; Oct 05; BD&C

WIGEN, TINCKNELL & MEYER

Museum/Art; Saginaw Art Museum Expansion; Saginaw, Michigan; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; AR

WILKES, KEVIN

Garden; Princeton Writers Block; Princeton, New Jersey; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph.; p. 26; May 05; LA

WILKINSON & EYRE

Airport; Gatwick Pier 6 Air Bridge; London, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 45-53; July 05; A

Botanic Garden; Alpine House at Kew Gardens; London, England; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 74-77; Oct 05; ARev

Bridge; Viaduc de la Savoureuse; —, France; by Rob Gregory; pl. elev. sec. iso.; p. 80; Apr 05; ARev

WILKINSON, CLIVE

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill. m.; p. S32-S36; Dec 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Fashion Institute of Design & Merchandising; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 192-199; Jan 05; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Mother Advertising Offices; London, England; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill.; p. 196-203; June 05; ID

WILLIAMS & TSIEE

Cultural Center; Asia Society; Hong Kong, China; by Rob Gregory; ph. elev. pers.; p. 48; Apr 05; ARev

WILLIAMS, KEITH

Civic Center; Athlone Civic Centre; Athlone, Ireland; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53; Jan 05; ARev

WILLIS ASSOCIATES

Recreation/Park; Yerba Buena Gardens; San Francisco, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 186-188; Apr 05; LA

WISS, JANNEY & ELSNTER

Government Building; Recladding Richmond City Hall; Richmond, Virginia; by Sara Hart; ph. dia. caa; p. 261-268; May 05; AR

WOLF, VINCENTE

Restaurant; Alto Restaurant; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. 108-110; Sept 05; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

WOLFBERG & ALVAREZ
Office Building; NASA Operations Support Building; Cape Canaveral, Florida; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

WONDERWALL
Store/Clothing; Inhabitant Store; Tokyo, Japan; by Arc Chen; ph.; p. 180-187; Apr 05; ID

WOODLEY ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Residence; Eureka; Erie, Colorado; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 110-112; Feb 05; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Casas; Oxnard, California; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 98; Aug 05; B

WORKAC
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 95-96; Apr 05; AR

Office Building/Interiors; Spot Welders Office Remodel; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 126-133; Nov 05; ID

WORKSHOP/APD
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York; New York; by Arc Chen; ph.; p. 186-188; Sept 05; ID

WPA
Residence; Villa Lucy; Strait of Juan de Fuca, Washington; by John Pastier; ph. pl. elev.; p. 214-218; July 05; AR

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Residence; Hollyhock House; Los Angeles, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 120; Apr 05; RA

WRIGHT, RUSSEL
Landscape Management; Managing Maniloga Forest Garden; Garrison, New York; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. sec. map ref.; p. 64-77; Sept 05; LA

WUSTEMANN, GUS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Conversion; Lucerne, Switzerland; by Otto Poh; ph. pl. pers.; p. 204-211; July 05; ID

WWCOT
Interior Design; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Education; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 310-311; May 05; ID

University/Administration; Student Services and Administration Building; Santa Monica College; Santa Monica, California; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

WYANT ARCHITECTURE
Restaurant; Washington Square Restaurant; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 204-209; June 05; ID

XEFIROTARCH
Exhibition, Exhibit; Young Architects Program; SUR; Queens, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 73-74; Sept 05; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

XS LIGHTING & SOUND
Lighting; Duvet Nightclub; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 315-317; May 05; AR

XTEN ARCHITECTS,
Residence; M House; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 168-173; Aug 05; ID

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Restaurant; Shibuya Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-145; Nov 05; AR
Restaurant; Shibuya Restaurant; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Stephen Milliot; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Jan 05; ID

YAMAMOTO, RIKEN
Residence; Ecomms House; Saga, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. sec.; p. 206-208; July 05; AR

YOUR CAD DRAFTING
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Eagle Ridge; Albuquerque, New Mexico; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 178; June 05; B

YU, GEORGE
Office Building/Interiors; Sony Design Center; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 270-275; May 05; ID

ZACK & DE VITO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 76; June 05; RA
Residence; 110 Chattanooga Duplex; RA Design Award; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 95; May 05; RA
Residence; Cho/Broady Residence; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 77; June 05; RA

ZEFF DESIGN
Residence; Beach House Renovation; Southampton, New York; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 186-195; July 05; ID

ZEIDLER & ROBERTS
Recreation/Park; Yerba Buena Gardens; San Francisco, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 166-168; Apr 05; LA

ZION, BREEN & RICHARDSON
Art; Sculpture Garden Renovation; Museum of Modern Art; New York, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; May 05; LA

ZITTEL, ANDREA
Residence; Interview with designer; Joshua tree, California; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 194-199; Aug 06; ID

ZOLA, ZOKA
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Togetherness; Mixed-use project; Chicago, Illinois; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 48; Apr 05; A
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY

Florida, Vero Beach; Profile of Firm; Merrill, Pastor & Colgan; by S. Claire Conroy; ph. pl. pers. elev.; p. 66-76; Sept 05; RA

Horizontal vs. Vertical Expression; by Thomas L. Schumacher; ph. ill. pers. elev. ref.; p. 17-26; Sept 05; JAE

Museum Design; Major American museum projects; by James S. Russell; ph. table ill. m.; p. 82-85; Nov 05; AR

Philosophy of Sarah Susanka; Susan Susanka; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-117; Feb 05; LA

See also ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; ARCHITECTURE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

Representation; Showing ideas and objects in intellectual endeavor; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill.; p. 87-96; Feb 05; AReV

See also COMPUTER

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Access and Equity in Architecture Education and Practice; by Curtis Barnabus Charles; p. 53-54; Feb 05; JAE

Architecture Students and Product Knowledge; by Shannon Sanders McDonald; p. 10-11; June 05; TCS

Australia, Melbourne; Melbourne University Architectural Atelier 1919-1947; by Julie Willis; pl. elev. ill. ref.; p. 13-22; Feb 05; JAE

Canada, Nova Scotia, Mosher's Settlement; Ghost 6; Educational project; Brian MacKay-Lyons; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 57-58; Mar 05; AR

Costs of Hosting a Scholarly Journal; by Andrew D. Seidel; table; p. 60-61; Nov 05; JAE

Design Education Programs in Public Schools; Architecture high schools; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 23; Feb 05; A

Formal and Material Imagination; by Anthony Viscardi; ph. ill. m. ref.; p. 18-23; May 05; JAE

Globalization and Architectural Education; by Craig Wilkins and Paolo Tombesi; ph.; p. 3-4; Feb 05; JAE

Interview with Architect; Vivian Loftness; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 74; Nov 05; BD&C

Manual Training Movement; by George Barnett Johnston; ph. det. ref.; p. 41-52; May 05; JAE

South Africa, —; Architectural Practice and Education in South Africa; by Robin Graham Young-Pugh; map ref.; p. 33-41; Feb 05; JAE

Value of Theory and Effects on Innovation in Design; by Michael Speaks; ph.; p. 72-75; June 05; AR

See also LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; OFFICE PRACTICE

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION

England, London; Peter Davey; 25 year retrospective of Architectural Review's influential Editor; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; p. 40-41; Mar 05; AReV

Once25 and Future Architecture; Architects and critics comment on Architectural Review's last 25 years; ph.; p. 100-107; Mar 05; AReV

Setting the Scene for the Future; Commentary on the editorial course of Architectural Review; by Peter Davey; p. 42-43; Mar 05; AReV

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION

Ins and Outs of Registration; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 25-32; May 05; RA

Pitfalls of Internship; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 45-56; Sept 05; RA

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH

Improving Building Envelopes; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. det. cea; p. 215-222; Apr 05; AR

L.A. Now; Volume 3; Urban design study; P/A Award; ill. m. map; p. 21-33; Jan 05; A

Reality House; Research on how families really live in new houses; by Boyce Thompson; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 05; B

See also BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; Specific Topics

ARCHITECTURE

50 Years of Record Houses; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 132-138; Apr 05; AR

Architects and Communities; by M. Scott Ballash; ph.; p. 96; Nov 05; A

Architects as Community Leaders; by Kurt Lavenson; ph. ill.; p. 29-30; Aug 05; RA

Architecture and the Car; Automobiles impact on modern architecture; Commentary; by Jonathan Glancey; ph.; p. 48-49; June 05; AReV

Architecture and the Client; Museum architecture; by Martin Filler; ph.; p. 99-103; Nov 05; AR

Architecture: Memory and Place; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 51-54; July 05; AR

Arizona, Phoenix; Profile of Firm; Construction Zone; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 72-74; June 05; RA

Arizona, Tucson; Modernism Returns to Tucson; by Kenneth Caldwell; ph.; p. 69-72; Nov 05; AR

Art and Science of Transparency; Introduction; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 38-39+; Feb 05; AReV

Associations: Dynamic Connections for the Profession; ph. cea; p. 163-180; June 05; AR

Betting the National Association of Home Builders; Dave Wilson, president; by Cati O'Keefe; ph.; p. 139-140; Jan 05; B
ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Bling, Blobs, Burgeoning; Architecture becomes gestural in search of monumentality; Retrospective survey; ph. dia.; p. 72-85; Mar 05; ARev

Builder 100; Top firms 2004; by Michele Mariani et al.; ph. table; p. 154-230; May 05; B

Builder’s Hall of Fame for Design Excellence; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 270-280; Oct 05; B

Buildings and Cities of the Future; Conservation of energy and materials; Retrospective survey; by Peter Davey; ph. ill. m.; p. 86-99; Mar 05; ARev

California, Berkeley; Arts and Crafts Design in Berkeley; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 156; Apr 05; B

California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Marmol & Radziner; by Meghan Drueking; ph.; p. 58-67; June 05; RA

California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Null.lab; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 47-48; June 05; AR

California, Oakland; Profile of Firm; ellipsis a+d; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 53-54; Nov 05; AR

California, San Diego; Profile of Firm; LUCE et Studio; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 78-83; Dec 05; AR

California, San Francisco; Profile of Firm; Zack & De Vito; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 76; June 05; RA

California, Walnut; America’s Best Builders; Shea Homes; by Michele Mariani; ph. graph; p. 318-322; Jan 05; B

Challenges for Large Firms; by James S. Russell; table; p. 76-82; July 05; AR

Chile, —; Coastal Residences; Juan Grimm and Borja Huidobro; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 100-109; July 05; LA

China, —; Profile of Firm; Urbanus; by Robert Ivy; ph. m. ill.; p. 100-105; Dec 05; AR

Communication by Architecture; by Denise Scott Brown; ph. ill.; p. 27-28; May 05; A

Death of High Modernism; Retrospective survey of Regionalism, High-Tech, Post Modernism and Neo Classicism; ph.; p. 44-57; Mar 05; ARev

England, —; Obituary; Ralph Erskine; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 36; Apr 05; ARev

England, London; Profile of Architects; Surface Architects; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; Sept 05; AR

Europe’s Technical Ascendancy over America; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. 17-20; Feb 05; A

Fastest Growing Builders; by Michele Mariani; ph. table; p. 120-136; Sept 05; B

Florida, Orlando; New Urban Challenge; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 208-212; Jan 05; B

France, Paris; Architectural Experimentation in the Theater of Space, 1937; Edouard Autant; by Gray Read; ph. pl. elev. sec. table iso. ill. ref.; p. 53-62; May 05; JAE

Future of Architecture; Commentary and introduction to survey of current and proposed projects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pers.; p. 39-39; Apr 05; ARev

ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Georgia, Atlanta; America’s Best Builders; John Wieland Homes; by Michele Mariani; ph. graph; p. 312-316; Jan 05; B

Glass House and Farnsworth House Compared; Philip Johnson and Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe; by Stuart Cohen; ph.; p. 49-52; Apr 05; RA

Globalization of Architecture Practice; by Paul L. Knox and Peter J. Taylor; map table ref.; p. 23-32; Feb 05; JAE

Healthcare Architecture and Patient Environment; Evidence based design; by Paul Finch; ph. ref.; p. 44-45; May 05; ARev

Highlighting Individual Talent at Large Firms; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 70-75; Dec 05; AR

In Memoriam; Kenzo Tange; by Dennis Sharp; ph.; p. 36; May 05; ARev

Increasing Use of Design Build; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. chart table ill. cea; p. 167-174; Nov 05; AR

Interdisciplinary Design; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 43-52; June 05; RA

Interview with Architect; William Valentine; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 70; Aug 05; BD&C

Interview with Designer; Tree houses; Roderick Romero; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 94-96; Mar 05; ID

Interview with Gerald D. Hines; ph. ill.; p. 51-53; June 05; BD&C

Interview with Gunnar Birkerts; Gunnar Birkerts; by Martin Schwartz; ph. pl.; p. 20-24; July 05; A

Interview with Scott Simpson; Design management; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 73-74; Sept 05; BD&C

Italy, Rome; Architectural Challenges of Rome; by Paul Bennett; ph.; p. 83-88; May 05; AR

Italy, Rome; Profile of Firm; King & Roselli; by Paul Bennett; ph. ill. m.; p. 84-89; Dec 05; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Profile of Architect; Taira Nishizawa; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. sec.; p. 124-129; Dec 05; AR

Joint Engineering of Land and Structure; Peter Eisenman, Weiss & Manfredi and et al.; by Paula Deitz; ph. ill.; p. 94-98; Oct 05; AR

K-12 Schools Adapt to Changing Needs; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 135-137; Dec 05; AR

Korea, Seoul; Profile of Firm; Architecture Himma; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill.; p. 90-95; Dec 05; AR

Louisiana, New Orleans; Rebuilding New Orleans; by Max Page; ph. ill.; p. 41-43; Dec 05; A

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Architecture at Massachusetts Institute of Technology; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-54; June 05; AR

Mexico, Mexico City; Profile of Architect; Michel Rojkind; by Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 106-111; Dec 05; AR

Michigan, Ann Arbor; Profile of Firm; Mitnick, Roddier & Hicks; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 130-133; Dec 05; AR

Modernization, Marketing and Architectural Practice in the 1930s; by Gabrielle Esperdy; chart ill. ph. ref.; p. 24-40; May 05; JAE

Murphy/Jahn; 2005 AIA Firm of the Year Award; Murphy & Jahn; by Cheryl Kent; ph.; p. 156-159; May 05; AR
ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

New York, Brooklyn; Profile of Firm; Evan Douglass; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 96-98; Dec 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Miloby Ideasystem; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 47-48; Aug 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Hiri; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. S8-S12; Dec 05; ID

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; WORKac; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 95-96; Apr 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Alterstudio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 69-70; Oct 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; ITERAE Architecture; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 118-123; Dec 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Alterstudio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 69-70; Oct 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Molo; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 95-96; Apr 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Workac; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 95-96; Apr 05; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Altered Studio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 69-70; Oct 05; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Profile of Firm; QA3; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 78; June 05; AR

Pennsylvania, Willow Street; America's Best Builders; Keystone Custom Homes; by Debra Gordon; ph. graph; p. 306-310; Jan 05; B

Peter Collins: A Study in Parallax; by Annmarie Adams; ph. elev. ref.; p. 22-31; Nov 05; JAE

Philip Johnson; Critique; Philip Johnson; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 183, 377; May 05; AR

Philip Johnson; Remembrance; Philip Johnson; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 23; Mar 05; AR

Philip Johnson; Tribute; Philip Johnson; by Franz Schulze; ph.; p. 178, 374-375; May 05; AR

Philip Johnson; Tribute; Philip Johnson; by Robert A. M. Stern; ph.; p. 180, 375-377; May 05; AR

Places of Exchange; Nature of markets; by Diana Cochrane; ph. map; p. 41-43; Nov 05; AR

Preserving Cultural Diversity Through Design; by Tania Martin and Andre Casault; ph. m. ref. pl.; p. 3-16; Sept 05; JAE

Price per Square Foot vs. Quality; by Peter Pfeiffer; ph.; p. 39-40; Sept 05; RA

Pro-Bono Architecture; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 34; Sept 05; A

Profile of Architect; Ralph Rapson; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill.; p. 40-45; Mar 05; A

Profile of Architect; Salmela Architects; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 60-67; July 05; RA

Profile of Architect; Clive Wilkinson; by Edie Cohen; ph. ill. m.; p. S32-S36; Dec 06; ID

Profile of Architect; Piero Lissoni; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S16-S20; Dec 05; ID

Profile of Architect; 2005 Leadership Award; Sim Van der Ryn; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 58-62; Nov 05; RA

Profile of Architect; 2005 Leadership Award; Frank Harmon; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 66-71; Nov 05; RA

Profile of Architect; 2005 Leadership Award; David Hacin; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 74-78; Nov 05; RA

Profile of Architects; Christopher Lee and Kapil Gupta; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 112; Dec 05; AR

 ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Profile of Architects; Hariri & Hariri; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. S8-S12; Dec 05; ID

Profile of Firm; WORKac; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 95-96; Apr 05; AR

Profile of Firm; Alterstudio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 69-70; Oct 05; AR

Profile of Firm; ITERAE Architecture; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 118-123; Dec 05; AR

Psychology and Architecture; by David Barista; ph.; p. 50; June 05; BD&C

Putting the Beauty Back in Architecture; by Frank Clementi; ph.; p. 72; Mar 05; A

Reducing Risk in the Condo Market; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 33-42; Aug 05; RA

Relationship Between Inhabitation and Representation; by Clare Robinson; ill. dia. ref.; p. 27-33; Sept 05; JAE

Remembrance of Architect; Philip Johnson; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p. 24-25; Mar 05; A

Remembrance of Architect; Philip Johnson; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 299; Mar 05; ID

Return of Remade Architecture; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 33-34; Mar 05; A

Revival of the Speculative Office Market; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 18-24; Jan 05; BD&C

Santiago Calatrava; 2005 AIA Gold Medal Award; Santiago Calatrava; by Alexander Tzonis; ph. ill.; p. 162-173; May 05; AR

Sensible Protection From Risk; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 49-51; Dec 05; AR

Spain; —; Pulse of Contemporary Spanish Architecture; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 75-77; Mar 05; AR

Spain; —; Spanish Design Culture; Globalization of Architecture; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 68-71; Mar 05; AR

Taliesin Foundation Remakes its Mission; by Lawrence W. Cereck; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 05; A

Technology and Construction Document Production; by Karen Simmons and Allene Edwards; ph. ill.; p. 72-77; June 05; TCS

Texas, Austin; Profile of Firm; D+FORM; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 63-64; Jan 05; AR

Texas, Houston; America's Best Builders; McVaugh Custom Homes; by Lisa Marquis Jackson; ph. graph; p. 300-304; Jan 05; B

The Ideal of Community; by Paul Walker Clarke; ref.; p. 43-52; Feb 05; JAE

Urban Dilemmas; Rationalism, grandeur, civility in urban environments; Retrospective survey and commentary; ph. ill. sec. sec. iso.; p. 58-71; Mar 05; AR

Washington, Bainbridge Island; Interview with Architect; Cutter & Anderson; by Robert Ivy; ph. ill.; p. 72-76; Feb 05; AR

Washington, Seattle; Profile of Firm; Lead Pencil Studio; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 53-54; Mar 05; AR

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Profile of Firm; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 51-52; Feb 05; AR

Young Architects Awards Recipients; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 95-98; May 05; AR

See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; INTERIOR DESIGN
ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires; Office Building; La Nacion Newspaper Headquarters; HOK and Estudio Aisenson; Structural Design by Thornton & Tomasetti; by David Barista; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-26; Mar 05; BD&C

ARIZONA

Buckeye; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Verrado; Dale Gordon; Master Planning by EDAW; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 141-150; May 05; B

Buckeye; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sundance Active Adult Community; Tecne and Linderoth & Associates; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 180; June 05; B

Bullhead City; Building Systems; Home Technology at Sun Mission Resort; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 105-106; Oct 05; BD&C

Chandler; University/Student Center; Student Center; Chandler-Gilbert Community College; Architekton; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 134-136; Aug 05; AR

Chandler; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elevated Chandler Project; DMJM; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 14; Aug 05; BD&C

Goodyear; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Estrella Mountain Ranch; Best Information Center; MICE Marketcraft; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Mar 05; B

Peoria; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Vistancia; Master Planned Community of the Year; H&S International; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 112; Mar 05; B

Peoria; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Vistancia Information Center; H&S International; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 59; July 05; B

Phoenix; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Construction Zone; by Shelly D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 72-74; June 05; RA

Phoenix; Community Center; Maryvale Community Centre; Wendell Burnette; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 72; Apr 05; ARev

Phoenix; River, Waterway; Water Works at Arizona Falls; Harris & Hederman; Landscape Design by Steve Martino; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 68-93; Feb 05; LA

Phoenix; University/Performing Arts Center; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Jones Studio; Acoustical Design by McKay, Conant & Brook; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-166; Jan 05; AR

Scottsdale; Kitchen; Custom Residence; Watermark Award; J. Smith; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 284; May 05; B

Scottsdale; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Loloma 5; Will Bruder; Landscape Design by Burnette & Winters; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 132-135; July 05; AR

Tucson; Architecture; Modernism Returns to Tucson; by Kenneth Caldwell; ph.; p. 69-72; Nov 05; AR

ARIZONA (cont'd)

Tucson; Bathroom; Winter Residence Bathroom; RA Design Award; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 127; May 05; RA

Tucson; Bathroom; Winter Residence; Ibarra & Rosano; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 223; July 05; AR

Tucson; Residence; Desert Nomad House; Rick Joy; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 146-153; Apr 05; AR

Tucson; Residence; The Double; Duplex project; Dreamscape; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 28; June 05; RA

Yuma; Arts Center; Yuma Art Center; Westlake, Reed & Leskosky; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

ARKANSAS

Little Rock; Library; William J. Clinton Presidential Center; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-119; Jan 05; AR

Little Rock; Museum; William Jefferson Clinton Presidential Center; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-39; Feb 05; A

Little Rock; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Arbors at Stagecoach Village; Randy Ripley; by Randy Ripley; ph. pl. elev.; p. 95-96; Jan 05; B

Warren; Recreation; Urban Greenway; AIA Honor Award; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR

ARMENIA

—; Hotel; Tufenkian Heritage Hotels; Clodagh Design; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 230-236; Jan 05; ID

ART

Brick Sculpture; Michael Morgan; by Michael Morgan; ph.; p. 52-61; May 05; LA

California, Santa Barbara; Toad Hall; Woven structure at Santa Barbara Botanic Garden; Patrick Dougherty; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 38; Oct 05; LA

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Lipstick Forest; Montreal Convention Center; Claude Cormier; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph. sec.; p. 112-114; Mar 05; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Roof Sculpture at National Gallery of Art; Andy Goldsworthy; by Paul Richard; ph.; p. 54-55; Apr 05; LA

Documentary Sketches of Joan Weill Center for Dance Construction; Natan Bibilowicz; by Annie Block; ill.; p. 284-289; May 05; ID

England, London; Plantation Lane; Public street becomes public art centre; Arup; Art by Simon Patterson; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 56-61; Jan 05; ARev
ART (cont’d)

Illinois, Lindenhurst; Barnyard Sculptures at Bonner Heritage Farm; *ArchitecturesFun*; Landscape Design by Lake County Forest Preserves; by Peter Exley and Sharon Exley; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; May 05; LA

India, Chandigarh; Rock Garden Art; *Nek Chand*; by Minhazz Majumdar; ph.; p. 42-51; July 05; LA

Japan, Ikuchi; Hill of Hope Sculpture; *Kazuoto Kuetani*; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 85-86; Oct 05; AR

Japan, Niigata Prefecture, Tokamachi; Urban Improvement Project; *Fujiki Studio*; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Nov 05; ARev

New York, New York; Interactive Sculpture; Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center; *Granary Associates*; by Maini Beautyman; ph. ill.; p. 56-60; Mar 05; ID

New York, New York; Prow Sculpture; *Skidmore, Owings & Merrill*; Art by David Rome; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 121-124; Apr 05; ID

New York, New York; Sculpture Garden Renovation; Museum of Modern Art; *Zion, Breen & Richardson*; Original Design by Philip Johnson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; May 05; LA

New York, New York; The Gates at Central Park; *Christo and Jeanne-Claude*; by Kenneth Helphand; ph.; p. 126-135; May 05; LA

New Zealand, —; Chicken Wire Sculpture and Corrugated Metal Art; *Allan Coleman and Jeff Thomson*; by Sam Serafy; ph.; p. 16-18; Sept 05; LA

Oregon, Portland; Pebble Mosaics; *Jeffrey Bale*; by Jim Cava; ph.; p. 94-98; Aug 05; LA

Principles of Pebble Mosaics; by Jeffrey Bale; ph.; p. 99-101; Aug 05; LA

Spain, Bilbao; The Matter of Time Exhibit; *Richard Serra*; by Raúl Barreneche; ph.; p. 138-139; Aug 05; ID

Three Made Places; Arctic snow shelters/sculptures; *Peter Clegg and Antony Gormley*; by Antony Gormley; ph.; p. 98; Apr 05; ARev

Works of Keith Edmier; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 106-108; Mar 05; ID

Works of Sheri Warshawer; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. 101-103; Mar 05; ID

See also MUSEUM

ART GALLERY (cont’d)

New York, New York; Mixed Greens Gallery; *Leven & Betts*; Interior Design by Ghislaine Vinas; by Kimberly Goad; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Nov 05; ID

See also ARTS CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOWROOM; UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM

ARTS CENTER

Arizona, Yuma; Yuma Art Center; *Westlake, Read & Leskosky*; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

China, Beijing; Dashanzi Art District; by Liane Lefaivre; ph.; p. 55-57; Feb 05; AR

England, Cambridge; Kettle’s Yard; *James Fobert*; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. axon. ill. pers. pl.; p. 73-80; May 05; ARev

Florida, Miami; Miami Performing Arts Center; *Cesar Pelli*; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Georgia, Atlanta; Atlanta Symphony Center; *Santiago Calatrava*; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Germany, Berlin; Akademie der Kunste; *Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner*; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-67; Nov 05; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Art Institute of Chicago; Interview with curator; by Susan Brandabur; ph. ill. m.; p. 230-231; Oct 05; ID

Ireland, Thures; Arts Centre and Library; *McCullough & Mulvin*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 49; Apr 05; ARev

Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Facade; Shaw Center for the Arts; *Schwartz & Silver and Eskew, Dumez & Ripple*; by Sam Lubell; ph. sec.; p. 153-154; June 05; AR

Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Shaw Center for the Arts; *Schwartz & Silver and Eskew, Dumez & Ripple*; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-91; June 05; AR

Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Shaw Center for the Arts; Schwartz & Silver; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p. 52-57; May 05; A

Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Shaw Center for the Arts; Rainscreen; Schwartz & Silver; by Anna Holtzman; ph. det.; p. 61; June 05; A

Maryland, Strathmore; Music Center at Strathmore; *William Rawn*; Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard & Associates; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 26-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center Expansion; *Herzog & de Meuron*; by Thomas Fisher; ph. sec.; p. 58-59; Mar 05; A

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center Expansion; *Herzog & de Meuron*; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-99; July 05; AR

Minnesota, Rochester; Rochester Art Center; *Hammel, Green & Abrahamson*; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 152-157; Aug 05; ID

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Amsterdam Arts Metropole Museum; *Wiel Arets*; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42; Apr 05; ARev

See also MUSEUM

ARTS CENTER
ARTS CENTER (cont'd)
Texas, Dallas: Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Foster & Partners; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C
See also AUDITORIUM; MUSEUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

AUDIO-VISUAL
Audio and Video Products for the Mass Market; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 89-90; Feb 05; B

AUDIO-VISUAL (cont'd)
Flat-Screen TVs; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 91-92; July 05; RA
Home Media Centers; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 91-92; Dec 05; B
Home Theater and Whole-House Audio; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 85-86; Sept 05; B
See also ELECTRICAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

AUDITORIUM
France, Metz: Pompidou Center; Shigeru Ban; Structural Design by Arup; by Deborah Snoonian; elev. m. axon.; p. 176-177; Sept 05; AR
Spain, Madrid: Archive and Exhibition Space; Arcade of the Nuevo Ministerios; Jesus Aparicio and Hector Fernandez Elorza; by Jorge Otero-Pailos; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-95; Mar 05; AR
See also ARTS CENTER; CONVENTION CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; SCHOOL; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

AUSTRALIA (cont'd)
Sydney: Plumbing; Sydney Opera House; Toilets and architecture; Jorn Utzon and Hall, Todd & Littlemore; by Paolo Tombesi and Andrew Martel; ph. pl. sec. elev. ref.; p. 43-52; Nov 05; JAE
Victoria: Residence; Weekend House; Sean Godsell; by Catherine Slessor; pl. pers.; p. 87; Apr 05; AR
Wilcannia: Hospital; Wilcannia Health Centre; Merrima Design Group; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 32-37; Jan 05; AR
Wye River: Residence; Casa Cocoon; Bellmero & MacLeod; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 118; Apr 05; AR

AUSTRIA
Graz: Parking, Garage; Underground Car Park; Szyszkwitz & Kowalski; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83; June 05; AR
Vienna: Store; Apotheke zum Lowen von Aspern Pharmacy; ARTEC; Landscape Design by Jacob Fina; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-143; Sept 05; AR

AUTOMOBILE
Architecture and the Car: Automobiles impact on modern architecture; Commentary; by Jonathan Glancey; ph.; p. 48-49; June 05; AR
France, Boulogne-Billancourt: Renault Communications Centre; Remodel and expansion; Jakob & MacFarlane; Original Design by Claude Vasconi; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 62-67; June 05; AR
Germany, Leipzig: BMW Central Building; Car plant; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 50-61; June 05; AR
Japan, Osaka: Auto Showroom; Shuhei Endo; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-69; June 05; AR

BAMBOO
Germany, Leipzig: Leipzig Zoo Car Park; Hentrich & Petschnigg; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 78-80; June 05; AR

BANK
China, Shanghai: Shanghai Pudong Development Bank; Gensler Associates; by Tina M. Kanagaratnam; ph.; p. 571-573; Nov 05; ID
England, London: Barclays Bank; Stacked atria landscaping; HOK and Pringle & Brandon; Landscape Design by Martha Schwartz; by Paul Finch; ph.; p. 84—85; Nov 05; AR
Georgia, Eagle's Landing: Wachovia Branch Bank; Gensler Associates; by Josephine Minuitillo; ph.; p. 66-70; Feb 05; ID

AUSTRALIA
Great Mackerel Beach, New South Wales: Residence; James-Robertson House; Dawson & Brown; by Christopher Moore; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 210-213; July 05; AR
Melbourne: Architectural Education; Melbourne University Architectural Atelier 1919-1947; by Julie Willis; pl. elev. ill. ref.; p. 13-22; Feb 05; JAE
Melbourne: Highway; Craigieburn Bypass; Taylor, Cullity & Lethlean and Tonkin, Zulaikha & Greer; Sculpture by Robert Owen; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 55-56; Aug 05; AR
Melbourne: Residence; Coastal House and Studio; Denton, Corker & Marshall; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 05; AR
Melbourne: Residence; Kew House; Sean Godsell; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 104; Nov 05; RA
North Melbourne: Residence; Loft Interior Design; Cassandra Fahey; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Sept 05; AR
Southbank: Apartment Building/High Rise; Eureka Tower; Fender & Katsalidis; by Eileen McMorrow; ill.; p. 56; Feb 05; A

B

BAMBOO
Germany, Leipzig: Leipzig Zoo Car Park; Hentrich & Petschnigg; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 78-80; June 05; AR

BANK
China, Shanghai: Shanghai Pudong Development Bank; Gensler Associates; by Tina M. Kanagaratnam; ph.; p. 571-573; Nov 05; ID
England, London: Barclays Bank; Stacked atria landscaping; HOK and Pringle & Brandon; Landscape Design by Martha Schwartz; by Paul Finch; ph.; p. 84—85; Nov 05; AR
Georgia, Eagle's Landing: Wachovia Branch Bank; Gensler Associates; by Josephine Minuitillo; ph.; p. 66-70; Feb 05; ID
BANK (cont'd)

Germany, Frankfurt; KFW Banking Group Headquarters; Sauerbruch & Hutton; by Layla Dawson; pl. elev. m.; p. 40-41; May 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Hyde Park Bank Renovation; Florian Architects; Original Design by Karl Vitthum; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. elev.; p. 136-138; Mar 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Hyde Park Bank; AIA Honor Award; Florian Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 144; May 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Metropolitan Capital Bank; Reconstruction Award; OWP/P; by Barbara Howitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 42; Oct 05; BD&C

PNC Bank Seeks Bulk LEED Certification; Gensler Associates; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 19-22; July 05; BD&C

Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Al-Rajhi Bank Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pl. ill.; p. 49; Dec 05; A

Texas, Houston; Royal Bank of Scotland; DMJM Rottet; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 284-289; Oct 05; ID

See also OFFICE BUILDING

BAR

New York, New York; The Modern; Bentel & Bentel; Original Design by Goodwin & Stone; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 124-131; Sept 05; AR

See also CLUB; NIGHT CLUB; RESTAURANT

BARN

See RURAL DESIGN

BATHROOM

Arizona, Tucson; Winter Residence Bathroom; RA Design Award; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 127; May 05; RA

Arizona, Tucson; Winter Residence; Ibarra & Rosano; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 223; July 05; AR

Barrier-Free Washroom Accessibility; by Alan Gettelman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-53; Oct 05; TCS

Bathroom; Tonic Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36; June 05; RA

California, Pacific Palisades; Master Bathroom; Nicholas, Budd & Dutton; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 164-166; Oct 05; ID

California, San Francisco; Fougereon Residence; Fougereon Architecture; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 228; July 05; AR

California, Sausalito; Brown Residence; Barbara Brown; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36; July 05; RA

California, West Hollywood; Bathroom Renovation; LCMK Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. S20-S26; Apr 05; ID

Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Kariouk Residence; Kariouk Architecture; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 229; July 05; AR

Designing Public Restrooms; by Virginia A. Greene; ph. ill. cea; p. 330-334; Dec 05; AR

Efficient and Low-Budget Restroom Design; by Jason Renner; ph.; p. 40-45; Oct 05; TCS

BATHROOM (cont'd)

France, Paris; Ministudio Bathroom; L.A. Design; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. S44-S46; Apr 05; ID

Gasterland Bathroom; Rosemary McMonigal; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 32; Nov 05; RA

Idaho;Tanglefoot; Kitchen and bath; Cutler & Anderson; by Larissa Babi; ph.; p. 222; July 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Private Residence; Watermark Award; Environ HarleyEllis; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 288; May 05; B

Loft Bathroom; Archi-Tectonics; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 44; Jan 05; RA

Maryland, Baltimore; Master Bath Pavilion; Watermark Award; Swanston & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 180; May 05; B

Nebraska, Omaha; Brown Residence Bathroom; Randy Brown; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph. ill.; p. S38-S39; Sept 05; ID

New York, East Hampton; East Hampton Residence; Michael Haviland; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 226; July 05; AR

New York, New York; 62 Cooper Square; Kitchen and bathroom; Desai & Chia; by Rita Cantinella Orrell; ph.; p. 221; July 05; AR

New York, New York; Bathroom Remodel; Ronnette Riley; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 26; Aug 05; RA

New York, New York; Decorator Show House Bathroom; McMillen; by Annie Block; ph.; p. S16-S17; Sept 05; ID

New York, New York; Fifth Avenue Loft; Murphy; Burnham & Buttrick; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 131-134; Jan 05; ID

North Carolina, Charlotte; Bathroom; William McDonough; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 40; Mar 05; RA

Texas, Austin; Bathroom; Dick Clark; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 44; Apr 05; RA

Washington; Bathrooms; Pelletier & Schaar; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Sept 05; RA

Wisconsin, Kohler; Kohler Design Studio Vignette; Christopher Coleman; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 144-146; Jan 05; ID

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Building Trends for 2006; by Nigel F. Maynard et al.; ph. ill.; p. 112-128; Dec 05; B

Multigenerational Households; Reality House 2006; by Pat Curry; ph. ill.; p. 63-64; Dec 05; B

Natural Playgrounds; MIG; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 128-138; Mar 05; LA

Plaza Design and Human Behavior; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 102; Apr 05; LA

Research Findings About Movement-Flow Patterns; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 136-140; Oct 05; LA

See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; Specific Topics
BELGIUM

—; Sanitation; Lavatory Pods; Roadside sanitary facilities; NOX Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. iso.; p. 80; Apr 05; AR

Brussels; Housing; Apartment Block; Mario Garzaniti; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Oct 05; AR

Knokke-Heist; Recreation; Sail Hybrid Casino; Steven Holl; by Anna Holtzman; ill. sec.; p. 37; Sept 05; A

BOAT

Ghost Yacht; Luca Branta Yahct Design and Piero Lissoni; Interior Design by Kitty Hawks; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 212-219; July 05; ID

New York, Staten Island; Guy V. Molinari Ferry Boat; Lacroz, Miguens & Prati and George G. Sharp; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 92-96; Sept 05; ID

S.S. Great Britain Renovation and Visitor Center; Alec French; Exhibition Design by David McCabe; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 36-37; Oct 05; AR

BOTANIC GARDEN

California, Santa Barbara; Toad Hall; Woven structure at Santa Barbara Botanic Garden; Patrick Dougherty; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 38; Oct 05; LA

England, London; Alpine House at Kew Gardens; Wilkinson & Eyre; Structural Design by Dewhurst & Macfarlane; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 74-77; Oct 05; AR

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Meijer Gardens and Sculpture Park; Progressive AE; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 40-47; Jan 05; LA

See also GARDEN; RECREATION

BRAZIL

—; Landscape Architecture; Works of Burle Marx; Roberto Burle Marx; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; Feb 05; LA

Araras; Residence; BR House; Marcio Kogan; by David S. Morton; ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-175; Apr 05; AR

Sao Paulo; Plaza; Plaza of the Patriarch; Paulo Mendes da Rocha; by David S. Morton; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 05; AR

BRIDGE (cont'd)

France, —; Viaduc de la Savoureuse; Wilkinson & Eyre; by Rob Gregory; pl. elev. sec. iso.; p. 80; Apr 05; AR

Precast Concrete Bridges; by John S. Dick; ph.; p. 22-30; Dec 05; TCS

Timber Bridges; Simone, Jaffe & Collins; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. sec. ref. ill.; p. 40-51; Nov 05; LA

Washington, Seattle; Amgen Pedestrian Bridge; Johnson Architecture; Structural Design by KPF Consulting Engineers; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 152; Feb 05; AR

BUILDING CODE

Building Codes and Passive Fire Protection; by Phil Zanghi; ph. table ref.; p. 84-94; Aug 05; TCS

Cavity Walls for Seismic and Wind Loads; by David Koch; ph.; p. 10-12; Nov 05; TCS

Coastal Building Codes; Designing for impact and wind resistance; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; July 05; RA

Code Changes Affect Bathroom Substrates; by Nigel F. Maynard; p. 40; Feb 05; B

Commercial Building Energy Codes and Standards; by David Weitz; ph. map table ref.; p. 77-83; Sept 05; TCS

Exit Sign Visibility Standards; by Mike Liebowitz; chart ref.; p. 8-12; Feb 05; TCS

Horizontal Sliding-Door Systems; by Anthony Flint; ph. cea; p. 305-309; Dec 05; AR

Hurricane Driven Building Standards; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 374-384; Jan 05; B

BUILDING PRODUCTS

Avoiding Perils of Exterior Gypsum Sheathing; by Eric Olson; ph. ref.; p. 65-69; Feb 05; TCS

Bio-Based Building Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 93-94; Mar 05; RA

Code Changes Affect Bathroom Substrates; by Nigel F. Maynard; p. 40; Feb 05; B

Composite Panels; Particleboard and Medium-Density Fiberboard; by Karin Tietow; ph. dia. cea; p. 299-303; Dec 05; AR

Green Product Evaluation; by Richard C. Master; ph. chart cea; p. 181-185; July 05; AR

Growth of Green Products and Materials; ph. chart cea; p. 189-196; Nov 05; AR

Growth of International Trade in Building Products; by Matthew Power and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill. chart; p. 152-158; July 05; B

High-End Insulated Vinyl SIDING; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 79-80; July 05; B

Home Technology Products; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 85-86; June 05; RA

Improving Building Envelopes; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. det. cea; p. 215-222; Apr 05; AR

Innovations in Strand Board Envelopes; by Richard Gedney; table; p. 12-14; Mar 05; TCS

Marketing the Details; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 116-118; Aug 05; B

Product Research and Selection; by Barbara A. Nadel; ph. table cea; p. 299-303; May 05; AR
BUILDING PRODUCTS (cont’d)
Shutters; Sun control, privacy and hurricane protection; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 75-76; Dec 05; B
Specifying Aluminum Composite Material Panels; by Ted S. Miller; ph.; p. 38-43; Mar 05; TCS
Specifying Gypsum Products; ill. cea; p. 86-88; Nov 05; A
Specifying Residential Appliances; by Peter J. Arsenault; ph. cea chart table; p. 341-345; Dec 05; AR
Specifying Special-Needs Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 68-69; Aug 05; RA
Virginia, Charlottesville; Cradle to Cradle Design Protocol; Ecology minded building products; McDonough & Braungart Design Chemistry; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cea; p. 159-164; Dec 05; AR

BUILDING SYSTEMS
Architectural Aluminum Curtain Wall System; ph. det. cea; p. 310-314; Dec 05; AR
Arizona, Bullhead City; Home Technology at Sun Mission Resort; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 105-106; Oct 05; B
Building Automation Systems; Open systems and building control; by Ron Bernstein; ph. ill.; p. 81-86; May 05; TCS
Bundled Telecom and Cable Services; by Steve Zurier; ph. chart table ill.; p. 284-292; Oct 05; B
Core Wall; Modular plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems; by Charles Wardell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 67-68; Oct 05; B
Dual Facade Curtain Wall Systems; by Gordon Wright; ph. sec.; p. 64-70; May 05; BD&C
EIFS and Pressure-Equalized Rainscreens; by Roland Serino and Tony Stall; ph. ill. graph; p. 28-36; Mar 05; TCS
Exterior Metal Wall Systems and Healthcare Construction; by Keith Boyer; ph. table; p. 82-90; Mar 05; TCS
Fiber-Based Home Technology Products; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 57-58; Jan 05; B
Home Management Systems; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 83-84; Nov 05; RA
Home Theater and Whole-House Audio; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 85-86; Sept 05; B
Improving Lighting Systems, Solar-Harvesting and HVAC Work; by Deborah S-noonian et al.; ph. table; p. 144-148; June 05; AR
Marketing Home Technology; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 120-122; Aug 05; B
Marketing Home Technology; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 325-328; May 05; B
Rating Curtain Walls on Performance; by Raymond Ting; ph.; p. 44-55; Mar 05; TCS
Residential Load Bearing; Understanding Engineering Principles; by Matthew Power; ill. chart; p. 302-306; May 05; B
Specifying Air Barriers for Healthier Buildings; by Brian Carey; ph. ref.; p. 42-47; June 05; TCS
Structural Wood Framing Systems; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 78; Dec 05; B

BUILDING SYSTEMS (cont’d)
Voice Command System for Home Technology; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 81-82; Aug 05; B

BURKINA FASO
Gando; School/Elementary; Primary School; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Diedebo Francis Kere; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; Jan 05; AR

BUS STATION
Spain, Casar de Caseres; Bus Station; Justo Garcia Rubio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 75-76; Nov 05; AR

C
CALIFORNIA
Alameda; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bayport Alameda; William Hezmalhalch, Robert Hiday and et al.; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102-108; Mar 05; B
Alcatraz Island; Garden; Alcatraz Gardens Preservation; by Judith B. Tankard; ph. ref. ill.; p. 54-62; Sept 05; LA
Berkeley; Architecture; Arts and Crafts Design in Berkeley; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 156; Apr 05; B
Berkeley; Exhibition, Exhibit; Ohlone Greenway Exhibits; by Karl Linn; ph. ill. elev.; p. 34-41; July 05; LA
Berkeley; Interior Design; Interview with Designer; Laura Guido-Clark; by Diane Clearview; ph.; p. 144-247; May 05; ID
Berkeley; Office Building/Interiors; Contango Capital Advisors Headquarters; Huntsman Architectural Group; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 109-111; May 05; ID
Berkeley; Residence; 2:1 House; P/A Citation; Iwamoto & Scott; ill. pl. sec.; p. 34-37; Jan 05; A
Berkeley; Sustainable Architecture; Profile of Firm; Arkin & Tilt; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 64-73; Mar 05; RA
Berkeley; University/Landscape; Landscape Heritage Plan; University of California at Berkeley; Sasaki Associates; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-98; Sept 05; LA
Beverly Hills; Office Building/Interiors; Endeavor Talent Agency; Neil Denar; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 184-191; Feb 05; ID
Beverly Hills; Office Building; Endeavor Talent Agency; NMDA; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. elev. pers. axon.; p. 116-123; Sept 05; AR
Beverly Hills; Store/Clothing; Prada Store; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-131; Feb 05; AR
Big Sur; Residence; Big Sur House; Fougeron Architecture; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 188-193; Apr 05; AR
Cabazon; Recreation; Morongo Casino Resort and Spa; Jerde Partnership and Thaldon Boyd Architects; Lighting Design by Visual Terrain; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 168-172; Aug 05; AR
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Calabasas; Residence; Jai House; Residence of the year award; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Bay Brown; ph. pl. elev.; p. 50-51; Nov 05; A

Cardiff-by-the-Sea; Residence; Burton House; LUCE et Studio; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 200-204; July 05; AR

Carmel; Stairway; Stairway; RA Design Award; Feldman Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 129; May 05; RA

Chula Vista; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Stairway; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 103; Feb 05; B

City of Orange; University/Church; Wallace All Faiths Chapel; Chapman University; AC Martin; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 186-193; Aug 06; ID

Clovis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; European Quarter; Bassenian & Lagoni; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 184; June 05; B

Corona; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summit at Sycamore Creek; Edinger Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl. 97; Mar 05; B

Cupertino; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Murano; Builder’s Choice Award; Dahlin Group; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 178; Oct 05; B

Escondido; Housing; Eucalyptus View Cooperative; RA Design Award; Studio E; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 103; May 05; RA

Gilroy; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oak Commons; Builder’s Choice Award; KTYG Group; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; pl. p. 200; Oct 05; B

Glendale; Recreation/Park; Chess Park; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Leanne French; ph. elev. det.; p. 190-192; Mar 05; AR

Healdsburg; Residence; Weekend House; Lundberg Design; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 77-80; Oct 05; ID

Hercules; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Baywood Plan 3; Builder’s Choice Award; Dahlin Group; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 196; Oct 05; B

Hollywood; Performing Arts Center; Hollywood Bowl; Hedgetts & Fung; Acoustical Design by Jaffe & Holdren; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 152-155; Jan 05; AR

Hollywood; Recreation; In the Margins; Amenities for the public realm; P/A Citation; Urban Rock Design; ph. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 05; A

Huntington Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing; Sales; Seabridge Villas; Suburban Attached Community of the Year; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 114; Mar 05; B

Irvine; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Vicara Plan One; Builder’s Choice Award; Robert Hidey; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 182; Oct 05; B

Joshua tree; Residence; Residence; Interview with designer; Andrea Zittel; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 194-199; Aug 05; ID

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

La Jolla; Office Building/Interiors; Nissan Design America; LUCE et Studio; Original Design by Ron Ronchetti; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 228-235; July 05; ID

La Jolla; Residence; Lee Tree House; Public; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 216-218; Oct 05; AR

La Jolla; Residence; The Prospect; RA Design Award; Jonathan Segal; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; May 05; RA

La Jolla; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Seahaus; Best Sales Office; Parisi; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Mar 05; B

La Jolla; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Seahaus; Best Direct Mail; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 126; Mar 05; B

La Quinta; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Puerta Azul Cluster Community; RNM Architecture; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 148-149; Sept 05; B

Los Angeles; Apartment Building; Bentley-Massachusetts Apartments; RA Design Award; Kanner Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 05; RA

Los Angeles; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Marmol & Radziner; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 58-67; June 05; B

Los Angeles; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Nulllab; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 47-48; June 05; AR

Los Angeles; Exhibition; Exhibit; On Tour with Renzo Piano & Building Workshop Exhibit; Renzo Piano; by Julianna Morais; ph.; p. 73; June 05; A

Los Angeles; Film/Television Studio; Jigsaw Studio; AIA Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 132; May 05; AR

Los Angeles; Government Building; California Department of Transportation Headquarters; Morphosis; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; July 05; AR

Los Angeles; Hotel; Beverly Hilton Renovation; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S120-S122; Nov 05; ID

Los Angeles; Interior Design; West Edge; Spacess of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Corporate; Chu & Gooding; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 312-313; May 05; ID

Los Angeles; Interior Design; West Edge; Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Retail; Team HC; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 308-309; May 05; ID

Los Angeles; Interior Design; West Edge; Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Education; WWCOT; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 310-311; May 05; ID

Los Angeles; Interior Design; West Edge; Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Health Care; Langdon & Wilson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 314-315; May 05; ID

Los Angeles; Interior Design; West Edge; Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Hospitality; Interior Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 316-317; May 05; ID
CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Los Angeles; Museum/Art; Family Room; J. Paul Getty Museum; Predock & Frame; Original Design by Richard Meier; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 92-93; Oct 05; AR

Los Angeles; Museum/Art; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Renovation; Renzo Piano; by Michael Webb; pl. sec. ill.; p. 38-39; May 05; AR

Los Angeles; Museum; Getty Museum Family Room; Predock & Frame; Original Design by Richard Meier; by Allison Millions; ph.; p. 188-192; Feb 05; AR

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; California Department of Transportation District 7; Morphosis; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 347; May 05; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Fashion Institute of Design & Merchandising; Clive Wilkinson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 192-199; Jan 05; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; McCann Erickson Worldwide; Gensler Associates; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S117-S119; Nov 05; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Saban Capital Group; Gensler Associates; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S43-S45; Nov 05; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building; Caltrans Headquarters; Morphosis; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-129; Jan 05; AR

Los Angeles; Photography; Photography of Tim Street-Porter; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 327; Oct 05; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Berberian Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Landry Design Group; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 180; Oct 05; B

Los Angeles; Residence; Hillside Residence; SPF:a; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 166-173; June 05; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Hollyhock House; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 120; Apr 05; RA

Los Angeles; Residence; M House; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 168-173; Aug 05; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Residence; Andy Ratzch and Felderman & Keating; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 162-169; Feb 05; ID

Los Angeles; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Pueblo del Sol; Builder’s Choice Award; Quatro Design Group, Van Tilburg, Banvard & Soderbergh and et al.; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 172; Oct 05; B

Los Angeles; Store; I.A.Eyeworks Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Neil Denari; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 131; May 05; AR

Los Angeles; Store; L ’Oreal Living Lab Store; Lindy Roy; by Deanna Kizis; ph. pl. ill.; p. 216-223; Apr 05; ID

Los Angeles; Studio; Rios Clementi Hale Studios; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 268-273; Mar 05; ID

Los Angeles; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Ticino Mixed-Use Building; DE Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 66-68; July 05; ID

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Malibu; Residence; Feinstein Residence; RA Design Award; Kanner Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 65; May 05; RA

Manhattan Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Playa Vista; Best Overall Ad Campaign; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 116; Mar 05; B

Merced; University/Campus; University of California Merced Campus; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Fernau & Hartman and et al.; Master Planning by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 40-49; Sept 05; BD&C

Napa Valley; Recreation; Carneros Inn and Resort; William Rawn; Interior Design by Shopworks; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 198-205; Feb 05; ID

Napa; Cultural Center; Copia: The American Center for Wine, Food, and the Arts; 2004 ASLA Award; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. pl.; p. 96-103; Mar 05; LA

Napa; Kitchen; Meteor Vineyard Kitchen; Builder’s Choice Award; Cheng Associates; by Shelley Vilov; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B

Napa; Recreation; Carneros Inn & Resort; Gensler Associates; by James Nestor; ph.; p. S106-S107; Nov 05; ID

Napa; River, Waterway; Napa River Restoration; MlS; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. map; p. 64-75; Jan 05; LA

Newport Beach; Apartment Building; Cannery Lofts; RA Design Award; Tanner & Hecht; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. sec.; p. 93; May 05; RA

Newport Beach; Office Building/Interiors; Dastmalchi Enterprises Headquarters; Tag Front; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 94-96; May 05; ID

Newport Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cannery Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Tanner & Hecht; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 130-132; Oct 05; B

Newport Coast; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Belcara at Pacific Ridge; Gold Nugget Award; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 108; June 05; B

Newport Coast; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Belcara at Pacific Ridge; Builder’s Choice Award; JZMK; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 154-155; Oct 05; B

Oakland; Architecture; Profile of Firm; elliptis a+; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 53-54; Nov 05; AR

Oakland; Religious Building/Cathedral; Christ the Light Cathedral; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Kendall & Heaton; by Sally B. Woodbridge; pl. elev.; p. 32; Aug 05; A

Oakland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; City Limits Townhomes; Kava Massih; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 154-156; Dec 05; B

Oakland; University/Residential; Clifton Hall Student Housing; California College of the Arts; RA Design Award; Mark Horton; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 109; May 05; RA
CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Oakland; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Fruitvale Village; Builder’s Choice Award; McLerand, Vasquez & Emsiek; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 162; Oct 05; B

Orange County; Residence; Price House Revisited; Bart Prince; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 239-240; Sept 05; AR

Oxnard; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Casas; Woodley Architectural Group; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 98; Aug 05; B

Palo Alto; Apartment Building; Oak Court Apartments; Gold Nugget Award; Pyatox Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 110; June 05; B

Palo Alto; Apartment Building; Oak Court Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; Pyatox Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 204; Oct 05; B

Palo Alto; Residence; 310 Waverley Residence; David Baker; by John King; ph.; p. 226-229; Oct 05; AR

Palo Alto; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Woodward Collection; Builder’s Choice Award; MBH Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 196; Oct 05; B

Palo Alto; School/Special; Eastside Center for the Arts; Eastside College Preparatory School; Fernau & Hartman; by Lisa Findley; ph.; p. 152-154; Dec 05; AR

Pasadena; Landscape Management; Stuart Company Garden; LRM; Original Design by Thomas Church; by Joan Woodward; ph. ref.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; LA

Pasadena; University/Campus; Art Center College of Design; South Campus; Daly & Genik; Graphic Design by Bruce Maur; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 112-115; Feb 05; AR

Pomona; University/Residential; Cal Poly Pomona Residential Suites; Builder’s Choice Award; Sasaki Associates; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 204; Oct 05; B

Pomona; University/Residential; Residential Suites; California State Polytechnic University; RA Design Award; Sasaki Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 113; May 05; RA

Reseda; Apartment Building; Fiesta House Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; John V. Mutlow; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 150-151; Oct 05; B

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Rutherford; Residence; Rutherford House; Gold Nugget Award; Johnson & Fain; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 116; June 05; B

Sacramento; River, Waterway; American River Parkway; Daniel Iacofano; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 132-137; Apr 05; LA

San Diego; Architecture; Profile of Firm; LUCE et Studio; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 78-83; Dec 05; AR

San Diego; Exhibition, Exhibit; Sci Fi Channel Exhibition; Comic-Con International; Graft; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 236-237; Oct 05; ID

San Diego; Housing; The Titan; Multifamily housing; Jonathan Segal; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 146-148; July 05; AR

San Diego; Recreation/Sports Facility; Petco Park; Building Team Project Award; Antoine Predock and HOK; Structural Design by Thornton & Tomasetti; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 49-51; May 05; BD&C

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Baywood Collection; Gold Nugget Award; Scheuer Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 102-104; June 05; B

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Fahrenheit Townhomes; RA Design Award; Studio E; by Meghan Druding; pl. ill.; p. 136-137; May 05; RA

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mill Creek at StoneBridge Estates; McKinley & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 148; Jan 05; B

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Baywood at Santaluz; Builder’s Choice Award; Scheuer Architects; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 164; Oct 05; B

San Diego; School/High; High Tech High International; Reconstruction Award; Carrier & Johnson; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 37-38; Oct 05; BD&C

San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mixed-Use Community Structure; Austin, Veum & Robbins; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

San Francisco; Apartment Building; Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments; RA Design Award; David Baker; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 99; May 05; RA

San Francisco; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Zack & De Vito; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 76; June 05; RA

San Francisco; Elderly Housing; The Avenue Assisted Living; Builder’s Choice Award; Kodama & Diseno; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 202; Oct 05; B

San Francisco; Fountain; United Nations Plaza Restoration; Lawrence Halprin; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 128-135; Oct 05; LA

San Francisco; Garden; Roof Garden; Andrea Cochran; by Marty Carlock; ph.; p. 108-113; Apr 05; LA

San Francisco; Garden; Show Garden; 2004 ASLA Award; Andrea Cochran; by Marty Carlock; ph.; p. 114-117; Apr 05; LA
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

San Francisco; Greenhouse; Conservatory of Flowers; Renovation; Architectural Resources Group; Structural Design by Tennebaum & Manheim; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. cca; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR

San Francisco; Greenhouse; Conservatory of Flowers; AIA Honor Award; Architectural Resources Group; Structural Design by Tennebaum & Manheim; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 118; May 05; AR

San Francisco; Greenhouse; Conservatory of Flowers; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 223; Feb 05; ID

San Francisco; Kitchen; Brown Residence; Watermark Award; Kitchen of the Year; Baum & Thorton; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; pl.; p. 270-271; May 05; B

San Francisco; Kitchen; Fougner Residence; Fougner Architecture; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 228; July 05; AR

San Francisco; Kitchen; Potrero Hill Residence Kitchen; RA Design Award; Serra Design; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 125; May 05; RA

San Francisco; Museum/Art; de Young Museum; Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-115; Nov 05; AR

San Francisco; Museum/Art; de Young Museum; Herzog & de Meuron; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph.; pl.; p. 60-63; Dec 05; A

San Francisco; Museum/Art; de Young Museum; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. elev. ill.; p. 46-61; Oct 05; AREv

San Francisco; Museum; de Young Museum; Rainscreen wall; Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec.; p. 59; Oct 05; A

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Venables & Bell Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. S60-S62; Nov 05; ID

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; National Resources Defense Council; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 86-92; June 05; ID

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; SKYY Spirits Headquarters; RMW Architecture; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 126-130; May 05; ID

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Damore Johann Office Building; Pfau Architecture; by Matt Stewart; ph. axon.; p. 192-197; Feb 05; ID

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Designer's Offices; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 240-247; Mar 05; ID

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Financial Management Company Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. S76-S79; Nov 05; ID

San Francisco; Office Building; 350 Rhode Island Office Building; Pfau Architecture; by C. C. Sullivan; pl.; p. 68-69; May 05; A

San Francisco; Recreation/Park; Pioneer Park Renovation; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 46-53; Sept 05; LA

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

San Francisco; Recreation/Park; Yerba Buena Gardens; Zeidler & Roberts and Willis Associates; Landscape Design by Lawrence Halprin; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 166-168; Apr 05; LA

San Francisco; Residence; 110 Chattanooga Duplex; RA Design Award; Zack & De Vito; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 95; May 05; RA

San Francisco; Residence; Coastal House; Tadao Ando; by Catherine Sismon; ph. ill.; p. 88; Apr 05; AR

San Francisco; Residence; Folsom Street Residential Laboratory; RA Design Award; Peterson & Verners; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 77; May 05; RA

San Francisco; Residence; Schindler Residence; RA Design Award; Serao Design; by Cheryl Weber; pl. iso.; p. 134-135; May 05; RA

San Francisco; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; 255 Berry Street Condominiums; Builder's Choice Award; McLain; Vasquez & Emens; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 138-139; Oct 05; B

San Francisco; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alabama Street Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Hunt, Hale & Jones; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 146-147; Oct 05; B

San Francisco; Restaurant; Frisson Restaurant; Architectural TM; Interior Design by Scott Kester; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 170-175; Feb 05; ID

San Francisco; School/Early Learning Center; Montessori Children's Center; Mark Horton; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-71; Apr 05; A

San Francisco; Shopping Center; Westfield San Francisco Center; KA Architecture; by Merritt Watts; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

San Francisco; Store/Clothing; Forever 21; Gensler Associates; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S23-S26; Nov 05; ID

San Francisco; Transit Station; Ferry Building; SMWW and Page & Turnbull; Original Design by A. Page Brown; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 05; A

San Francisco; University/Science Center; California Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano; by Rob Gregory; sec. pers. iso.; p. 67; Apr 05; AREv

San Jose; Airport; North Concourse; Norman Y. Mineta Airport; Gensler Associates; by Robert Klara; ph. sec.; p. 42; July 05; A

San Jose; Government Building; San Jose City Hall; Richard Meier and Steinberg Architects; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl. dia.; p. 40-47; Nov 05; BD&C

San Jose; Housing; Homesafe; Battered women's housing; Studio E; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 64-65; Aug 05; RA

San Jose; River, Waterway; Guadalupe River Flood Control Project; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abery; Original Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 46-55; Feb 05; LA

San Jose; Theater; California Theatre; Reconstruction Award; ELS Architecture; by Donald Talend; ph.; p. 34-35; Oct 05; BD&C
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

San Marino; Art Gallery; Lois and Robert F. Erburu Gallery; Frederick Fisher, by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Nov 05; AR

San Mateo; Recreation/Park; Shoreline Parks; Endres & Were; Landscape Design by 2M Associates; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-61; July 05; A

Santa Ana; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; East Village Lofts at Artists Walk; Gold Nugget Award; Nestor & Gaffney; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 112; June 05; B

Santa Barbara County; Library; Hope Ranch Library; Builder's Choice Award; B3 Architects and Berkus Design Studio; Interior Design by Lois Ston Erbur; by Margaret Antonelli; ph.; p. 208; Oct 05; B

Santa Barbara; Botanic Garden; Toad Hall; Woven structure at Santa Barbara Botanic Garden; Patrick Dougherty; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 38; Oct 05; LA

Santa Barbara; Elderly Housing; Maravilla; Gold Nugget Award; Mithun Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 114; June 05; B

Santa Barbara; Residence; Santa Barbara Ranch House; Nick Noyes; by Allison Millonis; ph. pl.; p. 220-224; Oct 05; AR

Santa Cruz; Housing; Accessory Dwelling Unit Program; AIA Honor Award; RACESTUDIOS; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 146; May 05; AR

Santa Cruz; University/Engineering Building; Engineering Building; University of California; Anshen & Allen; by Anna Holtzman; ph. sec.; p. 73-74; May 05; A

Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; HBO Offices; HLW; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 154-161; Feb 05; ID

Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; Sony Design Center; George Yu; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 270-275; May 05; ID

Santa Monica; School/K-12; Herb Alpert Educational Village; Koning & Eizenberg; by Tracey Hummer; pl. elev.; p. 29; Oct 05; A

Santa Monica; University/Administration; Student Services and Administration Building; Santa Monica College; WWCOT; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

Santa Rosa; Apartment Building; Riley Street Condominiums; Gould & Evans and Kellogg Architects; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 39; May 05; A

Sausalito; Bathroom; Brown Residence; Barbara Brown; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36; July 05; RA

Sausalito; Kitchen; Brown Residence; Barbara Brown; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; July 05; RA

Somis; Rural Design; Horse Barn; SPF/a; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Apr 05; A

Somis; Rural Design; Horse Barn; SPF/a; by Edie Cohen; ph. sec. elev.; p. 50-54; Mar 05; ID

Somis; Rural Design; Somis Hay Barn; AIA Honor Award; SPF/a; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 120; May 05; AR

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Sonoma; Exhibition, Exhibit; Cornerstone Garden Festival; Peter Walker and Ron Lutsko; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. ill. pl.; p. 94-105; Feb 05; LA

Sonoma; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Spec Homes with Modern Design; Rodney Friedman; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill.; p. 34; Jan 05; RA

South Los Angeles; School/Special; The Accelerated School; Marmol & Radziner; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 50-57; Sept 05; A

Stanford; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; James H. Clark Center; Stanford University; Building Team Project Award; MBT Architecture and Foster & Partners; by David Barista; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-34; May 05; BD&C

Stockton; Religious Building/Church; Central Methodist Church; Anshen & Allen; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 57-58; June 05; AR

Stockton; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Stockton; Reconstruction Award; Applied Architecture; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40; Oct 05; BD&C

Tustin; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lindy Crossing at Tustin Field; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 144-145; July 05; B

Venice; Residence; 700 Palms Residence; Steven Ehrlich; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 210-214; Oct 05; AR

Venice; Residence; Solar Umbrella House; Pugh & Scarpa; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. sec.; p. 176-181; Apr 05; AR

Venice; Residence; Studio-Residence; Glenn Irani; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Feb 05; ID

Venice; Residence; Vertical House; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Allison Millonis; ph. pl.; p. 206-210; Jan 05; AR

Venice; Store/Clothing; Pamela Barish Store; Rockwell Group; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. 84-86; Apr 05; ID

Venice; Store; Equator Books; Rania Alomar; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 84-96; Oct 05; ID

Walnut; Architecture; America’s Best Builders; Shea Homes; by Michele Mariani; ph. graph.; p. 319-322; Jan 05; B

West Hollywood; Bathroom; Bathroom Renovation; LCMK Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. S20-S26; Apr 05; ID

West Hollywood; Housing; Willoughby Avenue Housing; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 39; Nov 05; A

West Hollywood; Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; Troy Adams; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. S38-S42; Apr 05; ID

West Hollywood; Office Building/Landscape; Pacific Design Center; Thomas Balsley and Melendrez, Original Design by Cesar Pelli; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-37; Feb 05; LA

West Hollywood; Residence; Norton Avenue Lofts; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 38; Nov 05; A
Ontario, Hamilton; University/Technical; James Stewart Centre for Mathematics; McMaster University; AFA Honor Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 142; May 05; AR
Ontario, Ottawa; City and Regional Planning; Redefining Ottawa; 2004 ASLA Award; Urban Strategies; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 56-65; Feb 05; LA
Ontario, Ottawa; Kitchen; Kariouk Residence; Kariouk Architecture; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 229; July 05; AR
Ontario, Thunder Bay; Hospital/General; Regional Hospital; Salter, Farrow & Pilon; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; May 05; ARev
Ontario, Toronto; Airport; Lester B. Pearson International Airport; Moshe Safdie, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Adamson Associates; Master Planning by Arup; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 62-63; June 05; A
Ontario, Toronto; Art Gallery; Corkin Shopland Gallery; Shim & Sutcliffe; by Barbara Dixon; ph.; p. 192-196; June 05; AR
Ontario, Toronto; Garden; Black Creek Urban Farm Project; Brad Peterson; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. pl.; p. 30-38; June 05; LA
Ontario, Toronto; Night Club; Orange Room; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Munge & Leung; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 204-206; May 05; ID
Ontario, Toronto; Residence; Art Collector’s Residence; Home of the year award; Hanri & Pontarini; by Robert Klara; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Nov 05; A
Ontario, Waterloo; Recreation/Park; Barrel Warehouse Park; Janet Rosenberg; by Glen Herman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-38; Nov 05; LA
Ontario, Waterloo; Research Facility, Laboratory; Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics; Sauvier & Perrotte; ph. pl. ill. det.; p. 52-59; Aug 05; A
Ontario, Waterloo; Research Facility, Laboratory; Perimeter Physics Institute; Sauvier & Perrotte; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 210-217; May 05; AR
Quebec, Metis; Garden; International Garden Festival; by Bernard St-Denis and Peter Jacobs; ph.; p. 94-103; Nov 05; LA
Quebec, Montreal; Art; Lipstick Forest; Montreal Convention Center; Claudia Cormier; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph. sec.; p. 112-114; Mar 05; ID
Quebec, Montreal; Exhibition, Exhibit; Sense of the City Exhibition; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 60; Dec 05; AR
Quebec, Montreal; Residence; 6747-6759 Saint-Urbain Street; Home of the year award; Henri Cleinge; by David Theodore; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Nov 05; A
Quebec, Montreal; University/Science Center; Biological Sciences Pavilion; University of Quebec; Saia, Barbarese & Topouzanov; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 37; Mar 05; A
Quebec, North Hatley; Residence; Minton Hill House; Affleck & de la Riva; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p. 52-53; Nov 05; A

65
CANADA (cont'
Quebec; Religious Building/Monastery; Cistercian Abbey; Pierre Thibault; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 05; AR

CANARY ISLANDS
Lanzarote; Studio; Cesar Manrique Foundation Studio; Palerm & Tabares; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-131; Oct 05; AR

CARPET
Performance Based Specifications for Carpet; by R. Carroll Turner; ph. table; p. 66-71; June 05; TCS

CEILING
Perforated Metal and Wood Ceilings; by Michael Chusid; ph. cca; p. 275-279; Dec 05; AR
Perlite Ceiling Tile and Indoor Air Quality; by Peter Jahn; ph.; p. 34-39; Oct 05; TCS
Specifying Ceilings; ph. cca; p. 190-196; July 05; AR

CEMETERY
Poland, Belzec; Belzec Cemetery; Monument on the site of former death camp; DDJM; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Jan 05; AR

CERAMIC TILE
Bisazza Tile Showrooms; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 149-152; Oct 05; ID
Code Changes Affect Bathroom Substrates; by Nigel F. Maynard; p. 40; Feb 05; B
Italy, Bologna; Cerama Tile Fair; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 139-142; Jan 05; ID
Protecting Tile and Stone Flooring; Crack-isolation systems; by Sandra Eich; ph. table ill.; p. 53-59; June 05; TCS

CHILE
—; Architecture; Coastal Residences; Juan Grimm and Borja Huidobro; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 100-109; July 05; LA
Santiago; Recreation; Tupahue and Antilen Swimming Pools; Carlos Martner; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill.; p. 98-105; June 05; LA

CHIMNEY
Brick-Lined Chimney Repair; by Kenny Kendall and Jim Naylor; ph.; p. 58-68; Apr 05; TCS

CHINA (cont’d)
Beijing; Residence; Template House; Infinite Interiors Exhibition; Michele Saeae; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 144-151; Sept 05; AR
Hong Kong; Cultural Center; Asia Society; Williams & Tsi ten; by Rob Gregory; ph. elev. pers.; p. 48; Apr 05; AR
Hong Kong; Recreation; MTM Spa; PAL Design; by Raka Dewan; ph.; p. 156-160; Oct 05; ID
Qingpu; City and Regional Planning; Reinventing Qingpu, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. ill.; p. 62-70; June 05; AR
Shanghai; Bank; Shanghai Pudong Development Bank; Gensler Associates; by Tina M. Kanagaratnam; ph.; p. S71-S73; Nov 05; ID
Shanghai; City and Regional Planning; Chongming Island Master Plan; AIA Honor Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 149; May 05; AR
Shanghai; Performing Arts Center; Oriental Arts Center; Paul Andreu; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. elev.; p. 46-47; Mar 05; BD&C

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Builders and Open-Space Initiatives; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 49-50; Feb 05; B
Buildings and Cities of the Future; Conservation of energy and materials; Retrospective survey; by Peter Davey; ph. ill. m.; p. 86-99; Mar 05; AR
Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Redefining Ottawa; 2004 ASLA Award; Urban Strategies; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ill. ref.; p. 56-65; Feb 05; LA
China, Qingpu; Reinventing Qingpu, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph.; p. 62-70; June 05; AR
China, Shanghai; Chongming Island Master Plan; AIA Honor Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 149; May 05; AR
Colombia, Bogota; Land Use Program for Bogota; by Jimena Martignoni; ph.; p. 104-111; Mar 05; LA
Continuation of Suburban Growth Predicted; by Joel Kottkin; ph.; p. 72; Jan 05; A
District of Columbia, Washington; Anastasia Waterfront Initiative; AIA Honor Award; Chan Krieger; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR
Florida, Coral Gables; Coral Gables; H. George Fink and Phineas Paist; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 458; Jan 05; B
Florida, Fort Lauderdale; Reinvention of Fort Lauderdale; EDSA; by lake Douglas; ph. map ill.; p. 86-99; July 05; LA
Florida, Miami; Miami Condo Boom; by Sara Hart; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; July 05; AR
Illinois, Riverside; The Future of Riverside; Frederick Law Olmsted; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ill. pl. ref.; p. 44-55; Oct 05; LA
Israel, Jerusalem; Old City Revitalization Programme; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Welfare Association; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Jan 05; AR
Louisiana, New Orleans; Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; Future of New Orleans; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 57-60; Nov 05; AR
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (cont’d)

Louisiana, New Orleans; Louisiana Recovery and Rebuilding Conference; by Ranier Simœnes; ph.; p. 45; Dec 05; A

Massachusetts, Boston; North Allston Strategic Framework for Planning; AIA Honor Award; Goody & Clancy; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 149; May 05; AR

Minnesota, St. Croix; Jackson Meadow, Marine on St Croix; AIA Honor Award; Salmela Architects and Coen & Partners; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 149; May 05; AR

Minnesota, Two Harbors; Future of Two Harbors; by Charlene K. Roise; ph.; p. 118-123; Apr 05; LA

Nevada, Las Vegas; Continuing Growth in Las Vegas; by Michele Mariani; ph. elev. map; p. 144-150; Mar 05; B

Nevada, Las Vegas; Exponential Growth of Las Vegas; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 186-193; May 05; AR

Nevada, Las Vegas; Learning From Las Vegas; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 194-197; May 05; AR

New Suburbanism; by Joel Kotkin; ph.; p. 21-22, 76; June 05; A

New York, Bronx; Benefits of Community-Based Planning; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 15-16, Jan 05; A

New York, New York; Reclaiming the Waterfront; by Bay Brown; ph. ill.; p. 16-21; Oct 05; A

Smart Growth Issues; by Richard H. Carson; ill.; p. 87; June 05; A

South Korea, Incheon; New Songdo City Master Plan; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 33; June 05; A

Spain; —; Remaking Bilbao and Barcelona; Lessons for urban America; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 62-66; Mar 05; AR

Texas, The Woodlands; Ecological Planning and Infrastructure; by Ann Forsyth; ph. ref.; p. 60-69; July 05; LA

Turkey, Istanbul; Transforming Istanbul; by Justin Tyler Clark; ph. ill.; p. 23-24; Oct 05; A

Urban Dilemmas; Rationalism, grandeur, civility in urban environments; Retrospective survey and commentary; ph. ill. sec. sec. iso.; p. 58-71; Mar 05; AR

See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP, ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING, UNIVERSITY, URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; ZONING

CIVIC CENTER

Ireland, Athlone; Athlone Civic Centre; Keith Williams; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53; Jan 05; AR

Switzerland, Zurich; District Centre; EM2N; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; Feb 05; AR

CIVIC CENTER (cont’d)

Washington, Seattle; Seattle City Hall; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson, Bassetti Architects and et al.; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. elev.; p. 74-83; Oct 05; LA

See also GOVERNMENT BUILDING; PLAZA; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

CLINIC

England; —; Screening and Diagnostic Center; St. Bartholomew’s Hospital; Greenhill & Jenner; by Elena Kornbluth; ph.; p. 57-60; Aug 05; ID

See also HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOSPITAL

CLOSET

Illinois, Kenilworth; Haynes Residence; Watermark Award; Myefski & Cook; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B

CLOTHING

Creations of Hussein Chalayan; Hussein Chalayan; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 164-165; Apr 05; ID

Fashions of Marloes ten Bhomer; Marloes ten Bhomer; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 166-167; Apr 05; ID

CLUB

Idaho, Coeur D’Alene; The Club at Black Rock; Builder’s Choice Award; Marsh Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 140-141; Oct 05; B

Iowa, Sioux City; Boys Club of Sioux City; AIA Honor Award; Randy Brown; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 144; May 05; AR

Michigan, Clarkston; Oakhurst Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Architecture; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 198; Oct 05; B

See also AIRPORT, BAR, NIGHT CLUB; RECREATION; RESTAURANT

COATINGS

See PAINT, COATINGS

CO-HOUSING

Pros and Cons of Co-Housing; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 186-192; Sept 05; B

See also UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

COLOMBIA

Bogota; City and Regional Planning; Land Use Program for Bogota; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 104-111; Mar 05; LA

COLORADO

Boulder; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Garden Crossing; DTJ Design; Master Planning by Barrett Studio; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 105-112; Sept 05; B

Boulder; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Garden Crossing; Builder’s Choice Award; DTJ Design; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 160; Oct 05; B
COLORADO (cont’d)

Boulder; Telecommunication; RidgeGate Community; Fiber Infrastructure; by Steve Zurier; ill. table; p. 83-84; June 05; B

Denver; Industrial Building; Elati Light Rail Maintenance Facility; Building Team Project Award; RNL Design; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 44-46; May 05; BD&C

Denver; Residence; 100 Dexter; Builder’s Choice Award; Simple & Brown; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 170; Oct 05; B

Denver; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Presidio at Reunion; Best Interiors; Captivating Design; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 118; Mar 05; B

Denver; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Boulder Street Townhomes; Sprocket Design-Build; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; pl. p. 146-148; Dec 05; B

Durango; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Parkside Terrace; Knudson & Gloss; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; pl.; 100; Sept 05; B

Erle; Residence; Eurekal; Woodley Architectural Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 110-112; Feb 05; B

Frederick; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Marketing the Ironworks Lofts; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 83; Oct 05; B

Parker; Museum/Art; Wildlife Experience Museum; Klipp, Colussy, Jenks & DuBois and Overland Partners; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. dia.; p. 76; May 05; A

COMMUNITY CENTER

Arizona, Phoenix; Maryvale Community Centre; Wendell Burnette; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 72; Apr 05; AREv

Japan, Kanazawa; 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art; Seijima & Nishizawa; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 88-97; Feb 05; AR

Spain, Lalin; Lalin Community Centre; Mansilla & Tounon; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill.; pl.; p. 75; Apr 05; AREv

See also CULTURAL CENTER; GOVERNMENT BUILDING; RECREATION

COMPUTER (cont’d)

Computer Generated Animations for Golf Courses; Acanthus Studio; by Joseph Campo; ph. ill.; p. 72-77; Feb 05; LA

Effective Use of Websites; Mark Hutker; by Mark A. Hutker; ph. table; p. 41-43; July 05; RA

Energy Analysis Software; p. 23; Nov 05; BD&C

Geographic Search Tools; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 144-151; Oct 05; LA

Innovative Storage-Media Strategies; by Danine Alati; p. 51-52; Jan 05; A

Jobsit Safety-Tracking Program; by David Barista; ph.; p. 18; June 05; BD&C

Large-Format Printers; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 76-78; July 05; A

Life Cycle Assessment Calculators; by Katie Gerfen; p. 70-72; Nov 05; A

Mississippi, Jackson; Federal Courthouse; Computer models for lighting; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 67; Aug 05; A

Mississippi, Jackson; Virtual Reality and Digital Modeling; Federal courtroom design tools; H3 Hardy; Acoustical Design by Arup Acoustics; by Alan Joch; ph.; p. 184; Jan 05; AR

Online Conferencing; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 60; Oct 05; A

Open Source Software for Landscape Applications; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 92-101; Apr 05; LA

Planting Design Software; by James L. Sipes; pl. ill. ref.; p. 78-85; July 05; LA

Revit Structure Software; by Matthew Phair; p. 21; Sept 05; BD&C

Small Scale Three-Dimensional Modeling; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 70; Dec 05; A

Software for Entertainment and Home Control; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 81-82; Mar 05; B

Software for Virtual Constructability; by Matthew Phair; ill.; p. 12; Jan 05; BD&C

Technology and Construction Document Production; by Karen Simmons and Allene Edwards; ph. ill.; p. 72-77; June 05; TCS

Technology and the Digital Home; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 71-72; Apr 05; B

Threats From Spyware; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 172-176; Feb 05; B

Web Based Software for Managing Priority Drawings; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 86; Dec 05; B

Web-Based Approach to Customer Satisfaction; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 75-76; May 05; B

See also OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

CONCERT HALL

See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

CONCRETE

Cold Weather Concreting; by Kent D. Dvorak; ph. graph; p. 48-51; Feb 05; TCS
CONCRETE (cont'd)

Concrete Pouring in Freezing Weather; Concrete Foundations Association research project; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 150-156; Dec 05; B

Expanded Range of Possibilities for Concrete; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 70; July 05; A

New Developments in Concrete and Masonry; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 99-100; Jan 05; RA

Non-Destructive Testing Techniques; by Ron Grieve; ph. ill. graph. p. 54-63; Oct 05; TCS

Principles of Tilt-Up Concrete; by Matthew Power; ill.; p. 68-69; July 05; B

Protecting Tile and Stone Flooring; Crack-isolation systems; by Sandra Eich; ph. table ill.; p. 53-59; June 05; TCS

Site-Cast Tilt-Up Concrete; Tall panel constructions; by Ed Sauter; ph.; p. 24-33; June 05; TCS

Supplementary Cementitious Materials; Concrete admixtures; by Ben Bradley and Michelle L. Wilson; ph. ref.; p. 34-41; June 05; TCS

Technological Advancements in Concrete; by Sara Hart; ph. cea; p. 175-182; Jun 05; AR

Understanding Concrete Specification Requirements; by Bev Garnant and Bruce A. Suprenant; ph. ref. ill.; p. 64-69; Oct 05; TCS

Understanding Pervious Concrete; by Dan Huffman; ph.; p. 42-49; Dec 05; TCS

See also STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE; STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE

CONFERENCE CENTER

Nevada, Las Vegas; Nextel Central; Gensler Associates; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 182-188; Mar 05; ID

Spain, Pamplona; Baluarte Auditorium and Congress Hall; Francisco Mangado; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-83; Mar 05; AR

Washington, SeaTac; Leadership Center at Cedarbrook; GGLO; Lighting Design by Candela; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 320-324; May 05; AR

See also AUDITORIUM; CONVENTION CENTER; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; UNIVERSITY

CONNECTICUT

Connecticut River; Residence; Gothic-Revival House; Terry Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120-122; Feb 05; B

Darien; Residence; Smith House; Richard Meier; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 399-400; May 05; AR

Easton; Kitchen; Kitchen Addition and Renovation; Charles Rabinovich; Interior Design by Marjorie Hilton; by Joe Carter; ph.; p. S10-S12; Sept 05; ID

Fairfield; School/Elementary School; Building Team Project Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 62; May 05; BD&C

Fairfield; School/Elementary School; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. sec.; p. 142-147; Dec 05; AR

CONSERVATION

Cambodia, Angkor Wat; Phnom Bakheng Temple; by Catherine Sessler; ph.; p. 97; May 05; AR

Daylighting in K-12 Schools; by Susan K. Oldroyd; ph. dia. cea; p. 247-251; Dec 05; AR

Energy Policy Act; Tax credits for energy-efficient builders; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 51-52; Oct 05; B

Iraq; —; Documenting Cultural Sites in Iraq; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. map; p. 158-162; Mar 05; AR

Land Conservation and Ecological Classification; by Adam Regn Arvidson; dia. table map; p. 62-69; May 05; LA

Oregon, Portland; Preserving Open Space; Greenspaces Master Plan; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 116-119; July 05; LA
CONSERVATION (cont’d)

Russia, Moscow: Narkomfin Apartments; Moisei Ginzburg; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 34-35; May 05; AR
Strategies for Saving Water: by Eric D. Davis; ph.; p. 64-71; June 05; LA
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; ECOCITY; ENERGY; SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

CONSERVATORY
See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION

CONVENTION CENTER

Germany, Munich; BMW Sales and Event Center; Coop Himmelblau; by Christian Bresning; ph. pl. sec. pers. m. axon.; p. 70-73; June 05; AR
Italy, Milan; Milan Trade Fair; Studio Fuksas; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Aug 05; AR
Massachusetts, Boston; Boston Convention and Exhibition Center; IIDA award; Interview with architect; HNTB and Rafael Vinoly; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 208-209; May 05; ID
Next-Generation Convention Centers; by David Barista; ph. pl. table; p. 24-34; Aug 05; BD&C
Texas, Austin; Austin Convention Center; Page, Southnerland & Page, Cotera, Kolar, Negrete & Reed and Limbacher & Godfrey; by Charles Linn; ph. sec.; p. 204-206; Mar 05; AR
See also AUDITORIUM; CONFERENCE CENTER; HOTEL

COSTA RICA

—; Recreation/Park; INBio Park; Ecosystem restoration; Roberto Villalobos; Landscape Design by Carlos Garcia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 22-33; Sept 05; LA
San Jose; Highway; Garden Loop Road; Road landscape plan; APT Consultores; Master Planning by Carlos Jankilevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-71; Nov 05; LA

CULTURAL CENTER

California, Napa; Copia: The American Center for Wine, Food, and the Arts; 2004 ASLA Award; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. pl.; p. 96-103; Mar 05; LA
China, Hong Kong; Asia Society; Williams & Tsien; by Rob Gregory; ph. elev. pers.; p. 48; Apr 05; AR
France, Paris; Maison de l’Architecture; Chartier & Corbasson; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 262-269; May 05; ID
Germany, Boblingen; Boblingen Cultural Center; Barkow & Leibinger; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-41; Apr 05; AR
Israel, Bethlehem; Cultural Center; Annex to Dar al-Klima Academy; Juha Leiviska; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p. 38-43; Jan 05; AR

CULTURAL CENTER (cont’d)

New York, Pocantico Hills; Stone Barns Center; Machado & Silvetti and Asfour & Guzy; Original Design by Grosvenor Atterbury; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR
See also ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; MUSEUM; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

CURTAIN WALL
See WALL

CZECH REPUBLIC

Prague Castle; Walkway; Pedestrian Pathway; AP Atelier; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 71-72; July 05; AR
Zlin; University/Library; Library and Congress Centre; University of Tomas Bata; Eva Jiricna; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 61; Apr 05; AR

D

DECK

Selecting Wood for Decks; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 81-82; June 05; RA

DELWARE

Middletown; School/Private; Memorial Garth Courtyard; St. Andrews School; Andrew C. Durham; by Gary W. Cramer; ph.; p. 18-20; Sept 05; LA
Wilmington; Museum/Art; Delaware Art Museum Expansion; Ann Beha; Lighting Design by James Turrell; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Nov 05; AR

DENMARK

—; Hospital/Psychiatric; Psychiatric Hospital; PLOT; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 71; Apr 05; AR
Copenhagen; Exhibition, Exhibit; Hotel Fox Exhibit; by Andreas Tzortzis; ph.; p. 174-185; Aug 05; ID
Copenhagen; Housing; Kroyers Plads Housing; Erick Van Egeraat; and Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 84-85; Apr 05; AR
Copenhagen; Museum/Art; Ordrupgaard Museum Expansion; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38; Oct 05; AR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; Bridge; Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge Operator’s Control House; Cox, Graee & Spack; by Katie Gerfen; ph. elev. sec.; p. 38; Sept 05; A
Washington; Kitchen; Contemporary Georgetown Kitchen; Watermark Award; Barnes & Vanze; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 274; May 05; B
Washington; Kitchen; Kitchen on Logan Circle; Builder’s Choice Award; Robert J. Miller; by Shelley Vilov; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (cont’d)

Washington; Kitchen; McDermott/Gentner Residence; Watermark Award; David Knudson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 272; May 05; B

Washington; Kitchen; Nichols Residence; Watermark Award; Nicholls Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 284; May 05; B

Washington; Landscape Architecture; Security in the Landscape; Memories of Oklahoma City; by Benjamin Forsey; ph.; p. 146-148; July 05; LA

Washington; Museum; National Museum of the American Indian; Building Team Project Award; Douglas Cardinal, Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham and et al.; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal. pl. sec.; p. 22-31; May 05; BD&C

Washington; Museum; National Museum of the American Indian; Critique; Douglas Cardinal and Polshek Partnership; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Feb 05; AR

Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Laura Fischer Kaiser; ph.; p. S64-S66; Nov 05; ID

Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Raben Group Headquarters; OTJ Architects; by Laura Fischer Kaiser; ph.; p. 94-96; Oct 05; ID

Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Venable Law Firm Offices; Studio Architecture; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 85-88; May 05; ID

Washington; Office Building; Realtor Building; Building Team Project Award; Gund Partnership and SMB Architects; ph.; p. 56; May 05; BD&C

Washington; Recreation/Park; Greenskate Laboratory Skatepark; Don Hawkins; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 38-43; Aug 05; LA

Washington; Recreation/Park; Reviving Parks in Distressed Areas; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. map; p. 124-135; June 05; LA

Washington; Recreation/Park; Washington Canal Park; Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by George Hazlerigg; ph. map ill. dia. pl.; p. 106-115; June 05; LA

Washington; Residence; Private Residence; Muse Architects; by Meghan Druebing; ph. pl. pers.; p. 88-91; Sept 05; RA

Washington; Residential Development; Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; Shinberg & Levinas; Interior Design by Jeffrey Thrasher; by Raul Barreeneche; ph.; p. 142-151; Aug 05; ID

Washington; River, Waterway; Anacostia Waterfront Initiative; AIA Honor Award; Chan Krieger; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR

Washington; School/Private; Sidwell Friends School; Kieran & Timberlake; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill.; p. 38; Sept 05; A

Washington; Stone; Roof Sculpture at National Gallery of Art; Andy Goldsworthy; by Paul Richard; ph.; p. 54-55; Apr 05; LA

Washington; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cady’s Alley; AIA Honor Award; Sorg & Associates, Frank Schlesinger and et al.; by Jane F. Kolleeny; elev.; p. 146; May 05; AR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (cont’d)

Washington; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Georgetown Townhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Barnes & Vanze; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 202; Oct 05; B

Washington; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mather Building Renovation; Builder’s Choice Award; Cunningham & Quill; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 142-143; Oct 05; B

DOOR

Access Control; Integrating equipment and procedures; by T.J. Gottwald; ph. cea; p. 315-319; Dec 05; AR

Automatic Doors and Physical Requirements; by Christopher Johnson; ph. table; p. 34-40; Jan 05; TCS

Coastal Building Codes; Designing for impact and wind resistance; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; July 05; RA

Cold-Storage Doors; by Kevin King and Jim Boerger; ph.; p. 54-59; Sept 05; TCS

De-Icing Salt and Stainless Steel Door Corrosion; by Catherine Houska; ph.; p. 98; May 05; TCS

Horizontal Sliding-Door Systems; by Anthony Flint; ph. cea; p. 305-309; Dec 05; AR

Improving the Performance of Terrace Doors; by Scott Condirey and Edward Woods; ph. table map ref.; p. 42-51; May 05; TCS

Low-Pressure Laminates for Wood Doors; by David San Paolo; ph. table; p. 30-40; May 05; TCS

New Developments in Garage Doors; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 77-78; Sept 05; B

Preventing Premature Metal Door Failures; by Catherine Houska; ph.; p. 74; Jan 05; TCS

Security Standards for Door Assemblies; by Tom Janicak; ph.; p. 16-18; Jan 05; TCS

Specifying Healthcare Openings; by Lee Garver; ph.; p. 52-59; May 05; TCS

Specifying Revolving Doors; by Angus McMillon; ph.; p. 50-53; Sept 05; TCS

Standards for Windows, Doors and Skylights; by Jeffrey F. Lowinski; ph. table cea; p. 280-284; Dec 05; AR

DRAINAGE

Understanding Pervious Concrete; by Dan Huffman; ph.; p. 42-49; Dec 05; TCS

E

EARTHQUAKE

San Bernardino Valley College; Seismic framing technology; Steven Ehrlich; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 149-150; Aug 05; AR

See also STRUCTURAL

ECOLOGY

Benefits of LEED Accredited Landscape Architects; by Kevin Flynn; ill.; p. 54-65; Aug 05; LA
ECOLOGY (cont'd)

Ecological Classification Systems; James Omernik; by Adam Regn Arvidson; map; p. 70-80; Apr 05; LA

Employing Sheep and Goats to Control Vegetation; by Russell A. Beatty; ph. ref.; p. 50-57; Mar 05; LA

Increasing Garden Growth; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 51-58; Mar 05; RA

Growth of Green Design and Products; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill.; p. 74-75; Aug 05; LA

Land Conservation and Ecological Classification; by Adam Regn Arvidson; dia. table map; p. 62-69; May 05; LA

Oregon, Portland; Ecological and Economical Management of Stormwater; Tom Liptan; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 102-107; Aug 05; LA

Oregon, Portland; Preserving Open Space; Greenspaces Master Plan; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 116-119; July 05; LA

Texas, The Woodlands; Ecological Planning and Infrastructure; by Ann Forsyth; ph. ref.; p. 69-68; July 05; LA

Using Water Efficiently for Landscapes; by Eric D. Davis; ph.; p. 58-64; Mar 05; LA

See also CONSERVATION; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

75 Largest Housing Markets; by John Caulfield; ill. table; p. 126-156; June 05; B

Discussion of the Housing Boom; by John Caulfield; graph ill.; p. 156-160; Sept 05; B

Four Hot Housing Markets; by Rich Binsacca; ph. table; p. 250-258; Oct 05; B

The Housing Bubble; by Michele Mariani; ph. ill. table; p. 328-336; Jan 05; B

EDUCATION

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

EGYPT

Alexandria: Library; Bibliotheca Alexandrina; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Snohetta Hamza Consortium; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Jan 05; AR

ELDERLY HOUSING

California, San Francisco; The Avenue Assisted Living; Builder's Choice Award; Kodama & Diseno; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 202; Oct 05; B

California, Santa Barbara; Maravilla; Gold Nugget Award; Mithun Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 114; June 05; B

Netherlands, Almere-Haven; de Overloop Home for the Elderly; Herman Hertzberger; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 80; Aug 05; RA

Trends in Senior Living; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl.; p. 32-34; May 05; A

ELECTRICAL

Cabling Solutions for Casino Floors; Floor-based raceway systems; by John Michlovic; ph. ill.; p. 60-65; June 05; TCS

Core Wall; Modular plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems; by Charles Wardell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 67-68; Oct 05; B

Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and LEED; by James S. Cook; ph.; p. 44-50; Nov 05; TCS

Possibilities of Structured Wiring; by Rebecca Day; ph.; p. 107-108; Sept 05; RA

Viability of Distributed Electricity Generation; by John R. Tumer; ph. ref.; p. 70-77; Oct 05; TCS

See also ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; LIGHTING

ELEVATOR

Destination-Based Elevator Systems; by Sula Moudakis; ph.; p. 58-64; Feb 05; TCS

Destination-Based Elevators; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 65; Aug 05; A

Elevators Without Penthouses; by James D. Lawrence; ph. ill. ref.; p. 76-83; Aug 05; TCS

EMPLOYMENT

Modernization, Marketing and Architectural Practice in the 1930s; by Gabrielle Esperdy; chart ill. ph. ref.; p. 24-40; May 05; JAE

Utilizing Offshore Labor; Effects on the architecture profession; by Nancy B. Solomon and Charles Linn; ph. elev. m. ill.; p. 82-90; Jan 05; AR

See also OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY

Chilled Beam System Cuts Energy Costs; by David Barista; ph. ill. table sec. dia. elev.; p. 24-39; Nov 05; BD&C

Commercial Building Energy Codes and Standards; by David Weitz; ph. map table ref.; p. 77-83; Sept 05; TCS

Energy from Wind Power; by Barbara Knecht; ph. dia.; p. 272-278; May 05; AR

See also CONSERVATION; ELECTRICAL; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ENGLAND

—; Architecture; Obituary; Ralph Erskine; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 36; Apr 05; AR

—; Health Care, Health Center; Screening and Diagnostic Center; St. Bartholomew's Hospital; Greenhill & Jenner; by Elena Kornbluth; ph.; p. 57-60; Aug 05; ID

Birmingham; Restaurant; Spiral Cafe; Copper in Architecture Award; Marks & Barfield; ph. ill. sec.; p. 84-85; Oct 05; AR

Cambridge; Arts Center; Kettle's Yard; James Fobert; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. axon. ill. pers. pl.; p. 73-80; May 05; AR
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London; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Clifford Chance; Gensler Associates; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S12-S15; Nov 05; ID

London; Office Building/Middle Rise; Wellcome Trust Headquarters; Hopkins Architects; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 58-65; Feb 05; ARev

London; Office Building; Allies and Morrison Office Building; Allies & Morrison; ph.; p. 46-47; Feb 05; BD&C

London; Office Building; AM International Regional Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Elliott & Associates; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 133; May 05; AR

London; Office Building; Fitzrovia Building; Arup headquarters; Sheppard Robson; by David Gissen; ph.; p. 163-164; July 05; AR

London; Residence; 62 Rochester Place; Live/work conversion; Hughes & Meyers and Saner & Hopkins; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Feb 05; ARev

London; Residence; House Addition; Alison Brooks; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 94-97; Oct 05; ARev

London; Residence; Pavilion in the Sky; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 140; May 05; AR

London; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; Tughela Gino; by Becky Sunshine; ph.; p. 136-137; Aug 05; ID

London; School/Adult; Westminster City Academy; AHMM; by Rob Gregory; pers.; p. 66; Apr 05; ARev

London; School/Early Learning Center; Laver- der Sure Start and Children's Centre; John McAslan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 42-43; Sept 05; A

London; Sidewalk; Plantation Lane; Public street becomes public art centre; Arup; Art by Simon Patterson; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 05; ARev

London; Store/Clothing; DPMHI Store; Francois Scal!; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 05; ID

London; Studio; The Hospital Recording Studio; Allies & Morrison; Interior Design by Suzy Hoodless; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 72-77; July 05; ID

London; University/Residential; Westfield Student Village; Queen Mary University of London; Copper in Architecture Award; Feilden, Clegg & Bradley; ph.; p. 82-83; Oct 05; ARev

Northampton; Museum; 78 Derngate House-Museum; John McAslan; Original Design by Charles Rennie Mackintosh; by Hugh Pearman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 05; AR

Oxford; University/Dining Hall; Senior Common Room Addition; St. John's University; MacCormac, Jamieson & Prichard; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 54-59; Nov 05; ARev

Sheffield; Housing; Park Hill Housing Refurbishment; Hawkins & Brown; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. pers.; p. 86; Apr 05; ARev

Sunbury; Marine; Historic Model Ship Collection; Display system; by Catherine Slessor; ph. det. iso.; p. 28-29; Jan 05; ARev
ENGLAND (cont’d)

Windermere: Residence; Moorcrag; C.F.A. Voysey; by Meghan Drueeding; ph.; p. 136; Sept 05; RA

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Five Years of LEED; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. map chart cea; p. 135-142; June 05; AR

Guidelines for Shopping Center Design; by David Barista; ph.; p. 28-32; Apr 05; BD&C

Louisiana, New Orleans; Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 191-194; Oct 05; AR

Recreational Impact on Trails and Wildlife; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 82-84; Jan 05; LA

See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ESCALATOR

Escalator Design Principles; by Rod Lynch; ph. table ill. det.; p. 50-57; Dec 05; TCS

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

Baraque de Chantier; Olaf Nicolai; by Marc Spiegler; ph.; p. 223; Aug 05; ID

California, Berkeley; Ohlone Greenway Exhibits; by Karl Linn; ph. ill. elev.; p. 34-41; July 05; LA

California, Los Angeles; On Tour with Renzo Piano & Building Workshop Exhibit; Renzo Piano; by Julianna Morais; ph.; p. 73; June 05; A

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Retail; Team HC; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 308-309; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Corporate; Chu & Gooding; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 312-313; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Education; WWCT; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 310-311; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Health Care; Langdon & Wilson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 314-315; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Hospitality; Interior Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 316-317; May 05; ID

California, San Diego; Sci Fi Channel Exhibition; Comic-Con International; Gift; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 236-237; Oct 05; ID

California, Sonoma; Cornerstone Garden Festival; Peter Walker and Ron Lutsko; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. ill. pl.; p. 94-105; Feb 05; LA

Canada, Quebec; Metis; International Garden Festival; by Bernard St-Denis and Peter Jacobs; ph.; p. 94-103; Nov 05; LA

Canada, Quebec; Montreal; Sense of the City Exhibition; by Rhys Phillips; ph.; p. 60; Dec 05; AR

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont’d)

China, Beijing; Tempble House; Infinite Interiors Exhibition; Michele Saee; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill.; p. 144-151; Sept 05; AR

Denmark, Copenhagen; Hotel Fox Exhibit; by Andreas Tzortzis; ph.; p. 174-185; Aug 05; ID

England, London; Serpentine Gallery Pavilion; Alvaro Siza and Eduardo Souto de Moura; by Hugh Pearman; ph.; p. 69-70; Sept 05; AR

England, Sunbury; Historic Model Ship Collection; Display system; by Catherine Slesser; ph. det. iso.; p. 28-29; Jan 05; AR

Extreme Textiles; Designing for High Performance; Toshiko Mori; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 157-158; Jan 05; ID

Finland, Helsinki; Habitare Exhibition; Helsinki Design Week; Kalialia & Ruskeepaa, Aholia & Korhonen and et al.; by Julia Dawson; ph.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; AR

Florida, Miami Beach; Design.05 Exhibition; by Tom Austin; ph.; p. 92-93; Nov 05; ID

France, Chaumont-sur-Loire; Chaumont Garden Festival 2005; by David R. Marshall; ph.; p. 88-99; Dec 05; LA

France, Chaumont-sur-Loire; International Garden Festival; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 90-95; Mar 05; LA

France, Paris; Medici Fountain at Luxembourg Gardens; Fete du Mimosa; Cao & Perrot; by Stephen Jerrom; ph.; p. 24-25; June 05; LA

Germany, Leipzig; Rucksack House; Stefan Eberstadt; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 116-117; Apr 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Out of the Box; Design Innovations in Manufactured Housing Exhibit; by Cheryl Kent; ill.; p. 73; June 05; A

Illinois, Chicago; Zero Gravity Exhibition; Art Institute of Chicago; Renzo Piano; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 88; July 05; A

Italy, Bologna; Cersaie Tile Fair; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 139-142; Jan 05; ID

Italy, Milan; Salone Internazionale del Mobile Exhibition; by Karen D. Singh; ph.; p. 186-195; June 05; ID

Japan, Aichi; 2005 World Expo; Spain Pavilion; Foreign Office Architects; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 263; July 05; ID

Japan, Aichi; 2005 World Exhibition; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 63-64; July 05; AR

Japan, Aichi; VIP Suite; Meyer & Davis; Interior Design by Thom Filicia; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl.; p. 220-227; July 05; ID

Japan, Tokyo; Ryuko Tsushin Exhibition; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 251; Apr 05; ID

Mobile Structure for Multimedia Events; P/A Citation; Neil Denari; ph. elev. sec. ill.; p. 42-43; Jan 05; A

New York, New York; Forever Modern Exhibition; 50 years of Record Houses; ph. m.; p. 63-67; Nov 05; AR

New York, New York; Groundswell: Constructing the Contemporary Landscape; Exhibit at Museum of Modern Art; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p. 33-34; Apr 05; A
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EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont’d)

New York, New York; Groundswell: Constructing the Contemporary Landscape; Exhibit at Museum of Modern Art; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.; p. 22-24; May 05; LA

New York, New York; Mexico City Dialogues: New Architectural Practices Exhibit; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 91-92; May 05; AR

New York, New York; SAFE: Design Takes on Risk Exhibition; by Victoria Rowan; ph.; p. 59-60; Dec 05; AR

New York, New York; The Mythic City; Photographs of New York 1925-1940; Samuel H. Gottschow; by Donald Albrecht; ph.; p. 246-255; Sept 05; ID

New York, Queens; Hall of Science; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by Harrison & Abramovitz; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 224-229; May 05; AR

New York, Queens; Young Architects Program: SUR; Xefirotrach; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 73-74; Sept 05; AR

S.S. Great Britain Renovation and Visitor Center; Alec French; Exhibition Design by David McCabe; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 36-37; Oct 05; AR Rev

Spain, Bilbao; The Matter of Time Exhibit; Richard Serra; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 138-139; Aug 05; ID

The New City: Sub/URbia in Recent Photography; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 32-33; Nov 05; A

See also ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; CONVENTION CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOW-ROOM; UNIVERSITY

F

FABRIC

Extreme Textiles; Designing for High Performance; Toshiko Mori; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 157-158; Jan 05; ID

Vintage-Inspired Patterns; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 82-83; Dec 05; ID

FACTORY

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FENCE

Maine, Northeast Harbor; Privacy Fence; Burdick & Booher; by Jennifer Steen Booher and Bobbie Burdick; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-46; June 05; LA

FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

California, Los Angeles; Jigsaw Studio; AIA Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 132; May 05; AR

California, West Los Angeles; Jigsaw Studio; Pugh & Scarpa; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 318-323; May 05; ID

Washington, Seattle; The Brain Film Studio; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 120; Apr 05; AR

See also OFFICE BUILDING; STUDIO

FINANCIAL

Access to Capital; New financing options; by Michele Mariani; ph. ill. elev.; p. 164-170; Feb 05; B

Building Fee Formulas Challenged; by Michele Mariani; ill.; p. 47-43; July 05; B

Changes in the Mortgage Industry; Impact on Home Builders; Part 3 of 3; by Michele Mariani; ph. dia. chart; p. 140-146; Dec 05; B

Cost-Saving Initiatives; Ways to cut operating costs; by Nigel F. Maynard et al.; ill.; p. 88-106; Apr 05; A

Direct Labor Multiplier; by Hugh Hochberg; p. 38-40; Apr 05; A

Energy Policy Act; Tax credits for energy-efficient builders; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 51-52; Oct 05; B

Managing Real Estate Speculators; by Pat Curry; ph. ill. table; p. 236-242; Oct 05; B

Taking a Company Private; by Michele Mariani; ill.; p. 51-52; June 05; B

See also ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

FINLAND

Helsinki; Exhibition, Exhibit; Habilitate Exhibition; Helsinki Design Week; Kalliala & RusKEENAA, Ahoia & Korronen and et al.; by Julia Dawson; ph.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; AR Rev

Helsinki; Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Steven Hoff; by Scott Drake; ph. pl. ref.; p. 53-59; Nov 05; JAE

Helsinki; Religious Building/Church; Laajasalo Church; Copper in Architecture Award; Jarvinen & Nieminen; ph.; p. 80-81; Oct 05; AR Rev

Helsinki; University/Social Sciences School; Swedish School of Social Science; University of Helsinki; Juha Leiviska; by Catherine Slessor; elev. pers. m.; p. 63; Apr 05; AR Rev

Turku; Religious Building/Chapel; St. Henry's Ecumenical Art Chapel; Sanaksenaho Architects; by Julia Dawson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Oct 05; AR Rev

FIRE PROTECTION

Advantages of Shop-Applied Fireproofing; by Bill Dempster; ph. ref.; p. 85-90; Dec 05; TCS

Building Codes and Passive Fire Protection; by Phil Zanghi; ph. table ref.; p. 84-94; Aug 05; TCS

Designing with Fire-Rated Glass; by Jerry Razwick; ph. cea.; p. 269-273; Dec 05; AR

New York, New York; Fire Protection at 7 World Trade Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. cea.; p. 139-146; Aug 05; AR

New York, Randall's Island; Burn Building; Firefighter training tool; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 74; Apr 05; A

Residential Fire Sprinklers; NFPA proposal; by Nigel F. Maynard; p. 42; Dec 05; B

See also HAZARDS

FLOOD

Louisiana, New Orleans; Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; Future of New Orleans; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 57-60; Nov 05; AR
FLOOD (cont'd)

Louisiana, New Orleans; Rebuilding Dixie; Housing recovery in aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 118-126; Dec 05; B

Louisiana, New Orleans; Rebuilding New Orleans; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 73-76; Oct 05; AR

Specifying Protection Barriers; by Robin Ringler; ph.; p. 88-100; Apr 05; TCS

See also HAZARDS

FLOOR, FLOORING

Cabling Solutions for Casino Floors; Floor-based raceway systems; by John Michlovic; ph.; ill.; p. 60-65; June 05; TCS

Flexibility and Efficiency of Raised Access Floors; by Peter J. Arsenault and Joel Zwier; ph.; table ill. graph; p. 257-261; Dec 05; AR

Performance Based Specifications for Carpet; by R. Carroll Turner; ph.; table; p. 66-71; June 05; TCS

Protecting Tile and Stone Flooring; Crack-isolation systems; by Sandra Eich; ph. table ill.; p. 53-59; June 05; TCS

See also CARPET; CONCRETE

FLORIDA

Alys Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alys Beach Development; Master Plan by Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 130-138; Aug 05; B

Cape Canaveral; Office Building; NASA Operations and Support Building; Woffberg & Alvarez; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

Coral Gables; City and Regional Planning; Coral Gables; H. George Fink and Phineas Paist; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 458; Jan 05; B

Esteros; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Villaggio; Royal Palm Communities; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 98; Mar 05; B

Fort Lauderdale; City and Regional Planning; Reinvention of Fort Lauderdale; EDSD; by Lake Douglas; ph. map ill.; p. 86-99; July 05; LA

Fort Myers; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Sail Harbour at Health Park; Kevin Campbell; by Pat Curry; ph. ill.; p. 166; June 05; B

Gainesville; University/Design School; Rinker Hall; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Croxton Collaborative Architects and Gould & Evans; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cea; p. 155-158; July 05; AR

Jupiter Island; Residence; Beach House; SH Arc; by Saxon Henry; ph.; p. 240-247; Oct 05; ID

Kissimmee; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bellalago; Avatar Properties and Cuhaci & Peterson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 103; July 05; B

Miami Beach; Exhibition, Exhibit; Design 05 Exhibition; by Tom Austin; ph.; p. 92-93; Nov 05; ID

Miami Beach; Museum; Wolfsonian Museum; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 232-235; Oct 05; ID

FLORIDA (cont'd)

Miami; Arts Center; Miami Performing Arts Center; Cesar Pelli; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Miami; City and Regional Planning; Miami Condo Boom; by Sara Hart; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; July 05; AR

Miami; Office Building/Interiors; Karla Office; Rene Gonzalez; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 158-165; June 05; ID

Miami; Residence; Live-Work Space; Aponwao Design; by Tom Austin; p. 234-239; Mar 05; ID

Naples; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Mirada at Estuary; Builder's Choice Award; Scheurer Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 198; Oct 05; B

New Port Richey; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The Sabals Townhomes; Bloodygood, Sharp & Buster; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 123; Oct 05; B

Oldsmar; Office Building; Nielsen Media Research Campus; Alfonso Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 70-71; May 05; A

Orlando; Architecture; New Urban Challenge; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 208-212; Jan 05; B

Orlando; Housing; Baldwin Park Rental Housing; Builder's Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 186; Oct 05; B

Orlando; Residence; Classic Residence; New Urban Challenge; Geoffrey Mouen; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 214-226; Jan 05; B

Orlando; Residence; New American Home 2005; Bloodygood; Sharp & Buster; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 157-186; Jan 05; B

Orlando; Residence; The Shingled Cottage; New Urban Challenge; Mithun Partners; Interior Design by Suzette Bass; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 240-251; Jan 05; B

Orlando; Residence; Villa for the Modern Couple; New Urban Challenge; Donald M. Rattner; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 226-238; Jan 05; B

Oviedo; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Sanctuary; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 102; Jan 05; B

Ponte Vedra Beach; Residence; Millam House; Paul Rudolph; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 243-244; Mar 05; AR

Seagrove Beach; Residence; Beach Cottage; Historical Concepts; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 116-118; Feb 05; B

Seaside; Religious Building/Chapel; Seaside Interfaith Chapel; Merrill & Pastor; by James S. Russell; ph. axon.; p. 252-254; May 05; AR

Southshore; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; MiraBay; Signage for marketing; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 76; Feb 05; B

Stuart; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Legacy Cove; Best Special Promotion; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 124; Mar 05; B

Tampa; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Weston Manor at Grand Hampton; Bloodygood, Sharp & Buster; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 98; Aug 05; B
FLORIDA (cont’d)
Vero Beach; Architectural Design, Theory; Profile of Firm; Merrill, Pastor & Colgan; by S. Claire Conroy; ph. pl. pers. elev.; p. 66-76; Sept 05; RA

Vero Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Trillium Development; GHO Homes; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; May 05; B

WaterSound; Residence; WaterSound Beach House; Builder’s Choice Award; Cooper & Robertson; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 136-137; Oct 05; B

FOUNDATION

Advantages of a Closed Crawlspace; by Charles Wardell; ph. ill.; p. 87-88; Oct 05; B
Concrete Pouring in Freezing Weather; Concrete Foundations Association research project; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 150-156; Dec 05; B
See also STRUCTURAL/FOUNDATION

FOUNTAIN

California, San Francisco; United Nations Plaza Restoration; Lawrence Halprin; by Mark Hinchin; ph.; p. 128-135; Oct 05; LA

France, Paris; Medici Fountain at Luxembourg Gardens; Fete du Mimosa; Cao & Perrot; by Stephen Jerrom; ph.; p. 24-25; June 05; LA
See also WATER

FRANCE

--; Bridge; Millau Viaduct; Robert Maillart and Christian Menn; by Tony Hunt; ph.; p. 98; June 05; AR

--; Bridge; Viaduc de la Savoureuse; Wilkinson & Eyre; by Rob Gregory; pl. elev. sec. iso.; p. 80; Apr 05; AR

--; University/Library; Science Library; University of Orleans; Lipsky & Rollet; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; July 05; AR

Boulogne-Billancourt; Industrial Building; Renault Communications Centre; Remodel and expansion; Jakob & MacFarlane; Original Design by Claude Vassoni; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 62-67; June 05; AR

Boulogne-Billancourt; Industrial Building; Renault Square Com; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 100-105; Aug 05; AR

Chamou-sur-Loire; Exhibition, Exhibit; International Garden Festival; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 90-95; Mar 05; LA

Chamou-sur-Loire; Garden; Chamou Gardens Festival 2005; by David R. Marshall; ph.; p. 88-99; Dec 05; LA

Haute-Marne; Residence; Carre Rouge; Gloria Friedmann; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 119; Apr 05; AR

Lyons; Museum/Science, Technology; Knowledge of Our Age Museum; Coop Himmeilblau; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 47; Apr 05; AR

FRANCE (cont’d)

Metz; Auditorium; Pompidou Center; Shigeru Ban; Structural Design by Arup; by Deborah Snoonian; elev. m. axon.; p. 176-177; Sept 05; AR

Paris; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Decoi Architects; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 182-183; July 05; ID

Paris; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Interior; Frederic Lavaud; Interior Design by Laurent Buttazzoni; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 256-263; Oct 05; ID

Paris; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Interior; Matteo Messervy; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 248-253; Mar 05; ID

Paris; Apartment Building; Flower Tower; Edouard Francois; by David Barista; ph. pl. det.; p. 44-46; Jan 05; BD&C

Paris; Architecture; Architectural Experimentation in the Theater of Space, 1937; Edouard Autant; by Gray Read; ph. pl. elev. sec. table iso. ill. ref.; p. 53-62; May 05; JAE

Paris; Bathroom; Ministudio Bathroom; L.A. Design; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. S44-S46; Apr 05; ID

Paris; Cultural Center; Maison de l’Architecture; Chartier & Corbasson; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 262-269; May 05; ID

Paris; Exhibition, Exhibit; Medici Fountain at Luxembourg Gardens; Fete du Mimosa; Cao & Perrot; by Stephen Jerrom; ph.; p. 24-25; June 05; LA

Paris; Government Building; Ministry of Culture and Communications; Francis Soler; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. elev. sec. det.; p. 67-68; Sept 05; A

Paris; Hotel; Hotel du Petit Moulin; Vincent Bastie; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 210-217; Apr 05; ID

Paris; Housing; Rue De Meaux Housing; Renzo Piano; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; Mar 05; RA

Paris; Library; Bibliotheque Nationale; Dominique Perrault; by Mark Hinchin; ph.; p. 166-168; Mar 05; LA

Paris; Office Building/Interiors; BETC Office Remodel; Jung Architects and Plum Buro; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 112-119; Nov 05; ID

Paris; Office Building; EMI Corporate Campus; Renzo Piano; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; sec.; p. 276-283; May 05; ID

Paris; Recreation/Park; Parc de la Villette; Bernard Tschumi; by George Hazelrigg; ph.; p. 166-168; Jun 05; LA

Paris; Residence; Cochin Residence; Guillaume Cochin; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 226-233; Mar 05; ID

Paris; Store/Clothing; Chanel Store; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino and Vigneron Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 137; May 05; AR

Paris; Store; Perfume Store; Patrick Naggar; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 80-81; Apr 05; ID

Rouen; Theater; Maxim Gorki Theatre; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. sec.; p. 83; Sept 05; AR
FRANCE (cont’d)

Saint-Nazaire; Theater; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Catherine Slessor; pl. sec. pers.; p. 44; Apr 05; AR

Saint-Saturnin-les-Apt; Hotel; Domaine des Andeols Hotel; Bodin & Associates; by Lanie Goodman; ph.; p. 218-224; Jan 05; ID

Val d’Isère; Hotel; Club Med; Francois Champsaur; Original Design by Jean-Pierre Chiantello; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 231-236; June 05; ID

FUNERAL HOME

Australia, Wilcannia; Wilcannia Health Centre; Merrima Design Group; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 32-37; Jan 06; AR

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

20th Century Furniture Auctions Gain in Popularity; by Judith Gura; ph.; p. 206-207; Sept 05; ID

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS (cont’d)

Finland, Helsinki; Habitatare Exhibition; Helsinki Design Week; Kalliala & Ruskeepaa, Ahola & Korhonen and et al.; by Julia Dawson; ph.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; AR

Future Furniture; by Lauren LeBlanc; ph.; p. 137-144; Oct 05; ID

Interview with Production Designer; Kelly Van Patter; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 202-204; Sept 05; ID

Virginia, Charlottesville; Cradle to Cradle Design Protocol; Ecology minded building products; McDonough & Braungart Design Chemistry; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cea; p. 159-164; Dec 05; AR

See also SHOWROOM

GARDEN (cont’d)

California, San Francisco; Roof Garden; Andrea Cochran; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 108-113; Apr 05; LA

California, San Francisco; Show Garden; 2004 ASLA Award; Andrea Cochran; by Marty Carlock; ph.; p. 114-117; Apr 05; LA

California, Sonoma; Cornerstone Garden Festival; Peter Walker and Ron Lutsko; by Kenneth Helphand; ph. ill. pl.; p. 94-105; Feb 05; LA

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Black Creek Urban Farm Project; Brad Peterson; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. pl.; p. 30-38; June 05; LA

Canada, Quebec, Metis; International Garden Festival; by Bernard St-Denis and Peter Jacobs; ph.; p. 94-103; Nov 05; LA

France, Chaumont-sur-Loire; Chaumont Garden Festival 2005; by David R. Marshall; ph.; p. 88-99; Dec 05; LA

France, Paris; Medici Fountain at Luxembourg Gardens; Fete du Mimosas; Cao & Perrot; by Stephen Jerrom; ph.; p. 24-25; June 05; LA

Increasing Garden Biodiversity; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 74-75; Aug 05; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Estelle’s Garden; Stirling & Brown; Landscape Design by Carol R. Johnson; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 22-30; Nov 05; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Leventritt Shrub and Vine Garden; Maryann Thompson; Landscape Design by Reed & Hilderbrand; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. elev.; p. 124-127; Oct 05; AR

Massachusetts, Falmouth; Cape Cod Garden; Horuichi & Solien; by Heather Hammatt; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; Jan 05; LA

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Family Life Center Living Garden; Douglas Hills Associates; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. ref. ill.; p. 28-39; Mar 05; LA

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Meijer Gardens and Sculpture Park; Progressive AE; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 40-47; Jan 05; LA

Michigan, Royal Oak; Memorial Garden; Grissim, Metz & Andriese; Lighting Design by Illuminart; by Randall K. Metz; ph. ill.; p. 46-52; Apr 05; LA

Nepal, Kathmandu; Keshar Mahal Garden of Dreams Restoration; Gotz Hagmuller; Original Design by Kishwor Narsingh; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl.; p. 130-139; Sept 05; LA

New Jersey, Princeton; Princeton Writers Block; Kevin Wilkes; Landscape Design by Alan Goodheart; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph.; p. 26; May 05; LA

New York, New York; Roof Garden; Museum of Modern Art; Ken Smith; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 104-111; Nov 05; LA

New York, New York; Roof Garden; Museum of Modern Art; by Jacky Bowring; ph.; p. 146-148; Nov 05; LA

New York, Queens; School Learning Garden; Ken Smith; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 22-29; Feb 05; LA

GARDEN

California, Alcatraz Island; Alcatraz Gardens Preservation; by Judith B. Tankard; ph. ref. ill.; p. 54-62; Sept 05; LA

California, Pasadena; Stuart Company Garden; LRM; Original Design by Thomas Church; by Joan Woodword; ph. ref. pl.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; LA

Garage

See PARKING, GARAGE

GARDEN

California, Alcatraz Island; Alcatraz Gardens Preservation; by Judith B. Tankard; ph. ref. ill.; p. 54-62; Sept 05; LA

California, Pasadena; Stuart Company Garden; LRM; Original Design by Thomas Church; by Joan Woodword; ph. ref. pl.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; LA
GARDEN (cont'd)

New York, Rochester; Rochester Vinyard; Urban farming; Environmental Design & Research; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. ill. pl.; p. 30-38; June 05; LA

Oregon, Portland; Pebble Mosaics; Jeffrey Bale; by Jim Cava; ph.; p. 94-98; Aug 05; LA

Practical Approach to Healing Gardens; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 108-113; Dec 05; LA

Principles of Pebble Mosaics; by Jeffrey Bale; ph.; p. 99-101; Aug 05; LA

Protecting Gardens from Deer; by Carole Ottesen; ph.; ref.; p. 52-59; July 05; LA

Texas, Dallas; Creekside Garden; 2004 ASLA award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 110-115; July 05; LA

Venezuela, Caracas; Parque del Este Restoration; Diana Henriquez and Eugenia Bacc; Original Design by Tabora & Stoddart; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill.; p. 106-113; Feb 05; LA

Washington, Wenatchee; Ohme Gardens; by Don Brigham, Jr.; ph.; p. 48-53; Jan 05; LA

See also BOTANIC GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES; RECREATION; Specific Building Type

GEORGIA

Albany; Aquarium; Flint RiverQuarium; Antoine Predock and RBK Architects; Exhibition Design by Lyons & Zaremba; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 218-223; May 05; AR

Atlanta, Near; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Trilogy Park; Utilizing booklet renderings in marketing materials; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 75; Feb 05; B

Atlanta; Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; Art Foundry; James & Harwick; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; July 05; B

Atlanta; Architecture; America's Best Builders; John Wieland Homes; by Michele Mariani; ph. graph; p. 312-316; Jan 05; B

Atlanta; Arts Center; Atlanta Symphony Center; Santiago Calatrava; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C

Atlanta; Memorial, Monument; Millennium Gate; Robert Adam; Landscape Design by Spencer Tunnell; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Mar 05; LA

Atlanta; Museum/Art; High Museum of Art; Renzo Piano and Lord, Aek & Sargent; by Julie Sinclair Eakin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; A

Atlanta; Museum/Art; High Museum of Art; Renzo Piano and Lord, Aek & Sargent; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 130-135; Nov 05; AR

Atlanta; Performing Arts Center; Symphony Center Landscape; Santiago Calatrava; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by Jonathan Lerner; pl. sec.; p. 18-22; Jan 05; LA

Atlanta; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Residences at Atlantic Station; Builder’s Choice Award; James & Harwick; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 144-145; Oct 05; B

GEORGIA (cont’d)

Atlanta; Showroom; Interface Showroom; TVs Interiors; by Stephen Milliot; ph.; p. 110-114; June 05; ID

Atlanta; University/Recreation; Campus Recreation Center; Georgia Institute of Technology; Building Team Project Award; Hastings & Chivetta; by David Barista; ph. cost anal.; p. 40-42; May 05; BD&C

Dillard; Residence; Mountain Tree House; AIA Honor Award; Scogin & Elam; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 126; May 05; AR

Duluth; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Breckinridge Station; Bowen Family Homes; by Pat Curry; ph. ill.; p. 158; June 05; B

Eagle’s Landing; Bank; Wachovia Branch Bank; Gensler Associates; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 66-70; Feb 05; ID

Lake City; Residence; Harper Residence; “Extreme Makeover: Home Edition”; Beazer Homes USA; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 55-60; May 05; B

Milledgeville; Museum; Old Governor’s Mansion; Reconstruction Award; Lord, Aek & Sargent; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 32-33; Oct 05; BD&C

GERIATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOSPITAL

GERMANY

Baden-Baden; Museum; Frieder Burda Collection Museum; Richard Meier; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Mar 05; A

Berlin; Arts Center; Akademie der Kunste; Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-67; Nov 05; AR

Berlin; Government Building; Netherlands Embassy; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-50; Mar 05; BD&C

Berlin; Health Care, Health Center; Orthope dist’s Office; Mateja Mikulandra-Mackat; Art by John Knitt; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 52-54; Nov 05; ID

Berlin; Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; Peter Eisenman; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 120-127; July 05; AR

Berlin; Memorial, Monument; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; Peter Eisenman; by Max Page; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-45; June 05; A

Berlin; Office Building/Interiors; Product Visionaires Headquarters; Redecker-Christian sen; Interior Design by Martini & Meyer; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 254-261; May 05; ID

Berlin; Transit Station; Central Railway Station; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec. m.; p. 51-52; Feb 05; A

Boblingen; Cultural Center; Boblingen Cultural Centre; Barkow & Leibinger; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-41; Apr 05; AR

79
GERMANY (cont’d)

Bonn; Museum: Rheinisches Landesmuseum; Architektengruppe Stuttgart; Exhibition Design by Creamuse; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-87; Feb 05; AR

Cottbus; University/Library; Library; Brandenburg Technical University; Herzog & de Meuron; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; Aug 05; BD&C

Dessau; Government Building; Federal Environmental Agency; Sauerbruch & Hutton; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. iso. axon. dia.; p. 38-49; July 05; ARev

Dessau; Government Building; Federal Environmental Ministry; Sauerbruch & Hutton; Art by Hans-Joachim Haertel; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 36-43; Aug 05; A

Frankfurt; Bank; KFW Banking Group Headquarters; Sauerbruch & Hutton; by Layla Dawson; pl. elev. m.; p. 40-41; May 05; ARev

Frankfurt; Night Club; Cocoon Club; Deitz Joppfen Architekten; Lighting Design by 3deluxe; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 160-164; Aug 05; AR

Hamburg; Residence; Schmidt Residence Interiors; Peter Schmidt; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 254-259; Mar 05; ID

Hamburg; Restaurant; East Hotel Restaurant; Jordan Mozzer; by Farhad Heydari; ph. pl.; p. 146-149; Nov 05; AR

Hausenberg; Museum/Science, Technology; Museum of Granite; Bruckner & Bruckner; by Rob Gregory; elev. m.; p. 48; Apr 05; ARev

Herbrechtingen; School/Special; Pistorius School; Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner; by Layla Dawson; pl. sec.; p. 58-65; Sept 05; A

Leipzig; Exhibition, Exhibit; Rucksack House; Stefan Eberstadt; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 116-117; Apr 05; AR

Leipzig; Industrial Building; BMW Central Building; Car plant; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 50-61; June 05; ARev

Leipzig; Industrial Building; BMW Plant Central Building; Zaha Hadid; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-91; Aug 05; AR

Leipzig; Industrial Building; BMW Plant Central Building; Zaha Hadid; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Aug 05; A

Leipzig; Parking, Garage; Leipzig Zoo Car Park; Henrich & Petschnigg; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 78-80; June 05; ARev

Leipzig; Parking, Garage; Leipzig Zoo Parkhaus; Henrich & Petschnigg; by Robert Klara; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 56-57; Oct 05; A

Munich; Hotel; Innsdie Premium Hotel; Murphy & Jahn; Interior Design by Jahn & Lykouria; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 160-162; Nov 05; AR

Munich; Industrial Building; Service Center; Copper in Architecture Award; Staab Architekten; ph. sec.; p. 87; Oct 05; ARev

Munich; Museum/Aut; Museum for the Brandhorst Collection; Sauerbruch & Hutton; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 46; Apr 05; ARev

GERMANY (cont’d)

Munich; Showroom; BMW Sales and Event Center; Coop Himmelblau; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec. pers. m. axon.; p. 70-73; June 05; ARev

Reutlingen; Learning, Training Center; Sudwestmetall Training Center; Allman, Sattler & Wappner; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Oct 05; ARev

Stralsund; Museum/Science, Technology; German Oceanographic Museum; Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42; Apr 05; ARev

Stuttgart; Museum/Aut; Art Cube Museum; Hascher & Jehle; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 05; ARev

Stuttgart; Museum/Science, Technology; Mercedes-Benz Car Museum; UN Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec. m. dia.; p. 74-77; June 05; ARev

Stuttgart; Museum; Mercedes-Benz Museum; UN Studio; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. ill.; p. 172-173; Dec 05; AR

Wolfsburg; Museum/Science, Technology; Phaeno Science Center; Zaha Hadid; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 32; Nov 05; ARev

GLASS

Art and Science of Transparency; Introduction; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 38-39+; Feb 05; ARev

Curtain Wall Design for Solar Control; by Steve Fronen; ph.; p. 65-70; Sept 05; TCS

Designing with Fire-Rated Glass; by Jerry Razwick; ph. cea.; p. 269-273; Dec 05; AR

Dispelling Glass Block Myths; by Nicholas T. Loonis; ph.; p. 38-44; Aug 05; TCS

High-Performance Benefits of Laminated Glass; ph. table graph ill. cca.; p. 252-256; Dec 05; AR

Low-E Glass Substitutes; by Don McCann; ph. ill.; p. 47-51; July 05; TCS

Technological Advances in Laminated Glass Panels; ph. cca.; p. 287-291; Dec 05; AR

See also WINDOW

GLAZING

Why Insulated Glazing Units Fail; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; p. 90; Nov 05; TCS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

Border Station Expansion Program; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 50-55; Oct 05; A

California, Los Angeles; California Department of Transportation Headquarters; Morphosis; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; July 05; ARev

California, San Jose; San Jose City Hall; Richard Meier and Steinberg Architects; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl. dia.; p. 40-47; Nov 05; BD&C

Czech Republic, Zlin; Library and Congress Centre; University of Tomas Bata; Eva Jiricna; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 61; Apr 05; ARev
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

France, Paris; Ministry of Culture and Communications; Francis Soler; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. elev. sec. det.; p. 67-68; Sept 05; A

Germany, Berlin; Netherlands Embassy; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-50; Mar 05; BD&C

Germany, Dessau; Federal Environmental Agency; Sauерbruch & Hutton; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. iso. axon. dia.; p. 38-49; July 05; AR

Germany, Dessau; Federal Environmental Ministry; Sauерbruch & Hutton; Art by Hans-Joachim Haertei; by Aaron Betsyky; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 36-43; Aug 05; A

Luxembourg, —; Court of Justice fo the European Communities; Dominique Perrault; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m.; p. 76; Apr 05; AR

Mississippi, Jackson; Federal Courthouse; Computer models for lighting; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 67; Aug 05; A

Mississippi, Jackson; Virtual Reality and Digital Modeling; Federal courtroom design tools; H3 Hardy; Acoustical Design by Arup Acoustics; by Alan Joch; ph.; p. 184; Jan 05; AR

New Jersey, Newark; Essex County Courthouse; Reconstruction Award; Farewell, Mills & Gatsch; Original Design by Cass Gilbert; by David Barista; ph.; p. 20-24; Oct 05; BD&C

New York, Albany; New York State Capitol Building; Françoise Bollack; Original Design by Thomas Fuller; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 54; Feb 05; A

New York, New York; Firehouse Restorations; Prendergast & Laurel; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 186-190; June 05; AR

New York, New York; Room GA-200; United Nations Headquarters; Inlay and David Hotson; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 248-249; May 05; ID

Oregon, Eugene; Federal Courthouse; Morphosis; by Catherine Slesser; pl. pers. m.; p. 68-69; Apr 05; AR

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Parliament Building; EMBT and RMJM; by Catherine Slesser; ph. sec. pl.; p. 28-35; Feb 05; A

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Parliament Building; EMBT and RMJM; by David Cohn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 98-111; Feb 05; AR

Spain, Jerez; Jerez City Planning Offices; Antonio Martinez Garcia and Juan Luis Trillo; by Alexander Levi; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; Mar 05; AR

Spain, Santiago de Compostela; Presidential Compound of Galicia; Manuel Gallego Jorreta; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 84-85; Mar 05; AR

Virginia, Richmond; Recladding Richmond City Hall; Scribner, Messer, Brady & Wade and Wiss, Janney & Elstner; by Sara Hart; ph. dia. cea; p. 261-268; May 05; AR

Virginia, Richmond; Virginia State Capitol; Renovation; Hillier Architecture; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. det.; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

Washington, Seattle; Ground Security at U.S. Federal Courthouse; Landscape architecture and security; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Clair Elnow; ph. pl. elev.; p. 44-49; Aug 05; LA

Washington, Seattle; Seattle City Hall; Bohlin, Cwynski & Jackson, Bassetti Architects and et al.; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. elev.; p. 74-83; Oct 05; LA

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; MUSEUM; UNIVERSITY

GREENHOUSE

California, San Francisco; Conservatory of Flowers; AIA Honor Award; Architectural Resources Group; Structural Design by Tennebaum & Manheim; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 118; May 05; AR

California, San Francisco; Conservatory of Flowers; Renovation; Architectural Resources Group; Structural Design by Tennebaum & Manheim; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. cea; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR

California, San Francisco; Conservatory of Flowers; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 223; Feb 05; ID

See also BOTANIC GARDEN

H

HANDICAPPED DESIGN

Barrier-Free Washroom Accessibility; by Alan Gettelman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-53; Oct 05; TCS

Curb Ramps and ADA Compliance; by Bob D. Sexton; ph.; p. 76-82; Nov 05; TCS

Destination-Based Elevator Systems; by Sula Moudakis; ph.; p. 58-64; Feb 05; TCS

Efficient and Low-Budget Restroom Design; by Jason Renner; ph.; p. 40-45; Oct 05; TCS

Future of Accessible Design; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 31-32; Sept 05; A

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Gasterland Kitchen; Rosemary McMonigal; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-31; Nov 05; RA

Specifying Revolving Doors; by Angus McMillan; ph.; p. 50-53; Sept 05; TCS

Wheelchair Lifts in Performance Facilities; by Don Birdsell; ph. table; p. 58-65; Dec 05; TCS

HARDWARE

Access Control; by T.J. Gottwalt; ph. cea; p. 315-319; Dec 05; AR

Flush Bolts and the Building Code; by Joseph Calvert; table; p. 12-13; May 05; TCS

High-End Hardware for Residential, Commercial, and Hospitality Locations; by Stanley Stark; ph. cea; p. 293-297; Dec 05; AR

Power Door Operators; by Tracy Smith; ph. ref.; p. 45-49; Sept 05; TCS
HAWEI
Honolulu; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Kahakai Estates; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 102; Jan 05; B

HAZARDS
Designing to Avoid Mold; by Charles Wardell; ph. ill.; p. 79-80; May 05; B
Discussion from a Mold Expert; by Pat Curry; ph. ill.; p. 63-64; July 05; B
See also EARTHQUAKE; FIRE PROTECTION; FLOOD; STRUCTURAL; WIND

HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER
Designing for the Obese; by David Barista; ph.; p. 48-52; Nov 05; BD&C
Digital Systems Aid Hospital Design; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 32-39; Feb 05; BD&C
England, ---; Screening and Diagnostic Center; St. Bartholomew's Hospital; Greenhill & Jenner; by Elena Kornbluth; ph.; p. 57-60; Aug 05; ID
Healthcare Architecture and Patient Environment; Evidence based design; by Paul Finch; ph. ref.; p. 44-45; May 05; ARev
Infection-Control Risk Assessment; by Gloria A. Cascarino; p. 78; Sept 05; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Yawkey Center for Outpatient Care; Cambridge Seven, Michael Feldman and et al.; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; pl. p. 126-130; June 05; AR
Michigan, Grand Rapids; Family Life Center Living Garden; Douglas Hills Associates; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. ref. ill.; p. 26-39; Mar 05; LA
Minnesota, Apple Valley; Dalseth Family Dental Clinic; Altus Architecture; by Bette Hammel; ph. pl.; p. 122-130; June 05; AR
New York, Harris; Patrick H. Dollard Discovery Health Center; Guenther 5; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 68-72; May 05; ARev
New York, New York; Duke Chiropractic Center; Annie Gross; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 132-136; Feb 05; ID
New York, New York; Interactive Sculpture; Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center; Granary Associates; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. ill.; p. 56-60; Mar 05; ID
New York, New York; Jay Monahan Center; Guenther 5; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 127-130; Feb 05; ID
Nursing Station Design; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl.; p. 24-31; Feb 05; BD&C
Scotland, Inverness; Maggie's Highlands Cancer Care Center; Center in Architecture Award; Page & Park; Landscape Design by Charles Jencks; ph. pl.; p. 86; Oct 05; ARev

HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER (cont'd)
South Africa, KwaZulu-Natal; Siyathemba Sports and HIV/AIDS Outreach Center; Swee Hong Ng; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill. sec.; p. 41; July 05; A
Spain, Coimbra; Regional Blood Centre; ARX Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; pl. m.; p. 74; Apr 05; ARev
Switzerland, Basel; REHAB Center for Spinal Cord and Brain Injuries; Herzog & de Meuron and Proplaning; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-121; June 05; AR
See also CLINIC; HOSPITAL; RECREATION

HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
Benefits of Natural Ventilation; Operable windows; by Barbara Knecht and Sara Hart; ph. sec. det. cea ill.; p. 161-168; Sept 05; AR
Chilled Beam System Cuts Energy Costs; by David Barista; ph. ill. table sec. dia. elev.; p. 24-39; Nov 05; BD&C
Core Wall; Modular plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems; by Charles Wardell; ph. ill.; p. 67-68; Oct 05; B
Curtain Wall Design for Solar Control; by Steve Fronke; ph.; p. 65-70; Sept 05; TCS
England, London; Fitzrovia Building; Arup headquarters; Sheppard Robson; by David Gissen; ph.; p. 163-164; July 05; AR
Factory-Built Grease Duct Standards; by Shaun Ray; ph. ref.; p. 32-33; Jan 05; TCS
Improving Lighting Systems, Solar-Harvesting and HVAC Work; by Deborah Snoonian et al.; ph. table; p. 144-148; June 05; AR
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and LEED; by James S. Cook; ph.; p. 44-50; Nov 05; TCS
Off-Peak Cooling Applications; by Paul Valenta; ph. ill. table ref.; p. 71-76; Sept 05; TCS
Underfloor Air Distribution; by Raj Gupta and Kurt Karnatz; ph.; p. 24-27; July 05; BD&C
See also ENERGY; SOLAR

HIGHWAY
Australia, Melbourne; Craigieburn Bypass; Taylor, Cullity & Lethlean and Tonkin, Zulaikha & Greer; Sculpture by Robert Owen; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 55-56; Aug 05; AR
Costa Rica, San Jose; Garden Loop Road; Road landscape plan; APT Consultores; Master Planning by Carlos Janklevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. sec.; p. 84-71; Nov 05; LA
Kentucky, Louisville; City of Louisville Highway Redevelopment Plan; by Alan G. Brake; ph.; p. 72; Oct 05; A
Nevada, ---; Roadway Design and Planning; by James L. Sipes; map dia. ill. pl. ref.; p. 72-82; June 05; LA
Utah, ---; Native Plantings Along Interstate 215; Landmark Design; by Jan Striefel; ph.; p. 84-95; Oct 05; LA
HISTORIC, PRESERVATION

California, San Francisco; Ferry Building; SMWM and Page & Turnbull; Original Design by A. Page Brown; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 05; A

California, San Jose; California Theatre; Reconstruction Award; ELS Architecture; by Donald Talend; ph.; p. 34-35; Oct 05; BD&C

Care of Historic Landscapes; by Jane Roy Brown; ill. ref.; p. 66-71; Dec 05; LA

England, Buckingham; Stowe House Restoration; Purcell, Miller & Tritton; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 42-43; Sept 05; AR

Georgia, Milledgeville; Old Governor’s Mansion; Reconstruction Award; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 32-33; Oct 05; BD&C

Massachusetts, Cape Cod; Preserving the Modernist Cottages of Cape Cod by Mildred F. Schmertz; ph.; p. 60-64; Aug 05; AR

Michigan, Detroit; Reviving Downtown Detroit; McIntosh & Poris; by Henry Amick; ph.; p. 178-181; July 05; ID

New Jersey, Newark; Essex County Courthouse; Reconstruction Award; Farewell, Mills & Gatsch; Original Design by Cass Gilbert; by David Barista; ph.; p. 20-24; Oct 05; BD&C

New York, Buffalo; Preservation of Buffalo Central Terminal; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 104; Sept 05; A

Reconstructing Historic Details; by Cleo Abrams-Horsburgh; ph. pl. elev. is.; p. 124-126; Mar 05; LA

Tennessee, Knoxville; Tennessee Theatre; Reconstruction Award; Westlake, Reed & Leskosky and McCarty, Holsaple, McCarty; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 26-29; Oct 05; BD&C

See also Specific Building Type

HOSPITAL

Alaska, Matanuska-Susitna Borough; Mat-Su Regional Medical Center; Ascension Group; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 14; Aug 05; BD&C

Australia, Willcanna; Willcanna Health Centre; Merrima Design Group; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 32-37; Jan 05; AR

Designing for the Obese; by David Barista; ph.; p. 48-52; Nov 05; BD&C

Michigan, Royal Oak; Memorial Garden; Gressim, Metz & Andriese; Lighting Design by Illuminart; by Randall K. Metz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-52; Apr 05; LA

North Carolina, Butner; Psychiatric Hospital; Freelon Group and Cannon Design; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

Texas, Mansfield; Methodist Mansfield Medical Center; RTKC; by Merritt Watts; il.; p. 12; July 05; BD&C

CHILDREN’S

England, London; Evelina Children’s Hospital; Hopkins Architects; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 46-55; May 05; AR

HOSPITAL (cont’d)

CHILDREN’S (cont’d)

Spain, Madrid; Maternity and Children’s Hospital; Jose Rafael Moneo; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 56-63; May 05; AR

GENERAL

Canada, Ontario, Thunder Bay; Regional Hospital; Salter, Farrow & Pilon; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; May 05; AR

PSYCHIATRIC

Denmark, —; Psychiatric Hospital; PLOT; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 71; Apr 05; AR

SPECIAL FACILITY

England, —; Screening and Diagnostic Center; St. Bartholomew’s Hospital; Greenhill & Jenner; by Elena Kornbluth; ph.; p. 57-60; Aug 05; ID

See also CLINIC; HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER

HOTEL

Arizona, Chandler; Elevation Chandler Project; DMJM; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 14; Aug 05; BD&C

Armenia, —; Tufenkian Heritage Hotels; Clodagh Design; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 230-236; Jan 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; Beverly Hilton Renovation; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by Hirsch & Bedner; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S120-S122; Nov 05; ID

Denmark, Copenhagen; Hotel Fox Exhibit; by Andreas Tzortzis; ph.; p. 174-185; Aug 05; ID

France, Paris; Hotel du Petit Moulin; Vincent Bastie; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 210-217; Apr 05; ID

France, Saint-Saturnin-les-Apt; Domaine des Andeols Hotel; Bodin & Associates; by Lanie Goodman; ph.; p. 218-224; Jan 05; ID

France, Val d’Isere; Club Med; Francois Champsaure; Original Design by Jean-Pierre Chiantello; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 231-236; June 05; ID

Germany, Munich; Innside Premium Hotel; Murphy & Jahn; Interior Design by Jahn & Lykouria; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 160-162; Nov 05; AR

Hungary, Budapest; Four Seasons Hotel; Formanyelv and Gabor Kruppa; Interior Design by Richmond International; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 242-246; June 05; ID

Ireland, Dublin; Park Hyatt Hotel; Aires Mateus; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m.; p. 81; Apr 05; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Claska Hotel; Intentionallies, Torafu Architects and Urban Design System; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 216-224; June 05; ID

Korea, Seoul; W Hotel; Studio Gaia and RAD; Interior Design by Tony Chi; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 154-159; Nov 05; AR

83
HOTEL (cont’d)

Nevada, Las Vegas; Hard Rock Hotel: Kelly Wearstler; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 192-196; Mar 05; ID

Nevada, Las Vegas; MGM Grand Skylofts: Leo A. Daly; Interior Design by Tony Chi; by Stephen Milliot; ph.; p. 206-210; Mar 05; ID

Panama, Colon; Hotel Melia Panama Canal; Carlos Jankilevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph.; pl. p. 80-87; Dec 05; LA

Revival of Residential Hotels; by Robert Klara; ph. ill.: sec.-; p. 27-28; Aug 05; A

Spain, Madrid; Hotel Puerta America; Zaha Hadid, Foster & Partners and et al.; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 96-103; Sept 05; AR

Sri Lanka, Galle; Amanagalla Hotel Renovation; Kerry Hill and MICO Associates; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 264-273; Oct 05; ID

Thailand, Bangkok; Siam Kempinski Hotel and Residences; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk and Tandem Architects; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&c

See also RECREATION; SHELTER

HOUSING

Advantages of New vs. Old Homes; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 416-424; Jan 05; B

Affordable Housing Concerns; by Michele Mariani; ill. chart; p. 37-39; Feb 05; B

Belgium, Brussels; Apartment Block; Mario Garzanti; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Oct 05; ARev

California, Escondido; Eucalyptus View Cooperative; RA Design Award; Studio E; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 103; May 05; RA

California, Palm Alto; Oak Court Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; Pyatak Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 204; Oct 05; B

California, San Diego; The Titan; Multifamily housing; Jonathan Segal; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; pl. p. 146-148; July 05; AR

California, San Jose; Homesafe; Battered women’s housing; Studio E; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Aug 05; R

California, Santa Cruz; Accessory Dwelling Unit Program; AIA Honor Award; RACE STUDIOS; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 146; May 05; AR

California, West Hollywood; Willoughby Avenue Housing; Lornet O’Herlihy; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 39; Nov 05; A

China, Beijing; Factory 798 Housing; Bernard Tschumi; by Abby Bussel; ill. dia.; p. 40; May 05; A

Combining Mixed-Use with Affordable Housing; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 29-30; Apr 05; A

Decent Affordable Design; Habitat for Humanity incorporates design; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill. pers.; p. 27-31; Nov 05; A

Denmark, Copenhagen; Kroyers Plads Housing; Ronan & Erin &; and Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 84-85; Apr 05; ARev

England, Sheffield; Park Hill Housing Refurbishment; Hawkins & Brown; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. pers.; p. 86; Apr 05; ARev

HOUSING (cont’d)

Florida, Orlando; Baldwin Park Rental Housing; Builder’s Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 186; Oct 05; B

France, Paris; Rue De Meaux Housing; Renzo Piano; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; Mar 05; RA

Future of Prefabricated Housing; by Meghan Drueing et al.; ph. ill. pl.; p. 77-93; Jan 05; RA

Growth in Multifamily Urban Housing; by Sharon O’Malley; ph. ill. elev.; p. 360-368; Jan 05; B

Healing the Urban Housing Crisis; by Teddy Cruz; ph.; p. 51-52; Jan 05; RA

Illinois, Chicago; Los Vecinos SRO; Low-income housing; Landon, Bone & Baker; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. axon.; p. 60-61; Aug 05; RA

Kentucky, Rowan County; Quilting Home Affordable Housing; Nepomechie & Canaves; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. m.; p. 46; Apr 05; A

Ohio, Cincinnati; City West: Phase II; RA Design Award; Torti & Gallas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 105; May 05; RA

Oregon, Portland; 8 NW 8th; Transitional housing and rehab assistance; SERA Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 58-59; Aug 05; RA

Shake-up at Habitat for Humanity; by Lawrence D. Maloney; ph.; p. 120-126; Apr 05; B

Slovenia, Izola; Affordable Apartments; Ofis Architects; by Catherine Slessor; pers.; p. 89; Apr 05; ARev

Spain, Madrid; EMV Housing Villaverde; David Chipperfield and Jose Maria Fernandez-Fla; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

Spain, Madrid; Sanchinarro Mirador Housing; MVRDV and Blanca Lleo; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

Special Needs Housing; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; ill.; p. 50-57; Aug 05; RA

Sri Lanka, ---; Aid for Tsunami Victims; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 26-28; Apr 05; RA

Washington, Seattle; Avalon Mutual Housing; Pyatak Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Aug 05; RA

Washington, Seattle; Roxbury Estates; Builder’s Choice Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166; Oct 05; B

Washington, Seattle; Traugott Terrace; Affordable housing; Environmental Works; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 66-67; Aug 05; RA

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

HUNGARY

Budapest; Hotel; Four Seasons Hotel; Formanyelv and Gabor Kruppa; Interior Design by Richmond International; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 242-246; June 05; ID
ILLINOIS (cont’d)

Chicago; Exhibition, Exhibit; Out of the Box: Design Innovations in Manufactured Housing Exhibit; by Cheryl Kent; ill.; p. 73; June 05; A

Chicago; Exhibition, Exhibit; Zero Gravity Exhibit; Art Institute of Chicago; Renzo Piano; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 88; July 05; A

Chicago; Housing; Los Vecinos SRO; Low-income housing; Landon, Bone & Baker; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 60-61; Aug 05; RA

Chicago; Industrial Building; Greater Chicago Food Depository; Opus North and A. Epstein; by David Barista; ph. table pl.; p. 14-20; Feb 05; BD&C

Chicago; Learning, Training Center; Intergenerational Learning Center; P/A Citation; Office a; ill. m. pl. dia. sec. elev.; p. 44-45; Jan 05; A

Chicago; Museum/Art; Art Institute of Chicago Expansion; Renzo Piano; by C. C. Sullivan; sec.; p. 41; July 05; A

Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; Global Hyatt Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Original Design by Pei, Cobb & Freed; by Thomas Connors; ph.; p. 248-255; Oct 05; ID

Chicago; Performing Arts Center; Jay Pritzker Music Pavilion; Gehry Partners; by Blair Kamin; pl. pl. sec.; p. 136-145; Jan 05; AR

Chicago; Recreation; Women’s Athletic Club of Chicago Renovation; Interview with architect; Powell & Kleinschmidt; Original Design by Philip Brooks Maher; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 138-141; June 05; ID

Chicago; Residence; Coach House; Renovation; John Ronan; by Lee Bey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-197; Jan 05; AR

Chicago; Residence; F10 House; EHDD; by Thomas Connors; ph.; p. 79-81; June 05; ID

Chicago; Residence; Pollack Residence; Alexander Gorlin; by Lisa Skolink; ph.; p. 184-191; Jan 05; ID

Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Kilbourn Court; Hartshorne & Plunkard; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 97; Aug 05; B

Chicago; School/Junior High, Middle; Perspectives Charter School; Perkins & Will; by Blair Kamin; ph.; p. 138-141; Dec 05; AR

Chicago; Showroom; Hawthorn Showroom; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Perkins & Will and Eva Maddox Branded Environments; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 200-202; May 05; ID

Chicago; University; Columbia College Journalism Department; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 550-562; Nov 05; ID

Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Marina City; Bertrand Goldberg; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 160; May 05; RA

Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Togetherness; Mixed-use project; Zoka Zola; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 48; Apr 05; A

Chicago; Waste Disposal; Rethink/Redesign/Recycle Competition; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 71-73; Oct 05; ID
ILLINOIS (cont'd)

Chicago; Zoo; Regenstein Center for African Apes; Building Team Project Award; Lohan, Capriole & Goettsch; ph.; p. 52; May 05; BD&C

Elgin; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Providence; Balsamo, Olsen & Lewis and Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; by Kathleen Stanley; pl.; p. 104; July 05; B

Elmwood; Industrial Building; Stepan 'M' Building; Reconstruction Award; Ambitech Engineering; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 46; Oct 05; BD&C

Kenilworth; Closet; Haynes Residence; Watermark Award; Myefski & Cook; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B

Lindenhurst; Rural Design; Barnyard Sculptures at Bonner Heritage Farm; ArchitecturesFun; Landscape Design by Lake County Forest Preserves; by Peter Exley and Sharon Exley; ph.; ill.; p. 100-105; May 05; LA

Niles; Office Building; Shure Technology Center; Krucek & Sexton; Original Design by Murphy & Jahn; by Cheryl Kent; ph.; pl.; p. 106-111; June 05; AR

Plainfield; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Streams of Plainfield; KB Home; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 124; Oct 05; B

Plano; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lakewood Springs; Bloom & Fiorino; by Pat Curry; ph.; pl. ill.; p. 174; June 05; B

Riverside; City and Regional Planning; The Future of Riverside; Frederick Law Olmsted; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; ill. pl. ref.; p. 44-55; Oct 05; LA

West Dundee; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Grand Pointe Meadows; Professional Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 146; Jan 05; B

Zion; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Shepherds Crossing; Alberths Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 136; May 05; B

INDIA

Chandigarh; Art; Rock Garden Art; Nek Chand; by Minnazz Majumdar; ph.; p. 42-51; July 05; LA

New Delhi; Industrial Building; Writer Corporation Warehouse; Khanna & Schultz; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 62-64; Feb 05; ID

New Mumbai; Office Building; Petroleum House; Reliance Group Headquarters; Perkins & Will; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; pl.; p. 37-41; Mar 05; BD&C

INDIANA (cont’d)

Indianapolis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Meridian Park; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 180; Mar 05; B

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Colorado, Denver; Elati Light Rail Maintenance Facility; Building Team Project Award; RNL Design; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 44-46; May 05; BD&C

France, Boulogne-Billancourt; Renault Communications Centre; Remodel and expansion; Jakob & MacFarlane; Original Design by Claude Vasconi; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 62-67; June 05; AR

France, Boulogne-Billancourt; Renault Square Com; Jakob & MacFarlane; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 100-105; Aug 05; AR

Germany, Leipzig; BMW Central Building; Car plant; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 50-61; June 05; AR

Germany, Leipzig; BMW Plant Central Building; Zaha Hadid; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-91; Aug 05; AR

Germany, Leipzig; BMW Plant Central Building; Zaha Hadid; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Aug 05; A

Germany, Munich; Service Center; Copper in Architecture Award; Staab Architekten; ph. sec.; p. 87; Oct 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Greater Chicago Food Depository; Opus North and A. Epstein; by David Barista; ph. table pl.; p. 14-20; Feb 05; BD&C

Illinois, Elmwood; Stepan 'M' Building; Reconstruction Award; Ambitech Engineering; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 46; Oct 05; BD&C

India, New Delhi; Writer Corporation Warehouse; Khanna & Schultz; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 62-64; Feb 05; ID

Netherlands, Middelburg; Bridge Service Building; BAR; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; May 05; A

Norway, Oslo; Water Bottling Factory; Copper in Architecture Award; Poppy Kirkwood; ph. sec.; p. 88; Oct 05; AR

Pennsylvania, Saxenborg; Castcon Stone Production Plant; Building Team Project Award; Perkins & Eastman; ph.; p. 58; May 05; BD&C

Switzerland, Geneva; Vacheron Constantin Headquarters and Watch Factory; Bernard Tschumi; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 98-105; June 05; AR

Switzerland, Winterthur; Maag Recycling Plant; Oos ag open operating system; by Nina Rappaport; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58–63; May 05; A
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Australia, Sydney; Sydney Opera House; Toilets and architecture; Jorn Utzon and Hall, Todd & Littlemore; by Paolo Tombesi and Andrew Martel; ph. pl. sec. elev. ref.; p. 43-52; Nov 05; JAE

Fantastic Lamps; Paul Cockededge; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 217-219; Nov 05; AR

Future Furniture; by Lauren LeBlanc; ph.; p. 137-144; Oct 05; ID

Interview with Architect; Michel Boucquillon; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 176-177; July 05; ID

Interview with Designer; Bruce Mau; by Karen D. Singh and Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 90; Aug 05; ID

Interview with Designer; Juan carlos Macias; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 134-135; Aug 05; ID

Italy, Milan; Works of Achille Castiglioni; Achille Castiglioni; by Cecelia Fabiani; ph.; p. 196-203; July 05; ID

More Power for Cordless Tools; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 73-74; Aug 05; B

Rhode Island, Providence; Providence Grows as Design Center; by Meaghan O'neill; ph. ill.; p. 94-95; Nov 05; ID

Sculptural Lamps; Stephen Hennessy; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 212-214; Nov 05; AR

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See PREFABRICATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

See HIGHWAY

INSULATION

Debate Over Open and Closed-Cell Foam Insulations; by Charles Wardell; ph. ill.; p. 87-88; Sept 05; B

Fiberglass Insulation and Indoor Air Quality; by Tim Carey; ph. ref.; p. 78-84; Dec 05; TCS

Reflective Insulation for Commercial Applications; by David W. Yarbrough; ph. table; p. 60-64; Sept 05; TCS

Steel-Stud Framing and Extruded Polystyrene Insulation; by Susan Herrenbruck and Herbert Stone; ph. map table ill.; p. 72-76; Dec 05; TCS

See also WALL

INSURANCE

See LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

Affordable Home Automation Systems; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 83-84; Dec 05; B

INTERIOR DESIGN

Australia, North Melbourne; Loft Interior Design; Cassandra Fahey; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Sept 05; AR

California, Berkeley; Interview with Designer; Laura Guido-Clark; by Diane Clearview; ph.; p. 144-247; May 05; ID

INTERIOR DESIGN (cont’d)

California, Los Angeles; Family Room; J. Paul Getty Museum; Predock & Frane; Original Design by Richard Meier; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 92-93; Oct 05; ARev

California, Los Angeles; Getty Museum Family Room; Predock & Frane; Original Design by Richard Meier; by Allison Milionis; ph.; p. 188-192; Feb 05; AR

California, Los Angeles; Jigsaw Studio; AIA Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 132; May 05; AR

California, Los Angeles; I.A.Eyeworks Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Neil Denari; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 131; May 05; AR

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Education; WWCOT; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 310-311; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Retail; Team HC; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 308-309; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Corporate; Chu & Gooding; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 312-313; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Hospitality; Interior Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 316-317; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Health Care; Langdon & Wilson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 314-315; May 05; ID

Canada, Ontario, Hamilton; James Stewart Centre for Mathematics; McMaster University; AIA Honor Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna Blumberg; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 142; May 05; AR

England, London; AM International Regional Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Elliott & Associates; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 133; May 05; AR

England, London; Clifford Chance Headquarters; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 57-58; Aug 05; BD&C

England, London; Interview with Designer; Terence Conran; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 153-154; Jan 05; ID

England, London; Pavilion in the Sky; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 140; May 05; AR

Finland, Helsinki; Habitate Exhibition; Helsinki Design Week; Kalliala & Ruskeepaa, Ahola & Korhonen and et al.; by Julia Dawson; ph.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; ARev

France, Paris; Chanel Store; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino and Vigneron Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 137; May 05; AR

Germany, Berlin; Orthopedist’s Office; Mateja Mikulandra-Mackat; Art by John Knill; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 52-54; Nov 05; ID

Gold Key Awards for Excellence in Hospitality Design; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 183-210; Oct 05; ID
INTERIOR DESIGN (cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Hyde Park Bank; AIA Honor Award; Floral Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 144; May 05; AR
Interview with Designer; William Sawaya; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 162-163; Apr 05; ID
Interview with Designer; Joseph Lembo; by Elizabeth Blish Hughes; ph.; p. 60-81; Dec 05; ID
Interview with Designer; Jennifer Siegal; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-147; Feb 05; ID
Interview with Production Designer; Kolly Van Patter; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 202-204; Sept 05; ID

Iowa, Sioux City; Boys Club of Sioux City; AIA Honor Award; Randy Brown; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 144; May 05; AR

Louisiana, Lafayette; Paul and Lulu Hilliard Art Museum; University of Louisiana; AIA Honor Award; Eskew, Dumes & Ripple; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 130; May 05; AR

Nevada, Las Vegas; Ultimate Family Home; Watermark Award; Bassenian & Lagoni; Interior Design by Color Design Art; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B

New Jersey, Millburn; Elie Tahari Fashion Design Office and Warehouse; AIA Honor Award; Voorsanger Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 135; May 05; AR

New York, New York; East End Temple; AIA Honor Award; BKSK; Original Design by Richard Morris Hunt; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 138; May 05; AR

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Carnegie Library Interior Renovation; EDGE studio; by Jennifer Lucchino; ph.; p. 198-202; Feb 05; AR

Profile of Barry Sternlicht, CEO Starwood Capital Group; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S40-S44; Dec 05; ID
Profile of Designer; Kitty Hawks; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S24-S28; Dec 05; ID

Selling Power of Interior Design; Tsao & McKown, Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel and et al.; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 256-267; Sept 05; ID

Spain, Madrid; Hotel Puerta America; Zaha Hadid, Foster & Partners and et al.; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 96-103; Sept 05; AR
Spain, Pamplona; Palace of the Kings of Navarra; Interior renovation; Jose Rafael Moneo; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-80; Feb 05; ARev

See also ARCHITECTURE; LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Building Type

INTERNET

See COMPUTER

IOWA (cont'd)

Des Moines; Apartment Building/Interiors; RenSt Loft Renovation; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunk; by Linda Hallam; ph. pl.; p. 194-196; Feb 05; AR

Des Moines; Library; Public Library; David Chipperfield; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 63; Apr 05; ARev

Sioux City; Club; Boys Club of Sioux City; AIA Honor Award; Randy Brown; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 144; May 05; AR

IRAQ

--; Conservation; Documenting Cultural Sites in Iraq; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. map; p. 158-162; Mar 05; AR

IRELAND

Athlone; Civic Center; Athlone Civic Centre; Keith Powell; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-53; Jan 05; ARev

Belfast; Theater; Lyric Theater; O'Donnell & Tuomey; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 43; Apr 05; ARev

Cork; Art Gallery; Lewis Glucksman Gallery; University College Cork; O'Donnell & Tuomey; by Greg Delaney; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Dec 05; A

Dublin; Hotel; Park Hyatt Hotel; Aires Mateus; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 81; Apr 05; ARev

Galway; Office Building/Low Rise; SAP Call Centre; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; July 05; ARev

Thurles; Arts Center; Arts Centre and Library; McCullough & Mulvin; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 49; Apr 05; ARev

ISRAEL

Bethlehem; Cultural Center; Cultural Center; Annex to Dar al-Klima Academy; Juha Leiviska; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p. 38-43; Jan 05; ARev

Jerusalem; City and Regional Planning; Old City Revitalization Program; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Welfare Association; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; Jan 05; ARev

Jerusalem; Museum; Holocaust History Museum; Moshe Safdie; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. ill. sec. cost anal.; p. 34-41; Apr 05; BD&C

Jerusalem; Museum; Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum Complex; Moshe Safdie; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; July 05; AR

Tel Aviv; Airport; Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Moshe Safdie; Structural Design by Arup Structures; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-34; Mar 05; BD&C

Tel Aviv; Airport; Ben Gurion Terminal 3; Moshe Safdie and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p. 158-165; Oct 05; AR
ITALY

Bologna; Ceramic Tile; Cersaie Tile Fair; by Aryn Chen; ph.; p. 139-142; Jan 05; ID

Foligno; Religious Building/Church; Church; Massimiliano Fuksas; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 70; Apr 05; ARRev

Lessona; Residence; Farmhouse Renovation; Federico Delrosso; by Edie Cohen; ph.; pl.; p. 120-125; Nov 05; ID

Milan; Convention Center; Milan Trade Fair; Studio Fuksas; by Paul Bennett; ph. sec.; p. 92-99; Aug 05; AR

Milan; Exhibition; Exhibit; Salone Internazionale del Mobile Exhibition; by Karen D. Singh; ph.; p. 186-195; June 05; ID

Milan; Industrial Design; Works of Achille Castiglioni; Achille Castiglioni; by Cecelia Fabiani; ph.; p. 196-203; July 05; ID

Milan; Office Building/Interiors; Gianfranco Ferré Offices; Franco Raggi; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-199; Apr 05; ID

Milan; Store/Clothing; Just Cavalli Store; Studio Rota; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 170-179; Apr 05; ID

Milan; Store/Clothing; Viktor & Rolfs; Sibie Tettero; Interior Design by Szl Design; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 174-179; June 05; ID

Milan; Store; Princi Bakery; Claudio Silvestrin; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 74-76; Jan 05; ID

Naples; Transit Station; Metro Entrances; Future Systems; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 83; Apr 05; ARRev

Rome; Architecture; Architectural Challenges of Rome; by Paul Bennett; ph.; p. 83-88; May 05; AR

Rome; Architecture; Profile of Firm; King & Roselli; by Paul Bennett; ph. ill. m.; p. 84-89; Dec 05; AR

Rome; Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; AIA Honor Award; Richard Meier; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 125; May 05; AR

Rome; Store/Clothing; Fendi Store; Peter Marino; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 236-243; July 05; ID

Rome; Store/Clothing; Fornarina Store; Giorgio Borruso; by Edie Cohen; m.; p. 224-229; Apr 05; ID

Venice; Recreation; Lido; Oceanfront boardwalk playground; Giancarlo De Carlo; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; pl.; p. 44-47; Jan 05; ARRev

Venice; University/Architecture School; School of Architecture; EMAT; by Catherine Slessor; elev. m.; p. 66; Apr 05; ARRev

JAPAN (cont'd)

Aichi; Exhibition; Exhibit; VIP Suite; Meyer & Davis; Interior Design by Thom Filicia; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl.; p. 220-227; July 05; ID

Fukuoka; Residence; Second Plate House; Urban Fourth; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 154-163; Apr 05; AR

Ikuchi; Art; Hill of Hope Sculpture; Kazuto Kuetani; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 85-86; Oct 05; AR

Izu Peninsula; Residence; Country House; Atelier Bow-Wow; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; Sept 05; ARRev

Kanagawa; Residence; Lotus House; Kengo Kuma; by Yuki Sumner; ph. pl. elev.; p. 82-85; Sept 05; ARRev

Kanazawa; Museum/Art; 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art; Seijima & Nishizawa; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; pl.; p. 88-97; Feb 05; AR

Kansai District Suburb; Residence; Residence; Studio Akii and IKG; Lighting Design by Kazuhiro Kawamura; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 150-157; June 05; ID

Kobe; Residence; 4 x 4 House; 50 Years of Record Houses; Tadao Ando; by Naomi Pollock; ph.; p. 383-384; Dec 05; AR

Kobe; Residence; Family House on Tight Urban Site; AR House; Hiroaki Ohtani; by Phoebe Chow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Jan 05; ARRev

Kobe; Residence; Layer House; Hiroaki Ohtani; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 200-205; Apr 05; AR

Kobuchizawa; Religious Building/Chapel; Leaf Chapel; Klein & Dytham; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 242-245; May 05; AR

Naoshima; Museum/Art; Chichu Art Museum; Tadao Ando; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p. 118-123; Oct 05; AR

Niigata Prefecture, Tokamachi; Art; Urban Improvement Project; Fujiky Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Nov 05; ARRev

Osaka Prefecture, Kobe; Residence; Roofecture S; Shuhei Endo; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 48-53; Sept 05; ARRev

Osaka; Museum/Art; National Museum of Contemporary Art; Cesar Pelli; by John Pastier; ph.; p. 281-283; May 05; AR

Osaka; Showroom; Auto Showroom; Shuhei Endo; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-69; June 05; ARRev

Osaka; Showroom; Okamura Corporation Showrooms; Gensler Associates; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 588-590; Nov 05; ID

Ota; Wood; Gumma International Academy; Using wood in schools; Geolacanth & Associates; by David Barista; ph.; p. 51; Mar 05; BD&C

Saga; Residence; Ecoms House; Riken Yamamoto; by Naomi Pollock; ph. sec.; p. 206-208; July 05; AR

Sendai; Restaurant; Aoba-tei Restaurant; Hitoshi Abe; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. elev.; p. 132-137; Sept 05; AR

Tokyo Prefecture, Shibuya; Residence; Natural Strips House; Endoh Design House and MAAS; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 76-81; Sept 05; ARRev
JAPAN (cont'd)
Tokyo; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Taira Nishizawa; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. sec.; p. 124-129; Dec 05; AR
Tokyo; Exhibition; Exhibit; Ryuko Tsushin Exhibition; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 251; Apr 05; ID
Tokyo; Hotel; Claia Hotel; Intentionalities; Torafu Architects and Urban Design System; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 218-224; June 05; ID
Tokyo; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Fuji Xerox; Gensler Associates; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. S37-S39; Nov 05; ID
Tokyo; Residence; Engawa House; Tezuka Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 54-57; Sept 05; ARev
Tokyo; Residence; G House; Jun Aoki; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 62-67; Sept 05; ARev
Tokyo; Residence; Glass Shutter House; Live/work house on tight urban site; Shigeru Ban; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 82-85; Feb 05; ARev
Tokyo; Residence; Residence; John Pawson; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Sept 05; ARev
Tokyo; Residence; Residence; Waro Kishi; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 72-75; Sept 05; ARev
Tokyo; School/Early Learning Center; Montessori School; Tezuka Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. m.; p. 64; Apr 05; ARev
Tokyo; Showroom; Furniture Showroom; Tadao Ando; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 05; ARev
Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Chanel Ginza; Peter Marino; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 204-208; Nov 05; AR
Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Inhabitant Store; Wonderwall; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 180-187; Apr 05; ID
Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Tod's Store; Toyo Ito; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph. pl.; p. 200-209; Apr 05; ID
Tokyo; Store/Department; Barneys New York; Jeffrey Hutchinson; Art by Philippe; by Raal A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Feb 05; AR
Tokyo; Store; Tod's Omotesando Building; Toyo Ito; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. det.; p. 78-85; June 05; AR
Yamanashi Prefecture, Kushigata; Recreation/Park; Hotarumibashi Park; 2002 ASLA Award; Keikan Sekkei Tokyo; by Mary Padua; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-87; Aug 05; LA

JORDAN
Petra; Recreation/Visitor Center; Gateway Building; Edward Cullinan; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 78-79; Apr 05; ARev

K

KENTUCKY
Crestwood; Learning, Training Center; Yew Dell Gradens Learning and Training Center; DeLeon & Primmer, by Abby Bussel; pl. elev. sec.; p. 47; Apr 05; A
Lexington; University/Engineering Building; Mechanical Engineering Building; University of Kentucky; Anshen & Allen; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. det.; p. 62-63; Mar 05; A
Louisville; Highway; City of Louisville Highway Redevelopment Plan; by Alan G. Brake; ph.; p. 72; Oct 05; A
Rowan County; Housing; Quilting Home Affordable Housing; Nepomie & Canavesi; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. m.; p. 46; Apr 05; A

KITCHEN
Arizona, Scottsdale; Custom Residence; Watermark Award; J. Smith; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 284; May 05; B
California, Napa; Meteor Vineyard Kitchen; Builder's Choice Award; Cheng Associates; by Shelby Vilov; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B
California, San Francisco; Brown Residence; Watermark Award; Kitchen of the Year; Baum & Thronley; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 270-271; May 05; B
California, San Francisco; Fougeron Residence; Fougeron Architecture; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 228; July 05; AR
California, San Francisco; Potrero Hill Residence Kitchen; RA Design Award; Serrao Design; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 125; May 05; RA
California, Sausalito; Brown Residence; Barbara Brown; by Shelley D. Hutchine; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; July 05; RA
California, West Hollywood; Kitchen Renovation; Troy Adams; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. S38-S42; Apr 05; ID
Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Kariouk Residence; Kariouk Architecture; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 229; July 05; AR
Connecticut, Easton; Kitchen Addition and Renovation; Charles Rabinovich; Interior Design by Marjorie Hilton; by Joe Carter; ph.; p. S10-S12; Sept 05; ID
District of Columbia, Washington; Contemporary Georgetown Kitchen; Watermark Award; Barnes & Vanze; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 274; May 05; B
District of Columbia, Washington; Kitchen on Logan Circle; Builder's Choice Award; Robert J. Miller; by Shelby Vilov; ph.; p. 206; Oct 05; B
District of Columbia, Washington; McDermott/Gentner Residence; Watermark Award; David Knudson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 272; May 05; B
District of Columbia, Washington; Nichols Residence; Watermark Award; Nichols Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 284; May 05; B
European-Style Kitchen Systems; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 101-102; Apr 05; RA
KITCHEN (cont’d)

Idaho, —; Tanglefoot; Kitchen and bath; Cutler & Anderson; by Larissa Babij; ph.; p. 222; July 05; AR

Kitchens: Tonic Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; June 05; RA

Loft Kitchens: Archi-Tectonics; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Jan 05; RA

Maryland, Baltimore; Wasiaki Residence; Watermark Award; Swanston & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 282; May 05; B

Michigan, Frankfurt; Mountaintop Rustic Retreat; Watermark Award; The Planning Stage; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 278; May 05; B

Minnesota, Edina; Haggar Residence; Watermark Award; Streeter & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 278; May 05; B

Minnesota, Mendota Heights; Wang Residence; Watermark Award; Streeter & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 286; May 05; B

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Gasterland Kitchen; Rosemary McMonigal; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 30-31; Nov 05; RA

New York, East Hampton; East Hampton Residence; Michael Haverland; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 226; July 05; AR

New York, New York; 62 Cooper Square; Kitchen and bathroom; Desai & Chia; by Rita Cantinella Orrell; ph.; p. 221; July 05; B

New York, New York; Florence Residence; Lawrence Group; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 224; July 05; AR

New York, New York; Kitchen Remodel; Ronnette Riley; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; Aug 05; RA

New York, New York; Kitchen Renovation; Chelsea Atelier; by Leslie Banker; ph.; p. S28-S30; Apr 05; ID

North Carolina, Charlotte; Kitchen; William McDonough; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; Mar 05; RA

Texas, Austin; Kitchen; Dick Clark; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Apr 05; RA

Texas, San Antonio; Kitchen Remodel; Craig Duncan; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Sept 05; RA

Texas, Southlake; Private Residence; Watermark Award; Team 3 Homes; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 286; May 05; B

Texas, Spring; Thurman Residence; Watermark Award; Modern Structures International; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B

Virginia, Vienna; Pierce Residence; Watermark Award; Commonwealth Home Remodelers; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 276; May 05; B

Wisconsin, Oconomowoc; The Aubrey; Watermark Award; Model Home Interiors; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 282; May 05; B

See also RESIDENCE

KOREA

Seoul; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Architecture Himna; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill.; p. 90-95; Dec 05; AR

Seoul; Hotel; W Hotel; Studio Gaia and RAD; Interior Design by Tony Chi; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 154-159; Nov 05; AR

Seoul; Shopping Center; Galleria Shopping Center; UN Studio; Lighting Design by Arup Lighting; by Alice Liao; ph. sec.; p. 196-200; Mar 05; AR

LABORATORY

See RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

2005 ASLA Student Awards; by Heather Hammatt; ph. ill.; p. 56-73; Oct 05; LA

3-D Graphics and Landscape Architecture; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 76-88; Mar 05; LA

ASLA Awards; by Gary R. Hilderbrand; ph. ill.; p. 114-129; Sept 05; LA

Behind the Scenes of Grounds for Improvement Television Show; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 26-36; Aug 05; LA

Benefits of LEED Accredited Landscape Architects; by Kevin Flynn; ill.; p. 54-65; Aug 05; LA

Brazil, —; Works of Burle Marx; Roberto Burle Marx; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; Feb 05; LA

California, Whittier; Pio Pico State Historic Park Restoration; California State Parks; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ill.; p. 112-123; Mar 05; LA

Costa Rica, San Jose; Garden Loop Road; Road landscape plan; APT Consultants; Master Planning by Carlos Jankilevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-71; Nov 05; LA

Decline of Landscape Architecture; by Heidi Hohmann and Joern Langhorst; ill.; p. 26-45; Apr 05; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; Security in the Landscape; Memories of Oklahoma City; by Benjamin Forgey; ph.; p. 146-148; July 05; LA

John Simonds Eulogy; John Simonds; by Barry W. Starke et al.; ph.; p. 100-113; Sept 05; LA

Joint Engineering of Land and Structure; Peter Eisenman, Weiss &蔓fredi and et al.; by Paula Deitz; ph. ill. m.; p. 94-98; Oct 05; AR

Multimedia Perspective Methods; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ill. ref.; p. 170-178; Oct 05; LA

New York, New York; Profile of Designer; Ken Smith; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. m.; p. 112-121; Nov 05; LA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Panama, Colon; Hotel Melia Panama Canal; Carlos Jankilevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 80-87; Dec 05; LA
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Profile of Firm; Andropogon Associates; by Susan Hines; ph. dia. sec. ill. pl. map.; p. 78-91; Sept 05; LA
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Profile of Firm; Marshall, Tyler & Rausch; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 120-127; Oct 05; LA
Philip Johnson as Landscape Architect; Philip Johnson; by Hilary Lewis; ph.; p. 40-51; May 05; LA
Politics of Landscape Architecture; by Randolph Hester; ill.; p. 72-79; Dec 05; LA
Practical Approach to Healing Gardens; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 108-113; Dec 05; LA
Pro Bono Projects; by Brian Kane; ph. pl.; p. 72-77; Nov 05; LA
Role of Landscape Architecture in Urban Nature; by Jane Jacobs; ph.; p. 28-32; July 05; LA
Selecting Artists for Collaboration; by Regina M. Flannagan; ph. ref.; p. 88-97; June 05; LA
Virginia, Sterling; Profile of Firm; Surrounds Landscape; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 82-91; Apr 05; LA
Washington, Seattle; Ground Security at U.S. Federal Courthouse; Landscape architecture and security; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. elev.; p. 44-49; Aug 05; LA
Washington, Seattle; Renovations of Freeway Park and Occidental Square; Grant Jones, Ilze Jones and Lawrence Halprin; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-125, 146-147; May 05; LA
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; GARDEN; RECREATION; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

National Low Impact Development Student Competition; Student awards for landscape architecture; by Diane Hellekson; pl. ill.; p. 82-89; May 05; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH

Research Findings About Forest Biodiversity; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 136; Oct 05; LA
Research Findings About Movement-Flow Patterns; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 136-140; Oct 05; LA
Urban Park Restoration; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 112-115; Jan 05; LA

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

New York, Tonawanda; Gateway Harbor Park Construction Details; by Kathryn Wolfe; ph. sec.; p. 34-38; Jan 05; LA
See also LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

California, Pasadena; Stuart Company Garden; LRM, Original Design by Thomas Church; by Joan Woodword; ph. ref. pl.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; LA
Care of Historic Landscapes; by Jane Roy Brown; ill. ref.; p. 66-71; Dec 05; LA
Employing Sheep and Goats to Control Vegetation; by Russell A. Beatty; ph. ref.; p. 50-57; Mar 05; LA
Grass Cutting Patterns; by Mark Flannery; ph.; p. 84-86; June 05; LA
New York, Garrison; Managing Manitoga Forest Garden; Leavitt, Henshell & Kawai; Landscape Design by Russel Wright; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. sec. map ref.; p. 64-77; Sept 05; LA
Using Water Efficiently for Landscapes; by Eric D. Davis; ph.; p. 58-64; Mar 05; LA

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

California, Napa; Napa River Restoration; MIG; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. map; p. 64-75; Jan 05; LA
Nepal, Kathmandu; Keshar Mahal Garden of Dreams Restoration; Gotz Hagmuller; Original Design by Kishwor Narising; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl.; p. 130-139; Sept 05; LA
Tips for Brownfield Development; by Matthew Power; ph. pl.; p. 400-405; Jan 05; B
Venezuela, Caracas; Parque del Este Restoracion; Diana Henriquez and Eugenia Bacci; Original Design by Tabora & Stoddart; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 106-113; Feb 05; LA

LAW

Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Resolution; by Richard L. Raskin; ill.; p. 61-62; Mar 05; B
Arbitration Subpoenas; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; p. 20-21; Feb 05; TCS
Building Information Modeling and Legal Issues; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; p. 18-19; June 05; TCS
Connecticut, New London; Eminent Domain Issues; The Kelo case; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 55-56; Sept 05; B
Contractor’s Payment Applications and Varying State Requirements; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; p. 24-25; Mar 05; TCS
Contractual Time Limits; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; p. 20-21; Nov 05; TCS
Copyright Law and Townhome Design; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; by Michele Mariani; ill.; p. 51-52; Apr 05; B
Expiration of Mechanic’s Liens; by Richard A. Stockenberg; p. 20; June 05; BD&C
Identifying Faked Standard Contracts; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; p. 24-25; May 05; TCS
Importance of Wording; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; p. 18-19; Dec 05; TCS
Interpreting Design-Build Contract Ambiguities; by Thomas E. Abernathy; ref.; p. 20-21; Apr 05; TCS
Legal Threat of Mold; by Robert Klara; p. 36; May 05; A
LAW (cont’d)
Liability and Post-Disaster Work; by Robert Klar; p. 26; Oct 05; A
Litigation Update; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ref.; p. 18-20; Sept 05; TCS
Mistakes in Project Planning; by Joe Rodarte; p. 16-17; Oct 05; TCS

New Jersey, —; Post Construction Contractor Liability; by Matthew Power; ill.; p. 41-42; Apr 05; B

Note and Opportunity to Repair Laws; by Steve Zunier; ill.; p. 51-54; Aug 05; B

Rising Material Costs and Legal Disputes; by Laurence Schor; ph. ref.; p. 28-30; Jan 05; TCS

Statute of Limitations; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; p. 22-23; Aug 05; TCS

Traffic Calming and the Law; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill.; p. 86-87; Jan 05; LA

See also BUILDING CODE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE; ZONING

LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER

Arizona, Phoenix; Water Works at Arizona Falls; Harrel & Industries; Landscape Design by Steve Martino; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 88-93; Feb 05; LA

England, Cornwall; Core Education Center; Nicholas Grimshaw; Sculpture by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69-71; Nov 05; AR

Germany, Reutlingen; Sudwestmetall Training Center; Allman, Sattler & Wappner; by Christian Bresing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Oct 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Intergenerational Learning Center; P/A Citation; Office da; ill. m. pl. dia. sec. elev.; p. 44-45; Jan 05; A

Kentucky, Crestwood; Yew Dell Gradients Learning and Training Center; DeLeon & Primmer; by Abby Bussell; pl. elev. sec.; p. 47; Apr 05; A

Nebraska, Omaha; Union Pacific Railroad Headquarters; Gensler Associates; by Katherine S. Ankerson and Mark Hinchman; ph. ill.; p. S110-S112; Nov 05; ID

New York, Pocantico Hills; Stone Barn Center; Machado & Silvetti; original design by Grovernor Atterbury; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR

New York, Randalls Island; Burn Building; Firefighter training tool; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 74; Apr 05; A

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Alcoa Center; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Davis, Gardner, Gannon & Pope and Bruce Lindsey; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cca; p. 154-155; July 05; AR

See also SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

LEBANON

Beirut; Plaza; Citadel Square; Machado & Silvetti; ill.; p. 48; Dec 05; A

LEGAL

See LAW

LIBRARY

Arkansas, Little Rock; William J. Clinton Presidential Center; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 110-119; Jan 05; AR

Arkansas, Little Rock; William Jefferson Clinton Presidential Center; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-39; Feb 05; A

California, Santa Barbara County; Hope Ranch Library; Builder’s Choice Award; 83 Architects and Berks Design Studio; Interior Design by Lois Stone Erburi; by Margaret Antonelli; ph.; p. 208; Oct 05; B

Egypt, Alexandria; Bibliotheca Alexandrina; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Snhetta Hamza Consortium; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Jan 05; AR

France, Paris; Bibliothèque Nationale; Dominique Perrault; by Mark Hinchaw; ph.; p. 166-168; Mar 05; LA

Iowa, Des Moines; Public Library; David Chipperfield; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 63; Apr 05; AR

Ireland, Thurles; Arts Centre and Library; McCullough & Mulvin; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 49; Apr 05; AR

Luxembourg, —; National Library of Luxembourg; Boiles & Wilson; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pers. iso.; p. 62; Apr 05; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Minneapolis Central Library; Cesar Pelli and Architectural Alliance; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill. det.; p. 61; Mar 05; A

New York, New York; Robin Hood Foundation Reinvents the Public School Library; by Jane F. Kolleleny; ph.; p. 86-92; Sept 05; AR

New York, Olive Bridge; Olive Tree Library; Peter L. Gluck; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 122; Apr 05; AR

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Carnegie Library Interior Renovation; EDGE studio; by Jennifer Lucchino; ph.; p. 198-202; Feb 05; AR

Singapore, —; National Library; Hamzah & Yeang; by Ivar Richards; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; July 05; AR

Texas, Marfa; Marfa Public Library; Johnston Marklee; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill. dia.; p. 48; Apr 05; A

Virginia, Winchester; Stud Skeleton Library; RA Design Award; Reader & Swartz; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 131; May 05; RA

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Central Library; AIA Honor Award; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; by Jane F. Kolleleny; ph.; p. 123; May 05; AR
LIBRARY (cont’d)
Washington, Seattle; Seattle Central Library; Building Team Project Award; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 36–38; May 05; BD&C
See also UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY

LIGHTHOUSE
See also MARINE

LIGHTING
Application Guide for Site and Roadway Lighting; ph. ill.; ea.; p. 263-268; Dec 05; AR
California; California; Morongo Casino Resort and Spa; Jerde Partnership and Thaldon Boyd Architects; Lighting Design by Visual Terrain; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 168-172; Aug 05; AR
Daylight in the Office Space; ph. dia. cea.; p. 183-187; Nov 05; AR
Daylighting in K-12 Schools; by Susan K. Oldroyd; ph. dia. cea.; p. 247-251; Dec 05; AR
Digital Fabrication and Rapid Manufacturing; Lionel Theodore Dean; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 65-66; June 05; A
England, London; Royal Academy of Arts Restaurant; McNee, Usher & McKnight; Lighting Design by DHA Designs; by Leanne French; ph.; p. 326-328; May 05; AR
Fantastical Lamps; Paul Cockededge; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 217-219; Nov 05; AR
Fluorescent Lighting Control; by Ken Walma; ph. ill. ref.; p. 106-117; Aug 05; TCS
Germany, Frankfurt; Cocoon Club; Deitz Joppieen Architekten; Lighting Design by Dels; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 160-164; Aug 05; AR
Improving Lighting Systems, Solar-Harvesting and HVAC Work; by Deborah Snoonian et al.; ph. table; p. 144-148; June 05; AR
Korea, Seoul; Galleria Shopping Center; UN Studio; Lighting Design by Arup Lighting; by Alice Liao; ph. sec.; p. 196-200; Mar 05; AR
Lighting for Videoconferencing and Multimedia; by Jeffrey T. Berg and Nicholas Browse; ph.; p. 52-57; Feb 05; TCS
Mississippi, Jackson; Federal Courthouse; Computer models for lighting; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 67; Aug 05; A
New York, New York; Duvet Nightclub; Andres Escobar; Lighting Design by XS Lighting & Sound; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 315-317; May 05; AR
New York, New York; Prow Sculpture; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Art by David Rome; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 121-124; Apr 05; ID
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Lighting Strawberry Way; Klaxon Design; by Gary W. Cramer; ph.; p. 48-56; June 05; LA

LIGHTING (cont’d)
Russia, Moscow; Escada Store; Ansorg; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 156-158; Aug 05; AR
Sculptural Lamps; Stephen Hennessy; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 212-214; Nov 05; AR
Washington, SeaTac; Leadership Center at Cedarbrook; GGL; Lighting Design by Candela; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 320-324; May 05; AR

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge; Arts Center; Shaw Center for the Arts; Schwartz & Silver; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p. 52-57; May 05; A
Baton Rouge; Arts Center; Shaw Center for the Arts; Schwartz & Silver and Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-91; June 05; AR
Baton Rouge; Wall; Facade; Shaw Center for the Arts; Schwartz & Silver and Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by Sam Lubell; ph. sec.; p. 153-154; June 05; AR
Baton Rouge; Wall; Shaw Center for the Arts; Rainscreen; Schwartz & Silver, by Anna Holtzman; ph. det.; p. 61; June 05; A
Lafayette; Museum; Paul and Lulu Hilliard Art Museum; University of Louisiana; AIA Honor Award; Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 130; May 05; AR
New Orleans; Architecture; Rebuilding New Orleans; by Max Page; ph. ill.; p. 41-43; Dec 05; A
New Orleans; City and Regional Planning; Louisiana Recovery and Rebuilding Conference; by Ranier Simoneaux; ph.; p. 45; Dec 05; A
New Orleans; Environmental Impact; Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 191-194; Oct 05; AR
New Orleans; Flood; Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 118-126; Dec 05; B
New Orleans; Flood; Rebuilding Dixie; Housing recovery in aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 118-126; Dec 05; B
St. Amant; Religious Building/Church; Holy Rosary Catholic Church Complex; AIA Honor Award; Trahan Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 128; May 05; AR
St. Amant; Religious Building/Church; Holy Rosary Catholic Church; Trahan Architects; by Robert Ivey; ph. pl.; p. 246-251; May 05; AR

LUXEMBOURG
——; Government Building; Court of Justice for the European Communities; Dominique Perrault; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m.; p. 76; Apr 05; AR
——; Library; National Library of Luxembourg; Bolles & Wilson; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pers. iso.; p. 62; Apr 05; AR

94
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MARYLAND (cont'd)
Baltimore; Residence; Hooper House Revisited; Marcel Breuer; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 279-280; July 05; AR
Baltimore; University/Campus; Campus Renovation; Peabody Institute of Johns Hopkins University; Quinn & Evans; Structural Design by Robert Silman; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. ill.; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR
Bethesda; Residence; New Residence; David Jameson; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 104-108; June 05; ID
Chevy Chase; Residence; Nordberg Residence; Builder's Choice Award; David Jones; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 176; Oct 05; B
Crownsville; Residence; Thompson Residence; Good Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 94-97; Sept 05; RA
Gaithersburg; Research Facility, Laboratory; NIST Advanced Measurement Laboratory; Building Team Project Award; HDR; ph.; p. 57; May 05; BD&C
Potomac; Residence; Orchard Farm; Sandra Youssef Clinton; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 100-107; Dec 05; LA
St. Michaels; Residence; Chesapeake Bay Guest House; Builder's Choice Award; Robert J. Miller; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 208; Oct 05; B
Strathmore; Arts Center; Music Center at Strathmore; William Rawn; Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard & Associates; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C
Taylor's Island; Residence; Loblolly House; RA Design Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Cheryl Weber; pl. ill.; p. 139; May 05; RA

MASONRY
Brick Codes and Standards; by Eric N. Johnson; ph. ill.; p. 52-57; Aug 05; TCS
Brick Sculpture; Michael Morgan; by Michael Morgan; ph.; p. 52-61; May 05; LA
Brick-Lined Chimney Repair; by Kenny Kendall and Jim Naylor; ph.; p. 58-68; Apr 05; TCS
Buildable Masonry Details; by Richard Filloramo; ph. det.; p. 26-42; Apr 05; TCS
Cavity Walls for Seismic and Wind Loads; by David Koch; ph.; p. 10-12; Nov 05; TCS
Cold Weather Masonry Construction; by Olene Bigelow; ph. table; p. 58-63; Nov 05; TCS
Cyclic Freezing and Thawing; by Deborah Slaton; ph.; p. 170; Aug 05; TCS
Designing for Differential Movement; by Gerald A. Dalymple; ph. sec. table; p. 44-56; Apr 05; TCS
Dispelling Glass Block Myths; by Nicholas T. Loomis; ph.; p. 38-44; Aug 05; TCS
Glazed Concrete Masonry Units; by Carolyn A. Beach and Steve Lauer; ph. table; p. 64-69; Nov 05; TCS
MASONRY (cont’d)

Masonry Walls and Water Penetration; by Michael Gurevich; ph. det.; p. 46-51; Aug 05; TCS

Massachusetts, Chestnut Hill: Visual and Performing Arts Center; Beaver Country Day School; Intricate masonry design; HMFH Architects; by David Barista; ph. elev.; p. 53-54; Aug 05; BD&C

Mortar Bond Separation; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; p. 82; June 05; TCS

New Developments in Concrete and Masonry; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 99-100; Jan 05; RA

Non-Destructive Testing Techniques; by Ron Grieve; ph. pl. ill. graph; p. 54-63; Oct 05; TCS

Specifying for Cement-Lime Mortars; by Michael J. Tate; ph. table ref.; p. 28-36; Aug 05; TCS

Unlimited Possibilities with Colored Masonry Mortars; by Jennifer G. Prokopiy; ph. ea.; p. 71-74; July 05; A

Water-Resistant Single-Wythe Masonry Walls; by Scott M. Conwell; ph. ref. sec.; p. 63-66; Jan 05; TCS

See also STONE; STRUCTURAL/MASONRY

 MASSACHUSETTS (cont’d)

Alford: Residence; Private Residence; Burr & McCallum; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 84-87; Sept 05; RA

Amherst: Recreation; Pool House; RA Design Award; Austin Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 117; May 05; RA

Aquinnah: Residence; Lighthouse Lookout; Hutker Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; July 05; RA

Boston: Arboretum; Leventritt Shrub and Vine Garden; Maryann Thompson; Landscape Design by Reed & Hilderbrand; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. elev.; p. 124-127; Oct 05; AR

Boston: City and Regional Planning; North Allston Strategic Framework for Planning; AIA Honor Award; Goody & Clancy; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 149; May 05; AR

Boston: Convention Center; Boston Convention and Exhibition Center; IIDA award; Interview with architect; HNTB and Rafael Vinoly; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 208-209; May 05; ID

Boston: Garden; Estelle’s Garden; Stirling & Brown; Landscape Design by Carol R. Johnson; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 22-30; Nov 05; LA

Boston: Health Care, Health Center; Yawkey Center for Outpatient Care; Cambridge Seven, Michael Feldman and et al.; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 126-130; June 05; AR

Boston: Office Building/Interiors; Fidelity Investments; Gensler Associates; by Meghan O’Neill; ph.; p. S98-S100; Nov 05; ID

Boston: Religious Building/Church; Trinity Church Restoration; Goody & Clancy; Original Design by Henry Hobson Richardson; by Ted Smalley Bowen and Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 167-170; Dec 05; AR

Boston: Research Facility, Laboratory; Schepens Eye Research Institute; 2005 Lab of the Year; Fayette Associates; ph.; p. 40-42; June 05; BD&C

Boston: University/Master Plan; Master Plan; Northeastern University West Campus; AIA Honor Award; William Rawn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 151; May 05; AR

Boston: University/Residential; Simmons Hall Critique; Steven Holt; by Noushin Ehsan; ph.; p. 104; May 05; A

Boston: Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The MacAllen; Mixed-use residential; Office da; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 34; June 05; A

Cambridge: Architecture; Architecture at Massachusetts Institute of Technology; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-54; June 05; AR

Cambridge: Recreation/Park; Danehy Park; CDM, Master Planning by Carol R. Johnson; by George Hazelrigg; ph.; p. 140-143; Sept 05; LA

Cambridge: Research Facility, Laboratory; Novartis Lab Facility; 2005 Lab of the Year; Stubbins Associates; ph.; p. 39-40; June 05; BD&C

Cambridge: Research Facility, Laboratory; PlaceLab; Housing technology research lab; by Steve Zurier; ph. ill.; p. 127-128; Jan 05; B

Cambridge: Research Facility, Laboratory; Novartis Research Headquarters; Stubbins Associates; by Christine Temin; ph.; p. 170-175; Jan 05; ID

Cambridge: Store; A.T. Cross Store; David Hacin; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Apr 05; RA

Cambridge: University/Computer Center; Ray and Maria Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Building Team Project Award; Frank Gehry and Cannon Design; ph.; p. 63; May 05; BD&C

Cambridge: University/Residential; Simmons Hall; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Steven Holt; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 101-102; Apr 05; AR

Cambridge: University/Science Center; Science Center Expansion; Harvard University; Leers Weinapple; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 124-129; Aug 05; AR

Cambridge: University/Theater; Temporary Puppet Theater; Harvard University; Michael Meredith; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 69-70; Feb 05; AR

Cape Cod: Historic, Preservation; Preserving the Modernist Cottages of Cape Cod; by Mildred F. Schmertz; ph.; p. 60-64; Aug 05; AR

Chestnut Hill: Masonry; Visual and Performing Arts Center; Beaver Country Day School; Intricate masonry design; HMFH Architects; by David Barista; ph. elev.; p. 53-54; Aug 05; BD&C

Chilmark, Martha’s Vineyard: Residence; Arbor House; Keith Moskow; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 86-87; Mar 05; RA

Everett: School/High; Everett High School; HMFH Architects; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

Falmouth: Garden; Cape Cod Garden; Horiochi & Sollen; by Heather Hammatt; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; Jan 05; LA
MASSACHUSETTS (cont’d)

Orleans; Residence; Cooper House Revisited; 50 Years of Record houses; Ghawthney, Henderson & Siegal; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 275-276; Nov 06; AR

Orleans; Residence; Orleans Residence; RA Design Award; Charles Rose; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 61; May 05; RA

Plymouth; Residence; Chilton at Thornrike; Builder’s Choice Award; Devenish Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 158; Oct 05; B

Quincy; Recreation; Granite Links Golf Course; John Sanford; by George Hazellrigg; ph. pl. det.; p. 54-62; Jan 05; LA

MATERIALS, PRODUCTS

Basement Waterproofing Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 76; Aug 05; B

Considering Material Orientation; by Deborah Slaton; ph.; p. 90; Sept 05; TCS

Designing with American Hardwoods; ph. ill.; p. 197-201; Oct 05; AR

Fluid Applied Air/Moisture Barriers; ph. ill. table cea; p. 203-207; Oct 05; AR

Quartz Countertops; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 101-102; Sept 05; RA

Quartz Surfacing vs. Granite Countertops; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 111-112; May 05; B

Rubber Sidewalk Panels; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ill.; p. 22; Mar 05; LA

Standards of Care in Product Research; by David J. Wyatt; p. 26-28; May 05; TCS

MAUSOLEUM

See CEMETERY

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

MEMORIAL, MONUMENT

Alabama, Birmingham; Vulcan Park Restoration; HKW; Landscape Design by Nimrod Long; by Glenn R. DiNella; ph. pl.; p. 40-49; Mar 05; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; National Museum of the American Indian; Critique; Douglas Cardinal and Polshek Partnership; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Feb 05; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Millennium Gate; Robert Adam; Landscape Design by Spencer Tunnell; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Mar 05; LA

Germany, Berlin; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; Peter Eisenman; by Max Page; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-45; June 05; A

Germany, Berlin; Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe; Peter Eisenman; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 120-127; July 05; AR

Idaho, Boise; Anne Frank Human Rights Memorial; Ivy Design; by Don Brigham, Jr.; ph.; p. 142-144; Jan 05; LA

Memorial to the Murdered Jews in Europe; Sitework; Peter Eisenman; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 165; July 05; AR

MEMORIAL, MONUMENT (cont’d)

Michigan, Farmington Hills; Holocaust Memorial Center; Building Team Project Award; Neumann & Smith; ph.; p. 55; May 05; BD&C

Michigan, Royal Oak; Memorial Garden; Grissim, Metz & Andreise; Lighting Design by Illuminart; by Randall K. Metz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-52; Apr 05; LA

New York, Staten Island; Postcards Memorial; Masayuki Sono; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz & Stone; by Emille W. Sommerhoff; ph. ill.; p. 66-67; Nov 05; A

Pennsylvania, Annville; Veteran’s Memorial; Charles J. Frederick, Jr.; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-43; Dec 05; LA

Pennsylvania, Somerset County; Flight 93 Memorial; Paul Murdoch; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Christopher Hawthorne; ill.; p. 138-140; Dec 05; LA

Pennsylvania, Somerset County; Flight 93 National Memorial Park; Paul Murdoch; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 86-93; Nov 05; LA

Poland, Belzec; Belzec Cemetery; Monument on the site of former death camp; DDJM; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Jan 05; AR

Texas, College Station; Staccall’s Tower; by Patrick Winn; ph. ill.; p. 4-5; May 05; JAE

Turkey, Ankara; Security Monument; Anton Hanak and Josef Thorak; by Bulent Batuman; map ph. ref.; p. 34-45; Sept 05; JAE

MEXICO

Acapulco; Residence; Arango House; John Lautner; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 235-236; Feb 05; AR

Ensenada; Winery, Vineyard; Favela Winery; Teddy Cruz; by Julie Sinclair Eakin; pl. ill. elev.; p. 36; Nov 05; A

Mexico City; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Michel Rojkind; by Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 106-111; Dec 05; AR

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Mitnick, Roddegg & Hicks; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 130-133; Dec 05; AR

Ann Arbor; Restaurant; Big Ten Burrito Restaurant; PLY Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-97; Apr 05; RA

Ann Arbor; University/Auditorium; Hill Auditorium; University of Michigan; AIA Honor Award; Quinn & Evans; Original Design by Albert Kahn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 121; May 05; AR

Clarkston; Club; Oakhurst Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Archiventure; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 198; Oct 05; B

Commerce Township; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Addington Corners; Dominic Tringali; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; May 05; B
MICHIGAN (cont'd)

Dearborn; Recreation/Park; Greenfield Village Restoration; Grissim, Metz & Andriese and JGA; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 70-76; July 05; LA

Detroit; Historic, Preservation; Reviving Downtown Detroit; McIntosh & Poris; by Henry Amick; ph.; p. 178-181; July 05; ID

Detroit; Plaza; Mies van der Rohe Plaza; PLY Architecture; by Robert Klara; ph. p. 70; Sept 05; A

Detroit; Recreation/Park; Preserving Belle Isle Park; 2004 ASLA Award; Hamilton & Anderson; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted; by Andrew Martel; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-74; Mar 05; LA

Detroit; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Addington Corners; Dominick Tringali; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 172; June 05; B

Farmington Hills; Memorial, Monument; Holocaust Memorial Center; Building Team Project Award; Neumann & Smith; ph.; p. 55; May 05; BD&C

Frankfurt; Kitchen; Mountaintop Rustic Retreat; Watermark Award; The Planning Stage; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 278; May 05; B

Grand Rapids; Garden; Family Life Center Living Garden; Douglas Hills Associates; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. ref. ill.; p. 26-39; Mar 05; LA

Grand Rapids; Garden; Meijer Gardens and Sculpture Park; Progressive AE; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 40-47; Jan 05; LA

Royal Oak; Garden; Memorial Garden; Grissim, Metz & Andriese; Lighting Design by Illuminart; by Randall K. Metz; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-52; Apr 05; LA

Saginaw; Museum/Art; Saginaw Art Museum Exhibition; Wigen, Tincknell & Meyer; Original Design by Platt, Byard, Dowell & White; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; AR

MINNESOTA (cont’d)

Mendota Heights; Kitchen; Wang Residence; Watermark Award; Streeter & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 286; May 05; B

Minneapolis; Apartment Building/Landscape; Rooftop Garden; Oslund Associates; by David Motzenbecker; ph. sec. det.; p. 66-71; Feb 05; LA

Minneapolis; Arts Center; Walker Art Center Expansion; Herzog & de Meuron; by Thomas Fisher; ph. sec.; p. 58-59; Mar 05; A

Minneapolis; Arts Center; Walker Art Center Expansion; Herzog & de Meuron; by Sarah Ameler; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-99; July 05; AR

Minneapolis; Kitchen; Gasterland Kitchen; Rosemary McMonigal; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-31; Nov 05; RA

Minneapolis; Library; Minneapolis Central Library; Cesar Pelli and Architectural Alliance; by Thomas Fisher; ph. ill. det.; p. 61; Mar 05; A

Minneapolis; Museum; Addition to Walker Art Center; Herzog & de Meuron and Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; Original Design by Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-53; June 05; A

Minneapolis; Museum; Mill City Museum; AIA Honor Award; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 126; May 05; AR

Minneapolis; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Rider Bennett; 20 Below Studio; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 101-103; May 05; ID

Minneapolis; Residence; Nowhaus 01; Locus Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Mar 05; RA

Minneapolis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 301 Kenwood; Builder's Choice Award; by Kenneth Holzman; ph.; p. 174; Oct 05; B

Minneapolis; Theater; Guthrie Theater; Jean Nouvel and Architectural Alliance; by Thomas Fisher; ill.; p. 60; Mar 05; A

New Brighton; Religious Building/Chapel; Bigelow Chapel; United Theological Seminary; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; by Camille Lefevere; ph. pl. sec.; p. 236-241; May 05; AR

Ramsey; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Ramsey Town Center; Elness, Swenson & Graham; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 151; May 05; AR

Rochester; Arts Center; Rochester Art Center; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 152-157; Aug 05; ID

St. Croix; City and Regional Planning; Jackson Meadow; Marine on St Croix; AIA Honor Award; Salmela Architects and Coen & Partners; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 149; May 05; AR

Two Harbors; City and Regional Planning; Future of Two Harbors; by Charlene K. Roise; ph.; p. 118-123; Apr 05; LA

MISSISSIPPI

Jackson; Computer; Virtual Reality and Digital Modeling; Federal courthouse design tools; H3 Hardy; Acoustical Design by Arup Acoustics; by Alan Joch; ph.; p. 164; Jan 05; AR
MISSISSIPPI (cont'd)

Jackson; Lighting; Federal Courthouse; Computer models for lighting; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 67; Aug 05; A

MISSOURI

St. Charles; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Montclair; Trax Development; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 104; Feb 05; B

St. Louis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Princeton at Weatherby Place; Glanz & Associates; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; pl.; p. 99; Sept 05; B

MOISTUREPROOFING

Fluid Applied Air/Moisture Barriers; ph. ill. table cca; p. 203-207; Oct 05; AR

Vapor Barriers and Moisture Control; by Charles Wardell; ill. dia.; p. 69-70; Feb 05; B

MOLD

See HAZARDS

MONUMENT

See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT

MOTEL

California, Yountville; Inn at the French Laundry; Predock & Franke; by Abby Bussel; pl.; p. 33; Aug 05; A

See HOTEL

MOZAMBIQUE

Delgado; Recreation/Visitor Center; Tourist Resort; Cullum & Nightingale; by Catherine Slesor; ph.; pl.; p. 74-75; July 05; AR

MULTI-USE BUILDING

See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

MUSEUM

Arkansas, Little Rock; William Jefferson Clinton Presidential Center; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-39; Feb 05; A

California, Los Angeles; Getty Museum Family Room; Predock & Franke; Original Design by Richard Meier; by Allison Milionis; ph.; p. 188-192; Feb 05; AR

California, San Francisco; de Young Museum; Rainscreen wall; Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec.; p. 59; Oct 05; A

Celebrity Designed Museum Expansions; by Justin Tyler Clark; p. 80; Dec 05; A

Connecticut, New Haven; Yale Center for British Art; AIA 25 Year Award; Louis Kahn; by James Murdock; ph.; p. 152-153; May 05; AR

MUSEUM (cont'd)

District of Columbia, Washington; National Museum of the American Indian; Critique; Douglas Cardinal and Polshek Partnership; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Feb 05; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; National Museum of the American Indian; Building Team Project Award; Douglas Cardinal; Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham and et al.; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal. pl. sec.; p. 22-31; May 05; BD&C

England, London; Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood; Caruso & St. John; by Rob Gregory; pl. elev.; p. 47; Apr 05; AR

England, Northampton; 78 Demgate House-Museum; John McAslan; Original Design by Charles Rennie Mackintosh; by Hugh Pearman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 05; AR

Florida, Miami Beach; Wolfsonian Museum; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 232-235; Oct 05; ID

Georgia, Albany; Flint RiverQuarium; Antoine Predock and RBK Architects; Exhibition Design by Lyons & Zaremba; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 218-223; May 05; AR

Georgia, Milledgeville; Old Governor's Mansion; Reconstruction Award; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 32-33; Oct 05; BD&C

Germany, Baden-Baden; Frieder Burda Collection Museum; Richard Meier; by Paul Bennett; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Mar 05; A

Germany, Bonn; Rheinisches Landesmuseum; Architektengruppe Stuttgart; Exhibition Design by Cremuse; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-87; Feb 05; AR

Germany, Stuttgart; Mercedes-Benz Museum; UN Studio; Structural Design by Werner Sobek; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. ill.; p. 172-173; Dec 05; AR

Israel, Jerusalem; Holocaust History Museum; Moshe Safdie; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. pl. ill. sec. cost anal.; p. 34-41; Apr 05; BD&C

Israel, Jerusalem; Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum Complex; Moshe Safdie; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; July 05; AR

Maryland, Baltimore; B&O Railroad Museum Roundhouse; Reconstruction Award; SMG Architects; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 41; Oct 05; BD&C

Michigan, Farmington Hills; Holocaust Memorial Center; Building Team Project Award; Neumann & Smith; ph.; p. 55; May 05; BD&C

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Addition to Walker Art Center; Herzog de Meuron and Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; Original Design by Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Thomas Fisher; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-53; June 05; A

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Mill City Museum; AIA Honor Award; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; by Jane F. Kelleeyn; ph.; p. 126; May 05; AR

New York, Beacon; Dia:Beacon Museum; OpenOffice; Landscape Design by Artisan Gardens; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 60-65; Dec 05; LA
MUSEUM (cont’d)

New York, New York; Museum of Modern Art; Taniguchi Associates and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-49; Feb 05; A

New York, New York; Museum of Modern Art; Critique; by Steve Tokar; ph.; p. 88; Apr 05; A

New York, New York; Nomadic Museum; Shigeru Ban; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 109-110; May 05; AR

Poland, Warsaw; Museum of the History of Polish Jews; Lahldelma & Mahlaman; by Abby Bussel; ill. elev.; p. 32; Aug 05; A

Spain, Cordoba; Guadalquivir River Promenade; Martos Mill restoration; Juan Navarro Baldeweg; by Amanda Schachter; ph.; p. 96-101; Mar 05; AR

Spain, Granada; Museum of Memory; Local history museum; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 45; Apr 05; AR

Spain, Pamplona; Palace of the Kings of Navarra; Interior renovation; Jose Rafael Moneo; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-80; Feb 05; AR

California, Los Angeles; Family Room; J. Paul Getty Museum; Predock & Frane; Original Design by Richard Meier; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 92-93; Oct 05; AR

California, Los Angeles; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Renovation; Renzo Piano; by Michael Webb; pl. sec. ill.; p. 38-39; May 05; AR

California, San Francisco; de Young Museum; Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-115; Nov 05; AR

California, San Francisco; de Young Museum; Herzog & de Meuron; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl.; p. 60-63; Dec 05; A

California, San Francisco; de Young Museum; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; elev. ill.; p. 46-61; Oct 05; AR

Colorado, Parker; Wildlife Experience Museum; Klipp, Colussey, Jenks & DuBois and Overland Partners; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. dia.; p. 76; May 05; A

Delaware, Wilmington; Delaware Art Museum Expansion; Ann Beha; Lighting Design by James Turrell; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Nov 05; AR

Denmark, Copenhagen; Ordrupgaard Museum Expansion; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38; Oct 05; AR

Finland, Helsinki; Museum of Contemporary Art; Steven Holl; by Scott Drake; ph. pl. ref.; p. 53-59; Nov 05; JAE

Georgia, Atlanta; High Museum of Art; Renzo Piano and Lord, Aek & Sargent; by Julie Sinclair Eakins; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Dec 05; A

Georgia, Atlanta; High Museum; Renzo Piano and Lord, Aek & Sargent; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 130-135; Nov 05; AR

MUSEUM (cont’d)

ART (cont’d)

Germany, Munich; Museum for Brandhorst Collection; Sauerbruch & Hutton; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 45; Apr 05; A

Germany, Stuttgart; Art Cube Museum; Hascher & Jehle; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Art Institute of Chicago Expansion; Renzo Piano; by C. C. Sullivan; sec.; p. 41; July 05; A

Iowa, Davenport; Figge Art Museum; David Chipperfield; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-121; Nov 05; AR

Iowa, Davenport; Figge Art Museum; David Chipperfield and Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunck; by Thomas Leslie; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-49; Oct 05; A

Japan, Kanazawa; 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art; Seijima & Nishizawa; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 88-97; Feb 05; AR

Japan, Naoshima; Chichu Art Museum; Tadao Ando; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p. 116-123; Oct 05; AR

Japan, Osaka; National Museum of Contemporary Art; Cesar Pelli; by John Pastor; ph.; p. 281-283; May 05; AR

Louisiana, Lafayette; Paul and Lulu Hillard Art Museum; University of Louisiana; AIA Honor Award; Eskew, Dumes & Ripple; by Jane F. Kelleeney; ph.; p. 130; May 05; AR

Michigan, Saginaw; Saginaw Art Museum Expansion; Wigen, Tencknall & Meyer; Original Design by Platt, Byard, Dowell & White; by Suzanne Stephens and Sarah Cox; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Nov 05; AR

New York, New York; Museum of Modern Art; Taniguchi Associates and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-109; Jan 05; AR

New York, New York; Museum of Modern Art; Expansion; Taniguchi Associates, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Cooper & Robertson; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-51; Feb 05; AR

Spain, Leon; Museum of Contemporary Art; Mansilla & Tuon; by David Cohn; ph. pl. axon.; p. 108-115; Mar 05; AR

Spain, Madrid; Museo Reina Sofia Addition; Jean Nouvel; by Catherine Slessor; p. 33; Nov 05; AR

Switzerland, Bern; Paul Klee Center; Renzo Piano; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-137; Oct 05; AR

Tennessee, Chattanooga; Hunter Museum Addition; Randall Stout, Derthick, Henley & Willerson and Heffterin & Kronenberg; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-129; Nov 05; AR
MUSEUM (cont'd)

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY
France, Lyons; Knowledge of Our Age Museum; Coop Himmelblau; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 47; Apr 05; ARev
Germany, Hausenberg; Museum of Granite; Bruckner & Bruckner; by Rob Gregory; elev. m.; p. 48; Apr 05; ARev
Germany, Strasland; German Oceanographic Museum; Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; sec.; p. 42; Apr 05; ARev
Germany, Stuttgart; Mercedes-Benz Car Museum; UN Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec. m.; June 05; ARev

NEVERLANDS
Amsterdam; Recreation/Sports Facility; Marnix Sports Centre; Mecanoo Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 70; Apr 05; ARev
Middelburg; Industrial Building; Bridge Service Building; BAR; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; May 05; A
Utrecht; University/Library; Library of Utrecht; Wiel Arets; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-61; Apr 05; A
Utrecht; University/Library; Library of Utrecht; Wiel Arets; Master Planning by Rem Koolhaas; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Aug 05; BD&C

NEVADA
Las Vegas; City and Regional Planning; Continuing Growth in Las Vegas; by Michele Mariani; ph. elev. map; p. 144-150; Mar 05; B
Las Vegas; City and Regional Planning; Exponential Growth of Las Vegas; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 186-193; May 05; AR
Las Vegas; City and Regional Planning; Learning From Las Vegas; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 194-197; May 05; AR
Las Vegas; Hotel; Hard Rock Hotel; Kelly Wearstler; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 192-196; Mar 05; ID
Las Vegas; Hotel; MGM Grand Skylofts; Leo A. Daly; Interior Design by Tony Chi; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 206-210; Mar 05; ID
Las Vegas; Interior Design: Ultimate Family Home; Watermark Award; Bassenian & Lago; Interior Design by Color Design Art; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 290; May 05; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Courtyards at the Peaks; Tracey Lee; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 182; June 05; B
Las Vegas; Restaurant; Bradley Ogden Restaurant; Engstrom Design; by David Kaufman; ph.; p. 214-216; Mar 05; ID
Las Vegas; Restaurant; Canter's Delicatessen; Jordan Mozee; by Tom Austin; ph. ill.; p. 176-178; Mar 05; ID
Las Vegas; Restaurant; Fix Restaurant; HLW; Interior Design by Graft; by Donne Paul; ph. ill.; p. 200-202; Mar 05; ID
Las Vegas; Restaurant; Mix Restaurant; Klaa & Juba; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 150-153; Nov 05; AR
Las Vegas; Restaurant; Mix Restaurant; Klaa & Juba; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by David Kaufman; ph.; p. 168-172; Mar 05; ID
Las Vegas; Restaurant; Shibuya Restaurant; Yabu & Pushelberg and Leo A. Daly; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-145; Nov 05; AR
Las Vegas; Restaurant; Shibuya Restaurant; Yabu & Pushelberg; by Stephen Milioti; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Jan 05; ID
Las Vegas; Social Issues; Bin City, Las Vegas; by Gabu Heintd; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 5-12; Nov 05; JAE
Las Vegas; Store/Clothing; Formarina Store; Giorgio Borruso; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-140; Feb 05; AR

MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA
Omaha; Bathroom; Brown Residence Bathroom; Randy Brown; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph. ill.; p. S38-S39; Sept 05; ID
Omaha; Office Building; Union Pacific Railroad Headquarters; Gensler Associates; by Katherine S. Anderson and Mark Hinchman; ph. ill.; p. S110-S112; Nov 05; ID
Omaha; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Grove; B3 Architects; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 176; June 05; B
Omaha; Store; Bizarre Boutique; Randy Brown; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 152-156; Sept 05; AR

NEPAL
Kathmandu; Garden; Keshar Mahal Garden of Dreams Restoration; Gotz Hagmuller; Original Design by Kishorl Narings; by Alex Ulam; ph. pl.; p. 130-139; Sept 05; LA

NETHERLANDS
Almere-Haven; Elderly Housing; de Overloop Home for the Elderly; Herman Hertzberger; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 80; Aug 05; RA
Amsterdam; Arts Center; Amsterdam Arts Metropole Museum; Wiel Arets; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42; Apr 05; ARev

NETHERLANDS (cont'd)
Amsterdam; Recreation/Sports Facility; Marnix Sports Centre; Mecanoo Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 70; Apr 05; ARev
Middelburg; Industrial Building; Bridge Service Building; BAR; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; May 05; A
Utrecht; University/Library; Library of Utrecht; Wiel Arets; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-61; Apr 05; A
Utrecht; University/Library; Library of Utrecht; Wiel Arets; Master Planning by Rem Koolhaas; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Aug 05; BD&C
NEVADA (cont'd)

Las Vegas; Store; Nextel Central; Gensler Associates; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 182-188; Mar 05; ID

Reno; Residence; Desert House; Will Bruder; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. pers.; p. 87; Apr 05; AR

Reno; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Belsera; Sealed bid process; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 95; May 05; B

NEW JERSEY

—; Law; Post Construction Contractor Liability; by Matthew Power; ill.; p. 41-42; Apr 05; B

Mahwah; University/Residential; Ramapo College Dormitory; RA Design Award; Paulus Sokolowski & Sartor; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 05; RA

Millburn; Office Building; Elie Tahari Fashion Design Office and Warehouse; AIA Honor Award; Voorsanger Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 135; May 05; AR

Newark; Government Building; Essex County Courthouse; Reconstruction Award; Farewell, Mills & Gatesch; Original Design by Cass Gilbert; by David Barista; ph.; p. 20-24; Oct 05; BD&C

North Branch; University/Recreation; Gymnasium and Pool Renovation; Raritan Valley Community College; Peter Johnston; by Stephen Milbott; ph.; p. 78-79; July 05; ID

Parsippany; Office Building; Sun Chemical Headquarters; Gensler Associates; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. S114-S115; Nov 05; ID

Perth Amboy; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Landings at Harborside; Sales and design center; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 101; Jan 05; B

Perth Amboy; School/High; Perth Amboy High School; P/A Citation; John Ronan; pl. ill. sec.; p. 38-41; Jan 05; A

Princeton; Garden; Princeton Writers Block; Kevin Wilkes; Landscape Design by Alan Goodheart; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph.; p. 28; May 05; LA

NEW MEXICO

—; Planetarium; Star Axis; Charles Ross; ph.; p. 102-109; Oct 05; AR

—; Residence; Turbulence House; Steven Holt; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 182-187; Apr 05; AR

Albuquerque; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Eagle Ridge; Your CAD Drafting; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 178; June 05; B

NEW YORK (cont'd)

Battery Park City; Security; Battery Park City Streetscapes; AIA Honor Award; Rogers & Marvel; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl. ill.; p. 146; May 05; AR

Beacon; Museum; Dia:Beacon Museum; OpenOffice; Landscape Design by Artisan Gardens; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 60-65; Dec 05; LA

Briarcliff Manor; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Trump National Golf Club; Devereaux & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl. p. 112-116; Apr 05; A

Brighton Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oceana Condominium and Club; SB Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 98; Mar 05; B

Bronx; City and Regional Planning; Benefits of Community-Based Planning; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 15-16; Jan 05; A

Brooklyn; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Evan Douglas; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 96-99; Dec 05; AR

Brooklyn; Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Park Slope Mivkah Bath Facilities; Jason King, Mandi Lew and John Coburn; by Katie Gerfen; sec. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

Brooklyn; Research Facility, Laboratory; Great Harbor Design Center, Gary Shoemaker; by Anna Holtzman; pers.; p. 42; July 05; A

Buffalo; Historic, Preservation; Preservation of Buffalo Central Terminal; by Robert Kiara; ph.; p. 104; Sept 05; A

East Hampton; Kitchen; East Hampton Residence; Michael Haviland; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 226; July 05; AR

East Hampton; Residence; Bunshaft Residence; Gordon Bunshaft; by James S. Russell; p. 231-232; Aug 05; AR

East Hampton; Residence; House in East Hampton; Centerbrook Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; July 05; RA

Fredonia; University/Performing Arts Center; Juliet J. Rosch Recital Hall; State University of New York; IIDA award; Interview with architect; Pasanella, Klein, Stolzman & Berg; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 194-195; May 05; ID

Garrison; Landscape Management; Managing Manitoga Forest Garden; Leavitt, Henshell & Kawai; Landscape Design by Russel Wright; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. sec. map ref.; p. 64-77; Sept 05; LA

Harris; Health Care, Health Center; Patrick H. Dollard Discovery Health Center; Guenther 5; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 68-72; May 05; AR

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; AJ'S Designs; Interior Design by Jackie Terrelt; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 168-172; Sept 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Shamir Shaw; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 200-207; Jan 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Workshop/APD; Interior Design by Sara Story; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 186-188; Sept 05; ID
NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Duplex Remodel: The Apartment; by Jeannie Rosenfeld; ph. pl.; p. 230-237; Sept 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Dumbacher Loft Renovation; Gluckman & Mayner; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-182; Sept 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; Brendan Guerin; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl.; p. 134-141; Nov 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; Massana & O'Rourke; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. S16-S18; Apr 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; Leeser Architecture; by Tim McKeough; p. 148-152; Sept 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; Slade Architecture; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S4-S6; Sept 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; New York Loft; Dufner & Heffges; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 162-169; Jan 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Renovation; Martin Raffone; Interior Design by Charles Lewis; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 158-162; Sept 05; ID

New York; Apartment Building; Chelsea Court; RA Design Award; Louise Braverman; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 101; May 05; RA

New York; Apartment Building; Porter House Condominiums; Building Team Project Award; SHOp/Sharple; Holden & Pasquarelli; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; ph.; p. 60; May 05; BD&C

New York; Architecture; Critique of Freedom Tower; by Robert Campbell; ill.; p. 67; Sept 05; AR

New York; Architecture; Problems at Ground Zero; by Paul Goldberger; ph. pl.; p. 61-64; Sept 05; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Milloy Ideasystem; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; ill.; p. 47-48; Aug 05; AR

New York; Art Gallery; Mixed Greens Gallery; Leven & Betts; Interior Design by Ghislaine Vinas; by Kimberly Goad; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Nov 05; ID

New York; Art; Interactive Sculpture; Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center; Granary Associates; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; ill.; p. 56-60; Mar 05; ID

New York; Art; Sculpture Garden Renovation; Museum of Modern Art; Zion; Breen & Richardson; Original Design by Philip Johnson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; May 05; LA

New York; Art; The Gates at Central Park; Christo and Jeanne-Claude; by Kenneth Helphand; ph.; p. 126-135; May 05; LA

New York; Bar; The Modern; Bentel & Bentel; Original Design by Goodwin & Stone; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 124-131; Sept 05; AR

New York; Bathroom; Bathroom Remodel; Ronnette Riley; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 26; Aug 05; RA

NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Bathroom; Decorator Show House Bathroom; McMillen; by Annie Block; ph.; p. S16-S17; Sept 05; ID

New York; Bathroom; Fifth Avenue Loft; Murphy, Burnham & Buttrick; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 131-134; Jan 05; ID

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Forever Modern Exhibition; 50 years of Record Houses; ph. m.; p. 53-67; Nov 05; AR

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Groundswell; Constructing the Contemporary Landscape; Exhibit at Museum of Modern Art; by Abby Bussel; ph.; p. 33-34; Apr 05; A

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Groundswell; Constructing the Contemporary Landscape; Exhibit at Museum of Modern Art; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.; p. 22-24; May 05; LA

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Mexico City Dialogues: New Architectural Practices Exhibit; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 91-92; May 05; AR

New York; Fire Protection; Fire Protection at 7 World Trade Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. cca; p. 139-146; Aug 05; AR

New York; Garden; Roof Garden; Museum of Modern Art; Ken Smith; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 104-111; Nov 05; LA

New York; Garden; Roof Garden; Museum of Modern Art; by Jacky Bowring; ph.; p. 146-148; Nov 05; LA

New York; Government Building; Firehouse Restorations; Prendergast & Laurel; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 186-190; June 05; AR

New York; Government Building; Room GA-200; United Nations Headquarters; Inlay and David Hotson; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 248-249; May 05; ID

New York; Health Care, Health Center; Duke Chiropractic Center; Amie Gross; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 132-136; Feb 05; ID

New York; Health Care, Health Center; Jay Monahan Center; Guenther 5; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 127-130; Feb 05; ID

New York; Kitchen; 62 Cooper Square; Kitchen and bathroom; Desai & Chia; by Rita Cantinella Orrell; ph.; p. 221; July 05; AR

New York; Kitchen; Florence Residence; Lawrence Group; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 224; July 05; AR

New York; Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Ronnette Riley; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; Aug 05; RA

New York; Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; Chelsil Atelier; by Leslie Banker; ph.; p. S28-S30; Apr 05; ID

New York; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; Ken Smith; by Susan Hines; ph. ill.; p. 112-121; Nov 05; LA

New York; Library; Robin Hood Foundation Re-invents the Public School Library; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 86-92; Sept 05; AR

New York; Lighting; Duvet Nightclub; Andres Escobar; Lighting Design by XS Lighting & Sound; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 315-317; May 05; AR
NEW YORK (cont’d)

New York; Lighting; Prow Sculpture; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Art by David Rome; by Fred Bernstein; ph.: p. 121-124; Apr 05; ID

New York; Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; Taniguchi Associates and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-109; Jan 05; AR

New York; Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; Critique; Taniguchi Associates; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 67-69; Jan 05; AR

New York; Museum/Art; Museum of Modern Art; Expansion; Taniguchi Associates, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and Cooper & Robertson; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-51; Feb 05; AR<rev

New York; Museum; Museum of Modern Art; Taniguchi Associates and Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by John Morris Dixon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-49; Feb 05; ID

New York; Museum; Museum of Modern Art; Critique; by Steve Tokar; ph.; p. 88; Apr 05; A

New York; Museum; Nomadic Museum; Shigeru Ban; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 109-110; May 05; AR

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Law Office; Gensler Associates; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. S30-S34; Nov 05; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Lever Building; Interior Renovation; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 268-275; Sept 05; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Aperture Foundation; Slade Architects; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69; Nov 05; A

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Thomas A. Lee Capital; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by Pierce & Allen; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 212-219; Sept 05; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Spot Welders Office Remodel; WORKac; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 126-133; Nov 05; ID

New York; Office Building/Landscape; Lever House Restoration; 2004 ASLA Award; Ken Smith; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. m.; p. 88-95; Jan 05; LA

New York; Office Building; Hearst Corporation Headquarters; Foster & Partners and Adamson Associates; Mechanical Design by Flack & Kurtz; by Gordon Wright; ph. ill.; p. 42-46; Apr 05; BD&C

New York; Performing Arts Center; Frederick P. Rose Hall; Rafael Vinyoly; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 146-151; Jan 05; AR

New York; Performing Arts Center; Zankel Hall; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by William B. Tuthill; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. sec. axon. det.; p. 156-161; Jan 05; AR

New York; Photography; The Mythic City; Photographs of New York 1925-1940; Samuel H. Gottscho; by Donald Albrecht; ph.; p. 246-255; Sept 05; ID

New York; Plants; Battery Bosque and the Tree Grove; Renovation; Weisz & Yoes; Landscape Design by Saratoga Associates; by Anne Raver; ph.; p. 50-52; Aug 05; LA

NEW YORK (cont’d)

New York; Plaza; Capitol Plaza; 2005 ASLA Award; Thomas Balsley; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Oct 05; LA

New York; Plaza; North Court Renovation; Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro; Original Design by Dan Kiley; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 28-39; May 05; LA

New York; Recreation/Park; West Harlem Waterfront Park; AIA Honor Award; W Architecture; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. ill.; p. 151; May 05; AR

New York; Recreation/Sports Facility; Governor’s Island Stadium Proposal; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; Aug 05; AR

New York; Restoration; Pier 96 Boathouse; Dattner Architects; by Jacob Ward; ph.; p. 307; Sept 05; ID

New York; Recreation; The Gym; Meyer & Davis; by Jackie Cooperman; ph.; p. 66-70; Jan 05; ID

New York; Religious Building/Church; East End Temple; AIA Honor Award; BKS; Original Design by Richard Morris Hunt; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 138; May 05; AR

New York; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; T Residence; Townhouse Renovation; Studio Rinaldi; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 198-204; Jan 05; AR

New York; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Condominium Renovation; Clodagh Design; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 276-283; Sept 05; ID

New York; Restaurant; Alto Restaurant; Vincente Wolf; by Kimberly God; ph.; p. 108-110; Sept 05; ID

New York; Restaurant; English is Italian Restaurant; Mary Bright Studio; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 198-200; June 05; AR

New York; Restaurant; Lady M Cake Boutique; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Sam Trimble Design; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 196-198; May 05; ID

New York; Restaurant; Lo Scalo Restaurant; A/R Environetics Group; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 82-84; July 05; ID

New York; Safety; SAFE: Design Takes on Risk Exhibition; by Victoria Rowan; ph.; p. 59-60; Dec 05; AR

New York; School/Vocational; Fashion Institute of Technology; SHoP Sharper; Holden & Pasquale!; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. pers. m.; p. 65; Apr 05; AR<rev

New York; School/Vocational; Matrix Global Academy; Gensler Associates; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. S82-S84; Nov 05; ID
NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York: Showroom; Carpet Showroom; Matthew Baird; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 156-160; July 05; ID

New York: Showroom; Cassina Furniture Showroom; Giancarlo Tintori; by Joseph Minutillo; ph.; p. 59-62; Jan 05; ID

New York: Store/Clothing; Catherine Malandrino Boutique; Christophe Pillet; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 188-193; Apr 05; ID

New York: Store/Clothing; Judith Lieber Store; Gensler Associates; by Sarah Maud Powell; ph.; p. 88-90; Apr 05; ID

New York: Store/Clothing; Reiss Store; D. Raw Associates; by Lucie Young; ph.; p. 100-104; Sept 05; ID

New York; Store; Jacob & Company Jewelry Store; Arrell Group; by Jessica Dheer; ph.; p. 112-114; Sept 05; ID

New York; Store; Jacob & Company Jewelry Store; Arrell Group; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 52-56; Dec 05; BD&C

New York; Studio; Designer's Offices; Roman & Williams; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 260-267; Mar 05; ID

New York; Studio; Framestore NY Studio; David Howell; by Andrew Blum; ph. pl.; p. 238-245; Sept 05; ID

New York; Studio; Joan Weill Center for Dance; Lu & Bibliowicz; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 290-297; May 05; ID

New York; Studio; Kushner Studios; Kushner Studios; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 209-209; Sept 05; ID

New York; Studio; Yoga Studio and Residence; Steve E. Blatz; by Judd Tully; ph. pl.; p. 290-297; Oct 05; ID

New York; Theater; IFC Film Center Renovation; Bogdanow Partners; by Elzy Kolb; ph.; p. 284-289; Sept 05; ID

New York; Transit Station; Fulton Street Transit Centre; Nicholas Grimshaw; by Robin Gregory; ill. m.; p. 82; Apr 05; AR

New York; Waterfront Development; Reclaiming the Waterfront; by Brown Young; ph. ill.; p. 16-21; Oct 05; A

Olive Bridge; Library; Olive Tree Library; Peter L. Gluck; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 122; Apr 05; AR

Pocantico Hills; Cultural Center; Stone Barns Center; Machado & Silvetti and Asfour & Guzy; Original Design by Grosvenor Atterbury; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR

Queens; Exhibition; Exhibit; Hall of Science; Polshok Partnership; Original Design by Harrison & Abramovitz; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill.; p. 224-229; May 05; AR

Queens; Exhibition; Exhibit; Young Architects Program; SUR; Xefirotarch; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 73-74; Sept 05; AR

Queens; Garden; School Learning Garden; Ken Smith; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 22-29; Feb 05; LA

Queens; Recycling; Build It Green Salvage Reseller; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 98-102; June 05; ID

NEW YORK (cont'd)

Randalls Island; Fire Protection; Burn Building; Firefighter training tool; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 74; Apr 05; A

Rochester; Garden; Rochester Vinyard; Urban farming; Environmental Design & Research; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. ill.; p. 30-38; June 05; LA

Rockaway; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Arverne by the Sea; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Kuhn; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 148-150; July 05; B

Rye; Residence; Franzen House; Ulrich Franzen; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 255-256; Jan 05; AR

Rye; Residence; Rye Residence; RA Design Award; Kaehler & Moore; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 63; May 05; RA

Rye; Restaurant; RK Restaurant; Roger Ferris; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 62-64; Aug 05; ID

Saratoga Springs; Residence; T House Revisited; Ungers & Kinslow; by Sara Hart; ph. p. 267-268; Apr 05; AR

Shelter Island; Residence; Residence Renovation; Schefer Design and Jonathan Adler; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 532-534; Apr 05; ID

Southampton; Residence; Beach House Renovation; Mark Matthews; Interior Design by Jeff Design; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 186-195; July 05; ID

Staten Island; Boat; Guy V. Molinari Ferry Boat; Lacroze, Miguens & Prati and George G. Sharp; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 92-96; Sept 05; ID

Staten Island; Memorial, Monument; Postcards Memorial; Masayuki Sono; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz & Stone; by Emilie W. Sommerhoff; ph. ill.; p. 66-67; Nov 05; A

Staten Island; Stormwater Management; Staten Island Bluebelt; Natural stormwater management; Dean Cavallaro; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. pl.; p. 56-63; Nov 05; LA

Tonawanda; Recreation/Park; Gateway Harbor Park; Erie Canalway National Corridor; Trowbridge & Wolf; by Suzanne McDaniel VanDeMark; ph. pl. table map; p. 24-33; Jan 05; LA

Tonawanda; Recreation/Park; Gateway Harbor Park Construction Details; by Kathryn Wolfe; ph. sec.; p. 34-38; Jan 05; LA

Troy; Performing Arts Center; Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Nicholas Grimshaw and Davis, Brody & Bond; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 150-151; June 05; AR

NEW ZEALAND

—; Art; Chicken Wire Sculpture and Corrugated Metal Art; Allan Coleman and Jeff Thomson; by Sam Seraphy; ph.; p. 16-18; Sept 05; LA

Bay of Islands; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mountain Landing Resort Guest Lodge; Pip Cheshire; Interior Design by Terry Hunziker; by John Alderman; ph.; p. 206-213; Jan 05; ID

Great Barrier Island; Residence; Shark Alley House; Fearon & Hay; by Sarah Amelar; pl. elev.; p. 194-199; Apr 05; AR
NIGHT CLUB
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Orange Room; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Munge & Leung; by Sheila Kim-Janet; ph.; p. 204-206; May 05; ID

Germany, Frankfurt; Cocoon Club; Deitz Joppchen Architekten; Lighting Design by 3deluxe; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 160-164; Aug 05; AR

New York, New York; Duvet Nightclub; Andres Escobar; Lighting Design by XS Lighting & Sound; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 315-317; May 05; AR

See also BAR; CLUB; RECREATION; RESTAURANT

NORTH CAROLINA
Butner; Hospital; Psychiatric Hospital; Freelon Group and Cannon Design; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

Charlotte; Bathroom; Bathroom; William McDonough; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 40; Mar 05; RA

Charlotte; Kitchen; Kitchen; William McDonough; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; Mar 05; RA

Charlotte; Residence; Residential Landscape; 2004 ASLA Award; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. pl.; p. 152-161; Oct 05; LA

Charlotte; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cityview Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; David Furman; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 200; Oct 05; B

Durham; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Delta Smart House; Duke University; Frank Harmon; by Meghan Drueing; ill.; p. 30; Mar 05; RA

NORTHERN IRELAND
County Antrim; Recreation/Visitor Center; Giant’s Causeway Visitor Center, Heneghan & Peng; by Katie Gerfen; ill. pl.; p. 35; Nov 05; A

NORWAY
Oslo; Industrial Building; Water Bottling Factory; Copper in Architecture Award; Poppy Kirkwood; pl. sec.; p. 68; Oct 05; ARev

O

OBSERVATORY
Switzerland, —; Tour de Moron; Mario Botta; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 77-78; Jan 05; AR

See also UNIVERSITY

OFFICE BUILDING
Argentina, Buenos Aires; La Nacion Newspaper Headquarters; HOK and Estudio Aisenson; Structural Design by Thornton & Tomasetti; by David Barista; ph. pl. sec.; p. 24-26; Mar 05; BD&C

California, Beverly Hills; Endeavor Talent Agency; NMDA; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. elev. pers. axon.; p. 116-123; Sept 05; AR

California, Los Angeles; Caltrans Headquarters; Morphosis; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. sec.; p. 120-129; Jan 05; AR

California, San Francisco; 350 Rhode Island Office Building; Paul Architecture; by C. C. Sullivan; pl.; p. 68-69; May 05; A

Connecticut, Middlebury; Timex World Headquarters; Fletcher & Thompson; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 64-65; May 05; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Realtor Building; Building Team Project Award; Gund Partnership and SMB Architects; ph.; p. 56; May 05; BD&C

England, London; Allies and Morrison Office Building; Allies & Morrison; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Feb 05; BD&C

England, London; AM International Regional Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Elliott & Associates; by Jane F. Koleeey; ph.; p. 133; May 05; AR

England, London; Clifford Chance Headquarters; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 57-58; Aug 05; BD&C

England, London; Fitzrovia Building; Arup headquarters; Sheppard Robson; by David Gissen; ph.; p. 163-164; July 05; AR

Florida, Cape Canaveral; NASA Operations Support Building; Wolfberg & Alvarez; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

Florida, Oldsmar; Nielsen Media Research Campus; Alfonso Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; May 05; A

France, Paris; EMI Corporate Campus; Renzo Piano; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph. sec.; p. 276-283; May 05; ID

Illinois, Niles; Shure Technology Center; Krueck & Sexton; Original Design by Murphy & Jahn; by Cheryl Kent; ph. pl.; p. 106-111; June 05; AR

India, New Mumbai; Petroleum House; Reliance Group Headquarters; Perkins & Will; by Robert Cassidy; ph. pl.; p. 37-41; Mar 05; BD&C

Nebraska, Omaha; Union Pacific Railroad Headquarters; Gensler Associates; by Katherine S. Ankerson and Mark Hinchman; ph. ill.; p. S110-S112; Nov 05; ID

New Jersey, Millburn; Elie Tahari Fashion Design Office and Warehouse; AIA Honor Award; Voorsanger Architects; by Jane F. Koleeey; ph.; p. 135; May 05; AR
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OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

New Jersey, Parsippany; Sun Chemical Headquarters; Gensler Associates; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. S114-S115; Nov 05; ID

New York, New York; Hearst Corporation Headquarters; Foster & Partners and Adamson Associates; Mechanical Design by Flack & Kurtz; by Gordon Wright; ph. ill.; p. 42-46; Apr 05; BD&C

Pennsylvania, Chester; The Wharf at Riverton; Reconstruction Award; Hillier Architecture and Blackney & Hayes; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 30-31; Oct 05; BD&C

Pennsylvania, Milford; Financial Center; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; May 05; A

Repositioning Older Office Buildings; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 48-51; Dec 06; BD&C

South Korea, Seoul; Digital Media City Offices and Showrooms; Barkow & Leibinger, by Robert Klara; ill. sec.; p. 39; May 05; A

Spain, Almeria; Health Authority Offices; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl.; p. 81-83; May 05; AREv

Switzerland, Geneva; Vacheron Constantin Headquarters and Watch Factory; Bernard Tschumi; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 98-105; June 05; AR

Texas, Fort Worth; Radio Shack Headquarters; HK; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. pers.; p. 26-34; Jan 05; BD&C

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Dubai International Financial Centre; Gensler Associates; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S18-S19; Nov 05; ID

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; The Gate Building; Gensler Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph. ill.; p. 42-44; Mar 05; BD&C

Virginia, McLean; Gannett/USA Today Corporate Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 125; May 05; AR

ATRIUM

England, London; Barclays Bank; Stacked atria landscaping; HOK and Pringle & Brandon; Landscape Design by Martha Schwartz; by Paul Finch; ph.; p. 84-85; Nov 05; AREv

HIGH RISE

Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Petronas Towers; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Cesar Pelli; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-75; Jan 05; AREv

New York, New York; Critique of Freedom Tower; by Robert Campbell; ill.; p. 67; Sept 05; AR

New York, New York; Fire Protection at 7 World Trade Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. cca; p. 139-146; Aug 05; AR

INTERIORS

California, Berkeley; Contango Capital Advisers Headquarters; Huntsman Architectural Group; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 109-111; May 05; ID

California, Beverly Hills; Endeavor Talent Agency; Neil Denari; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 184-191; Feb 05; ID

OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)

California, La Jolla; Nissan Design America; LUCE et Studio; Original Design by Ron Ronchetti; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 228-235; July 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; California Department of Transportation District 7, Morphosis; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 347; May 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; Fashion Institute of Design & Merchandising; Clive Wilkinson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 192-199; Jan 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; McCann Erickson Worldwide; Gensler Associates; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S117-S119; Nov 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; Rios Clementi Hale Studios; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 268-273; Mar 05; ID

California, Los Angeles; Saban Capital Group; Gensler Associates; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. S43-S46; Nov 05; ID

California, San Francisco; Damore Johann Office Building; Plau Architecture; by Matt Stewart; ph. axon.; p. 192-197; Feb 05; ID

California, San Francisco; Designer’s Offices; Orlando Diaz-Azcuy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 240-247; Mar 05; ID

California, San Francisco; Financial Management Company Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. S76-S79; Nov 05; ID

California, San Francisco; National Resources Defense Council; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 86-92; June 05; ID

California, San Francisco; SKYY Spirits Headquarters; RMW Architecture; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 126-130; May 05; ID

California, San Francisco; Venables & Bell Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Ron Nyren; ph.; p. S60-S62; Nov 05; ID

California, Santa Monica; HBO Offices; HLW; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 154-181; Feb 05; ID

California, Santa Monica; Sony Design Center; George Yu; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 270-275; May 05; ID

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Nokia Research and Development Center; Christopher Bozyk; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 298-307; May 05; ID

Canada, Manitoba, Winnipeg; SC3; Architects Headquarters; Smith & Carter; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 88-92; Oct 05; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S64-S66; Nov 05; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Raben Group Headquarters; OTJ Architects; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 94-96; Oct 05; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Venable Law Firm Offices; Studio Architecture; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 85-88; May 05; ID
OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)

England, London; London Stock Exchange; Gensler Associates; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S102-S104; Nov 05; ID

England, London; Mother Advertising Offices; Clive Wilkinson; by Edie Cohen; ph.; ill.; p. 196-203; June 05; ID

England, London; Offices of Clifford Chance; Gensler Associates; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S12-S15; Nov 05; ID

Florida, Miami; Karla Office; Rene Gonzalez; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 158-165; June 05; ID

France, Paris; BETC Office Remodel; Jung Architectures and Plum Buro; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 112-119; Nov 05; ID

Germany, Berlin; Product Visionaires Headquarters; Redecker-Christiansen; Interior Design by Martini & Meyer; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 254-261; May 05; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Columbia College Journalism Department; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. S50-S52; Nov 05; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Global Hyatt Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Original Design by Pei, Cobb & Freed; by Thomas Connors; ph.; p. 248-255; Oct 05; ID

Italy, Milan; Gianfranco Ferre Offices; Franco Ragg; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-199; Apr 05; ID

Japan, Tokyo; Offices of Fuji Xerox; Gensler Associates; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. S37-S39; Nov 05; ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Fidelity Investments; Gensler Associates; by Meaghan O’Neill; ph.; p. S98-S100; Nov 05; ID

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Offices of Rider Bennett; 20 Below Studio; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 101-103; May 05; ID

New York, New York; Designer’s Offices; Roman & Williams; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 260-267; Mar 05; ID

New York, New York; Joan Well Center for Dance; Iu & Bibiowicz; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 290-297; May 05; ID

New York, New York; Law Office; Gensler Associates; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. S30-S34; Nov 05; ID

New York, New York; Lever Building Interior Renovation; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 268-275; Sept 05; ID

New York, New York; Offices of Aperture Foundation; Slade Architects; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; pl. sec.; p. 69; Nov 05; A

New York, New York; Offices of Thomas A. Lee Capital; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by Pierce & Allen; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 212-219; Sept 05; ID

New York, New York; Spot Welders Office Remodel; WORKac; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 126-133; Nov 05; ID

Ohio, Akron; Offices of Hahn Loeser & Parks; Core Architecture; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 117-120; May 05; ID

OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)

Washington, Seattle; Gramm & Dunn Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.; p. S54-S56; Nov 05; ID

Washington, Seattle; Office of Terry Hunziker; Terry Hunziker; by Tom Austin; ph.; pl. p. 180-185; June 05; ID

LANDSCAPE

California, West Hollywood; Pacific Design Center; Thomas Balsley and Melanie; Original Design by Cesar Pelli; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. ill.; p. 30-37; Feb 05; LA

Minnesota, Golden Valley; General Mills Campus; 2004 ASLA Award; HGA and Oslund Associates; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; pl. p. 102-111; Jan 05; LA

New York, New York; Lever House Restoration; 2004 ASLA Award; Ken Smith; Original Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. m.; p. 88-95; Jan 05; LA

LOW RISE

Ireland, Galway; SAP Call Centre; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; pl. sec.; p. 56-59; July 05; ARev

South Africa, Cape Town; BP Africa Headquarters; Kruger & Roos; Green by Design and Joshua Conrad; by Schalk Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 05; ARev

MIDDLE RISE

England, London; Wellcome Trust Headquarters; Hopkins Architects; by Kenneth Powell; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 58-65; Feb 05; ARev

See also BANK; CLINIC; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO; GOVERNMENT BUILDING; INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; LIGHTING; PLAZA; SHOW-ROOM; STUDIO; UNIVERSITY

OFFICE PRACTICE

Avoiding Mistakes on Your Project; by Joseph H. Kasimer; p. 10-12; Aug 05; TCS

Benefits of Contract Administration; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 47-56; July 05; RA

Effective Use of Websites; by Mark Hutker; by Mark A. Hutker; ph. table; p. 41-43; July 05; RA

Enhancing Builder-Supplier Relationships; by Harry Seigle; ill.; p. 73-74; Oct 05; B

Generating Your Own Projects; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill.; p. 31-34; July 05; A

Investing in Overhead; by Hugh Hochberg; p. 30; Aug 05; A

Marketing the Firm Through Relationships; by Anna Holtzman; p. 30; June 05; A

Merits and Perils of Moonlighting; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 43-52; Nov 05; RA

New Competition for AIA Documents; by Robert Klar; p. 37-38; July 05; A

Recruitment and Retention of Employees; by Dees Stribling; ill.; p. 74-78; July 05; BD&C

Retaining Good Employees; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 57-64; Apr 05; RA
Office Practice (cont'd)

Selling Residential Design Services; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 59-68; Jan 05; RA

Utilizing Offshore Labor; Effects on the architecture profession; by Nancy B. Solomon and Charles Linn; ph. elev. ill.; p. 82-90; Jan 05; AR

See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; ARCHITECTURE; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES; LAW; SPECIFICATIONS

Ohio

—; University/Architecture School; Knowlton School of Architecture; Ohio State University; Scogin & Elam; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Jack L. Nasar; ph.; p. 170-172; Sept 05; LA

Akron; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Hahn Looser & Parks; Core Architecture; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 117-120; May 05; ID

Cincinnati; Housing; City West: Phase II; RA Design Award; Torti & Gallas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 105; May 05; RA

Cincinnati; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; City West Revitalization; Builder's Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 156-157; Oct 05; B

Cincinnati; University/Student Center; Student Life Center; University of Cincinnati; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and Glaserworks; Master Planning by Hargreaves Associates; by Jayne Merkel; ph.; p. 118-123; Aug 05; AR

Columbus; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; New Village Homes; Builder's Choice Award; Lincoln Street Studio; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 152-153; Oct 05; B

Columbus; University/Architecture School; Knowlton Hall; Ohio State University; Scogin & Elam and Wandell & Schnell; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec. map.; p. 202-209; May 05; AR

Columbus; University/Architecture School; Austin E. Knowlton Scool of Architecture; Ohio State University; Scogin & Elam; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 62-67; July 05; A

Columbus; University/Arts Center; Renovation of Wezner Center for the Arts; Ohio State University; Arup; Original Design by Peter Eisenman; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 177-178; Nov 05; AR

Ohio

Oklahoma City; Residence; Private Residence; Elliott & Associates; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 158-167; Aug 05; ID

Oklahoma City; River, Waterway; North Canadian River Restoration; by Felix Gillette; ph.; p. 26-27; June 05; LA

Tulsa; Religious Building/Church; Asbury United Methodist Church; Sparks Architecture; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 36-39; Jan 05; BD&C

Oregon

—; Safety; Jobsite Safety in Oregon; by Steve Zurier; ph. table; p. 134-136; July 05; B

Bend; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; RiverRim; Direct mail campaign; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 96; May 05; B

Eugene; Government Building; Federal Courthouse; Morphosis; by Catherine Slessor; pl. pers. m.; p. 68-69; Apr 05; AR

Eugene; University/Busnes School; Lillis Business Complex; University of Oregon; Building Team Project Award; SRG Partnership; ph.; p. 54; May 05; BD&C

Portland; Architecture; Profile of Firm; SkyLab Design; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 47-48; July 05; AR

Portland; Ecology; Preserving Open Space; Greenspaces Master Plan; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 116-119; July 05; LA

Portland; Garden; Pebble Mosaics; Jeffrey Bale; by Jim Cava; ph.; p. 94-98; Aug 05; LA

Portland; Housing; 8 NW 8th; Transitional housing and rehab assistance; SEFA Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Aug 05; RA

Portland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Hoyt Yards; Direct mail campaign; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 96; May 05; B

Portland; Restaurant; Doug Fir Restaurant; SkyLab Design; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Apr 05; RA

Portland; Stormwater Management; Ecological and Economical Management of Stormwater; Tom Liptan; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 102-107; Aug 05; LA

Portland; Theater; Machineworks Theater; BOORA; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. 146-147; June 05; ID

Paint, Coatings

Brick-Lined Chimney Repair; by Kenny Kendall and Jim Naylor; ph.; p. 58-68; Apr 05; TCS

Fundamentals of Paint Failures; by Joseph Crissinger; ph. table; p. 32-44; Sept 05; TCS

Reflective Coatings for Roofs; by Michael DeSouto and Matthew Pickett; ph. table ref.; p. 68-75; Aug 05; TCS

Specifying VOC-Compliant High-Performance Coatings; by Mark Thomas; ph. table; p. 24-30; Sept 05; TCS

Panama

Colon; Hotel; Hotel Melia Panama Canal; Carlos Jankilevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 80-87; Dec 05; LA

Park

See GARDEN; RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE

Austria, Graz; Underground Car Park; Szyszkwotz & Kowalski; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83; June 05; AR

California, San Diego; Fahrenheit Townhomes; RA Design Award; Studio E; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 136-137; May 05; RA

Germany, Leipzig; Leipzig Zoo Car Park; Hentrich & Petschnigg; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; pl. p. 78-80; June 05; AR

Germany, Leipzig; Leipzig Zoo Parkhaus; Hentrich & Petschnigg; by Robert Klara; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 56-57; Oct 05; A

PENNSYLVANIA

Annville; Memorial, Monument; Veteran's Memorial; Charles J. Frederick, Jr.; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 36-43; Dec 05; LA

Bucks County; Residence; Kanter Residence; Hillier Architecture; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. S20-S24; Sept 05; ID

Chester; Office Building; The Wharf at Riverton; Reconstruction Award; Hillier Architecture and Blackney & Hayes; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 30-31; Oct 05; BD&C

Eastern; Residence; House in the Blue Mountains; RA Design Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; May 05; RA

Milford; Office Building; Financial Center; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; May 05; A

Philadelphia; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Qb3; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 78; June 05; RA

Philadelphia; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Andropogon Associates; by Susan Hines; ph. dia. sec. ill. pl. map; p. 78-91; Sept 05; LA

Philadelphia; Recreation/Park; Love Park; Skateboarding and Politics; Synterra and Buell, Kratzew & Powell; Original Design by Vincent King; by Ocean Howell; ph. ref.; p. 32-42; Nov 05; JAE

Philadelphia; Residence; Perret Residence; Qb3; by Meghan Drueing; ph. axon.; p. 79; June 05; RA

Philadelphia; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Corinthian Grand Opening; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 60; July 05; B

Philadelphia; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Liberty Court Townhouses; Barton Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Dec 05; B

Philadelphia; Restaurant; Washington Square Restaurant; Wyant Architecture; Interior Design by Rockwell Group; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 204-209; June 05; ID

Pittsburgh; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Marshall, Tyler & Rausch; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 120-127; Oct 05; LA

Pittsburgh; Learning, Training Center; Pittsburgh Glass Center; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Davis, Gardner, Gannon & Pope & Bruce Lindsey; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cca; p. 154-155; July 05; AR

PENNSYLVANIA (cont'd)

Pittsburgh; Library; Carnegie Library Interior Renovation; EDGE studio; by Jennifer Lucchino; ph.; p. 198-202; Feb 05; AR

Pittsburgh; Lighting; Lighting Strawberry Way; Klavon Design; by Gary W. Cramer; ph.; p. 48-56; June 05; LA

Saxtonburg; Industrial Building; Castoon Stone Production Plant; Building Team Project Award; Perkins & Eastman; ph.; p. 58; May 05; BD&C

Somerset County; Memorial, Monument; Flight 93 Memorial; Paul Murdoch; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; Christopher Hawthorne; ill.; p. 138-140; Dec 05; LA

Somerset County; Memorial, Monument; Flight 93 National Memorial Park; Paul Murdoch; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 86-93; Nov 05; LA

Vintondale; Recreation/Park; AMD & ART Park; Passive water treatment; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 96-115; Oct 05; LA

Willow Street; Architecture; America's Best Builders; Keystone Custom Homes; by Debra Gordon; ph. graph; p. 306-310; Jan 05; B

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Australia, Sydney; Sydney Opera House; Toilets and architecture; Jorn Utzon and Hall, Todd & Littlemore; by Paolo Tombesi and Andrew Martel; ph. pl. sec. elev. ref.; p. 43-52; Nov 05; JAE

California, Hollywood; Hollywood Bowl; Hodgetts & Fung; Acoustical Design by Jaffe & Holden; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; ill.; p. 152-155, Jan 05; AR

China, Shanghai; Oriental Arts Center; Paul Andreu; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. elev.; p. 46-47; Mar 05; BD&C

Connecticut, Weston; Weston Performing Arts Center; Architecture: Research Office; by Robert Klara; pl. ill. sec.; p. 37; Nov 05; A

England, Gateshead; Sage Gateshead; Concert hall; Foster & Partners; Acoustical Design by Arup Acoustics; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-113; Aug 05; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Symphony Center Landscape; Santiago Calatrava; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by Jonathan Lerner; pl. sec.; p. 18-22; Jan 05; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Jay Pritzker Music Pavilion; Gehry Partners; by Blair Kamin; pl. pl. sec.; p. 136-145; Jan 05; AR

Massachusetts, Chestnut Hill; Visual and Performing Arts Center; Beaver Country Day School; Intricate masonry design; HMFA Architects; by David Barista; ph. elev.; p. 53-54; Aug 05; BD&C

New York, New York; Frederick P. Rose Hall; Rafael Vinoly; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 146-151; Jan 05; AR

New York, New York; Zankel Hall; Polshek Partnershiip; Original Design by William B. Tuthill; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. sec. axon. det.; p. 156-161; Jan 05; AR
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (cont’d)

New York, Troy; Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Nicholas Grimshaw and Davis, Brody & Bond; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 150-151; June 05; AR

Portugal, Porto; Casa da Musica Concert Hall; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-111; July 05; AR

Schools Partner for Performing Arts Spaces; by David Barista; ph. pl. pers. table; p. 42-45; Aug 05; BD&C

Tennessee, Knoxville; Tennessee Theatre; Re-construction Award; Westlake, Reed & Leskosky and McCarty, Holzsage, McCarty; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 26-29; Oct 05; BD&C

See also ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; THEATER; UNIVERSITY/PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

PERU

Lima; Residence; Casa Los Andes; Arquitectonica; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 247-248; June 05; AR

PHOTOGRAPHY

Advantages and Disadvantages of Digital Images; by Stephen Ervin; ill. ref.; p. 78-87; Feb 05; LA

Aerial and Satellite Imagery; by James L. Sipes; ph. ref.; p. 90-99; May 05; LA

Architectural Photography; by Edward Sumner; ph.; p. 98; Sept 05; AR

California, Los Angeles; Photography of Tim Street-Porter; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 327; Oct 05; ID

Garden Photography of Max Donoso; by Rhonda Shearin; ph.; p. 22; Jan 05; LA

New York, New York; The Mythic City; Photographs of New York 1925-1940; Samuel H. Gottscho; by Donald Albrecht; ph.; p. 248-255; Sept 05; ID

Peter Collins: A Study in Parallax; by Annmarie Adams; ph. elev. ref.; p. 22-31; Nov 05; JAE

The New City: Sub/URban in Recent Photography; by Robert Klaras; ph.; p. 32-33; Nov 05; A

PLANETARIUM

China, Beijing; Beijing Planetarium; Amphibian Arc; by John Pastier; ph.; p. 154-156; June 05; AR

New Mexico, —; Star Axis; Charles Ross; ph.; p. 102-109; Oct 05; AR

See also UNIVERSITY

PLANTS

Dangers of Fruit-Bearing Trees Near Reflective Windows; by Joseph Okoniewski; ph. ref.; p. 52-54; Nov 05; LA

New York, New York; Battery Bosque and the Tree Grove; Renovation; Weiss & Yoes; Landscape Design by Saratoga Associates; by Anne Raver; ph.; p. 50-52; Aug 05; LA

PLANTS (cont’d)

Planting Under Trees; by David Oettinger; ph. ref.; p. 56-68; Apr 05; LA

Plants at Risk of Extinction; by Janet Marinelli; ph.; p. 58-63; June 05; LA

Plants for Winter; by Patrick Chasse; ph.; p. 38-45; Feb 05; LA

Protecting Gardens from Deer; by Carole Ottesen; ph.; p. 52-59; July 05; LA

Utah, —; Native Plantings Along Interstate 215; Landmark Design; by Jan Striefel; ph.; p. 84-95; Oct 05; LA

See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

PLASTER

Crack Control in Portland Cement Plaster; by Walter F. Pruter; ph. ref. table; p. 101-111; Apr 05; TCS

See also STUCCO

PLASTIC

High-End Insulated Vinyl Siding; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 79-80; July 05; B

Specifying Plastic Interiors; by Mary Boone Wellington; ph. table; p. 70-75; Nov 05; TCS

Specifying Urethane Millwork; by Beth Kraus; ph.; p. 52-56; July 05; TCS

PLAYGROUND

See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND

PLAZA

Brazil, Sao Paulo; Plaza of the Patriarch; Paulo Mendes da Rocha; by David S. Morton; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 05; AR

California, San Francisco; United Nations Plaza Restoration; Lawrence Halprin; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 128-135; Oct 05; LA

California, San Francisco; Yerba Buena Gardens; Zeidler & Roberts and Willis Associates; Landscape Design by Lawrence Halprin; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 166-168; Apr 05; LA

California, West Hollywood; Pacific Design Center; Thomas Balsley and Melendez; Original Design by Cesar Pelli; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-37; Feb 05; LA

France, Paris; Bibliothèque Nationale; Dominique Perrault; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 166-168; Mar 05; LA

Lebanon, Beirut; Citadell Square; Machado & Silvetti; ill.; p. 48; Dec 05; A

Michigan, Detroit; Mies van der Rohe Plaza; PLY Architecture; by Robert Klaras; ph.; p. 70; Sept 05; A

New York, New York; Capitol Plaza; 2005 ASLA Award; Thomas Balsley; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Oct 05; LA

New York, New York; North Court Renovation; Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro; Original Design by Dan Kiley; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 28-39; May 05; LA
PLAZA (cont’d)
New York, New York; Sculpture Garden Renovation; Museum of Modern Art: Zion, Breen & Richardson; Original Design by Philip Johnson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; May 05; LA
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Love Park: Skateboarding and Politics: Synterra and Buell, Kratter & Powell; Original Design by Vincent Kling; by Ocean Howell; ph. pl. ref.; p. 32-42; Nov 05; JAE
Plaza Design and Human Behavior; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 102; Apr 05; LA
See also OFFICE BUILDING; UNIVERSITY/LANDSCAPE; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

PLUMBING
Australia, Sydney; Sydney Opera House; Toilets and architecture; Jorn Utzon and Hall, Todd & Littlemore; by Paolo Tombesi and Andrew Martel; ph. pl. sec. elev. ref.; p. 43-52; Nov 05; JAE
Core Wall; Modular plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems; by Charles Wardell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 67-68; Oct 05; B
Faucets Become Stylish; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 83-84; Feb 05; B
Low-Consumption Toilets; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 63-64; Apr 05; B
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and LEED; by James S. Cook; ph.; p. 44-50; Nov 05; TCS
Plumbing and Sustainable Design; ph. ref. ca table; p. 284-291; May 05; AR
Tankless Water Heaters; by Stephani L. Miller; ph.; p. 114; May 05; B
Whirlpool Baths; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 66; Apr 05; B
See also HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

POLAND
Belzec; Cemetery; Belzec Cemetery; Monument on the site of former death camp; DDJM; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Jan 05; AR
Warsaw; Museum; Museum of the History of Polish Jews; Lachdema & Mahlama; by Abby Busset; ill. elev.; p. 32; Aug 05; A

PORTUGAL
Porto; Performing Arts Center, Casa da Musica Concert Hall; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-111; July 05; AR

PREFABRICATION
Advantages of Modular Housing; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 165-172; Sept 05; B
Builder 100; Top modular home builders; by Matthew Power; p. 236-240; May 05; B
Future of Prefabricated Housing; by Meghan Drueding et al.; ph. ill.; p. 77-93; Jan 05; RA
Growth of Modular Construction; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 46-50; Aug 05; BD&C

PREFABRICATION (cont’d)
Illinois, Chicago; Out of the Box: Design Innovations in Manufactured Housing Exhibit; by Cheryl Kent; ill.; p. 73; June 05; A
Modern Design and Prefabrication; Resolution: 4 Architecture; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 63-64; Feb 05; B
Resurgence of Prefabrication; by James Murdock; ph.; p. 25-28; June 05; A
See also APARTMENT BUILDING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

PUERTO RICO
—; Residence; 8 Container Farmhouse; P/A Citation; LOO: LinOldhamOffice; ph. pl. m. ill. dia.; p. 46-47; Jan 05; A

Q

R

RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION

RECORDING STUDIO
See FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

RECREATION
Arkansas, Warren; Urban Greenway; AIA Honor Award; University of Arkansas Community Design Center, by Jane F. Kolleyen; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR
Belgium, Knokke-Heist; Sail Hybrid Casino; Steven Holt; by Anna Holtzman; ill. sec.; p. 37; Sept 05; A
California, Cabazon; Morongo Casino Resort and Spa; Jerde Partnership and Thaldon Boyd Architects; Lighting Design by Visual Terrain; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 168-172; Aug 05; AR
California, Hollywood; In the Margins; Amenities for the public realm; P/A Citation; UrbanRock Design; ph. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 05; A
California, Napa Valley; Carneros Inn and Resort; William Rawn; Interior Design by Shopworks; by Jaime Gross; ph.; p. 198-205; Feb 05; ID
California, Napa; Carneros Inn & Resort; Gensler Associates; by James Nestor; ph.; p. S106-S107; Nov 05; ID
California, Yountville; Inn at the French Laundry; Predock & Frane; by Abby Busset; pl.; p. 33; Aug 05; A
RECREATION (cont'd)

Chile, Santiago; Tupahue and Antilen Swimming Pools; Carlos Martner; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill.; p. 98-105; June 05; LA

China, Hong Kong; MMT Spa; PAL Design; by Raka Dewan; ph.; p. 156-160; Oct 05; ID

Computer Generated Animations for Golf Courses; Acanthus Studio; by Joseph Campo; ph. ill.; p. 72-77; Feb 05; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Women's Athletic Club of Chicago Renovation; Interview with architect; Powell & Kleinschmidt; Original Design by Philip Brooks Maher; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 138-141; June 05; ID

Italy, Venice; Lido; Oceanfront boardwalk playground; Giancarlo De Carlo; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl.; p. 44-47; Jan 05; AR

Massachusetts, Amherst; Pool House; RA Design Award; Austin Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 117; May 05; RA

Minnesota, Duluth; Emerson Sauna; AIA Honor Award; Salmela Architects; by Jane F. Kooleney; ph.; p. 119; May 05; AR

New York, New York; Pier 96 Boathouse; Dattner Architects; by Jacob Ward; ph.; p. 307; Sept 05; ID

New York, New York; The Gym; Meyer & Davis; by Jackie Cooperman; ph.; p. 66-70; Jan 05; ID

Using Stainless Steel in Pool Design; by Catherine Houska and James Fritz; ph. table chart sec. ref.; p. 91-99; Dec 05; TCS

PARK

Alabama, Birmingham; Vulcan Park Restoration; HKW; Landscape Design by Nimrod Long; by Glenn R. DiNella; ph. pl.; p. 40-49; Mar 05; LA

Albania, —; Butrint National Park; by Gary Wimberly; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 136-143; May 05; LA

California, Glendale; Chess Park; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Leanne French; ph. elev. det.; p. 190-192; Mar 05; AR

California, San Francisco; Pioneer Park Renovation; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 46-53; Sept 05; LA

California, San Francisco; Yerba Buena Gardens; Zeidler & Roberts and Willis Associates; Landscape Design by Lawrence Halprin; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 166-168; Apr 05; LA

California, San Mateo; Shoreline Parks; Endres & Ware; Landscape Design by 2M Associates; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-61; July 05; A

California, Whittier; Pio Pico State Historic Park Restoration; California State Parks; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. iso.; p. 112-123; Mar 05; LA

California, Yosemite National Park; Future of Yosemite; Renovations threaten loss of nature; Lawrence Halprin; by Kimberly Edds; ph.; p. 134-136; Aug 05; LA

RECREATION (cont'd)

PARK (cont'd)

Canada, British Columbia, Richmond; Imperial Landing; Perry Associates; by Claire Enlow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Dec 05; LA

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; George Wainborn Park; PWL Partnership; by Claire Enlow; ph. pl. ill.; p. 124-131; Apr 05; LA

Canada, Ontario, Waterloo; Barrel Warehouse Park; Janet Rosenberg; by Glen Herman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-38; Nov 05; LA

Costa Rica, —; INBio Park; Ecosystem restoration; Roberto Villalobos; Landscape Design by Carlos Garcia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph.; p. 22-33; Sept 05; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; Greenskate Laboratory Skatepark; Don Hawkins; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 38-43; Aug 05; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; Reviving Parks in Distressed Areas; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. map; p. 124-135; June 05; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; Washington Canal Park; Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by George Hazelrigg; ph. map ill. dia. pl.; p. 106-115; June 05; LA

Encouraging Use of Open Space; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 75; Aug 05; LA

France, Paris: Parc de la Villette; Bernard Tschumi; by George Hazelrigg; ph.; p. 166-168; June 05; LA

Issues Regarding Off-Leash Dog Parks; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl. ref.; p. 66-73; Aug 05; LA

Japan, Yamanashi Prefecture, Kusigiata; Hotarumbashi Park; 2002 ASLA Award; Keikan Sekkei Tokyo; by Mary Padua; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-87; Aug 05; LA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Danehy Park; CDM; Master Planning by Carol R. Johnson; by George Hazelrigg; ph.; p. 140-143; Sept 05; LA

Michigan, Dearborn; Greenfield Village Restoration; Grissim, Metz & Andriese and JGA; by Gary W. Cramer; ph. pl.; p. 70-76; July 05; LA

Michigan, Detroit; Preserving Belle Isle Park; 2004 ASLA Award; Hamilton & Anderson; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted; by Andrew Martel; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-74; Mar 05; LA

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Meijer Gardens and Sculpture Park; Progressive AE; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 40-47; Jan 05; LA

New York, New York; Battery Bosque and the Tree Grove; Renovation; Weisz & Yoes; Landscape Design by Saratoga Associates; by Anne Raver; ph.; p. 50-52; Aug 05; LA

New York, New York; West Harlem Waterfront Park; AIA Honor Award; WArchitecture; by Jane F. Kooleney; ph. pl. ill.; p. 151; May 05; AR

New York, Tonawanda; Gateway Harbor Park Construction Details; by Kathryn Wolfe; ph. sec.; p. 34-38; Jan 05; LA
RECREATION (cont'd)

PARK (cont'd)

New York, Tonawanda; Gateway Harbor Park; Erie Canalway National Corridor; Trowbridge & Wolf; by Suzanne McDaniel VanDeMark; ph. pl. table map; p. 24-33; Jan 05; LA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Love Park; Skateboarding and Politics; Synterra and Buell, Kratzer & Powell; Original Design by Vincent Kling; by Ocean Howell; ph. pl. ref.; p. 32-42; Nov 05; JAE

Pennsylvania, Vintondale; AMD & ART Park; Passive water treatment; by Adam Regina Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 96-115; Oct 05; LA

Preserving Local Animal Populations; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 74; Aug 05; LA

Spain, Cordoba; Guadalquivir River Promenade; Martos Mill restoration; Juan Navarro Baldeweg; by Amanda Schachter; ph.; p. 96-101; Mar 05; AR

Switzerland, Zurich; District Centre; EM2N; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; Feb 05; ARev

Urban Park Restoration; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 112-115; Jan 05; LA

Washington, Seattle; Freeway Park; by Iain M. Robertson and Suzanne K. Friedman; ph.; p. 78-85; Nov 05; LA

Washington, Seattle; Occidental Square; Ilze Jones and Grant Jones; by Ilze Jones and Grant Jones; ph. ill.; p. 174-176; May 05; LA

Washington, Seattle; Renovations of Freeway Park and Occidental Square; Grant Jones, Ilze Jones and Lawrence Halprin; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-125, 146-147; May 05; LA

PLAYGROUND

Natural Playgrounds; M/G; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 128-136; Mar 05; LA

Playground Safety; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 84-85; Jan 05; LA

RECREATION CENTER

Spain, Euges; Sports Centre; Carme Pinos; by Catherine Slessor; pl. sec. pers. m.; p. 73; Apr 05; ARev

SPORTS FACILITY

Big Business of Collegiate Stadiums; by David Barista; ph. ill. table; p. 40-46; Dec 05; BD&C

California, San Diego; Petco Park; Building Team Project Award; Antoine Predock and HOK; Structural Design by Thornton & Tomasetti; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 49-51; May 05; BD&C

Developing Arena Safety and Security; by William R.B. McCullough; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Sept 05; A

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Marnix Sports Centre; Mecanoo Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 70; Apr 05; ARev

New York, New York; Governor’s Island Stadium Proposal; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; Aug 05; AR

RECREATION (cont’d)

SPORTS FACILITY (cont’d)

South Africa, KwaZulu-Natal; Siyathembu Sports and HIV/AIDS Outreach Center; Swee Hong Ng; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill. sec.; p. 41; July 05; A

Spain, Valencia; America’s Cup Pavilion; David Chipperfield and b720; by Elizabeth Donoff; pl. ill. sec.; p. 28; Oct 05; A

Specifying Arena Acoustics; by Brian Kubicki; ill.; p. 66-71; Dec 05; TCS

VISITOR CENTER

Jordan, Petra; Gateway Building; Edward Cullinan; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 78-79; Apr 05; ARev

Mozambique, Delgado; Tourist Resort; Cullum & Nightingale; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; July 05; ARev

New York, Pocantico Hills; Stone Barns Center; Machado & Silvetti and Asfou & Guzy; Original Design by Groverson Atterbury; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR

Northern Ireland, County Antrim; Giant’s Causeway Visitor Center; Heneghan & Peng; by Katie Gerfen; ill. pl.; p. 35; Nov 05; A

S.S. Great Britain Renovation and Visitor Center; Alec French; Exhibition Design by David McCabe; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 36-37; Oct 05; ARev

See also COMMUNITY CENTER; GARDEN; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; PLAZA; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

RECYCLING

Building Material Recycling; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 44; Apr 05; B

CO2 Park; by Torbjorn Lundell and Magnus Schon; ph. ill. dia. m. ref.; p. 13-20; Nov 05; JAE

Nevada, Las Vegas; Bin City, Las Vegas; by Gabu Heindl; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 5-12; Nov 05; JAE

New York, Queens; Build It Green Salvage Reseller; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 98-102; June 05; ID

Recycling Hurricane Debris; by Justin Tyler Clark; ph.; p. 46; Dec 05; A

Reusing Roofing and Structural Materials; by Mark D. Webster and Matthew B. Bronski; ph. table ref.; p. 57-62; Jan 05; TCS

See also SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

REGIONAL PLANNING

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Yemen, Asnaf; Al-Abbas Mosque; Restoration; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Marylene Barret and Abdullah Al Hadrami; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; Jan 05; ARev

CATHEDRAL

California, Oakland; Christ the Light Cathedral; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Kendall & Heaton; by Sally B. Woodbridge; pl. elev.; p. 32; Aug 05; A
RELIGIOUS BUILDING (cont’d)

CEREMONIAL BUILDING

New York, Brooklyn; Park Slope Mikvah Bath Facilities; Jason King, Mandi Lew and John Coburn; by Katie Gerfen; sec. m.; p. 25; Feb 05; A

CHAPEL

Finland, Turku; St. Henry’s Ecumenical Art Chapel; Sanaksenaho Architects; by Julia Dawson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Oct 05; ARev Florida, Seaside; Seaside Interfaith Chapel; Merrill & Pastor; by James S. Russell; ph. axon.; p. 252-254; May 05; AR

Japan, Kobuchizawa; Leaf Chapel; Klein & Dytham; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 242-245; May 05; AR

Minnesota, New Brighton; Bigelow Chapel; United Theological Seminary; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; by Camille Lefeuvre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 236-241; May 05; AR

CHURCH

California, Stockton; Central Methodist Church; Anshen & Allen; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 57-58; June 05; AR

Finland, Helsinki; Lajasaalo Church; Copper in Architecture Award; Jarvinen & Nieminen; ph.; p. 80-81; Oct 05; ARev

Italy, Foligno; Church; Massimiliano Fuxas; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 70; Apr 05; ARev

Italy, Rome; Jubilee Church; AIA Honor Award; Richard Meier; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 125; May 05; AR

Louisiana, St. Amant; Holy Rosary Catholic Church Complex; AIA Honor Award; Trahan Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 128; May 05; AR

Louisiana, St. Amant; Holy Rosary Catholic Church; Trahan Architects; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 246-251; May 05; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Trinity Church Restoration; Goody & Clancy; Original Design by Henry Hobson Richardson; by Ted Smalley Bowen and Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 167-170; Dec 05; AR

Minnesota, Eden Prairie; Grace Church; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 40-43; Jan 05; BD&C

Oklahoma, Tulsa; Asbury United Methodist Church; Sparks Architecture; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 36-39; Jan 05; BD&C

MONASTERY

Canada, Quebec; Cistercian Abbey; Pierre Thibault; by Catherine Sliessor; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 05; ARev

TEMPLE

Cambodia, Angkor Wat; Phnom Bakheng Temple; by Catherine Sliessor; ph.; p. 97; May 05; ARev

New York, New York; East End Temple; AIA Honor Award; BKS; Original Design by Richard Morris Hunt; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 138; May 05; AR

See also UNIVERSITY/RELIGIOUS BUILDING

REMODELING

See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type

RESEARCH

See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects

RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY

Antarctica, Brunt Ice Shelf; Halley VI Research Station; Three firms shortlisted; Hugh Broughton, Hopkins Architects and Lifschutz & Davidson; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 05; A

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Nokia Research and Development Center; Christopher Bozyk; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 298-307; May 05; ID

Canada, Ontario, Waterloo; Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics; Sauzier & Perrotte; ph. pl. ill. det.; p. 52-59; Aug 05; A

Canada, Ontario, Waterloo; Perimeter Physics Institute; Sauzier & Perrotte; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 210-217; May 05; AR

Design for Safety in Health Labs; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 55-56; Sept 05; BD&C

Maryland, Gaithersburg; NIST Advanced Measurement Laboratory; Building Team Project Award; HDR; ph.; p. 57; May 05; BD&C

Massachusetts, Boston; Schepens Eye Research Institute; 2005 Lab of the Year; Payette Associates; ph.; p. 40-42; June 05; BD&C

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Novartis Lab Facility; 2005 Lab of the Year; Stubbins Associates; ph.; p. 39-40; June 05; BD&C

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Novartis Research Headquarters; Stubbins Associates; by Christine Temin; ph.; p. 170-175; Jan 05; ID

Massachusetts, Cambridge; PlaceLab; Housing technology research lab; by Steve Zunier; ph. ill.; p. 127-128; Jan 05; B

New York, Brooklyn; Great Harbor Design Center; Gary Shoemaker; by Anna Holtzman; pers.; p. 42; July 05; A

Rising Costs of Laboratory Construction; chart table; p. 50-52; Sept 05; BD&C

See also HOSPITAL; UNIVERSITY

RESIDENCE

Cho/Broady Residence; Zack & De Vito; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 77; June 05; RA

Utilizing Attic Space; by Joseph Stein; ph. elev. pl. sec.; p. 85-86; May 05; B

York Residence; Construction Zone; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 73-75; June 05; RA

ARIZONA

Tucson; Desert Nomad House; Rick Joy; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 146-153; Apr 05; AR

Tucson; The Double; Duplex project; Dreamspace; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28; June 05; RA
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

AUSTRALIA

Great Mackerel Beach, New South Wales; James-Robertson House; Dawson & Brown; by Christopher Moore; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 210-213; July 05; AR

Melbourne; Coastal House and Studio; Denton, Corker & Marshall; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 05; AR

Melbourne; Kew House; Sean Godsell; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 104; Nov 05; RA

North Melbourne; Loft Interior Design; Cassandra Fahey; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-115; Sept 05; AR

Victoria; Weekend House; Sean Godsell; by Catherine Slessor; pl. pers.; p. 87; Apr 05; AR

Wye River; Casa Cocoa; Bellemo & MacLeod; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 118; Apr 05; AR

BRAZIL

Araras; BR House; Marcio Kogan; by David S. Morton; ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-175; Apr 05; AR

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley; 2:1 House; P/A Citation; Iwamoto & Scott; ill. pl. sec.; p. 34-37; Jan 05; A

Big Sur; Big Sur House; Fougeron Architecture; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 188-193; Apr 05; AR

Calabasas; Jal House; Residence of the year award; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Bay Brown; ph. pl. elev.; p. 50-51; Nov 05; A

Cardiff-by-the-Sea; Burton House; LUCE et Studio; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. pl.; p. 200-204; July 05; AR

Healdsburg; Weekend House; Lundberg Design; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 77-80; Oct 05; ID

Joshua tree; Residence; Interview with designer; Andrea Zittel; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 194-199; Aug 05; ID

La Jolla; Lee Tree House; Public; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 216-218; Oct 05; AR

La Jolla; The Prospect; RA Design Award; Jonathan Segal; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; May 05; RA

Los Angeles; Berberian Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Landry Design Group; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 180; Oct 05; B

Los Angeles; Hillside Residence; SPF: A; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 166-173; June 05; ID

Los Angeles; Hollyhock House; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 120; Apr 05; RA

Los Angeles; M House; XTEN Architects; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 168-173; Aug 05; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Andy Ratzch and Felderman & Keating; by Eddie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Feb 05; ID

Malibu; Feinstein Residence; RA Design Award; Kanner Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 65; May 05; RA

Orange County; Price House Revisited; Bart Prince; by Beth Broom; ph.; p. 239-240; Sept 05; AR

RESIDENCE (cont’d)

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Pacific Palisades; Pacific Palisades Residence; RA Design Award; PAASTUDIO; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 47; May 05; RA

Pacific Palisades; Via de la Paz Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Nonzero Architecture; Original Design by Richard Neutra; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 75; May 05; RA

Palo Alto; 310 Waverley Residence; David Baker; by John King; ph.; p. 226-229; Oct 05; AR

Rutherford; Rutherford House; Gold Nugget Award; Johnson & Fain; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 116; June 05; B

San Francisco; 110 Chattanooga Duplex; RA Design Award; Peterson & Verwer; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 05; RA

San Francisco; Schindler Residence; RA Design Award; Serra Design; by Cheryl Weber; pl. iso.; p. 134-135; May 05; RA

Santa Barbara; Santa Barbara Ranch House; Nick Noyes; by Allison Milionis; ph. pl.; p. 220-224; Oct 05; AR

Venice; 700 Palms Residence; Steven Ehrlich; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 210-214; Oct 05; AR

Venice; Solar Umbrella House; Pugh & Scarpa; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 176-181; Apr 05; AR

Venice; Studio-Residence; Glenn Irani; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Feb 05; ID

Venice; Vertical House; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Allison Milionis; ph. pl.; p. 206-210; Jan 05; AR

West Hollywood; Norton Avenue Lofts; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 38; Nov 05; A

CANADA

Lake Muskoka; 4 Tree House; Lukasz Kos; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 124; Apr 05; AR

Nova Scotia; Hill House; Brian MacKay-Lyons; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 164-169; Apr 05; AR

Ontario, Toronto; Art Collector’s Residence; Home of the year award; Hariri & Pontarini; by Robert Klaara; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Nov 05; A

Quebec, Montreal; 6747-6759 Saint-Urbain Street; Home of the year award; Henri Cleinge; by David Theodore; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Nov 05; A

Quebec, North Hatley; Minton Hill House; Affleck & de la Riva; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p. 52-53; Nov 05; A

CHINA

Beijing; Template House; Infinite Interiors Exhibition; Michele Sae; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 144-151; Sept 05; AR
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

COLORADO
Denver; 100 Dexter; Builder's Choice Award; Sample & Brown; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 170; Oct 05; B
Erle; Eureka; Woodley Architectural Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 110-112; Feb 05; B

CONNECTICUT
Connecticut River; Gothic-Revival House; Terry Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120-122; Feb 05; B
Darrien; Smith House; Richard Meier; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 399-400; May 05; AR
Stony Creek; Izenour House Renovation; Nelson Denny; Original Design by Venturi, Scott Brown; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 283-284; Oct 05; AR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington; Private Residence; Muse Architects; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl. pers.; p. 88-91; Sept 05; RA

ENGLAND
London, Holland Park; Private Residence; McLean & Quinlan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 84-89; May 05; ARev
London; 62 Rochester Place; Live/work conversion; Hughes & Meyers and Sanei & Hopkins; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Feb 05; ARev
London; House Addition; Alison Brooks; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-97; Oct 05; ARev
London; Pavilion in the Sky; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 140; May 05; AR
Windermere; Moorcrag; C.F.A. Voysey; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 136; Sept 05; RA

FLORIDA
Jupiter Island; Beach House; SH Arc; by Saxon Henry; ph. pl.; p. 240-247; Oct 05; ID
Miami; Live-Work Space; Aponwao Design; by Tom Austin; p. 234-239; Mar 05; ID
Orlando; Classic Residence; New Urban Challenge; Geoffrey Mouen; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 214-226; Jan 05; B
Orlando; New American Home 2005; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 157-186; Jan 05; B
Orlando; The Shingled Cottage; New Urban Challenge; Mithun Partners; Interior Design by Suzette Bass; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 240-251; Jan 05; B
Orlando; Villa for the Modern Couple; New Urban Challenge; Donald M. Rattner; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 228-238; Jan 05; B
Ponte Vedra Beach; Millam House; Paul Rudolph; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 243-244; Mar 05; AR
Seagrove Beach; Beach Cottage; Historical Concepts; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 116-118; Feb 05; B

FRANCE
Haute-Marne; Carre Rouge; Gloria Friedmann; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 119; Apr 05; AR
Paris; Cochin Residence; Guillaume Cochin; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 226-233; Mar 05; ID

GERMANY
Hamburg; Schmidt Residence Interiors; Peter Schmidt; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 254-259; Mar 05; RA

IDAHO
—; Chicken Point Cabin; RA Design Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Cheryl Weber; ph. dia.; p. 44-45; May 05; RA

ILLINOIS
Chicago; Coach House; Renovation; John Ronan; by Lee Bey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-197; Jan 05; AR
Chicago; F10 House; EHDD; by Thomas Connors; ph.; p. 79-81; June 05; ID
Chicago; Pollack Residence; Alexander Garlin; by Lisa Skolnik; ph.; p. 184-191; Jan 05; ID

ITALY
Lessona; Farmhouse Renovation; Federico Delrossio; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 120-125; Nov 05; ID

JAPAN
Aichi Prefecture, Chita; Y House; Power Unit Studio; by Yuki Sumner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-71; Sept 05; ARev
Fukuoka; Second Plate House; Urban Fourth; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 154-163; Apr 05; AR
Izu Peninsula; Country House; Atelier Bow-Wow; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-71; Sept 05; ARev
Kanagawa; Lotus House; Kengo Kuma; by Yuki Sumner; ph. pl. elev.; p. 82-85; Sept 05; ARev
Kansai District Suburb; Residence; Studio Akili and IKG; Lighting Design by Kazuhiro Kawamura; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 150-157; June 05; ID
Kobe; 4 x 4 House; 50 Years of Record Houses; Tadao Ando; by Naomi Pollock; ph.; p. 383-384; Dec 05; AR
Kobe; Family House on Tight Urban Site; AR House; Hiroaki Ohtani; by Phoebe Chow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Jan 05; ARev
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

JAPAN (cont'd)

Kobe; Layer House; Hiroaki Ohtani; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 200-205; Apr 05; AR

Osaka Prefecture, Kobe; Roof terrace S; Shuhei Endo; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 48-53; Sept 05; ARev

Saga; Ecoms House; Riken Yamamoto; by Naomi Pollock; ph. sec.; p. 206-208; July 05; AR

Tokyo Prefecture, Shibuya; Natural Strips House; Endoh Design House and MIAS; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 76-81; Sept 05; ARev

Tokyo; Engawa House; Tezuka Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 54-57; Sept 05; ARev

Tokyo; G House; Jun Aoki; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 62-67; Sept 05; ARev

Tokyo; Glass Shutter House; Live/ work house on tight urban site; Shigeru Ban; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 82-85; Feb 05; ARev

Tokyo; Residence; Waro Kishi; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 72-75; Sept 05; ARev

Tokyo; Residence; John Pawson; by Catherine Sessor; ph. pl.; p. 86-89; Sept 05; ARev

MAINE

Eastbrook; Cabin on a Pond; RA Design Award; Perfido & Weiskopf; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 132-133; May 05; RA

—; Woodland Retreat; Builder's Choice Award; John Cole; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 190; Oct 05; B

MARYLAND

Baltimore; Hooper House Revisited; Marcel Breuer; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 279-280; July 05; AR

Bethesda; New Residence; David Jameson; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 104-108; June 05; ID

Chevy Chase; Nordberg Residence; Builder's Choice Award; David Jones; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 176; Oct 05; B

Crownsville; Thompson Residence; Good Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 94-97; Sept 05; RA

Potomac; Orchard Farm; Sandra Youssef Clinton; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 100-107; Dec 05; LA

St. Michaels; Chesapeake Bay Guest House; Builder's Choice Award; Robert J. Miller; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 208; Oct 05; B

Taylor's Island; Lobolly House; RA Design Award; Kieran & Timberlake; by Cheryl Weber; pl. ill.; p. 139; May 05; RA

MASSACHUSETTS

Alford; Private Residence; Burr & McCallum; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 84-87; Sept 05; RA

Aquinnah; Lighthouse Lookout; Hutker Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; July 05; RA

MEXICO

Acapulco; Arango House; John Lautner; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 235-236; Feb 05; AR

MINNESOTA

Brainerd; Matthew Residence; RA Design Award; Salmela Architects; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. elev.; p. 48; May 05; RA

Minneapolis; Nowhaus 01; Locus Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 82-85; Mar 05; RA

NEVADA

Reno; Desert House; Will Bruder; by Catherine Sessor; pl. ill. pers.; p. 87; Apr 05; ARev

NEW MEXICO

—; Turbulence House; Steven Holl; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 182-187; Apr 05; AR

NEW YORK

East Hampton; Bunshaft Residence; Gordon Bunshaft; by James S. Russell; p. 231-232; Aug 05; AR

East Hampton; House in East Hampton; Centerbrook Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; July 05; RA

New York; Yoga Studio and Residence; Steve E. Blatz; by Judd Tully; ph. pl.; p. 290-297; Oct 05; ID

Rye; Franzen House; Ulrich Franzen; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 255-256; Jan 05; AR

Rye; Rye Residence; RA Design Award; Kaehler & Moore; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 81; May 05; RA

Saratoga Springs; T House Revisited; Ungers & Kinslow; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 267-268; Apr 05; AR

Shelter Island; Residence Renovation; Schefer Design and Jonathan Adler; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S32-S34; Apr 05; ID

Southampton; Beach House Renovation; Mark Matthews; Interior Design by Zeff Design; by Jorge S. Arango; ph. pl.; p. 186-195; July 05; ID

—; Summer House; UN Studio; by Catherine Sessor; ill. pers.; p. 88; Apr 05; ARev

NEW ZEALAND

Great Barrier Island; Shark Alley House; Fearon & Hay; by Sarah Amelar; pl. elev.; p. 194-199; Apr 05; AR
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte; Residential Landscape; 2004 ASLA Award; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. pl.; p. 152-161; Oct 05; LA

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City; Private Residence; Elliott & Associates; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 158-167; Aug 05; ID

 PENNSYLVANIA
Bucks County; Kanter Residence; Hillier Architecture; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. S20-S24; Sept 05; ID
Eastern; House in the Blue Mountains; RA Design Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; May 05; RA
Philadelphia; Perret Residence; Qb3; by Meghan Drueing; ph. axon.; p. 79; June 05; RA

PERU
Lima; Casa Los Andes; Arquitectonica; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 247-248; June 05; AR

PUERTO RICO
—; 8 Container Farmhouse; P/A Citation; LOO: LinOldhamOffice; ph. pl. m. ill. dia.; p. 46-47; Jan 05; A

SLOVENIA
Lake Bled; Villa Addition; Ofis Architects; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Nov 05; AR

SWITZERLAND
Castel San Pietro; Casa Travella; Aldo Celoria; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 206-210; Apr 05; AR

TENNESSEE
Memphis; Hayden Residence; Builder's Choice Award; archimania; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 194; Oct 05; B

TEXAS
San Antonio; Dog Team Too Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Lake & Flato; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; May 05; RA

TURKEY
Ayyacik; B2 Holiday House; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Han Tumertekin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69; Jan 05; AR

VERMONT
—; Vacation House in Central Vermont; Eliot Noyes; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; July 05; RA

VIRGINIA
Alexandria; Wilson Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Envision Design; Original Design by Charles Goodman; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 73; May 05; RA
Falls Church; Cherry Street House; Builder's Choice Award; Moore Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 148-149; Oct 05; B

RESIDENCE (cont'd)

VIRGINIA (cont'd)
—; Farmhouse Renovation; RA Design Award; Rill & Decker; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 05; RA
Mt. Vernon; Mount Vernon; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 104; June 05; RA

WASHINGTON
Bainbridge Island; Private Residence; Bernie Baker; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 92-93; Sept 05; RA
Bothell; North Creek - Leschi Model; Gold Nugget Award; Mythun Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 118; June 05; B
Gray's Bay; Santi-ya Wetland Retreat; Robert Murase; by Jim Cava; ph. pl.; p. 88-93; Aug 05; LA
San Juan Island; Agosta House; AIA Honor Award; Parkau Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 117; May 05; AR
Seattle, Near; Birdwatcher's Residence; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; Landscape Design by Belt & Collins; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 116-123; June 05; LA
Sequim; Sequim Bay Cabin; Vandeventer & Carlander; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; July 05; RA
Strait of Juan de Fuca; Villa Lucy; Wpa; by John Pastier; ph. pl. elev.; p. 214-218; July 05; AR
Vancouver; Shaw House; AIA Honor Award; Parkau Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 126; May 05; AR

WYOMING
Wilson; Duncker Residence; Tobler & Duncker and Handson Design; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 78-81; Mar 05; RA
See also APARTMENT BUILDING; APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; BATHROOM; GARDEN; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; INTERIOR DESIGN; KITCHEN; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Arizona, Buckeye; Sundance Active Adult Community; Techne and Linderoth & Associates; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 180; June 05; B
Arizona, Buckeye; Verrado; Dale Gordon; Master Planning by EDAW; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 141-150; May 05; B
Arizona, Bullhead City; Home Technology at Sun Mission Resort; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 105-106; Oct 05; B
Arkansas, Little Rock; Arbors at Stagecoach Village; Randy Riple; by Randy Riple; ph. pl. elev.; p. 95-96; Jan 05; B
California, Alameda; Bayport Alameda; William Hezmalhalch, Robert Hidey and et al.; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 102-108; Mar 05; B
California, Clovis; European Quarter; Basserman & Lagoni; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 184; June 05; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

California, Corona; Summit at Sycamore Creek; Edinger Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 97; Mar 05; B

California, Cupertino; Murano; Builder’s Choice Award; Dahlin Group; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 178; Oct 05; B

California, Gilroy; Oak Commons; Builder’s Choice Award; KTGY Group; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 260; Oct 05; B

California, La Quinta; Puerta Azul Cluster Community; RNM Architecture; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 148-149; Sept 05; B

California, Los Angeles; Pueblo del Sol; Builder’s Choice Award; Quatro Design Group, Van Tilburg, Banvard & Soderbergh and et al.; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 172; Oct 05; B

California, Newport Beach; The Casas; California, Oxnard; The Casas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 178; Oct 05; B

California, Orange; Builder’s Choice Award; KTGY Group; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 260; Oct 05; B

California, Woodland; Belcarra at Pacific Ridge; Gold Nugget Award; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 108; June 05; B

California, Newport Coast; Belcarra at Pacific Ridge; Builder’s Choice Award; JZMK; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 154-155; Oct 05; B

California, Oxnard; The Casas; Woodley Architectural Group; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 98; Aug 05; B

California, Palm Springs; Palm Springs Modern Homes; DesignARC; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 136-141; July 05; AR

California, San Diego; Baywood Collection; Gold Nugget Award; Scheurer Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 102-104; June 05; B

California, San Diego; Mill Creek at Stonebridge Estates; McKinley & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 148; Jan 05; B

California, San Francisco; Alabama Street Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Hunt, Hale & Jones; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 146-147; Oct 05; B

California, Santa Ana; East Village Lofts at Artist’s Walk; Gold Nugget Award; Nestor & Gaffney; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 112; June 05; B

California, Tustin; Lindy Crossing at Tustin Field; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 144-145; July 05; B

California, West Hollywood; Harper Court; Seven Fountains; RA Design Award; Moule & Polyzoides; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 89; May 05; RA

Canada, British Columbia, Richmond; Imperial Landing; Perry Associates; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Dec 05; LA

Colorado, Boulder; Garden Crossing; DTJ Design; Master Planning by Barrett Studio; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 105-112; Sept 05; B

Colorado, Boulder; RidgeGate Community; Fiber Infrastructures; by Steve Zurier; ill. table; p. 83-84; June 05; B

Colorado, Durango; Parkside Terrace; Knudson & Glass; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 100; Sept 05; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

Florida, Alys Beach; Alys Beach Development; Master Planning by Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 130-138; Aug 05; B

Florida, Estero; Villaggio; Royal Palm Communities; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 05; B

Florida, Kissimmee; BellaLago; Avatar Properties and Cuhaci & Peterson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 103; July 05; B

Florida, Tampa; Weston Manor at Grand Hampton; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 98; Aug 05; B

Florida, Vero Beach; Trillium Development; GHO Homes; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; May 05; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Residences at Atlantic Station; Builder’s Choice Award; James & Hanwick; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 144-145; Oct 05; B

Georgia, Dalton; Breckenridge Station; Bowen Family Homes; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 168; June 05; B

Idaho, Boise; The Independence; Pioneer Homes; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 100; Sept 05; B

Illinois, Elgin; Providence; Balsamo, Olsen & Lewis and Bloodgood; Sharp & Buster; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; July 05; B

Illinois, Plainfield; Streams of Plainfield; KB Home; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 05; B

Illinois, Plano; Lakewood Springs; Bloom & Fiorino; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 174; June 05; B

Illinois, West Dundee; Grand Pointe Meadows; Professional Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 146; Jan 05; B

Illinois, Zion; Shepherds Crossing; Alberst Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136; May 05; B

Indiana, Carmel; Cottages at Westclay; William Gordon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 146-147; July 05; B

Indiana, Indianapolis; Meridian Park; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 180; Mar 05; B

Louisiana, New Orleans; Rebuilding Dixie; Housing recovery in aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 118-126; Dec 05; B

Massachusetts, Boston; The MacAllen; Mixed-use residential; Office dA; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 34; June 05; A

Master Planned Communities; Growing importance of streetscapes; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl. elev.; p. 346-356; Jan 05; B

Michigan, Commerce Township; Addington Corners; Dominick Tringali; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; May 05; B

Minnesota, Minneapolis; 301 Kenwood; Builder’s Choice Award; ESG Architects; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 174; Oct 05; B

Missouri, St. Charles; Montclair; Trax Development; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Feb 05; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)

Missouri, St. Louis; Princeton at Weatherby Place; Glanz & Associates; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 99; Sept 05; B

Nebraska, Omaha; The Grove; B3 Architects; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 176; June 05; B

New Mexico, Albuquerque; Eagle Ridge; Your CAD Drafting; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 178; June 05; B

New York, Briarcliff Manor; Trump National Golf Club; Devereaux & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 112-116; Apr 05; B

New York, Brighton Beach; Oceana Condominium and Club; SB Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 98; Mar 05; B

New York, Rockaway; Arverne by the Sea; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Kuhn; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 148-150; July 05; B

New York, Bay of Islands; Mountain Landing Resort Guest Lodge; Pip Cheshire; Interior Design by Terry Hunziker; by John Alderman; ph.; p. 208-213; Jan 05; ID

North Carolina, Charlotte; Cityview Lofths; Builder's Choice Award; David Furman; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 200; Oct 05; B

Ohio, Cincinnati; City West Revitalization; Builder's Choice Award; Torti & Galles; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 156-157; Oct 05; B

Ohio, Columbus; New Village Homes; Builder's Choice Award; Lincoln Street Studio; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; Oct 05; B

Rhode Island, Tiverton; The Villages on Mount Hope Bay; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 150; Jan 05; B

South Carolina, Mount Pleasant; Harbourside at Dunes West; John Wieland Homes; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 170; June 05; B

Tennessee, Memphis; Harbor Town Landing; Builder's Choice Award; Looney, Hicks & Kiss; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 184; Oct 05; B

Texas, Dallas; Highland Park; Wilbur David Cook; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 210; Feb 05; B

Texas, Houston; Timber Meadow; Obra Homes; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 05; B

Transit Projects Inspire Development; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 27-28; Mar 05; A

Virginia, Alexandria; Courtland Homes at Inlet Cove; Devereaux & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Sept 05; B

Virginia, Fredericksburg; Falls Run; Del Webb; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 145; Jan 05; B

Virginia, Newport News; Port Warwick; PMA Planners and Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Feb 05; B

Washington, Redmond; Conover Commons Cluster Community; Ross Chapin; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 146-147; Sept 05; B

MANAGEMENT

Minority and Women Builders; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 128-136; Dec 05; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)

MARKETING, SALES

Advantages of New vs. Old Homes; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 416-424; Jan 05; B

Arizona, Goodyear; Estrella Mountain Ranch; Best Information Center; MICE Marketcraft; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Mar 05; B

Arizona, Peoria; Vistancia Information Center; H&S International; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 59; July 05; B

Arizona, Peoria; Vistancia; Master Planned Community of the Year; H&S International; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 112; Mar 05; B

California, Huntington Beach; Seabridge Villas; Suburban Attached Community of the Year; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 114; Mar 05; B

California, La Jolla; Seashaus; Best Direct Mail; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 126; Mar 05; B

California, La Jolla; Seashaus; Best Sales Office; Panis; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Mar 05; B

California, Manhattan Beach; Playa Vista; Best Overall Ad Campaign; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 116; Mar 05; B

Changes in the Mortgage Industry; Impact on Home Builders; Part 3 of 3; by Michele Mariani; ph. dia. chart; p. 140-146; Dec 05; C

Colorado, Denver; The Presidio at Reunion; Best Interiors; Captivating Design; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 118; Mar 05; B

Colorado, Frederick; Marketing the Ironworks Lofts; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 83; Oct 05; B

Connecticut, Southbury; Traditions at Historic Southbury; Detached Community of the Year; Devereaux & Associates; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 113; Mar 05; B

Florida, Oviedo; The Sanctuary; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 102; Jan 05; B

Florida, Southshore; MiraBay; Signage for marketing; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 76; Feb 05; B

Florida, Stuart; Legacy Cove; Best Special Promotion; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 124; Mar 05; B

Forrest Homes Marketing Technique; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 84; Oct 05; B

Georgia, Atlanta, Near; Trilogy Park; Utilizing booklet renderings in marketing materials; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 75; Feb 05; B

Getting the Most from Model Homes; by Steve Zurier; ph. ill. table; p. 162-166; July 05; B

Hawaii, Honolulu; Kahakai Estates; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 102; Jan 05; B

Idaho, Boise; Parade of Homes for Charity; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 76; Feb 05; B

Indiana, Carmel; The Estridge Home Experience; New approach to design centers; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 310-318; May 05; B

KB Home Sales Center; Best Sales Office; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 120; Mar 05; B

Marketing Home Technology; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 325-326; May 05; B

Marketing Home Technology; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 120-122; Aug 05; B
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RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)
TOWNHOUSE (cont'd)
New York, New York; Town House Renovation; Glenn Leitch; Interior Design by Betty Wasserman; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph. pl.; p. 220-229; Sept 05; ID
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Corinthian Grand Opening; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 60; July 05; B
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Liberty Court Townhouses; Barton Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Dec 05; B
See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

RESORT
See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION

RESTAURANT
California, San Francisco; Frisson Restaurant; Architecture TM; Interior Design by Scott Kester; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 170-175; Feb 05; ID
England, Birmingham; Spiral Cafe; Copper in Architecture Award; Marks & Barfield; ph. ill. sec.; p. 84-85; Oct 05; ARev
England, London; Royal Academy of Arts Restaurant; McInnes, Usher & McKnight; Lighting Design by DHA Designs; by Leanne French; ph.; p. 326-328; May 05; AR
Germany, Hamburg; East Hotel Restaurant; Jordan Mozer; by Farhad Heydari; ph. pl.; p. 148-149; Nov 05; AR
Japan, Sendai; Aoba-tei Restaurant; Hitoshi Abe; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. elev.; p. 132-137; Sept 05; AR
Japan, Tokyo; Glass Shutter House; Live/work house on tight urban site; Shigeru Ban; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 82-85; Feb 05; AR
Michigan, Ann Arbor; Big Ten Burrito Restaurant; PLY Architecture; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-97; Apr 05; RA
Nevada, Las Vegas; Bradley Ogden Restaurant; Engstrom Design; by David Kaufman; ph.; p. 214-218; Mar 05; ID
Nevada, Las Vegas; Canter's Delicatessen; Jordan Mozer; by Tom Austin; ph. ill.; p. 176-178; Mar 05; ID
Nevada, Las Vegas; Fix Restaurant; HLW; Interior Design by Graff; by Donna Paul; ph. ill.; p. 200-202; Mar 05; ID
Nevada, Las Vegas; Mix Restaurant; Klaï & Juba; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 150-153; Nov 05; AR
Nevada, Las Vegas; Mix Restaurant; Klaï & Juba; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by David Kaufman; ph.; p. 168-172; Mar 05; ID
Nevada, Las Vegas; Shibuya Restaurant; Yabu & Pushelberg and Leo A. Daly; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-145; Nov 05; AR

RESTAURANT (cont'd)
Nevada, Las Vegas; Shibuya Restaurant; Yabu & Pushelberg; by Stephen Milioti; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Jan 05; ID
New York, New York; Alto Restaurant; Vincente Wolf; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. 108-110; Sept 05; ID
New York, New York; English Italian Restaurant; Mary Bright Studio; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 198-200; June 05; AR
New York, New York; Lady M Cake Boutique; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Sam Trimble Design; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 196-198; May 05; ID
New York, New York; Lo Scalco Restaurant; A/R Enviroricons Group; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 82-84; July 05; ID
New York, New York; The Modern; Bentel & Bentel; Original Design by Goodwin & Stone; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 124-131; Sept 05; AR
New York, Pocantico Hills; Stone Barns Center; Machado & Silvetti and Asfour & Guzy; Original Design by Grosvenor Atterbury; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Mar 05; AR
New York, Rye; RK Restaurant; Roger Ferris; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 62-64; Aug 05; ID
Oregon, Portland; Doug Fir Restaurant; Skylab Design; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Apr 05; RA
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Washington Square Restaurant; Wyant Architecture; Interior Design by Rockwell Group; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 204-209; June 05; ID
Singapore; —; The Line Buffet; Tihaney Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 52-56; Dec 05; ID
See also CLUB; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS

RESTORATION
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND
Providence; Industrial Design; Providence Grows as Design Center; by Meaghan O'neill; ph. ill.; p. 94-95; Nov 05; ID
Tiverton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Villages on Mount Hope Bay; Bloodgood, Sharp & Butler; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 150; Jan 05; B

RIVER, WATERWAY
Arizona, Phoenix; Water Works at Arizona Falls; Harries & Heder, Landscape Design by Steve Martino; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 88-93; Feb 05; LÅ
INDEX www.archindex.com

ROOF, ROOFING (cont'd)

Airport roof structures; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 181-188; Oct 05; AR

Benefits of concrete roofing tile; by Brian Libby; ph. cea; p. 325-329; Dec 05; AR

Benefits of zinc as a roofing material; by Georg Koslowski and Chip Pinkham; ph. ill.; p. 60-64; May 05; TCS

Coal tar roofing; by Ken Brzozowski; ph. table cea; p. 36-43; Feb 05; TCS

Designing with green roofs; sustainability and stormwater management; by Celeste Allen Novak; ph. ill. det. cea; p. 335-339; Dec 05; AR

Emerging roof technologies; by John A. D'Annunzio; ph.; p. 60-66; Aug 05; TCS

EPDM roofing membranes and long-term performance; by Tim Trial; ph. chart graph ill. ref.; p. 24-34; Feb 05; TCS

Focus on roof edges; by Melissa Stanz; ph. iso.; p. 59-62; Sept 05; BD&C

Improvements in PVC roofing; by Gerald Capocci and Mike Hubbard; ph. ref.; p. 65-71; May 05; TCS

Low-slope commercial roofing; roof cover boards; by Robert Grue et al.; ph. ill. cea; p. 189-193; Sept 05; AR

Oregon, Portland; ecological and economical management of stormwater; Tom Lipton; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 102-107; Aug 05; LA

Proper roof design and installation; by Ken Buchinger; ph.; p. 65; Sept 05; BD&C

PVC waterproof membrane roofing; pedestrian roof decks; ph. cea; p. 320-324; Dec 05; AR

Reflective coatings for roofs; by Michael Desouto and Matthew Pickett; ph. table ref.; p. 68-75; Aug 05; TCS

ROOF, ROOFING (cont'd)

Reusing roofing and structural materials; by Mark D. Webster and Matthew B. Bronski; ph. table ref.; p. 57-62; Jan 05; TCS

Tips for low-slope roof systems; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 48-49; Feb 05; BD&C

RURAL DESIGN

California, Somis; horse barn; SPF-a; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 62-67; Apr 05; A

California, Somis; horse barn; SPF-a; by Edie Cohen; ph. sec. elev.; p. 50-54; Mar 05; ID

California, Somis; Somis Hay Barn; AIA Honor Award; SPF-a; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 120; May 05; AR

Idaho, Hailey; Broadford farm pavilion; RA Design Award; Lake & Flato; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 121; May 05; RA

Illinois, Lindenhurst; Barnyard sculptures at Bonner heritage farm; ArchitecturalFun; landscape design by Lake County Forest Preserves; by Peter Exley and Sharon Exley; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; May 05; LA

RUSSIA

Moscow; Conservation; Narkomfin apartments; Moisei Ginzburg; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 34-35; May 05; Ar

Moscow; lighting; Escada store; Ansgor; by William Weathersby; Jr.; ph.; p. 156-158; Aug 05; AR

SAFETY

Evolution of life safety and security communications; by Mike Browning; ph. ill.; p. 72-80; May 05; TCS

Exit sign visability standards; by Mike Liebowitz; chart ref.; p. 8-12; Feb 05; TCS

High-performance benefits of laminated glass; ph. table graph ill. cea; p. 252-256; Dec 05; AR

Infection-control risk assessment; by Gloria A. Cascarino; p. 78; Sept 05; A

Jobsite safety-tracking program; by David Barista; ph.; p. 18; June 05; BD&C

Jobsite safety and hispanics; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 114-116; July 05; B

Jobsite safety and women; by Michele Mariani; ph.; p. 118-120; July 05; B

Material safety data sheets; by David J. Wyatt; p. 22-23; Feb 05; TCS

New York, New York; SAFE; design takes on risk exhibition; by Victoria Rowan; ph.; p. 59-60; Dec 05; AR

Oregon, —; jobsite safety in Oregon; by Steve Zurier; ph. table; p. 134-136; July 05; B

Payground safety; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 84-86; Jan 05; LA

Safety and OSHA; by Matthew Power; ph. table; p. 122-124; July 05; B

Safety practices in design; by J. Nigel Ellis; ill.; p. 73; Sept 05; A

Arkansas, Warren; urban greenway; AIA Honor Award; University of Arkansas community design center; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR

California, Napa; Napa River Restoration; MIG; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. map; p. 64-75; Jan 05; LA

California, Sacramento; American river parkway; Daniel Iacofano; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 132-137; Apr 05; LA

California, San Jose; Guadalupe river flood control project; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & aby; original design by Hargreaves Associates; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl.; p. 46-55; Feb 05; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; Anastasia waterfront initiative; AIA Honor award; Chan krieger; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 147; May 05; AR

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; North Canadian river restoration; by felix Gillette; ph.; p. 26-27; June 05; LA
SAFETY (cont’d)

Sensible Protection From Risk; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 49-51; Dec 05; AR

Stressing Safety to Save Money; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 128-132; July 05; B

Trench Safety; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 110-112; July 05; B

See also FIRE PROTECTION; HAZARDS; SECURITY

SANITATION

Belgium, —; Lavatory Pods; Roadside sanitary facilities; NOX Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. iso.; p. 80; Apr 05; AR

SAUDI ARABIA

Riyadh; Bank; Al-Rajhi Bank Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pl. ill.; p. 49; Dec 05; A

SCHOOL

England, Buckingham; Stowe House Restoration; Purcell, Miller & Tritton; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 42-43; Sept 05; AR

Enhancing Acoustics in the Learning Environment; by Kenneth P. Roy; ph. ill. ref.; p. 42-48; Jan 05; TCS

Massachusetts, Chestnut Hill; Visual and Performing Arts Center; Beaver Country Day School; Intricate masonry design; HMFH Architects; by David Barista; ph. elev.; p. 53-54; Aug 05; BD&C

School Construction Needs; by Jeff Yoders; ph. chart; p. 22-25; June 05; BD&C

Schools Partner for Performing Arts Spaces; by David Barista; ph. pl. pers. table; p. 42-45; Aug 05; BD&C

Turning Empty Retail into Schools; by Julie Higginbotham; ph.; p. 26-30; June 05; BD&C

ADULT

England, London; Westminster City Academy; AHMM; by Rob Gregory; pers.; p. 66; Apr 05; AR

EARLY LEARNING CENTER

California, San Francisco; Montessori Children’s Center; Mark Horton; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-71; Apr 05; A

England, London; Lavender Sure Start and Children’s Centre; John McAslan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 42-49; Sept 05; A

Japan, Tokyo; Montessori School; Tezuka Architects; by Catherine Slessor; pl. m.; p. 64; Apr 05; AR

ELEMENTARY

Burkina Faso, Gando; Primary School; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Diebedo Francis Kere; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; Jan 05; AR

SCHOOL (cont’d)

Connecticut, Fairfield; Burr Elementary School; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. sec.; p. 142-147; Dec 05; AR

Connecticut, Fairfield; Burr Elementary School; Building Team Project Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p. 62; May 05; BD&C

Japan, Ota; Gumma International Academy; Using wood in schools; Coelacanth & Associates; by David Barista; ph.; p. 51; Mar 05; BD&C

HIGH

California, San Diego; High Tech High International; Reconstruction Award; Carrier & Johnson; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 37-38; Oct 05; BD&C

Connecticut, Greenwich; Upper School for Greenwich Academy; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 66-71; Feb 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Perspectives Charter School; Perkins & Will; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl.; p. 138-141; Dec 05; AR

Massachusetts, Everett; Everett High School; HMFH Architects; by Merritt Watts, ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

New Jersey, Perth Amboy; Perth Amboy High School; P/A Citation; John Ronan; pl. ill. sec.; p. 38-41; Jan 05; A

JUNIOR HIGH, MIDDLE

Connecticut, Fairfield; Roger Ludlowe Middle School; Perkins & Eastman; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 148-151; Dec 05; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Perspectives Charter School; Perkins & Will; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl.; p. 138-141; Dec 05; AR

K-12

California, Santa Monica; Herb Alpert Educational Village; Koning & Eizenberg; by Tracey Hummer; pl. elev.; p. 29; Oct 05; A

Daylighting in K-12 Schools; by Susan K. Oldroyd; ph. dia. cca; p. 247-251; Dec 05; AR

K-12 Schools Adapt to Changing Needs; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 135-137; Dec 05; AR

PRIVATE

Delaware, Middletown; Memorial Garth Courtyard; St. Andrews School; Andrew C. Durham; by Gary W. Cramer; ph.; p. 18-20; Sept 05; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; Sidwell Friends School; Kieran & Timberlake; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill.; p. 38; Sept 05; A

SPECIAL

Alaska, Anchorage; Highland Technical High School; RIM Architects; by Matthew Phair; ph. ill.; p. 32-37; June 05; BD&C

California, Palo Alto; Eastside Center for the Arts; Eastside College Preparatory School; Ferm& Hartman; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl.; p. 152-154; Dec 05; AR
SCHOOL (cont’d)

SPECIAL (cont’d)

California, South Los Angeles; The Accelerated School; Marmol & Radziner; by Barbara Lamprechte; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 50-57; Sept 05; A

Canada, Ontario, Brantford; Primary School Addition; W. Ross MacDonald School for the Blind; G. Bruce Stratton; by Rhys Phillips; p. 57-69; Dec 05; AR

Connecticut, New Haven; Regional Vocational Aquaculture Center; Sound School; Building Team Project Award; Paul Pizzo; Mechanical Design by Dbewray-Gooldkind; ph.; p. 53; May 05; BD&C

Germany, Herbrechtingen; Pistorius School; Behnisch, Behnisch & Partner; by Layla Dawson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-65; Sept 05; A

South Carolina, Spartanburg; Walker Hall; South Carolina School for the Deaf & Blind; Recondition Award; McMillan & Smith; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 44; Oct 05; BD&C

New York, New York; Fashion Institute of Technology; Shop/Sharples, Holden & Pasquarelli; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. pers. m.; p. 65; Apr 05; ARev

New York, New York; Matrix Global Academy; Gensler Associates; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. S82-S84; Nov 05; ID

See also LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; UNIVERSITY

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh; Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; EMBT and RMJM; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl.; p. 29-35; Feb 05; A

Edinburgh; Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; EMBT and RMJM; by David Cohn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 98-111; Feb 05; AR

Inverness; Health Care, Health Center; Maggie's Highlands Cancer Care Center; Copper in Architecture Award; Page & Park; Landscape Design by Charles Jencks; ph. pl.; p. 86; Oct 05; ARev

SCULPTURE

See ART

SEALANT

Advantages of Pre-Cured Silicone Sealant; by Jason Bakus; ph. ill.; p. 80-86; Apr 05; TCS

Field-Tintable Silicone; by Roy Cannon; ph. table; p. 28-33; Oct 05; TCS

See also WATERPROOFING

SECURITY

Access Control; Integrating equipment and procedures; by T.J. Gottwald; ph. cea.; p. 315-319; Dec 05; AR

Developing Arena Safety and Security; by William R.B. McCullough; ph. pl.; p. 76-77; Sept 05; A

SECURITY (cont’d)

District of Columbia, Washington; Security in the Landscape; Memories of Oklahoma City; by Benjamin Forgey; ph.; p. 146-148; July 05; LA

Evolution of Life Safety and Security Communications; by Mike Browning; ph. ill.; p. 72-80; May 05; TCS

Intrusiveness of Security Measures; by Jane Gottlieb; ph.; p. 72; Feb 05; A

Jobsite Security Against Arson and Vandalism; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 144-154; Aug 05; B

New Technologies in Tool Security; by Stefani L. Miller; ph.; p. 80; Sept 05; B

New York, Battery Park City; Battery Park City Streetscapes; AIA Honor Award; Rogers & Marver; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. ill.; p. 146; May 05; AR

Security Standards for Door Assemblies; by Tom Janicak; ph.; p. 16-18; Jan 05; TCS

Voice Over Internet Protocol and Home Security; by Steve Zuerier; ill.; p. 85-86; July 05; B

Washington, Seattle; Ground Security at U.S. Federal Courthouse; Landscape Architecture and Security; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Blair Enlow; ph. pl. elev.; p. 44-49; Aug 05; LA

SHADING

Shutters; Sun control, privacy and hurricane protection; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 75-76; Dec 05; B

See also SUNSCREEN

SHELTER

Accelerated Fabrication Program; University of Louisiana at Lafayette; by Hector Lasala and W. Geoff Gjerston; ph. m. pers. ref.; p. 12-17; May 05; JA

Brazil, Sao Paulo; Plaza of the Patriarch; Paulo Mendes da Rocha; by David S. Morton; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 05; AR

Sandbag Shelter Prototypes; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Nader Khalili; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Jan 05; ARev

Texas, Austin; Austin Resource Center for the Homeless; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; LJT; Structural Design by P.E. Structural Consultants; by Nancy B. Solomon; cea ph.; p. 158-160; July 05; AR

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; CLINIC; HOTEL

SHOPPING CENTER

California, San Francisco; Westfield San Francisco Center; KA Architecture; by Merritt Watts; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

Canada, British Columbia, Richmond; Aberdeen Center Retail Mall; Bingo & Thom; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; Nov 05; ARev

Guidelines for Shopping Center Design; by David Barista; ph.; p. 28-32; Apr 05; BD&C

Hope for the Big Box Store; by Sam Lubell; ph. ill.; p. 68-76; Aug 05; AR
SHOPPING CENTER (cont’d)

Korea, Seoul; Galleria Shopping Center; UN Studio; Lighting Design by Arup Lighting; by Alice Liao; ph. sec.; p. 196-200; Mar 05; AR
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; STORE; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

SHOWROOM

Bisazza Tile Showrooms; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 149-152; Oct 05; ID
California, Los Angeles; l.A.Eyeworks Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Neil Denari; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 131; May 05; AR
Georgia, Atlanta; Interface Showroom; TVS Interiors; by Stephen Kellogg; ph.; p. 110-114; June 05; ID
Germany, Munich; BMW Sales and Event Center; Coop Himmelblau; by Christian Bresning; ph. pl. sec. pers. m. axon.; p. 70-73; June 05; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Hawthor Showroom; IIDA award; Interview with designer; Perkins & Will and Eva Maddox Branded Environments; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 200-202; May 05; ID
Japan, Osaka; Auto Showroom; Shuhei Endo; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-69; June 05; AR
Japan, Osaka; Okamura Corporation Showrooms; Gensler Associates; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph.; p. 580-590; Nov 05; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Furniture Showroom; Tadao Ando; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 05; AR
New York, New York; Carpet Showroom; Matthew Baird; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 156-160; July 05; ID
New York, New York; Cassina Furniture Showroom; Giancarlo Tinotti; by Joseph Minutillo; ph.; p. 59-62; Jan 05; ID
See also STORE

SIDEWALK

Curb Ramps and ADA Compliance; by Bob D. Sexton; ph.; p. 76-82; Nov 05; TCS
England, London; Plantation Lane; Public street becomes public art centre; Arup; Art by Simon Patterson; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 05; AR

SIDING

See WALL

SINGAPORE

—; Library; National Library; Hamzah & Yeang; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; July 05; AR
—; Restaurant; The Line Buffet; Tihaney Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 52-56; Dec 05; ID

SKYLIGHT

Standards for Windows, Doors and Skylights; by Jeffrey F. Lowinski; ph. table cea; p. 280-284; Dec 05; AR

SLOVENIA

Izola; Housing; Affordable Apartments; Ofis Architects; by Catherine Siessler; pers.; p. 89; Apr 05; AR
Lake Bled; Residence; Villa Addition; Ofis Architects; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Nov 05; AR

SNOW DESIGN

Three Made Places; Arctic snow shelters/sculpture; Peter Clegg and Antony Gormley; by Antony Gormley; ph.; p. 98; Apr 05; AR

SOCIAL ISSUES

Access and Equity in Architecture Education and Practice; by Curtis Barnabus Charles; p. 53-54; Feb 05; JAE
Addressing Immigrant Housing Needs; by Lisa Marquis Jackson; ph. chart table; p. 388-398; Jan 05; B
Antigrowth Policies Fuel Housing Crisis; by R. Randy Lee; ill.; p. 85-86; Jan 05; B
Architecture and Sustainability; by Allan Shope; ph.; p. 45-46; Mar 05; RA
California, Yosemite National Park; Future of Yosemite; Renovations threaten loss of nature; Lawrence Halprin; by Kimberly Edds; ph.; p. 134-136; Aug 05; LA
Connecticut, New London; Eminent Domain Issues; The Kelo case; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 55-56; Sept 05; B
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design; by Ian Colquhoun; ph.; p. 39-40; June 05; RA
District of Columbia, Washington; Reviving Parks in Distressed Areas; by Susan Hines; ph. ill. map; p. 124-135; June 05; LA
Guidelines for Shopping Center Design; by David Barista; ph.; p. 28-32; Apr 05; BD&C
Housing Discrimination Continues; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 35-36; July 05; B
Impact of Overseas U.S. Military Bases; by Mark Gillem; ill. elev. ph. map ref.; p. 5-12; Feb 05; JAE
Larry Webb and Joe Pusateri; Hearthstone Builder Lifetime Public Service Awards; by Michele Mariani; ph.; p. 126-136; Feb 05; B
Louisiana, New Orleans; Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina; Future of New Orleans; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 57-60; Nov 05; AR
Louisiana, New Orleans; Rebuilding New Orleans; by Max Page; ph. ill.; p. 41-43; Dec 05; A
Managing Real Estate Speculators; by Pat Curry; ph. ill. table; p. 236-242; Oct 05; B
Minority and Women Builders; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 128-136; Dec 05; B
Negative Effects of High-Rise Lighting; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 80; Aug 05; A
Nevada, Las Vegas; Bin City, Las Vegas; by Gabu Heindl; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 5-12; Nov 05; JAE
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Love Park; Skateboarding and Politics; Symterra and Buell, Kratzer & Powell; Original Design by Vincent Kling; by Ocean Howell; ph. pl. ref.; p. 32-42; Nov 05; JAE
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SOUTH AFRICA

—; Architectural Education; Architectural Practice and Education in South Africa; by Robin Graham Young-Pugh; map ref.; p. 33-41; Feb 05; JAE

Cape Town; Office Building/Low Rise; BP Africa Headquarters; Kruger & Roos, Green by Design and Joshua Conrad; by Schalk Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 05; ARev

KwaZulu-Natal; Recreation/Sports Facility; Siyathemba Sports and HIV/AIDS Outreach Center; Swee Hong Ng; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill. sec.; p. 41; July 05; A

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Harborside at Lake Carolina; Builder’s Choice Award; Studio AI, Allison & Ramsey and al.; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 188; Oct 05; B

Mount Pleasant; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harborside at Dunes West; John Wieland Homes; by Pat Curry; ph. pl. ill.; p. 170; June 05; B

Spartanburg; School/Special; Walker Hall; South Carolina School for the Deaf & Blind; Reconstruction Award; McMillan & Smith; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 44; Oct 05; BD&C

SOUTH KOREA

Incheon; City and Regional Planning; New Songdo City Master Plan; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 33; June 05; A

Paju Book City; Market; Book Market; Iroje Architects; by Catherine Slesser; ph.; p. 106; Oct 05; ARev

Paju; Store; Hangil Book House; SHoP/Sharples, Holden & Pasquarelli and Architecture Himma; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 116-121; Feb 05; AR

Seoul; Office Building; Digital Media City Offices and Showrooms; Barkow & Leibinger; by Robert Klara; ill. sec.; p. 39; May 05; A

SPA

See RECREATION

SPAIN

—; Architecture; Pulse of Contemporary Spanish Architecture; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 75-77; Mar 05; AR

—; Architecture; Spanish Design Culture; Globalization of Architecture; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 68-71; Mar 05; AR

—; City and Regional Planning; Remaking Bilbao and Barcelona; Lessons for urban America; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 62-66; Mar 05; AR

Almeria; Office Building; Health Authority Offices; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-83; May 05; ARev

Barcelona; Market; Santa Caterina Market; EMBT; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 44-53; Nov 05; ARev

Bilbao; Art; The Matter of Time Exhibit; Richard Serra; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 138-139; Aug 05; ID

Casar de Caseres; Bus Station; Bus Station; Justo Garcia Rubio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 75-76; Nov 05; AR

Coimbra; Health Care, Health Center; Regional Blood Centre; ARX Portugal; by Catherine Slesser; pl. m.; p. 74; Apr 05; ARev

Cordoba; Recreation/Park; Guadalquivir Promenade; Martins Mill restoration; Juan Navarro Baldeweg; by Amanda Schachter; ph.; p. 96-101; Mar 05; AR

Egues; Recreation/Recreation Center; Sports Centre; Carme Pinos; by Catherine Slesser; pl. sec. pers. m.; p. 73; Apr 05; ARev

Granada; Museum; Museum of Memory; Local history museum; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Catherine Slesser; ph. ill.; p. 45; Apr 05; ARev

Jerez; Government Building; Jerez City Planning Offices; Antonio Martinez Garcia and Juan Luis Trillo; by Alexander Levi; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; Mar 05; AR

Lalín; Community Center; Lalín Community Centre; Mansilla & Tuñon; by Catherine Slesser; pl. ill. pl.; p. 75; Apr 05; ARev

Lanzarote; Studio; Cesar Manrique Foundation; Visiting artists studio; Palerm & Tabares; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Feb 05; ARev
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SPAIN (cont’d)

Leon; Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; *Mansilla & Tuon*; by David Cohn; ph. pl. axon.; p. 108-115; Mar 05; AR

Madrid; Airport; Barajas Airport; *Richard Rogers and Lamela Studio*; by David Cohn; ph. sec.; p. 150-157; Oct 05; AR

Madrid; Auditorium; Archive and Exhibition Space; Arcade of the Nuevo Ministerios; *Jesus Aparicio and Hector Fernandez Elorza*; by Jorge Otero-Palos; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-95; Mar 05; AR

Madrid; Hospital/Children’s; Maternity and Children’s Hospital; *Jose Rafael Moneo*; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 56-63; May 05; ARev

Madrid; Hotel; Hotel Puerta America; *Zaha Hadid, Foster & Partners and et al.*; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 96-103; Sept 05; AR

Madrid; Housing; EMV Housing Villaverde; *David Chipperfield and Jose Maria Fernandez-Isla*; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

Madrid; Housing; Sanchinarro Mirador Housing; *MVRDV and Blanca Lleo*; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. elev.; p. 54-65; Nov 05; A

Madrid; Museum/Art; Museo Reina Sofia Addition; *Jean Nouvel*; by Catherine Slessor; p. 33; Nov 05; ARev

Madrid; Transit Station; Principe Pio; Transportation, retail and entertainment complex; *RTKL*; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 16-22; Mar 05; BD&C

Pamplona; Interior Design; Palace of the Kings of Navarra; Interior renovation; *Jose Rafael Moneo*; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-80; Feb 05; ARev

Pamplona; Theater; Baluarte Auditorium and Congress Hall; *Francisco Mangado*; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-83; Mar 05; AR

Santiago de Compostela; Government Building; Presidential Compound of Galicia; *Manuel Gallego Jorroto*; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 84-85; Mar 05; AR

Valencia; Recreation/Sports Facility; America’s Cup Pavilion; *David Chipperfield and b720*; by Elizabeth Donoff; pl. ill. sec.; p. 28; Oct 05; A

Valencia; Theater; Teatro el Musical; *Eduardo De Miguel*; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-91; Mar 05; AR

SPECIFICATIONS (cont’d)

Improving the Performance of Terrace Doors; by Scott Condrey and Edward Woods; ph. table map ref.; p. 42-51; May 05; TCS

Material Safety Data Sheets; by David J. Wyatt; p. 22-23; Feb 05; TCS

Performance Based Specifications for Carpet; by R. Carroll Turner; ph. table; p. 66-71; June 05; TCS

Performance Specifications; by Karen Bailey Aldrich; p. 22-24; Apr 05; TCS

Product Research and Selection; by Barbara A. Nadel; ph. table cea; p. 299-303; May 05; AR

Quartz Countertops; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 101-102; Sept 05; RA

Research and Product Selection; by David J. Wyatt; p. 26-27; Mar 05; TCS

Security Standards for Door Assemblies; by Tom Janicak; ph.; p. 16-18; Jan 05; TCS

Specifications and Copyright Laws; by David J. Wyatt; p. 24-26; Aug 05; TCS

Specifications From the Contractor’s View; by David J. Wyatt; p. 22-24; Nov 05; TCS

Specifying Aluminum Composite Material Panels; by Ted S. Miller; ph.; p. 38-43; Mar 05; TCS

Specifying Ceilings; ph. cea; p. 190-196; July 05; AR

Specifying for Purchasing Agreements; by David J. Wyatt; p. 22-23; Sept 05; TCS

Specifying Gypsum Products; ill. cea; p. 86-88; Nov 05; A

Specifying LEED Under Public Bid Rules; by Len Harding; ph.; p. 63-69; July 05; TCS

Specifying Protection Barriers; by Robin Ringler; ph.; p. 88-100; Apr 05; TCS

Specifying Residential Appliances; by Peter J. Arsenault; ph. cea chart table; p. 341-345; Dec 05; AR

Specifying Special-Needs Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 68-69; Aug 05; RA

Standards for Windows, Doors and Skylights; by Jeffrey F. Lowinski; ph. table cea; p. 280-284; Dec 05; AR

Standards of Care in Product Research; by David J. Wyatt; p. 26-28; May 05; TCS

Technology and Construction Document Production; by Karen Simmons and Allene Edwards; ph. ill.; p. 72-77; June 05; TCS

Understanding Concrete Specification Requirements; by Bev Garnant and Bruce A. Suprenant; ph. ref. ill.; p. 64-69; Oct 05; TCS

Updating Outdated Specifications; by William Earley; p. 18-22; July 05; TCS

See also LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

SPORTS FACILITY

See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY; UNIVERSITY/RECREATION

SRI LANKA

—; Housing; Aid for Tsunami Victims; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 26-28; Apr 05; RA
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
www.archindex.com

SRI LANKA (cont’d)
Galle; Hotel; Amanagalla Hotel Renovation; Kerry Hill and MDC Associates; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 264-273; Oct 05; ID

STAINED GLASS
Increasing Energy Efficiency; by Marty Watts; ph. table; p. 56-63; Mar 05; TCS

STAIRWAY
California, Carmel; Stairway; RA Design Award; Feldman Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 129; May 05; RA
Interdisciplinary Approach to Stairway Design; Endres & Ware; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. axon.; p. 72-73; Apr 05; A
Specifying Pre-Engineered Steel Stairs; by James R., Jr. Butler; ph.; p. 73-81; Mar 05; TCS

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE
District of Columbia, Washington; Roof Sculpture at National Gallery of Art; Andy Goldsworthy; by Paul Richard; ph.; p. 54-55; Apr 05; LA
Failure and Success of a Stone Patch; by Deborah Silton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 74; Feb 05; TCS
Natural Stone Products; ph. pl. det. cea; p. 175-179; July 05; AR
Protecting Tile and Stone Flooring; Crack-isolation systems; by Sandra Eich; ph. table ill.; p. 53-59; June 05; TCS
See also MASONRY

STORAGE
Benefits of High-Density Mobile Storage; by Alfred J. Herzog and Christopher T. Batterman; ph. ill. chart; p. 51-57; Nov 05; TCS

STORE
Apple Computer Stores; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 68-69; July 05; A
Austria, Vienna; Apotheke zum Lowen von Aspern Pharmacy; ARTEC; Landscape Design by Jacob Fina; by Liane Lefaiivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-143; Sept 05; AR
California, Los Angeles; l.A.Eyeworks Showroom; AIA Honor Award; Neil Denari; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 131; May 05; AR
California, Los Angeles; L’Oreal Living Lab Store; Lindy Roy; by Deanna Kizis; ph. ill.; p. 218-223; Apr 05; ID
California, Venice; Equator Books; Rania Alomar; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 84-86; Oct 05; ID
France, Paris; Perfume Store; Patrick Naggar; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 80-81; Apr 05; ID
Italy, Milan; Princi Bakery; Claudio Silvestrin; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 74-76; Jan 05; ID

STORE (cont’d)
Japan, Tokyo; Tod’s Omotesando Building; Toyo Ito; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. det.; p. 78-85; June 05; AR
Massachusetts, Cambridge; A.T. Cross Store; David Hacin; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Apr 05; RA
Nebraska, Omaha; Bizarre Boutique; Randy Brown; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 152-156; Sept 05; AR
Nevada, Las Vegas; Nextel Central; Gensler Associates; by Jorge S. Arango; ph.; p. 182-188; Mar 05; ID
New York, New York; Jacob & Company Jewelry Store; Arnell Group; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 52-56; Dec 05; BD&C
New York, New York; Jacob & Company Jewelry Store; Arnell Group; by Jessica Dheere; ph.; p. 112-114; Sept 05; ID
Russia, Moscow; Escada Store; Ansorg; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 156-158; Aug 05; AR
South Korea, Paju; Hangil Book House; SHoP/Sharpe, Holden & Pasquarelli and Architecture Himma; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 118-121; Feb 05; AR
Texas, Austin; Anthony Nak Jewelry Store; IDA award; Interview with architect; M. J. Neale; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 192-193; May 05; ID

CLOTHING
California, Beverly Hills; Prada Store; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-131; Feb 05; AR
California, San Francisco; Forever 21; Gensler Associates; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S23-S26; Nov 05; ID
California, Venice; Pamela Barish Store; Rockwell Group; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. 84-86; Apr 05; ID
England, London; DPMHI Store; Francois Scalfi; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 76-76; Apr 05; ID
France, Paris; Chanel Store; AIA Honor Award; Peter Marino and Vigneron Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 137; May 05; AR
Italy, Milan; Just Cavalli Store; Studio Rota; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 170-179; Apr 05; ID
Italy, Milan; Viktor & Rolf’s; Siebe Teteter; Interior Design by SZI Design; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 174-179; June 05; ID
Italy, Rome; Fendi Store; Peter Marino; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 236-243; July 05; ID
Italy, Rome; Fornarina Store; Giorgio Borruso; by Edie Cohen; m.; p. 224-229; Apr 05; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Chanel Ginza; Peter Marino; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 204-208; Nov 05; AR
Japan, Tokyo; Inhabitant Store; Wonderwall; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 180-187; Apr 05; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Tod’s Store; Toyo Ito; by Masaaki Takahashi; ph. pl.; p. 200-209; Apr 05; ID
Nevada, Las Vegas; Fornarina Store; Giorgio Borruso; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-140; Feb 05; AR
STORE (cont’d)

CLOTHING (cont’d)

New York, New York; Catherine Malandrino
Boutique; Christophe Pillet; by Claudia
Steinberg; ph.; p. 188-193; Apr 05; ID

New York, New York; Judith Lieber Store;
Gensler Associates; by Sarah Maud Powell;
ph.; p. 88-90; Apr 05; ID

New York, New York; Reiss Store; D. raw As-
Sociates; by Lucie Young; ph.; p. 100-104;
Sept 05; ID

Taiwan, Taipei; Fashion Boutique; CJ Studio;
by R.D. Kumar; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Nov 05; ID

DEPARTMENT

Japan, Tokyo; Barneys New York; Jeffrey
Hutchinson; Art by Philippe; by Raul A.
Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Feb 05;
AR

See also ART GALLERY; OFFICE BUILDING;
SHOPPING CENTER; SHOWROOM; URBAN
DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Addressing Water Issues; by Anna Holtzman;
ill.; p. 25-26; Apr 05; A

Bioretention; Low impact development;
Rhodeside & Harwell; by Brian P. Kane; ph.
sec. det. ref.; p. 70-81; May 05; LA

National Low Impact Development Student
Competition; Student awards for landscape
architecture; by Diane Hellekson; ill.; p.
82-89; May 05; LA

New York, Staten Island; Staten Island
Bluebelt; Natural stormwater management;
Dean Cavallaro; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.
pl.; p. 56-63; Nov 05; LA

Oregon, Portland; Ecological and Economical
Management of Stormwater; Tom Lipton;
by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 102-107; Aug 05; LA

Texas, The Woodlands; Ecological Planning
and Infrastructure; by Ann Forsyth; ph. ref.;
p. 60-69; July 05; LA

STREET

New York, Battery Park City; Battery Park City
Streetscapes; AIA Honor Award; Rogers &
Marvel; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill.; p. 146; May
05; AR

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Lighting Strawberry
Way; Klawon Design; by Gary W. Cramer; ph.;
p. 48-56; June 05; LA

See also HIGHWAY; URBAN DESIGN,
MULTI-USE PROJECT

STRUCTURAL

Airport Roof Structures; by Nancy B. Solomon;
ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 181-188; Oct 05; AR

Reusing Roofing and Structural Materials; by
Mark D. Webster and Matthew B. Bronski; ph.
table ref.; p. 57-62; Jan 05; TCS

CONCRETE

Principles of Tilt-Up Concrete; by Matthew
Power; ill.; p. 68-69; July 05; B

STRUCTURAL (cont’d)

WOOD

Structural Wood Framing Systems; by Nigel
F. Maynard; ph.; p. 78; Dec 05; B

See also CONCRETE; EARTHQUAKE; WALL;
WOOD

STUCCO

Flaws in Siding Details; by Charles Wardell; ph.
il. det.; p. 134-138; Dec 05; B

See also INSULATION

STUDIO

Australia, Melbourne; Coastal House and Stud-
io; Denton, Corker & Marshall; by Paul Finch;
ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; June 05; ARev

California, Los Angeles; Rios Clementi Hale
Studios; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Edie Cohen;
ph.; p. 268-273; Mar 05; ID

California, Venice; Studio-Residence; Glenn
Irani; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Feb
05; ID

Canary Islands, Lanzarote; Cesar Manrique
Foundation Studio; Palerm & Tabares; by Sam
Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-131; Oct 05; ARev

England, London; 62 Rochester Place;
Live/work conversion; Hughes & Meyers and
Sanei & Hopkins; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.;
p. 74-77; Feb 05; ARev

England, London; The Hospital Recording Stu-
dio; Allies & Morrison; Interior Design by Suzy
Hoodless; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 72-77; July 05;
ID

Japan, Tokyo; Glass Shutter House; Live/work
house on tight urban site; Shigeru Ban; by Mi-
chael Webb; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 82-85; Feb 05;
ARev

New York, New York; Designer’s Offices; Ro-
man & Wills; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p.
260-267; Mar 05; ID

New York, New York; Framestore NY Studio;
David Howell; by Andrew Blum; ph. pl.; p.
238-245; Sept 05; ID

New York, New York; Joan Weill Center for
Dance; Iu & Bibliowicz; by Fred Bernstein; ph.;
p. 290-297; May 05; ID

New York, New York; Kushner Studios; Kushner
Studios; by Kelly Beamon; ph.; p. 208-209;
Sept 05; ID

New York, New York; Yoga Studio and Resi-
dence; Steve E. Blatz, by Judd Tully; ph. pl.; p.
290-297; Oct 05; ID

Spain, Lanzarote; Cesar Manrique Foundation;
Visiting artists studio; Palerm & Tabares; by
Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Feb 05;
ARev

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; FILM/TELE-
VISION STUDIO; OFFICE BUILDING; RESI-
DENCE; UNIVERSITY

SUNSCREEN

Curtain Wall Design for Solar Control; by
Steve Fronk; ph.; p. 65-70; Sept 05; TCS
See also SHADING
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

Buildings and Cities of the Future; Conservation of energy and materials; Retrospective survey; by Peter Davey; ph. ill. m.; p. 86-99; Mar 05; ARev

Burkina Faso, Gando; Primary School; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Diedebo Francis Kere; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; Jan 05; ARev

California, Berkeley; Profile of Firm; Arkin & Till; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 64-73; Mar 05; RA

California, Los Angeles; California Department of Transportation Headquarters; Morphosis; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; July 05; ARev

California, Merced; University of California Merced Campus; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Fennau & Hartman and et al.; Master Planning by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 40-49; Sept 05; BD&C

Canada, Manitoba, Winnipeg; SC3; Architects Headquarters; Smith & Carter; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 88-92; Oct 05; ID

Chilled Beam System Cuts Energy Costs; by David Barista; ph. ill. table sec. dia. elev.; p. 24-39; Nov 05; BD&C

Designing with Green Roofs; Sustainability and stormwater management; by Celeste Allen Novak; ph. ill. det. cea; p. 335-339; Dec 05; AR

Energy Analysis Software; p. 23; Nov 05; BD&C

Five Years of LEED; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. map chart cea; p. 135-142; June 05; AR

Florida, Alys Beach; Alys Beach Development; Master Planning by Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 130-138; Aug 05; B

Florida, Gainesville; Rinker Hall; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Croxton Collaborative Architects and Gould & Evans; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cea; p. 155-158; July 05; AR

France, ־־־; Science Library; University of Orleans; Lipsky & Rollet; by Catherine Siessler; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; July 05; ARev

Future of Green Architecture; Commentary and introduction to project survey; by Peter Clegg; ph.; p. 36-37*; July 05; ARev

Germany, Dessau; Federal Environment Agency; Sauerbruch & Hutton; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. iso. axon. dia.; p. 38-49; July 05; ARev

Green Building Update; Part 1; by Matthew Power; chart graph; p. 140-145; Feb 05; B

Green Building Update; Part 2; by Matthew Power; ph. ill.; p. 130-138; Mar 05; B

Green Product Evaluation; by Richard C. Master; ph. chart cea; p. 181-185; July 05; AR

Growth of Green Design and Products; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 51-58; Mar 05; RA

Growth of Green Products and Materials; ph. chart cea; p. 189-196; Nov 05; AR

Information Modeling for Green Buildings; by Phillip G. Bernstein; ph. ref. ill.; p. 57-62; July 05; TCS

Ireland, Galway; SAP Call Centre; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Catherine Siessler; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; July 05; ARev

LEED Standards for Existing Buildings; by Robert Klara; ph. table; p. 27-28; July 05; A

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Life Cycle Assessment Calculators; by Katie Gerfen; p. 70-72; Nov 05; A

Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and LEED; by James S. Cook; ph.; p. 44-50; Nov 05; TCS

Minimizing Energy Use with Home Design; by Charles Wardell; ph.; p. 69-70; Jan 05; B

Mozambique, Delgado; Tourist Resort; Cullum & Nightingale; by Catherine Siessler; ph. pl.; p. 74; July 05; ARev

North Carolina, Durham; Delta Smart House; Duke University; Frank Harmon; by Meghan Drueing; ill.; p. 30; Mar 05; RA

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Pittsburgh Glass Center; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Davis, Gardner, Gannon & Pope and Bruce Lindsey; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cea; p. 154-155; July 05; AR

PNC Bank Seeks Bulk LEED Certification; Gensler Associates; by Jeff Yoders; ph. pl.; p. 19-22; July 05; BD&C

Relationship of Sustainability and Structural Design; by Lance Hosey; ph. ill.; p. 21-24; Aug 05; A

Sandbag Shelter Prototypes; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Nader Khalili; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Jan 05; ARev

Singapore, ־־־; National Library; Hamzah & Yeang; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; July 05; ARev

South Africa, Cape Town; BP Africa Headquarters; Kruger & Roos, Green by Design and Joshua Conrad; by Schalk Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 05; ARev

Specifying LEED Under Public Bid Rules; by Len Harding; ph.; p. 63-69; July 05; TCS

Sustainability Agenda for the AIA; by Nadav Malin; p. 180; Nov 05; AR

Sustainable Design Forges Stronger Communities; by Tim Beatley; ph.; p. 35-36; Nov 05; RA

Sustainable Guidelines for Homes; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ph.; p. 225-226; Apr 05; AR

Texas, Austin; Austin Resource Center for the Homeless; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; LZT; Structural Design by P.E. Structural Consultants; by Nancy B. Solomon; cea ph.; p. 158-160; July 05; AR

Top Ten Green Projects Awards Program; A look at three winners; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. dia. cea; p. 153-160; July 05; AR

Understanding the Green Building Market; by Jerry Yudelson; ph. table ref. ill.; p. 49-56; Jan 05; TCS

Viability of Distributed Electricity Generation; by John R. Turner; ph. ref.; p. 70-77; Oct 05; TCS

Wood and Sustainable Design; by Tom Williamson and Marilyn H. LeMoine; ph. table; p. 64-72; Mar 05; TCS

See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
TENNESSEE (cont’d)
Memphis; Residence; Hayden Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; archimania; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 194; Oct 05; B
Memphis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harbor Town Landing; Builder’s Choice Award; Ricks & Kiss; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 184; Oct 05; B
TEXAS
Austin; Architecture; Profile of Firm; D+FORM; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 63-64; Jan 05; AR
Austin; Bathroom; Bathroom; Dick Clark; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 44; Apr 05; RA
Austin; Convention Center; Austin Convention Center; Page, Southerland & Page, Cotera, Kolar, Negrete & Reed and Limbacher & Godfrey; by Charles Linn; ph. sec.; p. 204-206; Mar 05; AR
Austin; Kitchen; Kitchen; Dick Clark; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Apr 05; RA
Austin; Shelter; Austin Resource Center for the Homeless; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; AZT; Structural Design by P.E. Structural Consultants; by Nancy B. Solomon; cea ph.; p. 158-160; July 05; AR
Austin; Store; Anthony Nak Jewelry Store; IIDA award; Interview with architect; M.J. Neal; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 192-193; May 05; ID
College Station; Memorial, Monument; Stacell’s Tower; by Patrick Winn; ph. ill.; p. 4-5; May 05; JAE
Dallas; Airport; Terminal D; HNTB, HKS and Corgan Associates; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 166-171; Oct 05; AR
Dallas; Arts Center; Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Foster & Partners; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C
Dallas; Garden; Creekside Garden; 2004 ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 110-115; July 05; LA
Dallas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Highland Park; Wilbur David Cook; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 210; Feb 05; B
Dallas; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cityville Fitzhugh; Builder’s Choice Award; James & Harwick; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 192; Oct 05; B
Fort Worth; Office Building; Radio Shack Headquarters; HKS; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. pers.; p. 26-34; Jan 05; BD&C
Houston; Architecture; America’s Best Builders; McVaugh Custom Homes; by Lisa Marquis Jackson; ph. graph; p. 300-304; Jan 05; B
Houston; Bank; Royal Bank of Scotland; DMJM Rottet; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 284-289; Oct 05; ID
Houston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Timber Meadow; Obra Homes; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 05; B
Houston; University/Medical Center; School of Nursing; University of Texas Health Science Center; BNIM and Lake & Flato; by Larry Albert; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 52-57; Mar 05; A

TELECOMMUNICATION
Colorado, Boulder; RidgeGate Community; Fiber Infrastructure; by Steve Zurier; ill. table; p. 83-84; June 05; B
Fiber-Based Home Technology Products; by Steve Zurier, Ill.; p. 57-58; Jan 05; B
Visual Documentation Devices; by Eileen McMorow; ph.; p. 65; Mar 05; A

TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga; Museum/Art; Hunter Museum Addition; Randall Stall, Derthick, Henley & Wilkerson and Hefferlin & Kronenberg; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-129; Nov 05; AR
Knoxville; Theater; Tennessee Theatre; Reconstruction Award; Westlake, Reed & Leskosky and McCarty, Holsapple; McCarty; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 26-29; Oct 05; BD&C

SWIMMING POOL
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY

SWITZERLAND
——; Observatory; Tour de Moron; Mario Botta; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 77-78; Jan 05; AR
Basel; Health Care, Health Center; REHAB Center for Spinal Cord and Brain Injuries; Herzog & de Meuron and Proplaning; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; June 05; AR
Bern; Museum/Art; Paul Klee Center; Renzo Piano; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-137; Oct 05; AR
Castel San Pietro; Residence; Casa Travella; Aldo Casnoli; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 206-210; Apr 05; AR
Geneva; Office Building; Vacheron Constantin Headquarters and Watch Factory; Bernard Tschumi; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill. sec.; p. 98-105; June 05; AR
Lucerne; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Conversion; Gus Wustemann; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl. pers.; p. 204-211; July 05; ID
Winterthur; Industrial Building; Maag Recycling Plant; Oos ag open operating system; by Nina Rappaport; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-63; May 05; A
Zurich; Civic Center; District Centre; EM2N; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; Feb 05; AR
Zurich; University/Library; Law School Faculty Library; Zurich University; Santiago Calatrava; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-39; Aug 05; BD&C

T
TAIWAN
Taipei; Store/Clothing; Fashion Boutique; CJ Studio; by R.D. Kumar; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Nov 05; ID

TELECOMMUNICATION
Colorado, Boulder; RidgeGate Community; Fiber Infrastructure; by Steve Zurier; ill. table; p. 83-84; June 05; B
Fiber-Based Home Technology Products; by Steve Zurier, Ill.; p. 57-58; Jan 05; B
Visual Documentation Devices; by Eileen McMorow; ph.; p. 65; Mar 05; A

TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga; Museum/Art; Hunter Museum Addition; Randall Stall, Derthick, Henley & Wilkerson and Hefferlin & Kronenberg; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-129; Nov 05; AR
Knoxville; Theater; Tennessee Theatre; Reconstruction Award; Westlake, Reed & Leskosky and McCarty, Holsapple; McCarty; by Charles Rathmann; ph.; p. 26-29; Oct 05; BD&C

TENNESSEE (cont’d)
Memphis; Residence; Hayden Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; archimania; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 194; Oct 05; B
Memphis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harbor Town Landing; Builder’s Choice Award; Ricks & Kiss; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 184; Oct 05; B

TEXAS
Austin; Architecture; Profile of Firm; D+FORM; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 63-64; Jan 05; AR
Austin; Bathroom; Bathroom; Dick Clark; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 44; Apr 05; RA
Austin; Convention Center; Austin Convention Center; Page, Southerland & Page, Cotera, Kolar, Negrete & Reed and Limbacher & Godfrey; by Charles Linn; ph. sec.; p. 204-206; Mar 05; AR
Austin; Kitchen; Kitchen; Dick Clark; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; Apr 05; RA
Austin; Shelter; Austin Resource Center for the Homeless; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; AZT; Structural Design by P.E. Structural Consultants; by Nancy B. Solomon; cea ph.; p. 158-160; July 05; AR
Austin; Store; Anthony Nak Jewelry Store; IIDA award; Interview with architect; M.J. Neal; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 192-193; May 05; ID
College Station; Memorial, Monument; Stacell’s Tower; by Patrick Winn; ph. ill.; p. 4-5; May 05; JAE
Dallas; Airport; Terminal D; HNTB, HKS and Corgan Associates; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 166-171; Oct 05; AR
Dallas; Arts Center; Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Foster & Partners; by Larry Flynn; ill.; p. 20-26; Apr 05; BD&C
Dallas; Garden; Creekside Garden; 2004 ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 110-115; July 05; LA
Dallas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Highland Park; Wilbur David Cook; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 210; Feb 05; B
Dallas; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cityville Fitzhugh; Builder’s Choice Award; James & Harwick; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 192; Oct 05; B
Fort Worth; Office Building; Radio Shack Headquarters; HKS; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. pers.; p. 26-34; Jan 05; BD&C
Houston; Architecture; America’s Best Builders; McVaugh Custom Homes; by Lisa Marquis Jackson; ph. graph; p. 300-304; Jan 05; B
Houston; Bank; Royal Bank of Scotland; DMJM Rottet; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 284-289; Oct 05; ID
Houston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Timber Meadow; Obra Homes; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 124; Oct 05; B
Houston; University/Medical Center; School of Nursing; University of Texas Health Science Center; BNIM and Lake & Flato; by Larry Albert; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 52-57; Mar 05; A
TRENTON (cont'd)

Indiana; Meridian State Hospital; by Giglis and Associates; ph.; p. 30; Nov 05; ARev

Nashville, Tennessee; Tennessee Theatre; by Architects Collaborative; ph. ref.; p. 80; Nov 05; ARev

New York, New York; IFC Film Center Renovation; by Bogdanow Partners; p. 284-289; Sept 05; ID

Ohio, Cleveland; Asia Society Tri-C, by Frank O. Gehry and Partners; ph. pl.; p. 26-27; Nov 05; BD&C

North Carolina, Raleigh; Appendix A; by Mark Johnston; ph. pl.; p. 26-27; Nov 05; BD&C

Ohio, Columbus; Columbus Museum of Art; by Johnston Architects; ph. pl.; p. 26-33; Nov 05; BD&C

New York, New York; Book Of Mormon Theatre; by Thaddeus Ross; ph. pl.; p. 26-33; Nov 05; BD&C

South Carolina, Columbia; Columbia Coliseum; by NBBJ; ph. pl.; p. 26-33; Nov 05; BD&C

Texas, Houston; Memorial Hermann; by Hines; ph. pl.; p. 26-33; Nov 05; BD&C

Training Center; Auditorium; Performing Arts Center; Recreation; School; University

TRAINING FACILITY

See also LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRANSIT STATION

California, San Francisco; Ferry Building; SMWM and Page & Turnbull; Original Design by A. Page Brown; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 05; A

Germany, Berlin; Central Railway Station; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner; by Kathe Gerfen; ph. sec.; p. 51-52; Feb 05; A

Italy, Naples; Metro Entrances; Future Systems; by Rob Gregory; ph. m.; p. 83; Apr 05; ARev

New York, Buffalo; Preservation of Buffalo Central Terminal; by Robert Klara; ph.; p. 104; Sept 05; A

New York, New York; Fulton Street Transit Centre, Nicholas Grimshaw; by Rob Gregory; ill.; m.; p. 82; Apr 05; ARev

Spain, Madrid; Principe Pio; Transportation, retail and entertainment complex; RTKL; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 16-22; Mar 05; BD&C

See also TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

Belgium,—; Lavatory Pods; Roadside sanitary facilities; NOX Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec.; p. 80; Apr 05; ARev

Traffic Calming and the Law; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill.; p. 86-87; Jan 05; LA

Transit Projects Inspire Development; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 27-28; Mar 05; A

See also AIRPORT; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HIGHWAY; TRANSIT STATION; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

TURKEY

Ankara; Memorial, Monument; Security Monument; Anton Hanak and Josef Thorak; by Bulet Batuman; map ph. ref.; p. 34-45; Sept 05; JAE

Ayvacik; Residence; B2 Holiday House; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Han Tumertekin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 69; Jan 05; ARev
TURKEY (cont'd)

Istanbul; City and Regional Planning; Transforming Istanbul; by Justin Tyler Clark; ph. ill.; p. 23-24; Oct 05; A

U

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Dubai; Office Building; Dubai International Financial Centre; Gensler Associates; by Peter Buchanan; ph.; p. S18-S19; Nov 05; ID

Dubai; Office Building; The Gate Building; Gensler Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph. ill.; p. 42-44; Mar 05; BD&C

UNIVERSITY

Community Colleges Refining Image; by Merritt Watts and David Barista; ph. pl. table ill.; p. 26-36; Sept 05; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Columbia College Journalism Department; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. S50-S52; Nov 05; ID

ADMINISTRATION

California, Santa Monica; Student Services and Administration Building; Santa Monica College; WWCoT; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 11; July 05; BD&C

ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL

Crown Hall Renovation; Illinois Institute of Technology; Krueck & Sexton; Original Design by Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 25-28; Sept 05; A

Italy, Venice; School of Architecture; EMBT; by Catherine Slessor; elev. m.; p. 66; Apr 05; ARrev

Ohio, —; Knowlton School of Architecture; Ohio State University; Scogin & Elam; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Jack L. Nesar; ph.; p. 170-172; Sept 05; LA

Ohio, Columbus; Austin E. Knowlton Scool of Architecture; Ohio State University; Scogin & Elam; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 62-67; July 05; A

Ohio, Columbus; Knowlton Hall; Ohio State University; Scogin & Elam and Wandel & Schnell; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 202-209; May 05; AR

ARTS CENTER

Ireland, Cork; Lewis Glucksman Gallery; University College Cork; O’Donnell & Tuomey; by Greg Delaney; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Dec 05; A

Ohio, Columbus; Renovation of Wexner Center for the Arts; Ohio State University; Arup; Original Design by Peter Eisenman; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 177-178; Nov 05; AR

AUDITORIUM

Michigan, Ann Arbor; Hill Auditorium; University of Michigan; AIA Honor Award; Quinn & Evans; Original Design by Albert Kahn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 121; May 05; AR

UNIVERSITY (cont'd)

BUSINESS SCHOOL

Oregon, Eugene; Lillis Business Complex; University of Oregon; Building Team Project Award; SRG Partnership; ph.; p. 54; May 05; BD&C

CAMPUS

Angola, Luana; Universidade Agostinho Neto; Perkins & Will; by Abby Bussel; ill.; p. 33; June 05; A

California, Merced; University of California Merced Campus; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Farnau & Hartman and et al.; Master Planning by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 40-49; Sept 05; BD&C

California, Pasadena; Art Center College of Design; South Campus; Daly & Genik; Graphic Design by Bruce Mau; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p. 112-115; Feb 05; AR

Maryland, Baltimore; Campus Renovation; Peabody Institute of Johns Hopkins University; Quin & Evans; Structural Design by Robert Siman; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. ill.; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Architecture at Massachusetts Institute of Technology; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-54; June 05; AR

San Bernardino Valley College; Seismic framing technology; Steven Ehrlich; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 149-150; Aug 05; AR

CHURCH

California, City of Orange; Wallace All Faiths Chapel; Chapman University; AC Martin; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 186-193; Aug 05; ID

Maine, Brunswick; Bowdoin College Chapel; Reconstruction Award; Simpson, Gumertz & Heger; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 47; Oct 05; BD&C

CLASSROOM

Washington, Olympia; Seminar II Building; Evergreen State College; Mahlum Architects; by John Pastier; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-133; Aug 05; AR

COMPUTER CENTER

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Ray and Maria Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Building Team Project Award; Frank Gehry and Cannon Design; ph.; p. 63; May 05; BD&C

DESIGN SCHOOL

Florida, Gainesville; Rinker Hall; 2005 Top Ten Green Projects award; Croxton Collaborative Architects and Gould & Evans; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cena; p. 155-158; July 05; AR

DINING HALL

England, Oxford; Senior Common Room Addition; St. John’s University; MacCormac, Jamieson & Pritchard; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 54-59; Nov 05; ARrev

135
UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

ENGINEERING BUILDING
California, Santa Cruz; Engineering Building; University of California; Anshen & Allen; by Anna Holtzman; ph. sec.; p. 73-74; May 05; A
Kentucky, Lexington; Mechanical Engineering Building; University of Kentucky; Anshen & Allen; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. det.; p. 62-63; Mar 05; A

LANDSCAPE
California, Berkeley; Landscape Heritage Plan; University of California at Berkeley; Sasaki Associates; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. pl. ill.; p. 92-96; Sept 05; LA

LIBRARY
Czech Republic, Zlin; Library and Congress Centre; University of Tomas Bata; Eva Jiricna; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 61; Apr 05; ARev
France, —; Science Library; University of Orleans; Lipsky & Rollet; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; July 05; ARev
Germany, Cottbus; Library; Brandenburg Technical University; Herzog & de Meuron; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; Aug 05; BD&C
Netherlands, Utrecht; Library; University of Utrecht; Wiel Arets; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-61; Apr 05; A
Netherlands, Utrecht; Library; University of Utrecht; Wiel Arets; Master Planning by Rem Koolhaas; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Aug 05; BD&C
Switzerland, Zurich; Law School Faculty Library; Zurich University; Santiago Calatrava; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-39; Aug 05; BD&C

MASTER PLAN
Massachusetts, Boston; Master Plan; Northeastern University West Campus; AIA Honor Award; William Rawn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 151; May 05; AR

MEDICAL CENTER
Texas, Houston; School of Nursing; University of Texas Health Science Center; BNIM and Lake & Flato; by Larry Albert; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 52-57; Mar 05; A

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Arizona, Phoenix; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Jones Studio; Acoustical Design by McKay, Conant & Brook; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-166; Jan 05; AR
New York, Fredonia; Juliet J. Rosch Recital Hall; State University of New York; IIADA award; Interview with architect; Pasanella, Klein, Stoltzman & Berg; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 194-195; May 05; ID

RECREATION
Georgia, Atlanta; Campus Recreation Center; Georgia Institute of Technology; Building Team Project Award; Hastings & Chivetta; by David Barista; ph. cost anal.; p. 40-42; May 05; BD&C

UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

RECREATION (cont’d)
New Jersey, North Branch; Gymnasium and Pool Renovation; Raritan Valley Community College; Peter Johnston; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 78-79; July 05; ID
Wisconsin, Madison; Porter Boathouse; University of Wisconsin-Madison; VJAA and KEE Architects; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 92-97; June 05; AR

RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
California, Stanford; James H. Clark Center; Stanford University; Building Team Project Award; MBT Architecture and Foster & Partners; by David Barista; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-34; May 05; BD&C
North Carolina, Durham; Delta Smart House; Duke University; Frank Harmon; by Meghan Druding; ill.; p. 30; Mar 05; RA

RESIDENTIAL
California, Oakland; Clifton Hall Student Housing; California College of the Arts; RA Design Award; Mark Horton; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. ill.; p. 109; May 05; RA
California, Pomona; Cal Poly Pomona Residential Suites; Builder’s Choice Award; Sasaki Associates; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 204; Oct 05; B
California, Pomona; Residential Suites; California State Polytechnic University; RA Design Award; Sasaki Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 113; May 05; RA
Connecticut, New Haven; Pierson College Renovation; Yale University; Kieran & Timberlake; Original Design by James Gamb Rogers; by Sara Hart; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Mar 05; AR
England, London; Westfield Student Village; Queen Mary University of London; Copper in Architecture Award; Feilden, Clegg & Bradley; ph.; p. 82-83; Oct 05; ARev
Massachusetts, Boston; Simmons Hall Critique; Steven Holl; by Nourshin Ehsan; ph.; p. 104; May 05; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Simmons Hall; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Steven Holl; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 101-102; Apr 05; AR
New Jersey, Mahwah; Ramapo College Dormitory; RA Design Award; Paulus, Sokolowski & Sartor; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 05; RA

SCIENCE CENTER
California, San Francisco; California Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano; by Rob Gregory; sec. pers. iso.; p. 67; Apr 05; ARev
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Biological Sciences Pavilion; University of Quebec; Saia, Barbarese & Topouzanos; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 37; Mar 05; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Science Center Expansion; Harvard University; Leers & Weinzapfel; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 124-129; Aug 05; AR
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

Arizona, Chandler; Elevation Chandler Project; DMJM; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 14; Aug 05; BD&C

California, Los Angeles; Ticino Mixed-Use Building; DE Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph.; 66-68; July 05; ID

California, Oakland; Fruitvale Village; Builder's Choice Award; McLarand, Vasquez & Emsiek; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 162; Oct 05; B

California, San Diego; Mixed-Use Community Structure; Austin, Veum & Robbins; by Merritt Watts; ill.; p. 13; Aug 05; BD&C

California, Stockton; The Stockton; Reconstruction Award; Applied Architecture; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 40; Oct 05; BD&C

District of Columbia, Washington; Cad's Alley; AIA Honor Award; Sorg & Associates, Frank Schlesinger and et al.; by Jane F. Kolkeeny; elev.; p. 146; May 05; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Georgetown Townhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Barnes & Vanze; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 202; Oct 05; B

District of Columbia, Washington; Mather Building Renovation; Builder's Choice Award; Cunningham & Quill; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 142-143; Oct 05; B

URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT (cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Marina City; Bertrand Goldberg; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 160; May 05; RA

Illinois, Chicago; Togetherness; Mixed-use project; Zoka Zola; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 48; Apr 05; A

Massachusetts, Boston; The MacAllen; Mixed-use residential; Office dA; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 34; June 05; A

Minnesota, Ramsey; Ramsey Town Center; Elness, Swenson & Graham; by Jane F. Kolkeeny; ill.; p. 151; May 05; AR

Revival of Residential Hotels; by Robert Klara; ph. ill. sec.; p. 27-28; Aug 05; A

South Carolina, Columbia; Barbados at Lake Carolina; Builder's Choice Award; Studio A; Allison & Ramsey and et al.; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 188; Oct 05; B

Spain, Madrid; Principe Pio; Transportation, retail and entertainment complex; RTKL; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 16-22; Mar 05; BD&C

Texas, Dallas; Cityville Fitzhugh; Builder's Choice Award; James & Harwick; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 192; Oct 05; B

Urban Dilemmas; Rationalism, grandeur, civility in urban environments; Retrospective survey and commentary; ph. ill. sec. sec. iso.; p. 58-71; Mar 05; ARev

Virginia, Fairfax County; Metro West Development; by Michele Mariani; ph.; p. 47-48; Mar 05; B

See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHOPPING CENTER; UNIVERSITY; WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

UTAH

—; Highway; Native Plantings Along Interstate 215; Landmark Design; by Jan Striefel; ph.; p. 84-95; Oct 05; LA

V

VENEZUELA

Caracas; Garden; Parque del Este Restoration; Diana Henriquez and Eugenia Bacci; Original Design by Tabora & Stoddart; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 106-113; Feb 05; LA

VENTILATION

See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

VERMONT

—; Residence; Vacation House in Central Vermont; Elliot Noyes; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; July 05; RA
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Mozambique, Delgado; Tourist Resort; Cullum & Nightingale; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 74.; July 05; ARev

VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO; TELECOMMUNICATION

VIRGINIA
—; Residence; Farmhouse Renovation; RA Design Award; Rill & Decker; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 05; RA
Alexandria; Residence; Wilson Residence Renovation; RA Design Award; Envision Design; Original Design by Charles Goodman; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 73; May 05; RA
Alexandria; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Courtland Homes at Inlet Cove; Devereaux & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Sept 05; B
Charlottesville; Building Products; Cradle to Cradle Design Protocol; Ecology minded building products; McDonough & Braunart Design Chemistry; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. cca. p. 159-164; Dec 05; AR
Fairfax County; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Metro West Development; by Michele Mariani; ph. p. 47-48; Mar 05; B
Falls Church; Residence; Cherry Street House; Builder’s Choice Award; Moore Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 148-149; Oct 05; B
Fredericksburg; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Falls Run; Del Webb; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 145; Jan 05; B
McLean; Office Building; Gannett/USA Today Corporate Headquarters; AIA Honor Award; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 125; May 05; AR
Mt. Vernon; Residence; Mount Vernon; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 104; June 05; RA
Newport News; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Port Warwick; FMA Planners and Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Feb 05; B
Richmond; Government Building; Recladding Richmond City Hall; Scribner, Messer, Brady & Wade and Wiss, Janney & Elistner; by Sara Hart; ph. dia. cca. p. 261-268; May 05; AR
Richmond; Government Building; Virginia State Capitol; Renovation; Hillier Architecture; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. pl. det.; p. 149-156; Mar 05; AR
Sterling; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; Surrounds Landscape; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 82-91; Apr 05; LA
Vienna; Kitchen; Pierce Residence; Watermark Award; Commonwealth Home Remodelers; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 276; May 05; B
Winchester; Library; Stud Skeleton Library; RA Design Award; Reader & Swartz; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 131; May 05; RA

VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION

W

WALKWAY
Czech Republic, Prague Castle; Pedestrian Pathway; AP Atelier; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 71-72; July 05; AR
See also SIDEWALK

WALL
Acoustic Options for Windows and Window Walls; by Steve Fronken; ph.; p. 40-46; July 05; TCS
Architectural Aluminum Curtain Wall System; ph. det. cca. p. 310-314; Dec 05; AR
Avoiding Perils of Exterior Gypsum Sheathing; by Eric Olson; ph. ref.; p. 65-69; Feb 05; TCS
Building Envelope Maintenance and Repair; by Mark K. Howell; ph.; p. 70-78; Apr 05; TCS
California, San Francisco; de Young Museum; Rainscreen wall; Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec.; p. 59; Oct 05; A
Curtain Wall Design for Solar Control; by Steve Fronken; ph.; p. 65-70; Sept 05; TCS
Dual Facade Curtain Wall Systems; by Gordon Wright; ph. sec.; p. 64-70; May 05; BD&C
EIFS and Pressure-Equalized Rainscreens; by Roland Serino and Tony Stall; ph. ill. graph.; p. 28-36; Mar 05; TCS
Elements of Good Acoustics; by William Stewart; ph. det. table; p. 33-39; July 05; TCS
Exterior Metal Wall Systems and Healthcare Construction; by Keith Boyer; ph. table.; p. 82-90; Mar 05; TCS
Flaws in Siding Details; by Charles Wardell; ph. ill. det.; p. 134-138; Dec 05; B
Fluid-Applied Prevention for Envelope Failures; by Lisa Petsko; p. 130; Apr 05; TCS
High-End Insulated Vinyl Siding; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 79-80; July 05; B
Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Facade; Shaw Center for the Arts; Schwartz & Silver and Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by Sam Lubell; ph. sec.; p. 153-154; June 05; AR
Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Shaw Center for the Arts; Rainscreen; Schwartz & Silver; by Anna Holtzman; ph. det.; p. 61; June 05; A
Operable Partitions and Room Acoustics; by Jim Curtis; ph. table det. ill. dia.; p. 24-32; July 05; TCS
Rating Curtain Walls on Performance; by Raymond Ting; ph.; p. 44-55; Mar 05; TCS
Segmental Retaining Walls; by Joe Friederichs and Dan Benham; ph. p. 48-52; June 05; TCS
Site-Cast Tilt-Up Concrete; Tall panel considerations; by Ed Sauter; ph.; p. 24-33; June 05; TCS
Specifying Aluminum Composite Material Panels; by Ted S. Miller; ph.; p. 38-43; Mar 05; TCS
Steel-Stud Framing and Extruded Polystyrene Insulation; by Susan Herrenbruck and Herbert Stone; ph. map table ill.; p. 72-76; Dec 05; TCS
WASHINGTON (cont’d)

Vapor Barriers and Moisture Control; by Charles Wardell; ill. dia.; p. 69-70; Feb 05; B

Virginia, Richmond; Recladding Richmond City Hall; Senfner, Meuser, Brady & Wade and Wiss, Janney & Elstner; by Sara Hart; ph. dia. cca.; p. 261-268; May 05; AR

See also INSULATION; STRUCTURAL

WAREHOUSE

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

—; Bathroom; Bathroom; Pelletier & Schaar; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Sept 05; RA

Bainbridge Island; Architecture; Interview with Architect; Cutter & Anderson; by Robert Ivey; ph. ill.; p. 72-76; Feb 05; AR

Bainbridge Island; Residence; Private Residence; Bernie Baker; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 92-93; Sept 05; RA

Bothell; Residence; North Creek - Leschi Model; Gold Nugget Award; Mithun Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 118; June 05; B

Gray’s Bay; Residence; Santi-yo Wetland Retreat; Robert Murase; by Jim Cava; ph. pl.; p. 88-93; Aug 05; LA

Olympia; University/Classroom; Seminar II Building; Evergreen State College; Mahlum Architects; by John Pastier; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-133; Aug 05; AR

Redmond; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Conover Commons Cluster Community; Ross Chapin; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 146-147; Sept 05; B

San Juan Island; Residence; Agosta House; AIA Honor Award; Patkau Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 117; May 05; AR

SeaTac; Lighting; Leadership Center at Cedarbrook; GGLC; Lighting Design by Candelia; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 320-324; May 05; AR

Seattle, Near; Residence; Birdwatcher’s Residence; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; Landscape Design by Belt & Collins; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 116-123; June 05; LA

Seattle; Airport; South Terminal Expansion; NBBJ; by John Pastier; ph.; p. 172-176; Oct 05; AR

Seattle; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Lead Pencil Studio; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 53-54; Mar 05; AR

Seattle; Bridge; Amgen Pedestrian Bridge; Johnson Architecture; Structural Design by KPFK Consulting Engineers; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 152; Feb 05; AR

Seattle; Film/Television Studio; The Brain Film Studio; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 120; Apr 05; AR

Seattle; Government Building; Ground Security at U S. Federal Courthouse; Landscape Architecture and Security; NBBJ; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. elev.; p. 44-49; Aug 05; LA

WASHINGTON (cont’d)

Seattle; Government Building; Seattle City Hall; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson, Bassetti Architects and et al.; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. elev.; p. 74-83; Oct 05; LA

Seattle; Housing; Avalon Mutual Housing; Pyatok Architects; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Aug 05; RA

Seattle; Housing; Roxbury Estates; Builder’s Choice Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166; Oct 05; B

Seattle; Housing; Trawoott Terrace; Affordable Housing; Environmental Works; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Aug 05; RA

Seattle; Library; Seattle Central Library; Building Team Project Award; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; by Larry Flynn; ph. cost anal.; p. 36-38; May 05; BD&G

Seattle; Library; Seattle Central Library; AIA Honor Award; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 123; May 05; AR

Seattle; Office Building/Interiors; Grimm & Dunn Office Interiors; Gensler Associates; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.; p. S94-S56; Nov 05; ID

Seattle; Office Building/Interiors; Office of Terry Hunziker; Terry Hunziker; by Tom Austin; ph. pl.; p. 180-185; June 05; ID

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Freeway Park; by Iain M. Robertson and Suzanne K. Friedman; ph.; p. 78-85; Nov 05; LA

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Occidental Square; Ilze Jones and Grant Jones; by Ilze Jones and Grant Jones; ph. ill.; p. 174-176; May 05; LA

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Renovations of Freeway Park and Occidental Square; Grant Jones, Ilze Jones and Lawrence Halprin; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 114-125, 146-147; May 05; LA

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Braeburn; Best Logo; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 126; Mar 05; B

Sequim; Residence; Sequim Bay Cabin; Vandeventer & Carlander; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; July 05; RA

Strait of Juan de Fuca; Residence; Villa Lucy; Wpa; by John Pastier; ph. pl. elev.; p. 214-218; July 05; AR

Vancouver; Residence; Shaw House; AIA Honor Award; Patkau Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 126; May 05; AR

Wenatchee; Garden; Ohme Gardens; by Don Brigham, Jr.; ph.; p. 48-53; Jan 05; LA

WASTE DISPOSAL

Illinois, Chicago; Rethink/Redesign/Recycle Competition; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 71-73; Oct 05; ID

New Treatment for Medical Waste; Anshen & Allen; by Larry Flynn; ph. dia.; p. 175; Dec 05; AR

WATER

Defenses for Water Intrusion; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; p. 130; Dec 05; TCS
WATER (cont'd)
Designing to Avoid Mold; by Charles Wardell; ph. ill.; p. 79-80; May 05; B
Strategies for Saving Water; by Eric D. Davis; ph.; p. 64-71; June 05; LA
See also FOUNTAIN; RIVER, WATERWAY; STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

WATER TREATMENT
Addressing Water Issues; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 25-26; Apr 05; A
Connecticut, Hamden; Lake Whitney Treatment Plant; Steven Holl; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. ill.; p. 138-143; Oct 05; AR
Connecticut, Hamden; Whitney Water Purification Facility; Steven Holl; by Mark Alden Branch; ph. pl. sec. ill. dia.; p. 31-41; Oct 05; A
Pennsylvania, Vintondale; AMD & ART Park; Passive water treatment; by Adam Regin Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 96-115; Oct 05; LA

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
Italy, Venice; Lido; Oceanfront boardwalk playground; Giancarlo De Carlo; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; p. 44-47; Jan 05; AREv
New York, New York; Reclaiming the Waterfront; by Bay Brown; ph. ill.; p. 16-21; Oct 05; A
New York, Tonawanda; Gateway Harbor Park; Erie Canalway National Corridor; Trowbridge & Wolf; by Suzanne McDaniel VanDeMark; ph. pl. table map; p. 24-33; Jan 05; LA
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RECREATION; RIVER, WATERWAY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

WATERPROOFING
Basement Waterproofing Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 76; Aug 05; B
Beware of Waterproofing Claims; by James Heidt; p. 82; July 05; TCS
Fluid-Applied Prevention for Envelop Failures; by Lisa Petsko; p. 130; Apr 05; TCS
Proper Specifications for Waterproofing; by Stacey Byrd; p. 82; Oct 05; TCS
Specifying Below-Grade Waterproofing; by Gary W. Brown; ph. table; p. 18-26; Oct 05; TCS
See also ROOF, ROOFING; WALL

WATERSHED
Oregon, Portland; Ecological and Economical Management of Stormwater; Tom Liptan; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph.; p. 102-107; Aug 05; LA

WIND
Hurricane Driven Building Standards; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 374-384; Jan 05; B

WINDBMILL
Energy from Wind Power; by Barbara Knecht; ph. dia.; p. 272-278; May 05; AR

WINDOW
Acoustic Options for Windows and Window Walls; by Steve Fronek; ph.; p. 40-46; July 05; TCS
Alternate Window Materials for Commercial Buildings; ph. cea table; p. 293-297; May 05; AR
Benefits of Natural Ventilation; Operable windows; by Barbara Knecht and Sara Hart; ph. sec. det. cea ill.; p. 161-168; Sept 05; AR
Coastal Building Codes; Designing for impact and wind resistance; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; July 05; RA
Controlling Sound in Non-Residential Structures; ph. table cea; p. 169-173; July 05; AR
Standards for Windows, Doors and Skylights; by Jeffrey F. Lowinski; ph. table cea; p. 280-284; Dec 05; AR
Water Management in Commercial Window Systems; by Terry Zeimetz and Julio Chiarella; ph. det. ill. dia.; p. 26-36; Nov 05; TCS
Window Energy Ratings; by Jim Benney; ph.; p. 38-43; Nov 05; TCS
See also GLASS; WALL

WINDOW COVERING
Shutters; Sun control, privacy and hurricane protection; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 75-76; Dec 05; B

WINERY, VINEYARD
Mexico, Ensenada; Favela Winery; Teddy Cruz; by Julie Sinclair Eakin; pl. ill. elev.; p. 36; Nov 05; A
Wyoming, Teton County; Wine Silo; RA Design Award; Carney Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 119; May 05; RA

WISCONSIN
Kohler; Bathroom; Kohler Design Studio Vi- gnette; Christopher Coleman; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 144-146; Jan 05; ID
Madison; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales, Veridian Homes; Best Design Center; Musco Design Solutions and Devenish Associates; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 124; Mar 05; B
Madison; University/Recreation; Porter Boathouse; University of Wisconsin-Madison; VJAA and KEE Architects; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 92-97; June 05; AR
Milwaukee; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Randi Greenberg; ph. m.; p. 51-52; Feb 05; AR
Oconomowoc; Kitchen; The Aubrey; Watermark Award; Model Home Interiors; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 282; May 05; B
WOOD

Advancements in Treated Wood; by Huck DeVenzio; ph.; p. 87-92; May 05; TCS

Approaches for Repair of Wood Damage; by Deborah Slaton and Joshua Freedland; ph.; p. 114; Mar 05; TCS

Designing with American Hardwoods; ph. ill. cea; p. 197-201; Oct 05; AR

Japan, Ota; Gunma International Academy; Using wood in schools; Ceolacanth & Associates; by David Barista; ph.; p. 51; Mar 05; BD&C

Selecting Wood for Decks; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 81-82; June 05; RA

Wood and Sustainable Design; by Tom Williamson and Marilyn H. LeMoine; ph. table; p. 64-72; Mar 05; TCS

See also STRUCTURAL/WOOD

WOODWORK, CABINETWORK

Specifying Architectural Woodwork; by Philip Duvic and Kara Thorp; ph. table det. map; p. 96-104; Aug 05; TCS

WORKING DRAWING

See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING

Teton County; Winery, Vineyard; Wine Silo; RA Design Award; Carney Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 119; May 05; RA

Wilson; Residence; Duncker Residence; Tobler & Duncker and Handson Design; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; pl.; p. 78-81; Mar 05; RA

Z

YEMEN

Asnaf; Religious Building; Al-Abbas Mosque; Restoration; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Marylene Barret and Abdullah Al Hadrami; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; Jan 05; AR

ZONING

Antigrowth Policies Fuel Housing Crisis; by R. Randy Lee; ill.; p. 85-86; Jan 05; B

The Power of Zoning Regulations; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 194-202; Jan 05; B

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; LAW

ZOO

Illinois, Brookfield; Hamill Family Play Zoo; Moore, Iacofano & Goltsman; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Dec 05; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Regenstein Center for African Apes; Building Team Project Award; Lohan, Caprile & Goettsch; ph.; p. 52; May 05; BD&C

See also RECREATION
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

A
ACCESSIBILITY
See HANDICAPPED DESIGN
ACOUSTICS
AFRICA
AIR CONDITIONING
See ENERGY: HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
ANGOLA
ANTARTICA
APARTMENT
See RESIDENCE
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP
AQUACULTURE
AQUARIUM
ARBORETUM
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARGENTINA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
ARMENIA
ART
ART GALLERY
ARTS CENTER
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
AUTOMOBILE

B
BAMBOO
BANK
BAR
BARN
See RURAL DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
See STORE
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELGIUM
BOAT
BOTANIC GARDEN
BRAZIL
BRIDGE

BUILDING CODE
BUILDING PRODUCTS
BUILDING SYSTEMS
BURKINA FASO
BUS STATION

C
CALIFORNIA
CAMBODIA
CANADA
CANARY ISLANDS
CARPET
CEILING
CEMETERY
CERAMIC TILE
CHILE
CHIMNEY
CHINA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CIVIC CENTER
CLINIC
CLOSET
CLOTHING
CLUB
COATINGS
See PAINT, COATINGS
CO-HOUSING
COLOMBIA
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONVENTION CENTER
COSTA RICA
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
See WALL
CZECH REPUBLIC

D
DECK
DELAWARE
DENMARK
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR
DRAINAGE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARTHQUAKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECONOMIC ANALYSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGYPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELDERLY HOUSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEVATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPLOYMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENERGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCALATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVALUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Specific Building Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FABRIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE PROTECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIREPLACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOOR, FLOORING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUNDATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUNTAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNERAL HOME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See PARKING, GARAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARDEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERIATRIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLASS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLAZING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOVERNMENT BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDICAPPED DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDWARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZARDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORIC, PRESERVATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNGARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDAHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See PREFABRICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFRASTRUCTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See HIGHWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSURANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See COMPUTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRELAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITALY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENTUCKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITCHEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABORATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE RESTORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See MARINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)

LIGHTING
LOUISIANA
LUXEMBOURG

M

MAINE
MALAYSIA
MALL
See PLAZA; SHOPPING CENTER; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

MANUFACTURED HOUSING
See PREFABRICATION

MARINE
MARKET
MARKETING
See OFFICE PRACTICE
MARYLAND
MASONRY
 MASSACHUSETTS
MATERIALS, PRODUCTS
MAUSOLEUM
See CEMETERY
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MOISTUREPROOFING
MOLD
See HAZARDS
MONTANA
MONUMENT
See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
MOTEL
MOZAMBIQUE
MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS
NEBRASKA
NEPAL
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NEW ZEALAND
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTHERN IRELAND

NORWAY

O

OBSERVATORY
OFFICE BUILDING
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON

P

PAINT, COATINGS
PANAMA
PARK
See GARDEN; RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PENNSYLVANIA
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
PERU
PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANETARIUM
PLANTS
PLASTER
PLASTIC
PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND

PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
PORTUGAL
PREFABRICATION
PUERTO RICO

Q

RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
RECORDING STUDIO
See FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO
RECREATION
RECYCLING
REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type
RESEARCH
See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects
RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RESORT
See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION
RESTAURANT
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RESTORATION
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND
RIVER, WATERWAY
ROOF, ROOFING
RURAL DESIGN
RUSSIA

SAFETY
SANITATION
SAUDI ARABIA
SCHOOL
SCOTLAND
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
SHELTER
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDEWALK
SIDING
See WALL
SINGAPORE
SKYLIGHT
SLOVENIA
SNOW DESIGN
SOCIAL ISSUES
SOLAR
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH KOREA
SPA
See RECREATION
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS FACILITY
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY; UNIVERSITY/RECREATION
SRI LANKA
STAINED GLASS
STAIRWAY
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
STORE
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURAL
STUCCO
STUDIO
SUNSCREEN
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

SWIMMING POOL
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY

SWITZERLAND

TAIWAN
TELECOMMUNICATION
TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THAILAND
THEATER
TRAINING FACILITY
See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY
TRNSIT STATION
TRANSPORTATION
TURKEY

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
UTAH

VENEZUELA
VENTILATION
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO; TELECOMMUNICATION
VIRGINIA
VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION

WALKWAY
WALL
WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WASTE DISPOSAL
WATER TREATMENT
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
WATERPROOFING
WATERSHED
WIND
WINDMILL
WINDOW
WINDOW COVERING
WINERY, VINEYARD
WISCONSIN
WOOD
WOODWORK, CABINETWORK
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)

WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING
X
Y

YEMEN
Z

ZONING

ZOO
It’s more than three letters behind your name!

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) stands behind you with a wide range of programs to support you in your career.

**AIA means Advancing Your Interests Through Advocacy** As the collective voice of the architecture profession, the AIA makes sure your concerns and interests are heard by key decision makers at the federal, state, and local levels.

**AIA means Promoting the Profession** Through its national print and broadcast advertising campaign, the AIA boosts the public’s awareness and appreciation of the unique services and contributions that architects provide.

**AIA means Professional Information and Services** The AIA provides you with information and tools to give you a competitive advantage in today’s tough marketplace.

- Receive a 30 percent discount off the retail price of *AIA Contract Documents* (in paper and electronic format) and all AIA publications such as the *AIA Compensation Report*.

- Receive a 10 percent discount off the retail price of books and gifts in the *AIA Bookstore* at [www.aia.org](http://www.aia.org).

- Fulfill your mandatory continuing education requirements, at your convenience, with *AIA eClassroom*.

- Attend the AIA’s annual *National Convention and Design Expo*, where you’ll find outstanding continuing education programs, as well as the latest industry products and services.

- Network with colleagues and have access to specialized practice information by joining the *Professional Interest Areas*.

- Take advantage of the insurance and retirement programs offered through the *AIA Trust*. New members receive a free $15,000 life insurance policy for their first year of membership. Go to [www.theiatrust.com](http://www.theiatrust.com) for more information.

Please accept this invitation to join the AIA today—go to [www.aia.org](http://www.aia.org) or call 800-242-3837.